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SUMMARY
Representations of Convicts in Nineteenth- and Early Twentieth-Century
French Culture
From the 1820s, forçats were widely portrayed in French culture across a variety
of fictional and non-fictional genres. This thesis analyses this ‘convict tradition’,
and relates it to the emergence of industrial literature in France, with its resolutely
reader-centred approach. It argues that convicts acquired a central cultural
importance in the nineteenth century because they embodied a form of
transgressive individualism which fascinated bourgeois readers. Convicts
functioned as screens onto which readers could project their own forbidden
desires.
The study analyses canonical novels by Sand, Balzac, Hugo and Zola
alongside a large corpus of non-fiction, including biographies, penological or
philanthropic texts, physiologies and travel literature. The circulation of
stereotypes and stylistic tropes between these different genres shows the constant
interaction between mainstream and elite writing, and the influence of literary
representations on the perception of criminals, which shaped political decisions
and penal policy.
The first chapter of the study suggests that convicts gave a face to
nineteenth-century concerns about the proliferation of the criminal classes,
thereby allowing readers to explore these fears. At the same time, descriptions of
crime were a source of scopophilic pleasure, allowing readers to indulge repressed
transgressive desires, while partaking in a potentially subversive celebration of
carnivalesque disorder. Chapter 2 shows how these dynamics inform Balzac’s
writing in his ‘Vautrin cycle’, drawing readers into a game of open secrets and
deferred recognition, which mirrors contemporary concerns about urban
illegibility and illegitimate social promotion. Chapter 3 explores a competing
tradition which portrayed convicts as sublime, betraying the ambiguity of
nineteenth-century attitudes to imprisonment, which could be a sign of infamy or
of martyrdom. Sublime convicts reassured readers about the human ability to
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overcome trials, and to attain salvation through spiritual means (ataraxia) or
physical resistance (escape). These differing traditions show that narratives tended
to be centred upon their readers’ concerns, which may explain why criminals
themselves were discouraged from writing. Chapter 4 presents the obstacles to
convict self-expression as well as various attempts by inmates to ‘write back’,
culminating with Genet’s and Charrière’s subversive reappropriation of literary
discourse. Chapter 5 examines the ways in which the interplay between political
events, commercial imperatives, literary evolutions (the rise of the detective
novel) and new cultural practices like the cinema changed twentieth-century
representations of convicts.
This thesis analyses a large corpus of understudied material and fills a gap
in existing scholarship, but more importantly it uses convicts to explore
nineteenth-century reading practices, and to probe cultural fault lines in postrevolutionary French society. Convicts exemplify the ambiguity of nineteenthcentury attitudes to social marginality, and highlight the conflicted nature of
bourgeois identity. Their portrayal also draws attention to the important structural
changes undergone by the literary field from the 1830s onwards, which paved the
way for the advent of mass culture in the twentieth century.
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INTRODUCTION

When describing the scandal caused by Jean Valjean’s arrest at the end of the first
part of Les Misérables (1862), Victor Hugo emphasizes the drastic social
consequences triggered by the simple statement: ‘c’était un galérien’ (1951: 309).
Merely pronouncing this word severs Madeleine’s ties to the community of
Montreuil-sur-Mer: ‘sur ce seul mot, tout le monde à peu près l’abandonna’
(Ibid.). What the extreme nature of these reactions testifies to is the infamy which
characterized convicts in nineteenth-century France.
The English term ‘convict’ only gives a partial sense of the strong
negative connotations associated with the word forçat in French. Whereas
‘convict’ refers indiscriminately to criminals sentenced to penal servitude, and to
‘any person convicted in a judicial investigation of a punishable offence’,1 the
French forçat specifically designated those criminals who had been sentenced to
hard labour in France’s coastal penal settlements, the bagnes. Descended from the
galleys, these institutions housed criminals condemned for crimes ranging from
aggravated theft to murder. As a punishment, hard labour was only outranked in
the penal code by the death penalty itself. Although convicts were no longer
employed as galley rowers, they were still associated in the cultural imagination
with the galériens of the Old Regime, and both terms were used interchangeably
well into the nineteenth century. Like their predecessors, forçats were infamous
figures, shunned and feared by the rest of the population, even after their release.
Yet many of the individuals who would probably have reacted with
disgust had they actually found themselves faced with a forçat did not mind
reading about them in newspapers and novels. In accordance with the important
symbolical function so often ascribed to marginal figures in the cultural
imagination (Stallybrass and White 1986: 5), convicts were as central to
nineteenth-century cultural practices as they were ostracized from a social
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The reference here is to the OED definition of the word ‘convict’. Although it is not a perfect
translation, I will be using ‘convict’ interchangeably with forçat throughout this thesis; the penal
settlements will usually be referred to as bagnes.
2
Rappaport 2006: 266-8.
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perspective: convicts were ‘the archetypal villain[s] for the French imagination
until the final closing of the bagnes’ (Nye 1984: 62). Forçats appear in a range of
nineteenth-century texts including canonical novels, popular melodramas,
physiological works, travel narratives, newspaper articles and penological
treatises. This thesis brings together a representative selection of these texts, in
order to show how portrayals of convicts from the 1820s to the eve of the Second
World War became extremely widespread and at the same time increasingly
formulaic, relying on a restricted set of stylistic conventions and on the same,
constantly repeated subject-matter. It relates the increasing importance of convicts
in fictional and non-fictional writing to aesthetic and socio-economic
developments, including the birth of the modern press, the beginning of ‘industrial
literature’ (Sainte-Beuve 1999: 27) and the rise of the serial novel as a major
cultural art form. Because they fascinated readers, convicts were portrayed in
commercial texts belonging to very different genres, but which borrowed tropes
and ideas off each other, thereby giving rise to a specific convict ‘mythology’
(Barthes 1957: 215-51), which influenced literature, the social perceptions of
convicts, political discourse and penal policy.
The various chapters of this study relate the evolution of the convict
tradition to contemporaneous aesthetic, social and economical developments.
They also suggest a number of reasons for the enduring fascination with criminals
and bagnes. The different cultural functions which convicts fulfilled for
nineteenth-century readers are the focus of the first three chapters, while the
fourth deals with the (near impossible) articulation of a convict counter-discourse,
and the fifth with the evolutions of the convict tradition following the 1852
introduction of transportation. The nineteenth-century fascination with convicts is
not only an intriguing phenomenon in its own right but also sheds light on wider
cultural dynamics like the emergence of mass culture, and the ambiguities which
riddled nineteenth-century attitudes to social marginality.
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1 The emergence of convicts as cultural ‘spectres’ in nineteenth-century
France
The cultural importance of convicts in the nineteenth century may seem all the
more surprising as it coincides almost exactly with the disappearance of real
convicts from the public sphere. Until the suppression of the travelling chaingangs (la chaîne) in 1837, there were regular occasions for French citizens to see
convicts, whether on the public square where soon-to-be convicts were exposed,
or on the road where long chain-gangs of criminals could be encountered
travelling towards the bagnes. This changed in the following decades, in
accordance with the overall shift, analysed by Michel Foucault, from a visual
‘économie des supplices’ (1975: 71) to a new, integrated system of punishments
based on discipline and social control. The system of the chaîne gradually came to
be perceived by the ruling elites as dangerous, demoralising and inefficient, hence
its replacement in 1837 by closed cellular carriages. 2 Along with the 1832
abolition of branding, this was the first step in a long process of penal reform
which separated the criminal world of the bagne from the rest of French society,
culminating in the transfer of all French penal settlements to the colonies. The last
metropolitan bagne closed its doors in 1873, sealing the symbolical expulsion of
the convict from the national sphere.
Yet until the final closure of the colonial bagnes in 1946, fictional convicts
continued to populate the pages of France’s bestselling novels, from Sue’s Les
Mystères de Paris (1842-1843) to Gaston Leroux’s Chéri-Bibi cycle (1913-1925).
Newspaper articles, non-fictional studies, travel accounts and later the grands
reportages undertaken by journalists like Albert Londres also kept the French
public informed about the bagnes. To the visual disappearance of real convicts
from the public sphere corresponds this enigmatic rise of the convict as a media
figure, a public ‘spectre’ (Hutchings 2001: 1-2), making his ghostly presence felt
across a range of cultural discourses.
The early nineteenth century also marks the entrance of the convict on the
public scene as an object of intellectual enquiry. From the Restoration onwards,
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Rappaport 2006: 266-8.
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criminals attracted the attention of doctors, lawyers, phrenologists and
philanthropists. This evolution coincided with the rise of hygiénisme, which saw
medical specialists claiming an increased competence in adjudicating social as
well as bodily ills.3 Alexandre Parent-Duchâtelet for instance devoted one study
to Paris’ open-air sewers (1824) and another to prostitutes (1836), both of which
he considered to have a deleterious influence on society as a whole. Like
prostitutes, convicts were often thought of in terms of social ‘sewage’ to be sealed
off and neutralized. In an 1836 description of New South Wales, for example,
France’s bagnes were compared to ‘de vastes cloaques, où tout ce qu’il y a
d’impur fermente encore pour refluer ensuite dans la société avec un
accroissement d’impureté’ (Domeny de Rienzi 1836: 323).
Such medical models of viral contamination dovetailed with new, protocriminological concerns with ‘criminal man’ as a problem to be addressed via
penal reform and appropriate moral treatment. In the wake of the eighteenthcentury debates about penal reform triggered by the works of Bentham and
Beccaria, French legislators sought to reform prisons so that incarceration would
simultaneously protect society and effect a moral cure on the criminals detained.4
The debate mainly focused on the nation’s prisons, which could more easily be reorganized around cellular principles. The bagnes were mostly held up as countermodels, examples of institutions in which inmates swiftly corrupted each other
(see for example Lucas 1836, iii: 612). Of particular concern was the open,
chaotic nature of the bagnes, where inmates could circulate freely, and even work
alongside free men, thereby allegedly endangering their morality (Hantute 1850:
182-3).
However, precisely because convicts were seen as more criminal than the
average prisoner, they also attracted the attention of penal specialists. As
Benjamin Appert before him, Hubert Lauvergne analysed convicts along
phrenological lines in his 1841 magnum opus Les Forçats considérés sous le
rapport physiologique, moral et intellectuel. Such controversial approaches
attracted much attention (often of a critical nature) in intellectual circles.5 To
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Nye 1984: 22-48, Renneville 1994: 29-49.
Faugeron, Petit and Pierre 2002: 56-9.
5
For a summary of the reception of phrenological thought in France see Lanteri-Laura 1994: 22-8
4
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phrenologists, convicts were fascinating specimens, both alive (when they could
be observed, and their letters and testimonies collected) and dead, when their
crania could be studied. In one of his spoof autobiographies, the famous theatrical
crook Robert Macaire bequeaths his skull for this very purpose: ‘Je donne mon
crâne aux phrénologistes, persuadé que ces messieurs ne manqueront pas d’y
trouver les protubérances de toutes les vertus positives ou négatives’ (Raban
1838, i: 6). From a methodologically less controversial standpoint, a number of
studies and reports concerned themselves with the convicts’ mortality rate,
illnesses and general living conditions.6 These scholarly attempts to describe,
categorize and analyse the inmates of the bagnes reflect the changed
epistemological status of convicts. They found their natural prolongation in the
work of the Positivist school of criminology in the second half of the century,
especially in the writings of Cesare Lombroso (L’Uomo delinquente, 1876) and of
his intellectual disciples.
However, a number of these early nineteenth-century studies occasionally
diverge from a scholarly perspective by including extraneous content or by
shifting their tone from the disengaged and objective to the luridly evocative. In
his 1820 article for the Dictionnaire des sciences médicales, for instance,
Villermé interrupts a description of the convicts’ arrival in the bagne with a series
of reflections on their probable impressions:
Qu’on se figure donc le forçat arrivant en présence de deux à trois mille
misérables agitant des chaînes longues et retentissantes, et dont il va
partager le sort. Quelle peinture de l’enfer offre un tableau plus affreux
que cette scène, tantôt bruyante et tumultueuse, et tantôt glacée du silence
de la terreur! (1820b: 255-6)
There is a change of focus here from an exterior description of the convicts’
living conditions to a subjective assessment of their inner dispositions – or rather,
of the inner dispositions the author assumes would be theirs if they shared the
values and social positions of the readers. This amounts to an invitation, extended
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
and Goldstein 2005: 234-69.
6
Villermé 1820a and 1830, Lacointa 1823, Roussel 1831.
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to the readers, to engage emotionally with the scene described by imagining
themselves in the position of the new convict. To this end, Villermé insists on the
visually and auditively striking dimensions of the scene – the clanking chains, the
overcrowded room – relying on this profusion of sense data to trigger an
immediate emotive response to the penal environment described, in lieu of a
purely detached assessment. Although his article is primarily informative, then,
Villermé clearly sought to appeal to his readers by engaging with their
imagination.
The fact that readers might also have been looking for emotional titillation
when they read about convicts could explain the outpouring of texts relating to the
bagne, but obviously written for entertainment rather than for information (or, to
use a contemporary neologism, ‘infotainment’). A market existed for texts about
the bagnes which exceeded the purely scholarly. The spectrum of writing on the
topic thus extends from the dry, technical approach of medical theses and
statistical reports to the more readable and engaging descriptions found in
Benjamin Appert’s philanthropic writings and in the physiological literature of the
July Monarchy. Les Français peints par eux-mêmes (1840-1842) for instance,
devotes a lengthy section to convicts in its ‘Province’ volume, in which specific
descriptions of the buildings, layout and regulations of the Brest bagne (complete
with statistics and tables of figures) are juxtaposed with humorous anecdotes,
illustrations and even song scores (see fig.1). The journalist Maurice Alhoy
clearly sought to tap into the same large reservoir of curious non-specialists when
he re-issued his observations on the bagnes in an illustrated edition, published
with the alluring title Les Bagnes: histoire, types, moeurs, mystères (1845)
(Dobelbower 2002: 137). The media-savvy Alhoy had obviously recognized that
there was a demand for non-fictional but nevertheless engaging descriptions of the
bagnes.
The distinction between fiction and non-fiction does not, in fact, prove
particularly helpful when analysing the corpus of printed material about convicts
which flooded the French market from the July monarchy onwards. One of the
most noticeable characteristics of this production is its transgeneric nature.
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Figure 2. Excerpts from Aristide Dauvin, ‘Les forçats’ (1841: 1, 74, 87),
illustrations by J.-J. Grandville
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Ideas, anecdotes and stylistic tropes circulated freely across generic boundaries,
creating echoes between newspaper articles, non-fictional studies, travel literature,
biographies and novels. These genres did not only echo one another (sometimes
to the extent of incorporating long and barely acknowledged sections of other
works into their own text), but they also occasionally intermingled, so that some
hybrid works devoted to convicts cannot readily be identified as either fictional or
non-fictional. This is the case, for instance, of the pseudo-autobiographical
Mémoires d’un galérien ou Vidocq dévoilé (1828-1829), a commercial spin-off on
Vidocq’s Mémoires written by two well-known literary hacks, Louis-François
Raban and Marco de Saint-Hilaire, but printed with no recognisable author name
on the title-page.7
The polyphonic quality of the Vidocq dévoilé volumes was also
characteristic of the periodical press. In fact, the rise of the convict as a recurrent
cultural figure in the nineteenth century owes more to the newspaper as a
pioneering literary genre (Vaillant 2004) than to any other, including the novel. In
the press, fictional depictions of convicts printed in the ‘rez-de-chaussée’ coexisted with court reports, faits divers, opinion pieces on prison reform and
investigative proto-reportages. Many of the most successful novels featuring
convicts, like Les Mystères de Paris and La Dernière Incarnation de Vautrin
(18478) first appeared in serial form. As the importance of the press grew –
especially following the launch of la petite presse from 1863 onwards with its
radical increase in circulation and accessibility (see Smith 2006: 261-3 and
Terdiman 1985: 132-3) – this connection between the space of the newspaper and
cultural representations of convicts only became stronger. Even as faits divers
came to occupy an ever larger section of the daily newspapers (Kalifa 1995: 223), an increasing number of articles were devoted to descriptions of the bagne in
French Guiana, especially following Londres’s ground-breaking reportage for Le
Petit Parisien in 1923.
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Recycling material about convicts was clearly part of Raban’s stock-in-trade, as the later but
equally hybrid Les Nuits du Palais-Royal (1869) makes clear.
8
La Dernière Incarnation de Vautrin was serialized independently under this title before being
included as the last part in Splendeurs et misères des courtisanes (1838-1847).
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2 The recurrent characteristics of convict texts
The many representations of convicts which appeared in the press helped to
propagate a cultural stereotype of the forçat which grew ever more rigid as the
century progressed, and as serial novels grew more formulaic (Quéffelec-Dumasy
1989: 46). By the second half of the century, when authors like Ponson du Terrail,
Pierre Zaccone, or Jules Lermina wrote about Toulon, their referent was no longer
the real institution, but rather the image of the bagne which had been popularized
by decades of earlier depictions (I shall discuss French novelists’ slow shift
towards colonial imagery in chapter 5). Since readers had by then acquired a
mental picture of what convicts were like, there was no need for novels to feature
any new material for the desired effet de réel to be achieved (Barthes 1968: 84-9).
By the middle of the century, stereotypical representations of convicts had
solidified enough for these to provide the cognitive basis for literary depictions:
they had been included in the reigning doxa, that is in the body of received ideas
commonly accepted as truth in social discourse.9 Through the repeated circulation
of certain ideas across a wide variety of media (texts, public performances,
images), a coherent set of tropes had become inextricably associated with ‘forçat’.
These recurrent characteristics associated with convicts included visual
physical attributes, such as chains, red or green caps, brand marks and hideous
expressions (see Flaubert 1990: 236). The word bagne summoned up visions of
chain-gangs, sinister dormitories, floggings and executions. Equally fixed were
the character traits associated with forçats, believed to be cynical, ignorant,
scheming and vicious, ruled by their passions (for drink, gambling and
homosexual

intercourse),

yet

simultaneously

endowed

with

a

simian

maliciousness. These stereotypes were articulated around a series of oppositions
which – despite being clearly contradictory – were repeatedly portrayed as
unproblematic and self-evident. The majority of convicts were seen as
irremediably corrupted by crime, even as the ‘bon forçat’ emerged as a recurrent
literary trope, inspiring a series of ‘sublime convict’ narratives (see chapter 3).
This constellation of received ideas about convicts corresponded to a
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series of no less conventional rules informing their representation in writing. The
‘codes’ of convict writing effectively determined what could be said, how, and in
what order.10 The influence of these codes operated at three levels: structure,
style, and ideas.
2.1 Structure
Most studies of the bagnes were structured around the same recurrent topics: the
convicts’ ferrement and their arrival in the bagne; their living conditions,
uniforms and food; their work and the internal regulations of the bagne; escapes,
infractions and punishments; capital executions and the lives of certain
remarkable convicts; the danger convicts represent for society, and suggestions
for penal reform. When the narrative focus shifted to Guiana, a new series of
topoi emerged, including some elements from the earlier metropolitan tradition
(such as descriptions of the dormitories, homosexual intercourse and various types
of punishment), but with a new focus on the trials undergone while escaping
through the jungle or on the sea (sickness, thirst, starvation, storms, encounters
with natives, cannibalistic convicts, tarantulas, crocodiles, vampire bats,
quicksand, sharks…). As far as this mythological content was concerned, there
was considerable overlap between fictional and non-fictional descriptions, despite
their differing generic imperatives. Thus a novel like Raoul de Navéry’s L’Ange
du bagne (1860) was articulated along the same lines as a study such as Pelletier’s
Voyage en Bretagne (1853), with one chapter devoted to an execution in the
bagne, another describing a mutiny, a third narrating a visit to the bagne bazar,
and so forth. In novels, stringent conventions also regulated the roles convicts
could play, and their possible trajectories in the plot were ruled by a rigid
‘proairetic code’ or code of action (Barthes 1970: 25) inevitably impelling them
towards death or capture.
2.2 Style
At the level of style, there was a strong degree of intrageneric and extrageneric
congruence in the ways authors described convicts. As Dufays points out, the
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I use ‘code’ in the sense developed by Barthes in S/Z (1970: 27), and elaborated on by Dufays in
his analysis of stereotypes (2010: 56).
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apparently infinite number of linguistic word combinations theoretically available
to writers hides the fact that only a handful of them are ever activated within a
specific cultural context: ‘chaque mot possède des latitudes distributionnelles
assez limitées qui réduisent considérablement les possibilités de création
langagière’ (2010: 91). Umberto Eco speaks of these implicit rules as ‘des règles
d’hypercodage rhétorique et linguistique’ (1985: 10). The standard style of novels
and mainstream non-fictional texts about convicts included a regular use of loaded
adjectives like ‘infâme’, ‘ignoble’, ‘ignominieux’ and ‘hideux’, and a structural
reliance on metaphors of animality or illness (convicts as ‘fauves assoiffés de
sang’, or vectors of moral contamination), betraying the link between linguistic
stereotypes and social doxa. The proximity between fictional and non-fictional
writing styles in this respect is all the less surprising as the same authors often
produced works across several categories. In the first half of the century, for
example, Joseph Méry wrote articles about the Toulon bagne for the Revue de
Paris even as he featured convicts in his fictional writing, and in the second half
of the century the prolific Pierre Zaccone wrote a number of novels about convicts
as well as penning a popular history of the bagnes.
Stylistic standardization is often considered a problem from the point of
view of contemporary criticism because of the importance ascribed to originality
and linguistic innovation. This was not necessarily the case for nineteenth-century
cultural producers and their readers. It meant that authors could put out new works
very quickly to keep up with demand, at the same time as it allowed readers to
swiftly find their bearings and determine what type of text they were dealing with.
This facilitated the reading process even as it provided consumers with the
reassuring pleasure of the familiar, an important dimension of the popular
literature experience.11
2.3 Ideas
At the level of ideas, most texts about the bagnes tended to present readers
with the intellectually familiar, relying on a set of recurrent doxa, truisms, or
idéologèmes to provide the consensual common ground needed for their argument
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Many scholars of popular literature insist on the importance of repetition as a source of pleasure
(Vareille 1988: 88-90, Couégnas 1992: 77, Migozzi 2005: 143-4).
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or plot to unfold. Idéologèmes function, according to Marc Angenot, as apparently
self-evident maxims underlying social discourse (1977: 24). They are statements
which, in any given culture, are widely acknowledged to be true but which lack
any objective demonstrability. Rather, their perceived truth-value stems from their
correspondence to the reigning doxa. For instance, few nineteenth-century readers
were likely to challenge the notion that criminals needed to accept incarceration as
a form of penance, or (especially from the 1870s onwards) that society had a right
to defend itself against criminals by any means necessary.12 Such beliefs were all
the more likely to become accepted as established as they were often reasserted.
Recurrent examples include the claims that the bagnes were academies of crime,
or that there existed a class of professional criminals who broke the law with full
awareness of the consequences, ‘le code à la main’.13 In fictional texts, these
assertions did not necessarily correspond to any specific body of knowledge, but
were borrowed here and there from various disciplines or social discourses, with
little internal coherence. Vaguely phrenological beliefs about the indicting nature
of certain facial traits could thus co-exist in popular fiction with an implicit
reliance on free-will models of criminal behaviour.
The codes informing these three levels of stereotypes (structure, style and
ideas) worked in conjunction, so that readers picking up a stylistic pointer would
immediately know what to expect from a text’s structure and content as well. As
Barthes argued in Critique et vérité, the macro-structure of a text corresponds to
its micro-structure: ‘grandes et petites unités du discours sont […] dans un rapport
d’intégration’ (1966: 62). The initial description of a character in a popular novel
was of paramount importance because it allowed readers to deduce not only their
function, but also the probable unfolding of the novel’s plot (Couégnas 1992:
155). As the number of texts featuring convicts increased, and as the similarities
between them became more patent, innocuous details which had initially been
included only for information or local colour became pointers activating a whole
network of associations. Elements like a character’s hair colour, his dispositions
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For the rise of this ‘social defence’ rhetoric, see Nye 1984: 68-70.
See for example Appert 1836, iii: 34, Desnoyers, Boulé and Pothier 1841: 110, Lauvergne 1841:
201, Dauvin 1890: 73 and Balzac 1995: 201.
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(e.g. excessive sadness, a suspicious reluctance to mention the past), or the
metaphors used to describe him (e.g. Satanic pride, feline agility) would thus
acquire a tremendous importance insofar as they were perceived as signals
indicating what the text was about, or to use Umberto Eco’s term, what ‘topic’
was to guide its interpretation.
By ‘topic’, Eco means the preliminary hypotheses formulated by the
reader regarding the text’s nature, and which subsequently come to guide the
entire interpretation process, thereby privileging certain aspects of the text over
others (1985: 119). So for instance it is likely that if a reader suspected a character
in a novel of being a convict, he or she was going to pay particularly close
attention to textual elements likely to confirm this hypothesis, such as the
character’s gait, or his reluctance to show his shoulders. This in turn had an effect
on later texts. In the competitive commercial environment of popular fiction, it
seems highly plausible that authors sought to anticipate what they perceived to be
their readers’ desires, and so included elements they thought readers might
appreciate, such as oblique references to the convicts’ sexuality, or descriptions of
executions and escapes. This led to the emergence of recognisable sub-genres
within the field of convict writing; for as Dufays points out, ‘c’est lorsqu’une
collectivité identifie une série de textes comme porteuse d’un même ensemble de
prédicats et de motifs qu’elle commence à percevoir cette série comme constituant
un genre’ (2010: 102). Once certain texts were identified as sharing the same
traits, then others could be modelled on them. As a result, descriptions of convicts
across the whole cultural spectrum grew more rather than less similar in the
course of the nineteenth century.
Whilst certain authors were happy to produce purely iterative works,
others sought to play with their readers’ expectations. Novelists could for instance
rely on their readers’ familiarity with certain stereotypes in order to structure their
narratives around ‘open secrets’, enticingly presented as mysteries to be resolved
even as they were always already known to the reader (Miller 1988: 195). They
would typically introduce a number of hints, but postpone a full revelation for
several chapters, thereby impelling their readers to read on even as they enjoyed
the pleasure of knowing more than the other characters. Alternatively, they could
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introduce to a highly conventional plot line an unexpected and dramatic twist.
They could even make self-conscious and ironic references to the entire convict
tradition. As early as 1828, the young Vidocq is portrayed appealing to the bagne
commander’s compassion by comparing himself to the hero of a 1768 drama by
Fenouillot de Falbaire: ‘Ah! mon bon commissaire, m’écriai-je, vous voyez
devant vous un second exemple de l’honnête criminel’ (1998: 157). In the same
vein, La Résurrection de Rocambole (1865) opens with a scene in which one
convict summarizes a recent melodrama, entitled Rocambole (1992b: 7-10), an
entertaining mise en abîme which allowed Ponson du Terrail to update new
readers about his hero’s adventures, whilst underscoring his novel’s status as a
shared ludic enterprise between author and readers.
Of course, such sophisticated ways of playing with conventions
presupposed some familiarity with the convict tradition. Readers were expected to
have the right ‘repertoire’ (Iser 1980), namely to have mastered the cultural codes
needed to understand the text’s subtleties. There needed to be a close fit between
the object of interpretation and the subjectivity of the reader, which was itself
shaped, as Barthes points out, by a large number of earlier cultural encounters:
La subjectivité est une image pleine, dont on suppose que j’encombre le
texte, mais dont la plénitude, truquée, n’est que le sillage de tous les codes
qui me font [...] ce “moi” qui s’approche du texte est déjà lui-même une
pluralité d’autres textes, de codes infinis, ou plus exactement: perdus.
(1970: 16-7)
Barthes’s observation touches on another problem, that of cultural loss, i.e. the
gradual disappearance of previously well-established cultural codes. As genres
evolve, the memory of the conventions associated with them disappears, even as
new codes emerge which may shed light on previously misunderstood works.
Other features, however, become increasingly difficult to decode.
This is certainly the case for the texts belonging to the convict tradition.
The cultural imagination associated with the bagnes disappeared with them, just
as new literary genres superseded those which had traditionally featured convicts.
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A number of texts have survived, either because they still correspond to popular
demand – Henri Charrière’s Papillon (1969) was recently re-printed, with a
picture of Steve McQueen on the cover – or because they have been included in
the canon. Certain features of these works now strike us as contrived or
problematic, however, as we are no longer familiar with the conventions and
idéologèmes underpinning them. For instance, it may no longer be obvious to
twenty-first century readers why Valjean cannot be allowed to live happily ever
after in the little room prepared for him by Cosette in the Gillenormand
household.14
From the perspective of cultural and literary history, it is valuable to try to
understand how contemporaneous readers approached nineteenth-century texts
about convicts. Such de-centring from our own cultural perspective can also shed
light on canonical works by showing how authors like Hugo or Zola drew on
mainstream literary conventions, at times to subvert them. In order to determine a
work’s originality, it is necessary to be familiar with the conventions of the genre
to which it belongs, since as Dufays notes ‘la nouveauté ne peut être saisie qu’en
tant que variation à l’intérieur d’un cadre connu’ (2010: 122); and to explore how
this genre relates to the rest of the cultural field which forms it ‘architexte’
(Genette 1979: 88) or ‘Texte Général’ (defined by Grivel as ‘la masse écrite en
circulation au moment de la composition ou de la consommation du texte’, 1978:
30). To achieve a nuanced understanding of a text like Gabriel Lambert (1844) or
Les Misérables, for example, it is important to relate it not merely to the penal
context of nineteenth-century France, but also to the ways in which convicts were
already written about in newspaper articles, pamphlets and serial novels.

3 Aims and methodology
The ambition of this thesis is to reconstruct in some detail the cultural background
needed to understand nineteenth-century works featuring convicts. In order to
examine how convicts were perceived, it draws on a wide variety of sources,
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See Denby 2013 for a characteristic example of such cultural miscomprehension.
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fictional and non-fictional, mainstream and specialized, canonical and unknown. I
analyse novels like Lélia (1833) or Le Père Goriot (1835), less well-known works
like L’Ange du bagne, commercial successes like Rocambole or topical works like
Vidocq dévoilé. I constantly relate this literary material to a large non-fictional
corpus consisting of penological literature (scientific and pseudo-scientific), travel
accounts, biographies and texts belonging to the physiological tradition.
My intention is not only to highlight the convict tradition’s important
influence on certain canonical novels (though I do that as well). Rather, my aim is
to show the constant interaction between ‘high’ and ‘low’ in nineteenth-century
culture, as well as between fictional and non-fictional writing. I will argue that
texts about convicts often blur and exceed the generic categories we use to make
sense of them. In addition to the history and semiotics of popular culture
mentioned above my methodology draws on the ‘historical turn’ of the early
1980s associated with New Historicism and the new cultural history, and
Foucault’s analyses of discourse as a central component in social power
structures.15 In the specific case of convicts, the many cultural discourses which
circulated about the bagnes contributed to the establishment of fixed stereotypes
about forçats, which then influenced public opinion, political decisions, and penal
policy – whilst marginalising the convicts themselves as objects of intellectual
enquiry with no voice of their own. Attempts at ‘writing back’ were actively
discouraged, leaving convicts – like Spivak’s famously silent ‘subalterns’ –
unable to ‘speak’ for lack of an appropriate discursive positioning (Spivak 1988).
The proliferation of texts about convicts from the end of the Restoration
onwards led to the emergence of what could be termed a criminal ‘episteme’
(Foucault 1980: 197) in nineteenth-century culture, which determined what could
be said about convicts, by whom, and in what manner. Hence the very
standardized ways in which specialists of the penal question (and novelists)
structured their descriptions around recurrent idéologèmes. Nineteenth-century
perceptions of convicts were always already mediated by the methodology of
various disciplines, as well as by earlier cultural representations. Doctors and
penologists perceived convicts through the lenses of their various disciplines, and
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wrote about them using tropes already in wide circulation. Even visitors to the
bagne arrived with fixed ideas about what they needed to see. Dumas, for
instance, deplored the absence of celebrity criminals during his 1835 visit to
Toulon – ‘Malheureusement, le bagne [n’avait] pour le moment aucune notabilité’
(1991: 39) – while Valérie de Gasparin instinctively began to describe the bagne
by comparing it to Dante’s Inferno, a parallel which had by then become a literary
commonplace (1866: 511). Even first-hand perceptions of convicts were filtered
by cultural concerns, and their translation into writing influenced by the same
pervasive ‘Texte Général’ which also informed fictional depictions.
It is particularly important to foreground the influence of cultural
stereotypes on nineteenth-century perceptions of convicts because social
historians of the bagne have tended to neglect this dimension. Whilst convicts
have not attracted the attention of literary specialists, they have been well studied
by historians in the wake of Foucault’s Surveiller et punir. Even if many scholars
objected to what they perceived as Foucault’s sweeping generalizations – as the
transcript of the roundtable discussion with Foucault included in L’Impossible
prison (Perrot 1980) makes clear – this was ultimately a creative dissent which
triggered a wave of studies focusing on France’s penal system.16 The controversy
surrounding Surveiller et punir helped to constitute the study of prisons as a
recognized field of historical research, a development assisted by the influence of
scholars like Michèle Perrot, who created networks of collaborators and ran a
seminar on prisons with Robert Badinter from 1986 to 1991. Most of the
foundational studies of France’s bagnes date from this period. Vigié’s (1985) and
Zysberg’s work on the galleys and metropolitan bagnes (1987) and Pierre’s
research on the settlements in French Guiana (1982) have been complemented in
recent years by more targeted studies devoted to specific institutions (JoannicSeta 2000), practices (Jacquelin 2002), sub-groups (B. Dumas 2005, Denis 2011)
or individuals (Metais-Thoreau 2008).
The persistent interest in the bagnes by historians can be explained by the
influence of cultural history as an intellectual practice and institutional discipline.
With its increased focus on patterns of cultural production and consumption, on
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the dynamics of ideology and discourse, and on the treatment of marginal groups,
this approach encouraged the study of dominated social groups like women,
children, immigrants, the insane or those with non-normative sexualities. Convicts
fit naturally into this research agenda, all the more so as the nascent interest in
criminals and penal institutions dovetailed with similar developments in other
intellectual fields. Since penal transportation helped to forge a mental link
between criminals and natives, and because of the deviant sexual practices so
often associated during the nineteenth century with the inmates of France’s penal
institutions, convicts also attracted the attention of scholars working in the fields
of postcolonial studies and queer theory. The bagnes in French Guiana have thus
been analysed by anthropologists, historians and cultural theorists as marginal
spaces reflecting the ambiguities of France’s colonial policy.17 At the same time,
descriptions of convicts, especially but not exclusively in the work of Balzac,
have fuelled discussions about nineteenth-century homosexual identities and
practices.18 Though these approaches typically deal only with specific aspects of
convict life or penal policy, they offer useful intellectual tools with which to
analyse cultural attitudes towards convicts. I therefore draw on some of the ideas
and terminology of queer studies and postcolonial studies in my own analyses of
texts about convicts, in the same way that I use certain notions derived from
psychoanalysis.
These approaches to convicts often provide more nuanced readings of
fictional texts, and pay more attention to the importance of convicts as cultural
figures than do many historical studies. Some historians have had a tendency
either to ignore fictional material, or to use it for purely illustrative purposes,
without necessarily taking into account such aspects as generic conventions or a
writer’s aesthetic agenda. Some scholars have, for instance, relied on non-fictional
sources like Alhoy’s Les Bagnes or Zaccone’s Histoire des bagnes (1870) without
critically questioning the authenticity of these accounts, or paying close attention
to the cultural influences which informed their writing. André Zysberg for
example reproduces song lyrics included by Alhoy in Les Bagnes at the end of his
own presentation of the metropolitan settlements (1991b: 214), although the
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origins of these transcriptions are quite problematic. Possibly because of their
limited awareness of the effects of cultural mediation, historians like Pierre (1982)
have also had a tendency of structuring their studies around the same thematic
categories as nineteenth-century authors, with a chapter on executions, another on
homosexuality, another on famous convicts, and so forth, thereby unconsciously
demonstrating the gravitational pulls of these generic conventions.
Recent studies by scholars like Bullard, Donet-Vincent, Fougère or Toth
prove far more perceptive to the dynamics of cultural influence, frequently
analysing the influence of mediatic discourses on the evolution of penal policy
(Toth 2006: 122-45). They also demonstrate an increased awareness of the generic
pressures faced by historians, such as the temptation to downplay differences
between the living conditions in various settlements in order to produce a
smoother narrative, or to focus too much on sensationalist but not necessarily
representative material (Donet-Vincent 2003: 423). Nevertheless, the focus of
these studies is clearly (and quite understandably) on the penal settlements
themselves, rather than on their representation in fictional and non-fictional
writing. As a result, even those historical works which pay close attention to
cultural dynamics do not generally seek to relate nineteenth- or twentieth-century
texts about convicts to each other, or to broader literary developments.
Approaching the nineteenth-century fascination with convicts as a topic of study
in its own right (without, of course, ignoring the historical reality of France’s
penal institutions) is in my view best achieved from the perspective of cultural
and literary studies.
Thus far, there has been no study of convicts as recurrent characters in
French cultural productions, though the possibility has been evoked in passing
(Guise 1994: 12). Other marginal figures have, however, been the focus of similar
approaches: Bernstein (1989) and Matlock (1994) have examined the social and
cultural importance of prostitutes in nineteenth-century France, Gill (2009) the
ambiguous social responses provoked by eccentrics, and Yee (2000) and
Sharpley-Whiting (1999) have written about the treatment of ‘exotic’ women.
Leps (1992) has shown that the perception of criminal figures indirectly shaped
nineteenth-century social norms and public policy in France and Britain, while
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Bender (1987) has highlighted the influence of art and literature on the evolution
of British prisons in the late eighteenth century. As potential male counterparts to
French prostitutes – sharing both their infamy and their earnings (since they often
worked as pimps) – convicts appear all the more suitable for a similar analysis.
Although convicts have not been studied as recurrent cultural figures in
their own right, the importance of criminals and prisons in nineteenth-century
French writing has not gone unnoticed in literary analysis. Following Brombert’s
(1975) influential analysis of ‘la prison romantique’ as a structure of the
imagination, many critics have studied the ways in which criminals and penal
institutions appealed to the imagination of writers, who frequently used them to
think about their own creative activity.19 The representation of murderers and
executions in nineteenth-century literature has also attracted critical attention,
especially the spectacle of the guillotine.20 There is a close cultural link between
convicts and the guillotine, since forçats were always seen as guillotinés en
puissance, novices who would one day be called to pronounce their final vows on
‘l’Abbaye de Monte-à-regret’. In my own analysis, I therefore draw several
parallels between the nineteenth-century public’s interest in convicts, and their
attitudes to executions and ferrements as penal spectacles.
Useful as many of these studies are, I depart from them in my choice of
methodology and corpus. Scholars after Brombert have often approached prisons
or penal spectacles purely as imaginative structures or literary tropes. I wish to
maintain a greater connection with the historical reality of crime and punishment,
by paying close attention to the social and penological context in which texts
about convicts were produced. Furthermore, whereas critics like MarcandierColard focus primarily on descriptions of upper-class criminals (like the
protagonist of Le Dernier Jour d’un condamné, gazing down on Bicêtre’s
convicts from the panoptical eminence of his secluded cell) and on canonical
texts, I will consider both ‘high’ and ‘low’ criminals, and base my analysis on a
diverse corpus including much non-fictional and non-canonical material. In
considering cultural representations of convicts, I am concerned not only with
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See for instance Gleizes’s (2004) analysis of Hugo’s penal imagery, or El Basri’s (1999) study
of Genet’s carceral imagination.
20
Bellet 1981, Delon 1988, Lowe-Dupas 1995, Marcandier-Colard 1998, Guyon 2008 and 2010.
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their importance for Romantic and Realist fiction, but also with the central role
they played in the commercial narratives published as feuilletons in the daily
newspapers and in popular non-fictional genres like the July Monarchy
physiologies.
Convicts are culturally illuminating figures, I would argue, because they
span the entirety of the nineteenth-century field of cultural productions, cutting
across generic boundaries and aesthetic hierarchies, and highlighting the often
underestimated links between avant-garde writing and mainstream, commercial
literature. Forçats appear both in serial novels like Soulié’s Les Mémoires du
Diable (1837-1838) and Dumas’s Les Mohicans de Paris (1854-1855), in
canonical poetry like Hugo’s (1998: 74-77, 1889: 84-87) and – albeit briefly – in
innovative works like Stendhal’s Le Rouge et le Noir (1830), Lautréamont’s Les
Chants de Maldoror (1869) and Rimbaud’s Une saison en enfer (1873). A
thematic study of convicts can therefore highlight the complex relationship
between ‘high’ and ‘low’ cultural productions.
The widespread portrayal of convicts highlights the fact that the July
Monarchy marked an exceptional period of cultural integration, in the sense that
many authors we now consider canonical worked alongside the French
equivalents of Grub Street writers, experimenting with the same genres, and
seeking to reach the same wide audiences of Sue’s Mystères de Paris. Even if
Chevalier’s claim that Sue’s novel was read by all sections of French society must
be nuanced (Prendergast 2003), it nevertheless attracted readers from a variety of
social backgrounds, to an extent previously unimaginable. The second half of the
century, in contrast, was marked by a growing rift between the mainstream fiction
published in la petite presse by novelists like Ponson du Terrail, Féval, Mary or
Montépin, and the literary experimentation of avant-garde writers. In the
aftermath of 1848, novelists like Flaubert and poets like Mallarmé increasingly
sought to distinguish themselves from the feuilletonistes by renouncing
commercial success and retreating into the ‘ivory tower’ of art for art’s sake.
Nevertheless, the residual presence of convict figures in avant-garde writing
testifies to the important underground influence of the serial novel, even on the
writers who most rejected this tradition. It can be felt for instance in Flaubert’s
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ironic take on the topos of convict children ‘saved’ through adoption in Bouvard
et Pécuchet, or in Zola’s ambiguous portrayal of Florent in Le Ventre de Paris.
An analysis of the ways in which nineteenth-century writers portrayed convicts
can therefore shed light on broader cultural dynamics, and especially on the way
sociological and economic factors like mass literacy, the increased importance of
the press, and changing editorial practices influenced aesthetic evolution,
encouraging authors to adopt different strategic positions within the field of
cultural production (as Bourdieu suggests in Les Règles de l’art). This is why
non-canonical fiction forms such a considerable part of my corpus, and why
‘popular literature’ remains a constant focus throughout my work. 21 My
presentation of the conventions informing convict narratives owes much to the
analyses of popular literature and its aesthetics to be found in the work of
Vareille, Migozzi, Couégnas and Quéffelec-Dumassy.
Paying close attention to the evolution of popular literature and its
relationship to ‘high’ culture is also useful insofar as it sheds light on nineteenthcentury patterns of cultural consumption. Whereas Stendhal famously targeted his
novels at the ‘happy few’ whom he felt would understand them, mainstream serial
novelists had to constantly tailor their writing to the demands of the reading
public – or risk seeing their novels cut short in favour of more saleable material.
Consequently, these texts reflect the tastes of the reading public to a far greater
extent than more innovative or experimental productions. By examining which
novels were most popular (evidenced by, for instance, the length of their
serialization or the number of derivative works they inspired), it is possible to
make hypotheses about the preferences of nineteenth-century readers, and so to
tentatively develop suggestions about why they liked to read about convicts.
Convict narratives are often more interesting for what they tell us about
nineteenth-century readers and their possible motivations than for what they teach
us about the writing practices of individual authors. This is why ‘the reader’ –
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I will use the term ‘popular literature’ in alternation with ‘mainstream’ or ‘commercial’
literature, even if its suggestion of a defining link between a certain type of cultural production and
an exclusively lower-class readership strikes me as problematic, not least because it presupposes
the existence of watertight generic distinctions, and because of its potentially pejorative
connotations. It is nevertheless preferable to the even more pejorative term ‘paralittérature’.
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understood as a rather hybrid creature situated somewhere between the internal,
idealized reader conceptualized by Iser (1980) or Eco (1985), and the external,
real-life and therefore culturally limited readers who became the focus of
sociologically informed approaches like those of Escarpit (1958), Bourdieu
(1979), or Leenhardt (1982) – remains a constant point of reference throughout
my analysis.
Although it is impossible to speak for the real, individual readers who
actually held Les Mystères de Paris or Les Misérables in their hands, it does not
appear excessive to claim that the way convicts were written about reflects the
concerns of this reading public. In my analysis of the convict tradition, I argue
that the reason literary forçats became so popular was that they triggered equal
measures of fear and fascination. On the one hand, convicts allowed writers to
capitalize on the public’s obsession with the urban ‘Proteus’ of crime and their
belief in a threatening proliferation of the criminal classes, by giving a face to the
‘unseen seer’ they feared (Burton 1988: 52). At the same time, descriptions of
violent crime and of penal spectacles must also be understood as providing
readers with a genuine form of pleasure or ‘jouissance’ (Grivel 1994: 49), by
allowing them vicariously to indulge their transgressive desires, and to satisfy
scopophilic and proto-sadistic drives. Reading about convicts also allowed readers
to vent their frustration with the social status quo by participating in a form of
collective and carnivalesque celebration of subversion, with potential political
implications. Finally, it seems likely that descriptions of convicts also served a
religious or metaphysical purpose: ‘sublime’ convict figures allowed readers to
engage with issues like sin and redemption, to reassure themselves about the
ability of the human mind to overcome adversity, and to turn suffering into an
occasion for spiritual growth.
The many different masks convicts could be made to wear and the wide
range of psychological and aesthetic functions they fulfilled explain their
remarkable cultural permanence. Convicts maintained their presence in serial
novels and in non-fictional (especially periodical) writing throughout the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. This fascination with convicts also sheds
light on cultural dynamics which exceed the specific time-frame considered here.
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The ambiguous attraction of nineteenth-century readers to marginal figures, and
their eagerness to read about the very same violent and transgressive acts which
they condemned in real life bring to mind many twentieth- and twenty-first
century phenomena, like the popularity of the Grand-Guignol in interwar Paris, or
the commercial success of gory crime fiction and splatter movies (sometimes
referred to as ‘torture porn’) in our own time.

4 Structure of thesis
The first chapter of the thesis will suggest various ways in which we can
think about the ambiguous allure of convict characters. It provides an overview of
the convict corpus, outlining the changing trends in convict characterization
throughout the nineteenth century, and relating these to the social, economic and
aesthetic changes of the period. It focuses on the internal coherence of these
representations, which were structured around increasingly rigid stereotypes,
expressing themselves at the level of writing in the form of macrostructural and
microstructural generic imperatives. It then suggests a number of socio-economic
and psychological reasons which could account for the popularity of these
characters.
Chapter 2 focuses on Balzac’s ‘Vautrin trilogy’ (Le Père Goriot, Illusions
perdues and Splendeurs et misères des courtisanes) in order to demonstrate how
the stereotypes outlined in chapter 1 inform Balzac’s novelistic writing. It shows
how Balzac plays with his readers’ expectations by structuring his novels around
the ‘open secret’ of Vautrin’s convict identity, by means of a series of veiled
allusions and strategically situated pointers. It will relate Vautrin’s convict
identity to the debate surrounding his homosexuality, and argue that for
nineteenth-century readers, one of these secrets almost necessarily entailed the
other. Finally it will point to some psychological advantages of the ‘cygenetic
game’ Balzac plays with his readers, by showing how it related to
contemporaneous concerns regarding the illegibility of modern life.
Chapter 3 is devoted to a study of sublime convict characters. After
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presenting the tradition which paved the way for Jean Valjean, it will argue that
sublime convicts appealed to readers because they testified to the ability of the
human mind to transcend the limitations imposed on it, and to find freedom in
restraint, according to the archetypical Romantic vision of imprisonment. Having
outlined these dynamics, it will then show how Les Misérables dialogues with this
tradition without entirely conforming to it, since Hugo repeatedly insists on the
destructive nature of imprisonment, as well as on the problematic ethical
dimensions of representing suffering.
Chapter 4 considers what convicts themselves could, or rather could not
say about their experiences. It analyses what the discursive obstacles were to
convict self-expression, and what strategies they developed to counter these in
order to articulate a positive vision of themselves. It shows how their practice of
symbolical inversion, noticeable in autobiographies like that of Anthelme Collet,
reaches its logical end in the novels of Henri Charrière and Jean Genet, which
despite their differences rely on similar methods to draw the readers in and defuse
their sense of moral outrage.
Chapter 5 considers the evolutions of convict portrayal in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth century, following the transfer of the bagne to
French Guiana and New Caledonia. It shows how this geographical change only
gradually came to influence a novelistic production which had become
increasingly formulaic, but which eventually adapted a new series of topoi
associated with the bagnes’s tropical environment. It then relates the demise of
fictional convicts to evolutions within the literary field (such as the emergence of
the detective novel), as well as to outside factors like the rise of the cinema and
the interwar fashion for reportages. Finally, the conclusion brings together all
these findings, and suggests various ways in which the dynamics outlined are still
perceptible in our own era.
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CHAPTER 1
Rise of the convict: the emergence of a ‘convict tradition’
in French writing

When nineteenth-century readers opened Les Misérables, many would already
have had certain expectations about convicts and their identities. By 1862, a
number of recurrent convict types had emerged in French writing, along with a set
of fixed metaphors used to describe them. The implicit norms governing convict
representations had become so entrenched by the second half of the nineteenth
century that there existed several types of instantly recognisable convict
narratives, which – while still selling well – were beginning to verge on the
hackneyed, as Flaubert pointed out to Louis Bouilhet in 1867 when discussing a
novel by Mme Régnier:
Ce que je blâme dans Un duel de salon, c’est le fond de l’histoire. Cette
invention d’un ancien forçat déguisé en grand seigneur et captant le cœur
d’une riche veuve me semble manquer de vérité et de nouveauté. […]
Comment peut-on, avec tant d’esprit, tomber dans la rengaine du forçat
aux gants blancs ! (Flaubert 2003c)
Modern readers, however, could easily miss the derivative nature of a novel like
Un duel de salon, for lack of familiarity with the relevant literary codes. Few of
the nineteenth-century works featuring convicts have entered into the canon, and
the tradition itself is all but forgotten. As readers, we remember Vautrin and
Valjean, but not their many brethren.
The disadvantages of this cultural amnesia are obvious: for instance, it is
difficult to determine the originality of Splendeurs et misères des courtisanes
(1844-1847) if we do not know what tradition Balzac was situating himself in. A
lack of awareness about the generic links binding together such apparently
disparate sources as newspaper articles about ferrements, popular melodramas and
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travel narratives like Dumas’s Une année à Florence (1841) also mars our
understanding of the nineteenth-century cultural marketplace. For all these
reasons, it is necessary to study the cultural myths which were in circulation about
convicts during this period, and to see how they simultaneously were informed by
(and helped to influence) a range of different genres.
This approach can also yield insights into the tastes of the reading public.
Convict characters recurred most frequently in popular, commercial genres like
the melodrama and the serial novel, which were particularly responsive to
prevailing tastes and expectations; this suggests that they were considered a
crowd-pleasing feature. By studying the way convicts were written about, it is
possible to formulate hypotheses about why they fascinated readers, and so to
draw more general conclusions about nineteenth-century imaginary attitudes to
crime, punishment and social deviance. Such an analysis also sheds light on the
central importance of the written word (and especially of the press) in shaping
cultural representations about criminals.
This chapter is devoted to the rise of the convict as a recurrent literary
character. Cultural myths about forçats pre-dated the nineteenth century,
especially in oral form. Their appearance in fictional writing however is
inseparable from the technological and socio-economic mutations undergone by
the French field of cultural production from the end of the Restoration. Aesthetic
developments like the fashion for Gothic literature and the emergence of
Romanticism paved the way for the introduction of convicts – then considered
shocking characters – into the realm of literature. Even more important were the
new economic pressures facing cultural producers. The 1830 crisis in French
publishing and the periodical revolution begun by La Presse in 1836 propelled the
convict centre-stage by increasing the need for writers to include sensational
material. The resulting interest in convicts also prompted cultural producers to
write non-fictional descriptions of the bagnes, targeted at the same market. As a
result, medical, penological or legal sources also gained more exposure.
Collectively, these different genres established the bagnes as a a pressing social
problem, and helped crystallize and spread cultural stereotypes about their
inmates.
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Given the importance of these non-fictional sources about convicts, and
the high proportion of non-canonical material in the corpus considered here, the
first section of my analysis will be devoted to an overview of the emergence and
consolidation of the convict tradition in French writing in the first half of the
nineteenth century. Various reasons will be considered to explain the swift rise of
the convict as a recurrent cultural figure. The second section will focus on the
nexus of stereotypes and stylistic conventions which increasingly came to inform
all writing about convicts. Literary writing in particular was shaped by a set of
quickly solidifying conventions governing characterization and style. Finally, the
third section will suggest a number of reasons for the enduring success of convict
depictions. It will relate the rise of the convict to the emergence of a new,
‘industrial’ type of literary production, oriented towards the tastes of a mass
readership and argue that these infamous characters spread because they
corresponded to a need, in the readers, to learn about the criminal underworld, and
thereby to come to terms with their own ambiguous attitudes to moral, sexual and
political transgression.

1 The convict corpus
1.1 Historical and cultural background
Although the bagnes had been in continuous existence since the thirteenth
century, relatively little was known about them by the public at large at the
beginning of the Restoration. Convicts were visible during their trial, public
exposition and transfer to the penal settlements, but what happened to them once
they arrived there remained hazy for the average French person, who still
imagined them being used as rowers (fig. 3), even if this practice had all but
disappeared since the end of the seventeenth century.22 In the 1822 play Les Deux
Forçats, one of the characters ironically remarks: ‘on n’a pas l’habitude d’envoyer
les bons sujets ramer toute la journée dans quelque port de mer’ (Boirie,
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The galères were officially abolished in 1748, but had served no military purpose for decades.
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Figure 3. Seventeenth-century galley
Detail from an ink drawing by Pierre Puget, Vaisseaux dans la rade de Marseille (c.1655)

Figure 4. Convicts at work in a shipyard
Charles Rambert (c. 1845) (Alhoy 1845a: 93)
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Carmouche and Poujol 1823: 11). At this very time, however, the penal
settlements were undergoing important inner changes. Since the eighteenth
century, the main function of the bagnes had been to provide the French navy and
local manufacturers with a cheap source of labour, while absorbing the criminals
that the country’s courts sentenced each year. This economical dimension of the
bagnes became increasingly important from the American war of independence
onwards (Zysberg 1991a: 175), when convicts were relied on as a source of labour
in the shipyards (fig. 4).
Such economic imperatives explain why the settlements in Toulon, Brest
and Rochefort23 remained an important part of the French penal system even as
philanthropists, penologists and lawyers criticized them for being archaic, and for
not discriminating sufficiently between different kinds of offenders. Compared
with the prison-manufactures established since the Revolution, the bagnes
appeared like relics from a bygone age.24 Save for minor variations in cut and
colour, the uniforms of nineteenth-century forçats remained identical to those
worn by seventeenth-century galériens, and the internal customs and slang of the
institution had also survived (Zysberg 1980: 172). Convicts were still housed on
dismasted galleys, shackled together in pairs, and submitted to rigorous physical
punishments like the traditional bastonnade, a flogging administered using a
tarred rope. Because hard labour ranked just below the death penalty, punishing
crimes like unpremeditated murder, aggravated theft or rape, and because the
bagnes were believed to corrupt their inmates more swiftly than other institutions,
convicts were considered more infamous than the average criminal.
The archaic nature of the bagnes, which did not belong to the new
‘disciplinary’ era heralded by penologists, meant that nineteenth-century
observers felt increasingly uneasy about these settlements, even as they were
becoming economically viable. Throughout the first half of the century, calls were
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These were the three main bagnes in the nineteenth century, in addition to the Lorient settlement
(closed in 1830) which only held military offenders.
24
Unlike men, the women who were sentenced to hard labour under the law of 1810 served their
sentences in the new ‘maisons de force’ (Carnot 1836, i: 93). After the introduction of
transportation they were sent to Guiana and New Caledonia alongside their male counterparts from
1859 to 1907, but held separately under the supervision of nuns, and mainly employed indoors
(see Krakovitch 1990). Women were also sentenced to political déportation (albeit in smaller
numbers), hence the presence of Louise Michel in New Caledonia.
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made for the bagnes to be closed down, and for France’s convicts to be
transported overseas like their British counterparts (see chapter 5). The increasing
mechanization of the shipyards in the 1840s (Zysberg 1980: 183) and the social
fear triggered by the 1848 uprisings explain why these concerns finally tipped the
balance, precipitating the introduction of penal transportation under LouisNapoléon Bonaparte in 1854 (Perrot 2001: 184-5).
By the early Second Empire, however, the French public’s ignorance
about living conditions in the bagnes had been dispelled. From being infamous
but culturally rare figures, convicts had become a familiar feature in plays and
novels. Newspapers had acquainted the reading public with the organization of the
bagnes as well as with the lives of famous murderers, thieves and confidence
men, and vast amounts of legal, penological, medical and polemical writings had
arisen on the topic. Over the space of a few decades, convicts had established
themselves as both a cultural stereotype and a literary topos.
The aesthetic shifts that had taken place since the end of the eighteenth
century partly explain this evolution. The enduring popularity of canards and of
the criminal biographies peddled before executions testifies to the fact that there
had long existed an interest in criminals. Aside from these marginal publications,
however, only a handful of high-end works were published on the topic, including
Garcia’s 1631 L’Antiquité des larrons or the extensive study entitled Histoire
générale des larrons (Lyonnois 1636). Ordinary criminals, as opposed to mythical
figures of transgression like Medea (or aristocratic ones like Dom Juan), were
rarely considered fit for literary representation, except perhaps in the picaresque
genre. It is no coincidence if eighteenth-century portrayals of convicts tend to be
found in generically innovative works such as Le Paysan perverti (1775), or in the
non-fictional writings on Paris which, like Louis-Sébastien Mercier’s Tableau de
Paris (1781-1788) herald the later fashion for physiologies (Ferguson 1994: 60).
In the late eighteenth century, these neoclassical restrictions were
challenged by cultural developments like the emergence of the melodrama, the
influence of German romanticism, and the fashion for Gothic narratives. The
relaxation of censorship and the influx of new ideas from abroad revitalized the
French literary scene, establishing the melodrama as the leading dramatic art form
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and contributing to the popularity of the novel. Gothic authors like Ann Radcliffe
were hugely popular in early nineteenth-century France, and the works available
in translation were eventually complemented by French novels by best-selling
authors like Camille Bodin or Victor d’Arlincourt. The cultural prominence of the
French Gothic is evidenced by the massive representation of this genre in the
stock of Parisian cabinets de lecture (Parent-Lardeur 1981: 171-80). This
predominance is important for two reasons: on the one hand, the fashion for
thrilling Gothic narrative highlights the growing influence of the reading public
on literary production, heralding the later emergence of mass-market, ‘industrial’
literature in France. Prungnaud’s description of the fashion for Gothic novels as
‘un phénomène sociologique alliant une production massive à une véritable
frénésie de consommation’ (1997: 37) could also describe the rise of the serial
novel during the July Monarchy. On the other hand, these novels accustomed the
public to frenetic plots, a high level of suspense, and to proto-penal settings like
dark, ominous castles and underground cells. The larger-than-life, Satanic villains
of the Gothic tradition also paved the way for later convict villains, to whom they
bequeathed many physical and mental qualities like their dark hair, flaming eyes,
sinister laughter and magnetic personalities. The influence of the Gothic is
manifest in many early texts about convicts, including non-fictional ones. In the
1828-1829 Mémoires d’un forçat ou Vidocq dévoilé for instance, the authors
introduce their presentation of the dark cells in Bicêtre with a direct reference to
Radcliffe:
Le mot horrible de cachot est insuffisant pour peindre les abîmes creusés
par la main de l’homme dans l’épouvantable Bicêtre. L’on y descend par
un sombre escalier qui conduit à deux longs et ténébreux corridors, que la
noire imagination d’Ann Radcliffe n’aurait pu concevoir ni décrire.
(Raban and Saint-Hilaire 1832, i: 258).
If the Gothic paved the way for convict narratives from a thematic and
economic perspective, Romanticism contributed to making literary works
featuring criminals, monsters and other outcasts more acceptable from an
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aesthetic point of view as well. Gothic texts aspired to commercial success, but
the authors producing them did not, unlike their Romantic peers, tend explicitly to
formulate their own aesthetic philosophy. The two traditions were nevertheless
very close, as Victor Hugo’s first novel, Han d’Islande (1823), makes clear: like
Balzac, he began by painting in Gothic colours before developing his own style.
He retained his fondness for monsters and outcasts, however, theorizing his
position in programmatic texts like the preface to Cromwell (1827). In ‘Réponse à
un acte d’accusation’, he ironically claimed to be the ‘ogre’ solely responsible for
destroying ‘le bon goût et l’ancien vers françois’ (1995: 39). What this hides,
though, is that ‘l’urne des nuits’ (Ibid.) had already been emptied by numerous
Gothic authors, even if the latter lacked the Romantics’ cultural ambitions and
polemical force.
The natural next step in this process of aesthetic liberation was to turn
from supernatural monsters to ‘real’ ones like murderers, thieves, convicts or
prostitutes, that is to marginal individuals perceived as sub-human because of
their repelling appearance or amoral actions. It is no coincidence if Victor Hugo
chose to describe the set of ‘low’ words which he claimed to emancipate in
‘Réponse à un acte d’accusation’ as the lexical equivalent of France’s convicts:
‘Vilains, rustres, croquants, que Vaugelas leur chef/ Dans le bagne lexique avait
marqué d’une F’ (1995: 40). This playful comparison, which aligns the ‘F’
standing for ‘Familier’ in the dictionary with the brand mark ‘TF’ (travaux forcés)
traditionally inflicted on convicts, suggests that portraying these characters was
the thematic equivalent of overturning neo-classical restrictions on poetic
language. Convicts also had the advantage of being new, shocking, and thus more
striking than the usual vampires and ghosts.
At the outset, however, they were not perceived as fundamentally
different. Whereas contemporary readers tend to draw a clear line between
supernatural monsters and real-life ones, nineteenth-century critics saw them as
belonging to the same welter of recurrent fictional characters. In L’Âne mort et la
femme guillotinée (1829), Janin includes convicts alongside witches in his list of
recurrent literary characters: ‘nous logerons à notre gré [dans notre palais de
nuages] des bourreaux, des forçats, des sorcières, des cadavres et autres agréables
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habitants bien dignes de cet Éden’ (1865: 18). Unlike witches or corpses however,
convicts appeared more original and more topical, especially following the
publication of Vidocq’s famous memoirs in 1828.
The shift away from supernatural monsters also dovetailed with the
budding interest in literary realism. Again, Janin excoriates the delirious
imagination of frenetic Romanticism alongside what he considered to be a morbid
interest in exact literary descriptions, as if the two were natural bedfellows (1865:
16). At the outset, proto-realist concerns were not seen as being opposed to
Romanticism, but rather as belonging to the same objectionable, new-fangled and
anti-classicist literature which constantly focused on the grotesque and
pathological.25
As the fashion for Gothic narratives waned in favour of more realist
depictions of social life, descriptions of real-life criminals became more prevalent.
In the work of Balzac alone this evolution is quite patent, with quasi-supernatural
figures like Argow in Annette et le criminel (1823-1824) and the murderer Victor
in La Femme de trente ans (1831) gradually being replaced by more realistic
criminals with a clearly identifiable social inscription, like the convict and retired
merchant Vautrin.
The fact that both Argow and Victor are pirates points to the important
influence, during this formative phase, of the Romantic interest in ‘noble
brigands’. Noticeable in the art of proto-Romantics like Salvator Rosa, and
especially in Schiller’s Romantic drama Die Räuber (1781), the admiration for
brigands expressed itself in French literature as well, with characters like the
robber-chief Roger in Ducray-Duminil’s Victor ou L’Enfant de la forêt (1796).
Unlike urban thieves, robbers or pirates who operated in dramatic environments
like the mountains or high seas benefited from a certain moral indulgence. Not
only did their adventures appeal to the readers’ imagination, but the robbers
themselves were considered nobler and less motivated by greed than other
criminals. They came to embody defiant individualism and political revolt, and
this appears to have struck a chord with certain sections of the French public. Die
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The close generic links between Realism and Romanticism are explored by Donald Fanger in
Dostoevsky and Romantic Realism (1965) and by Peter Brooks in The Melodramatic Imagination
(1985).
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Räuber was adapted to the stage by Lamartelière in 1793, and performed to great
popular success.26
Direct references to Die Räuber can be found in a number of convict texts.
In Zaccone’s Une haine au bagne (1864), for instance, a chain-gang intones ‘ce
vieux chant légendaire des Bandits de Schiller’ (1883-1884: 238). In the
(purportedly) autobiographical work entitled Trois gardes au bagne de Toulon
(1853), an old convict mentions that in his youth Schiller’s play inspired young
people to become bandits (Dijols 1854: 9). The ‘noble brigand’ trope, in short,
accustomed readers to positive portrayals of criminals, which subsequently made
it easier to introduce ‘low’ figures like convicts.
1.2 The rise of the convict in French culture
The novel and the melodrama conjointly introduced the convict into French
culture during the Restoration. Both of these were commercial genres aimed at a
broad public, and there were many links between the two, since best-selling books
were instantly adapted to the stage, while successful plays created a new demand
for more work based on similar material. The first sources featuring convicts need
therefore to be considered as a cluster of inter-related texts.
In 1820, Pougens published a novel entitled Abel ou Les Trois Frères,
which described the travails of a freed convict unable to find work. Pougens was a
well-connected polymath, and his interest in the fate of freed convicts must be
related to contemporaneous philanthropic projects like the foundation of the
Société royale pour l’amélioration des prisons in 1819, and the upsurge in
philanthropic prison visiting. The novel cogently criticized certain penal flaws, a
sufficiently important dimension of the text for a later reviewer to refer to it as
‘[une œuvre donnant], sous le voile du roman, de sages leçons à nos criminalistes’
(L*** 1827: 226).
The following year saw the publication of two novels again featuring
convict protagonists, Henry Simon’s Les Deux Forçats and Mme Guénard’s La
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The fascination with robber figures must have pre-dated this translation, however, since Guyon
suggests that Schiller was inspired by Diderot’s short story ‘Les deux amis de Bourbonne’ (1770)
(2010: 106).
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Meunière du Puy-de-Dôme. Both were based on a real-life event having taken
place in the Puy-de-Dôme region, presumably brought to the public’s attention by
the newspapers. The story revolved around the fate of a young man willingly
condemned for his brother’s crime, who then escaped during his transfer to the
bagne only to find himself denounced by a former chain mate on the day of his
wedding. This chain of events caught the imagination of the French public. The
two novels were followed by a stage adaptation in 1822. Boirie, Carmouche and
Poujol’s melodrama, entitled Les Deux Forçats ou La Meunière du Puy-de-Dôme
premiered on the stage of la Porte-Saint-Martin with Marie Dorval in the titlerole, and met with a resounding success. It drew heavily on the melodramatic
tradition, echoing an equally successful eighteenth-century drama – Fenouillot de
Falbaire’s L’Honnête Criminel (1768) – which had been based on a similar plot
premise, that of the self-sacrificing innocent convict. The character of the dutiful
son or brother accepting infamy out of family loyalty fit perfectly with the
melodrama’s preference for morally sublime victim-figures. The hero François’s
former chain mate made for the perfect unscrupulous villain, allowing the authors
to exploit the infamous side of convicts as well.
Other authors hurried to exploit this lucrative literary vein. La comtesse de
Nardouet based her novel Le Galérien par vertu (1823) on the trope of the
virtuous escaped convict, and Aubert, Poujol and Boirie returned to it yet again in
their 1827 melodrama Le Collier de fer. The play opens with the arrival of a chain
gang of convicts in a village, but the convicts are never shown, only heard
clanking their irons in the wings. A chain gang was not particularly complicated
to stage – the secondary theatres in Paris were famous for their lavish stage sets
and elaborate props (Bara 2005: 10-1). Rather, this omission must be understood
as a wish to spare the audience a shocking sight, by keeping the reality of convict
life at a safe distance. The bagne itself was rarely shown in plays, and novels
preferred vague formulations over concrete details. In Abel ou Les Trois Frères,
Pougens writes that Abel was ‘confondu avec les plus vils scélérats, employé aux
plus vils travaux, vêtu d’une veste grossière [et] en butte aux plus durs
traitements’ (1820: 126-7), without further elaboration. The reluctance to fully
engage with the degrading nature of convict life also explains why main
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characters in early works like Les Deux Forçats ou La Meunière du Puy-de-Dôme
or Le Collier de fer escape during their transfer to the bagne, rather than after their
arrival, a stratagem sparing the heroes from actually undergoing the indignities of
bagne life.
The early July Monarchy began to mark a shift towards a greater degree of
realism.27 The last act of Deslandes and Didier’s 1836 melodrama L’enfant du
faubourg, for instance, was actually set in the bagne. Writers also turned away
from their exclusive reliance on morally sublime convicts in favour of more
picaresque, amoral but amusing characters. There is no better illustration of this
shift than the 1832 revival of L’Auberge des Adrets at la Porte-Saint-Martin,
which marked the return of Robert Macaire, the famous comic crook incarnated
by Frédéric Lemaître, on the Parisian stage. Already in 1823, Lemaître had sensed
the comic potential of the stodgy play in which he had been asked to perform if
the villain Macaire was portrayed in a comic rather than in a serious mode. So
Lemaître hatched the idea of turning Macaire into a farcical anti-hero and he
executed his plan on the opening night, turning up in a ragged and soon legendary
costume, and transformed the flat character of Robert Macaire into a witty and
cynical villain. Crowds flocked to see Lemaître, and Macaire became a cultural
icon. Following his triumphant return to the stage in 1832 and in the 1834 sequel
Robert Macaire, the character was portrayed in a range of satirical plays and also
appeared in newspapers, posters, pamphlets and physiologies, often with
illustrations by Daumier.28 This proliferation highlights the many connections
between the stage and the print media during this period (Forbes 2010: 92), but it
also suggests that the French public, like Lemaître, had grown tired of the
conservative, moralistic portrayal of convicts of the 1820s, and was ready for a
new generation of cynical and entertaining villains instead.
Balzac’s Vautrin is clearly influenced by Lemaître’s Robert Macaire (a
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For the most part, realist descriptions of the bagnes were also more realistic than earlier ones,
although they did of course filter reality according to the aesthetic agenda and literary conventions
of the genres they belonged to. I will use ‘realist’ here to mean ‘in line with the aesthetic codes of
emergent July Monarchy realism’ (in contrast to the supernatural and Gothic), and ‘realistic’ as
meaning closer to the historical and sociological reality of the bagne as an institution.
28
E.g. Barthélémy and Mallian 1835, Dupuis and Guillemé 1835, Le Robert-Macaire,
chansonnier grivois (1835), Neveux 1836, Alhoy et al 1839, Rousseau 1842, amongst many
others.
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parallel highlighted by Vautrin’s transient appearance on the stage in 1840).
Following Victor Hugo’s lead in Le Dernier Jour d’un condamné (1829), Balzac
placed a larger emphasis than before on the sociological reality of crime and
punishment. Comparing Le Père Goriot (1835) to Ferragus (1833) and Hugo’s
1829 novel to two contemporaneous works, Méry’s Le Bonnet vert (1830) and
Sand’s Lélia (1833) underscores the importance of this shift. Hugo’s lengthy
description of the Bicêtre ferrement contributed to the polemical dimension of his
novel, since such accounts were traditionally the remit of specialized newspapers
like La Gazette des tribunaux. His was also remarkably precise, describing the
various stages of the proceedings in exact detail, whereas Sand, perhaps because
of her wish to write ‘un essai poétique […] où les personnages ne seraient ni
complètement réels [ni] complètement allégoriques’ (1841, i: 3) only evokes
Trenmor’s ferrement in the vaguest of terms: ‘On riva sur son cou le fer de
l’ignominie […] faisant quelques pas attaché à ses hideux compagnons, il
promena un regard curieux sur les spectateurs de sa misère’ (1: 61).
Despite his stated ambition to do for the bagne what Hugo had done for
the scaffold (1830: 15), Méry’s Le Bonnet vert shares the oneiric nature of Sand’s
novel, as well as her focus on inner sensations rather than outer realities.
Gustave’s daydreams are described in far greater details than the routines of the
bagne, and his perception of his surroundings filtered by his moods and aesthetic
inclinations. The contrast between Toulon and its bagne reminds Gustave of ‘le
Frascati de Michalon, à côté des cadavres de Géricault’ (55). Unsurprisingly, the
reference in Méry’s epigraph is to the Gothic tradition – ‘Voilà Udolphe!’ – (21).
The Gothic, as the sentimental novel and the roman personnel (with their
characteristic emphasis on subjectivity and emotion), exerts a defining influence
on Méry’s and Sand’s writing. Hugo’s, on the other hand, is characterized by a
new, proto-sociological interest in the internal dynamics of penal institutions. To
re-use an opposition introduced by Gustave Planche, Sand and Méry still focus on
‘les tortures de la conscience’, while Hugo displays a new interest in ‘les frissons
de la chair’ as well (1853: 151).
A similar shift is noticeable in Balzac’s writing. In the ‘préface dans le
goût d’Hoffmann’ introducing L’Histoire des Treize, Balzac (albeit with some
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irony) promised his readers ‘des drames dégouttant de sang, des comédies pleines
de terreurs, des romans où roulent des têtes secrètement coupées’ (1988: 69), in a
manifest attempt to exploit the fashion for frenetic narratives. His text nonetheless
combines Gothic tropes with famously realist passages like the inventory of the
gutter in the rue de la Coquillière (104). The eponymous hero of Ferragus
represents a transitional convict character, since he escapes before reaching the
bagne and displays many Gothic traits – including an ‘œil de basilic’ (111) and an
uncanny ability to return from the dead – but at the same time finds himself faced
with real-life problems such as changing his name, erasing his brand mark and
pacifying his working-class mistress. This concern with verisimilitude is taken a
step further in Le Père Goriot, where Vautrin masquerades as a fairly ordinary
retired merchant, and heads not a mysterious secret society, but an association of
elite thieves. Whilst Vautrin is still portrayed as a Satanic character and as a
‘sphinx’ (1995: 56), his satirical, ‘Robert-Macaire’ dimension is also patent, all
the more so as Balzac frequently undermines his own fantastic touches by
ironically referring to Vautrin as ‘le sphinx en perruque’ (1995: 137).
This increasingly realist approach prevailed during the July Monarchy,
especially following the tremendous success of Les Mystères de Paris (18421843). By portraying both prostitutes and convicts, Sue’s sprawling social fresco
launched a new fashion for descriptions of the urban underworld. As an indignant
1842 review makes clear, Sue’s shift away from ‘l’amour idéal, [et le]
dévouement sublime’ which still characterized Balzac’s Ferragus and towards
explicit evocations of ‘[le monde] des voleurs, des filles publiques, des loueuses
de garnis, couverts de sang, puant l’eau-de-vie’ was felt to mark a watershed in
the cultural depiction of criminality (‘L’Argot littéraire’ 1842: 80). Sue’s
feuilleton triggered an avalanche of derivative works (e.g. Féval 1848, Vidocq
1844, Zola 1867), effectively launching a new genre, that of the mystères urbains
whose characteristic ‘pittoresque des bas-fonds’ (Kalifa 2007: 146) heavily
influenced later depictions of convicts. Balzac for instance famously felt
compelled to produce ‘du Sue tout pur’ in La Dernière Incarnation de Vautrin
(Prendergast 1986: 97), inserting long passages on argot and on the organization
of the criminal underworld, a type of inclusion which eventually became a generic
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marker in its own right.
Part of the reason why prisons and bagnes were described in greater detail
during the July Monarchy, in addition to the general shift towards an aesthetics of
verisimilitude in some fiction of this period, might have been that more
information was available about them. Vidocq’s Mémoires had provided aspiring
writers with a valuable source of reference, whilst also turning argot and criminals
into fashionable topics not only for novelists, but also for journalists, travel
writers, biographers and penologists wishing to reach a broader audience. The
periodical press was the main medium in which this fashion expressed itself: even
prestigious publications like La Revue de Paris began to publish in-depth articles
on the bagnes by writers like Méry (1835) and Léon Faucher (1836). In 1839 both
La Revue de Paris and La Mosaïque du Midi published extensive descriptions of
Brest and Rochefort (Dein 1839, Vivier 1839), which in their suspenseful rhetoric
anticipate the twentieth-century reportages which Londres and his peers would
publish about French Guiana. Travel writers similarly evoked the bagnes, with
their accounts often appearing in newspapers before being published in volumes,
as was the case with Dumas’s Une année à Florence. The penal settlements had
become necessary stops for wealthy tourists travelling along the Mediterranean
and Brittany; Hugo, Michelet and Flaubert all wrote about their visits to Toulon
and Brest (Hugo 1906-1910, Michelet 1959, Flaubert 1886), and the fashion
endured until the final closure of the metropolitan settlements (Teissier 1863,
Gasparin 1866). Sometimes the bagnes even became the main focus of such travel
narratives, as in Lepelletier’s Voyage en Bretagne (1853). In Lepelletier’s text as
in Alhoy’s later Les Bagnes, the evocation of the Brittany countryside is only a
framing device designed to make the text more engaging; non-fictional writers
often consciously drew on the conversational tone and vivid descriptions which
had become characteristic of travel writing.
Maurice Alhoy, whose 1845 Les Bagnes: histoire, types, mœurs, mystères
became a popular reference work on the subject, was a journalist by training (see
Thérenty 2003: 636). This may help explain his skill at gauging public demand,
evident in the opportunistic nature of some of his earlier work, like the 1826 L’Art
de réussir en amour, enseigné en vingt-cinq leçons, ou Nouveaux secrets de
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triompher des femmes. The fact that he published several works on prisons in the
1840s (1845a and b, Alhoy and Lurine 1846) is indicative of his keen business
sense, but also of a wider publishing fashion, since many other non-fictional
works aimed at a broad audience of ‘curieux’ appeared around this time. These
were often collective or anonymous productions, and like the 1845 Le Monde
criminel, frequently collated disparate (and heavily plagiarized) material from
other sources. The sensationalist focus and journalistic tone of Alhoy’s Les
Bagnes or Sers’s Intérieur des bagnes (1842) clearly indicate that they were
commercial ventures rather than serious contributions to scholarship.
As such, they need to be related to the overall July Monarchy fashion for
physiologies and ‘panoramic writing’ (Benjamin 1999). Like the humorous
descriptions of social ‘types’ which flooded the literary marketplace in the early
1840s, commercial descriptions of the bagnes were primarily designed to
entertain, even if they shared the exploratory dimension and proto-sociological
ambitions of panoramic writing. The latter aimed to reduce the chaotic
multiplicity of urban life into recognisable and fixed social categories, making the
genre an unlikely fore-runner of the social sciences (Cohen 1995: 231). The
bagnes provided a choice topic of investigation for physiologistes having already
anatomized all the famous Parisian ‘types’; hence its inclusion into the first
‘Province’ volume of Curmer’s Les Français peints par eux-mêmes (Dauvin
1890). Since it was the practice of panoramic writers to tailor their style to their
subject-matter (Cohen 1995: 232), they automatically adopted the lurid and neoGothic style of earlier authors when describing the bagnes. This brings them
much closer to feuilletonistes like Sue than to the serious penologists or medical
writers whom they drew on and occasionally mimicked.
Nevertheless, by referring to specialists like Appert, Pruss or Lauvergne,
journalists and physiologistes did help to vulgarize their works, and thereby
increased the cultural integration between various social discourses on convicts.
What further contributed to this circulation of ideas between specialist studies and
mainstream publications was the fact that some writers straddled both worlds.
Moreau-Christophe for instance produced respected works on prison reform
(1838, 1839), but also penned the ‘Prisonniers’ section for Les Français peints
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par eux-mêmes. Lauvergne was another such cultural relay, since he hosted
travelling writers like Dumas, Michelet or Flaubert when they passed through
Toulon (Siller 1988: 392). A side effect of this intense circulation of ideas and
tropes across generic boundaires was also, however, to sever their ties to any
single authoritative source. Instead, they assumed the ubiquitous status of idées
reçues, surfacing in the most unexpected contexts, thereby contributing to the
heterogenericity and to the polyphonic quality characteristic of panoramic writing
(Cohen 1995: 232). As a result, writing about convicts grew increasingly
impersonal, even as cultural stereotypes coalesced with recurrent stylistic tropes
to give rise to a uniform convict ‘genre’, which was both informed by (and
heavily contributed to) the emergence of a coherent convict ‘mythology’ in
French culture.

2 Anatomy of a cultural myth and of its associated literary conventions
2.1 Cultural stereotypes about convicts
Flaubert captures some of the cultural stereotypes which circulated about convicts
in the ‘forçat’ entry of his Dictionnaire des idées reçues:
Forçats: Ont toujours une figure patibulaire.
Tous très adroits de leurs mains.
Au bagne, il y a des hommes de génie.
(1990: 236)
His definition highlights three essential components of the nineteenth-century
convict mythology: first, their repulsive appearance, which was believed to reflect
a corresponding moral abjection; secondly, their ability to fashion delicate
artworks (or prohibited tools) out of the crudest materials; thirdly, the recognition
that in spite of their abjection, there could be a certain Satanic grandeur to
convicts. This last statement exemplifies the way convict mythology was
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predicated on mutually exclusive beliefs, since convicts were simultaneously
viewed as brutish and stupid, and yet as capable of the most intricate criminal
schemes. Depending on their polemical or narrative agenda, different texts
actualized opposite components of this antithetical set of beliefs.
Demonized Others are always endowed with negative features (Taylor
2009: 197-201), but in the case of convicts their allegedly loathsome appearance
can also be explained by the living conditions imposed on them: not only were
they clad in garish uniforms, but convicts were also prevented from washing, and
their clothes were laundered using a mixture of soot and urine, contributing to the
characteristic stink of the bagne dormitories (Hugo 1906-1910, ii: 240). Convicts
were also shackled with clanking chains, and their hair and beard shaved off in
uneven patches, a major stigma at a time when men predominantly wore their hair
and beard long. Although their repelling appearance was clearly caused by their
living conditions, as the Communard Simon-Mayer later pointed out (‘Mettez un
moine au bagne, et vous verrez ce que l’habit rouge en fera’ (1880: 25)),
nineteenth-century observers instead saw it as the sign of a pre-existent moral
abjection. The convicts’ unflattering uniforms were believed to bring out the
physical deformities which they had previously been able to hide: ‘sous le
costume flétrissant dont la loi a affublé [le forçat], il est impossible qu’il déguise
la bassesse ou la noblesse de ses traits’ (Lauvergne 1841: 3).
This conviction rested on an ingrained cultural belief in physiognomy,
which had received a (pseudo-)scientific backing in the early nineteenth-century
with the writings of Lavater, Gall and their many epigones.29 These texts were
widely circulated (if not uncritically accepted) among the French intellectual elite
(McLaren 1981: 5-6), and indirectly influenced even those authors who did not
accept all the implications of Gall’s locationalist theories. Hence the recurrent
tendency among novelists of signalling a character’s morality by mentioning
external features like their low or high foreheads. Such details also functioned as
narrative pointers indicating their actancial function, not unlike the attributes of
commedia dell’arte characters (Couégnas 1992: 154-8). In Dumas’s Histoire d’un
cabanon et d’un chalet (1859) for instance, the description of the vagrant
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Lavater 1806, Gall 1810, Physionomie portative 1806.
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encountered by the main character is clearly designed to alert the reader to his
nefarious character and probable identity as the story’s convict villain:
Ses prunelles, fortement rougies par des excès alcooliques, encavées dans
des orbites couronnées de sourcils épais et grisonnants, avaient un
caractère de férocité que ne démentait pas sa bouche contractée aux deux
extrémités; des rides profondes sillonnaient ses joues à moitié cachées par
une barbe longue et hérissée; son front était considérablement déprimé,
des cheveux coupés très-ras en dessinaient nettement le contour, et cette
disposition de la partie supérieure de la figure, jointe au développement
des os maxillaires, achevait de lui donner une physionomie bestiale.
(1860: 134)
The mention of the stranger’s bushy beard and alcohol-reddened eyes conveyed
his intemperance and moral laxity (in the nineteenth century ‘le sale est le mal’
(Pierre 2000: 9)), while the physiognomic specifications about his depressed
forehead and overly developed jaw bones would have been interpreted as signs of
criminality or at least of incipient violence. Finally, the mention of the beggar’s
closely-cropped hair was designed to alert readers to his probable status as an exconvict, a conclusion already heavily suggested by the plot.
Dumas’s final observation about the beggar’s ‘physionomie bestiale’
conforms to the by then well-established practice of describing convicts along
animal lines. Sue’s Maître d’École, Méry’s Cardan le Bigame and Balzac’s
Vautrin are all compared to tigers: ‘son front [était] aplati comme celui d’un tigre’
(Sue 1989: 70), ‘chaque famille [craint] de voir tomber au milieu d’elle quelque
tigre à face humaine’ (Méry 1858: 236), ‘ce faux prêtre, aux yeux clairs comme
ceux des tigres’ (Balzac 1968: 501). The same is true of secondary characters, like
the convicts pacing the yard of la Concièrgerie in Splendeurs et misères des
courtisanes: ‘Au premier aspect, [Fil-de-Soie] ressemblait à un loup par la largeur
de ses mâchoires vigoureusement tracées et prononcées’ (518).
Comparing literary characters to animals was a standard stylistic device in
the age of panoramic literature, reaching its fullest expression in the 1840-1842
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Scènes de la vie privée et publique des animaux, with illustrations by Grandville
showing various social types portrayed as animals. There was a distinct difference
in tone, however, between these playful parallels and the universally negative
comparisons established between convicts and animals like tigers, wolves, snakes
or vultures, which were introduced to suggest the convicts’ genuinely sub-human
nature. That convicts really were animals was explicitly suggested by Grandville
in his sketch Fantaisie (fig. 5), which showed the gradual transformation of a
young boy into a chain-gang convict.

Figure 5. J.-J. Grandville, Fantaisie (1843: 108)

About the last portrait, Grandville wrote: ‘La dégradation est à son dernier terme;
les dernières lueurs de l’intelligence sont éteintes. Est-ce là un homme? est-ce une
bête?’ (108). Underlying such reflexions was a vague cultural belief in an overlap
between the human and animal orders, which tied in with broader anxieties about
original sin and human degradation. Hugo had famously hinted at such an overlap
in Claude Gueux (1834): ‘Allez dans les bagnes. […] Chacun de ces hommes
tombés a au-dessous de lui son type bestial; il semble que chacun d’eux soit le
point d’intersection de telle ou telle espèce animale avec l’humanité. Voici le
loup-cervier, voici le chat, voici le singe, voici le vautour, voici la hyène’ (1883:
113). Like Appert before him, however, Hugo recognized the importance of
education – or rather the lack thereof – in fashioning such human animals: ‘la
nature a mal ébauché, l’éducation a mal retouché l’ébauche’ (Ibid.). He thereby
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hinted at a Rousseauist alternative to the vision of criminality as an innate
tendency. Lauvergne, by contrast, considered the convicts’ ‘tendances animales’
to be innate (1841: 13). Though intended as scientific observations, his
descriptions of Toulon inmates as animals mainly express his own patronising
contempt for the convicts in his care: ‘À la première vue, on reconnaît chez
[Vidal] la tendance physionomique d’un stupide ruminant’ (75-6).
What these comparisons also suggest (indirectly in the case of Lauvergne
but quite explicitly in Appert’s writings) is that the way they were treated
effectively robbed convicts of their human status: ‘on bastonne [les forçats]
comme de vils animaux, on les ravale enfin au-dessous de la qualité d’homme’
(Appert 1836, iii: 45). Similar observations often featured in accounts of
ferrements (Rappaport 2005: 255), and dictated Dauvin’s 1841 choice of
epigraph: ‘Pourquoi m’appelez-vous homme? Ce n’est point en homme que je
suis traité, je ne suis qu’un chien. (Chants populaires de l’Écosse)’ (1890: 65).
Descriptions of convicts as animals also betray the extent to which
the convict body was perceived as fundamentally different from that of ‘normal’
human beings, at the same time coarser and yet endowed with a protean ability to
transform not only itself, but also the raw materials which it touched. Visitors
were often struck by the convicts’ ability to manufacture delicate objects –
engraved coconuts, model ships, marquetry writing-cases – using the simplest
materials and the barest of tools:
– C’est vous qui avez fait ce petit ouvrage-là?
– Oui, monsieur.
– Avec du sureau? avec de l’ébène? avec quoi donc est travaillé cela?
– Avec de la paille, monsieur.
– Rien que de la paille! c’est prodigieux.
(Méry 1830: 72)
The artworks sold in the bagne’s bazar represented the main creative and
commercial outlet available to convicts (Sanchez 2010). They were works of
patience, but observers often saw in them the result of an innate dexterity (‘Tous
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très adroits de leurs mains’), which also allowed convicts to circumvent
regulations by manufacturing minute keys, files or wigs which they hid in their
belongings or in their very bodies – a practice mentioned by Vidocq (1998: 72)
and which soon became an unavoidable topos of convict novels: ‘[Les forçats
cachent leurs outils] partout et nulle part. Un forçat s’était taillé des fentes sous les
aisselles, et glissait de petits morceaux d’acier entre chair et peau’ (J. Verne 2000:
190). Balzac shows Vautrin hiding writing implements in his wig (1968: 366),
and in Les Misérables Valjean cuts his bonds with a watch spring concealed in a
hollowed-out coin (1951: 825-6). This practice became such a staple of escape
narratives that it survived well into the twentieth century, with Leblanc for
instance showing the imprisoned Arsène Lupin receiving telegrams concealed in
his food (2012a: 93).
Most alluring for curious readers were accounts of implements hidden
inside the convicts’ bodies, most commonly in the hollow metal tubes known as
‘bastringues’ or ‘plans’ (see fig.6), which convicts inserted through the anus and
carried in their colon (Vidocq 1837b, i: 22-3, Collet 1836b: 277-85, Lauvergne
1841: 226). Descriptions of this practice exerted a peculiar fascination on readers,
making it an unavoidable topic to cover, especially for twentieth-century reporters
who were less hampered by decorum than nineteenth-century novelists. In their
1970 interview with Charrière (‘Papillon’), the journalists of Life Magazine even
included a photograph of his old plan (fig. 7).
What triggered the readers’ fascination with this practice might have been
its reliance on an unmentionable bodily orifice which, when referred to (albeit
indirectly) introduced a note of scatophilic and sexual subversion. Mentions of
anuses inevitably evoked the other forbidden uses to which these orifices could be
put, a mental connection which readers were all the more likely to make as
specialists often insisted on the widespread, even institutional nature of
homosexuality within the bagne. 30 As Berthier puts it, ‘Il y a […] une
homosexualité spécifiquement carcérale, comme institutionnalisée dans le ghetto
anti-institutionnel de la prison’ (1992: 31). Authors often drew on the notorious
reputation of the bagne as a penal Sodom (Méry 1835a: 216) for lurid effect, but
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E.g. Villermé 1820a: 95-6, Appert 1836, iii 233, Lauvergne 1841: 286-9, Dauvin 1890: 69.
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mostly indirectly, through innuendo: ‘une fois que les forçats sont enfermés […]
le plus pervers, le plus infâme sera roi [et] la nuit couvrira de son ombre les

Figure 6. Jean-Joseph Clémens, drawing of a plan (see n°6 in the top right corner)
and other implements (c.1840) (Clémens 1992: 37)
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Figure 7. Photograph of Henri Charrière’s plan (‘The Fabulous Escapes of Papillon’ 1970: 48)

horreurs qui se commettent au milieu de cette assemblée de démons’ (Alauzet
1842: 46).
Their deviant sexuality helped to establish the convict body as an inverted
mirror-image of bourgeois physicality. Whereas the bourgeois body was defined
by its higher functions, with all that lay below the belt relegated into the realm of
the unspoken or the medically formulated, the convict body came across as all
hands, gut, rump and maw. It was a transgressively ‘open’, grotesque body,
characterized by its gaping orifices and fake appendices (such as false noses and
pubic-hair wigs), in total contrast to the self-enclosed bourgeois body, delimited
by ‘[an] impenetrable surface [closing] and [limiting] the body as a separate and
completed phenomenon’ (Bakhtin 1984: 318).
The convicts’ bodies were also seen as dangerously mutable, allowing
them to constantly change aspect, transcending social and even gender boundaries
(like the convict character in Maupassant’s short story ‘Rose’ (1885), who
successfully travesties himself to work as a chambermaid to a rich woman). This
ability enabled them to infiltrate social circles to which they did not belong, in a
form of social ‘forgery’. Characters like Ferragus, Vautrin, Rocambole and the
eponymous hero of Cauvain’s Maximilien Heller (1871) are all able to change
their facial features, hair colour, size and voice at will, ‘[passing] as through
metempsychosis from one identity to another’ (Burton 1988: 52). The protean
qualities already displayed by Sue’s Maître d’École are increasingly foregrounded
in post-1850 narratives. Rocambole for example is devoid of distinctive or even
permanent features; he reappears with a smooth face in La Résurrection de
Rocambole (1865) despite having been disfigured by acid at the end of Les
Exploits de Rocambole (1858-1859), making him an apparently indestructible
canvas. The same impermanence characterizes Hugo’s Claquesous: ‘on n’était pas
sûr qu’il eût une voix, son ventre parlant plus souvent que sa bouche; on n’était
pas sûr qu’il eût un visage, personne n’ayant jamais vu que son masque’ (1951:
738).
Claquesous’s mutability is extended to the entire Patron-Minette
association, described as ‘une espèce de Protée’, ‘parfois se simplifiant au point
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de ne plus être qu’un, parfois se multipliant au point que Coco-Lacour lui-même
les prenait pour une foule’ (739). Concerns about shape-shifting convicts went
hand in hand with associated fears of depredations by vast, organized criminal
networks, ‘[cette] franc-maçonnerie du vol et du sang’ (Moreau-Christophe 1863:
30) threatening society from within. It is no coincidence if ‘le Fourgat’, the
mysterious criminal mastermind in Scholl’s Les Nuits sanglantes (1883) is also
revealed to be the all-powerful king of the Parisian underworld, with an army of
criminals at his disposal. The cover art of the first volume of Fantômas (fig.8),
which shows the arch-criminal extending his masked silhouette over the rooftops
of Paris, is a perfect visual translation of this rhetoric of urban menace.

Figure 8. Unknown artist, cover illustration of the first edition of Fantômas (1911)
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The character of Fantômas, like Arsène Lupin, also takes the trope of the Protean
criminal to its logical end, since he is a man of many faces and none, a mask
hiding nothing but an infinity of others masks. In one episode of the series,
Fantômas even succeeds in impersonating the policeman Juve himself (Allain and
Souvestre 1911b), fantastically blurring the boundaries of personal and social
identity, and reactivating the entrenched nineteenth-century prejudice assimilating
policemen to the criminals they chased (Miller 1984: 174).31 Arsène Lupin as well
transcends physical boundaries to such an extent that even he finds himself unable
to recognize his own face: ‘Je ne sais plus bien qui je suis. Dans une glace je ne
me reconnais plus’ (Leblanc 2012b: 75).
Leblanc’s

‘gentleman

cambrioleur’,

though

no

convict

himself,

nevertheless embodies the specific ‘genius’ which the latter were believed to
possess. Flaubert’s cryptic observation – ‘au bagne, il y a des hommes de génie’ –
reflects the nineteenth-century public’s fascination for criminals like ‘le forçat
Petit’, Anthelme Collet or Pierre Coignard, whose daring escapes, confidence
schemes and impersonations propelled them to fame in the first half of the
nineteenth-century. Petit became legendary for his ability to break out of any
gaol,32 while Coignard, ‘le comte de Sainte-Hélène’, was a convict who usurped
the identity of a dead aristocrat, rose through the ranks of the army, obtained the
Légion d’honneur and was received at court before being unmasked by a former
comrade in 1817, to the scandal of high society.33 The confidence man Collet,
who toured France under various disguises collecting funds for spurious causes,
conducted a military inspection in Montpellier in the guise of a general, and
ordained forty priests while masquerading as a bishop; hence his scandalous
fame.34 As the editor of his later autobiography pointed out, ‘Quand on s’est élevé
du rang le plus obscur au point de jouer alternativement les rôles d’évêque et de
général, on a acquis nécessairement la célébrité’ (Collet 1836b: ii).
Even when they did not take to the pen themselves, celebrity convicts
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For more information on this proximity, see chapter 2.
Alhoy 1830: 80-9, Lauvergne 1841: 225-32, Le Monde criminel 1846: 68-75.
33
Dupressoir 1849: 97-108, L’Hériter 1830, i: 5-125, Fougère 2001: 146.
34
Vie et aventures d’Anthelme Collet (1843), Alhoy 1830: 46-58, Augustin 2008.
32
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were widely written about in the press and in popular chapbooks, and inspired
fictional works ranging from direct transpositions of their lives (Boisgobey’s Le
Forçat colonel (1871)) to novels featuring convict impostors like Gabriel
Lambert (A. Dumas 1844), L’Homme aux romans (Méral 1858) and Splendeurs et
misères des courtisanes (in which Collet and Coignard are both mentioned by
name (1968: 130, 385)).
In the bagne, famous criminals enjoyed a celebrity status, gaining the
special protection of the administration. They drew the attention of visitors and
even of staff members like Lauvergne, who reluctantly conceded that convicts like
Coignard were endowed with an undeniable grandeur:
[Ce sont] des prisonniers [faits] d’une autre argile que celle [de la foule de
leurs pareils] […] ils eussent été bien supérieurs, peut-être divins dans le
monde, s’ils eussent épuisés dans le juste, le beau et le sublime, les
facultés dévorantes et créatrices de leur âme’ (1841: 67, 70).
To express the ambiguous fascination they felt for figures like Coignard, the most
common metaphor used by Lauvergne and other writers was that of the fallen
angel, Satan-Lucifer, which had the advantage of highlighting the convicts’
energy, daring and genius, but also their criminality and monstrous pride. 35
Vautrin for instance is repeatedly compared to Lucifer, especially in his role as
Tempter (1995: 194, 1991: 685). During the scene of his arrest in Le Père Goriot,
this parallel is for instance used to underscore Vautrin’s true nature, suddenly
made plainly visible: ‘son regard était celui de l’archange déchu qui veut toujours
la guerre’ (233).
2.2 The conventions of convict writing
Deeply rooted in cultural stereotypes about convicts, the parallel between forçats
and Satan also became a distinguishing trait of texts written about them, one of
many conventional tropes which increasingly functioned as pointers indicating the
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I will use ‘Luciferian’ to refer to the convicts’ ambiguous grandeur as figures of individual
revolt and ‘Satanic’ to indicate their more straightforwardly devilish attributes.
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texts’ generic affiliation. To the cultural idées reçues about convicts which
circulated in French society corresponded an equally set number of conventions
informing their portrayal, both when it came to their actancial function and to the
stylistic tropes used to describe them.
2.2.1 Recurrent convict characters
Convict characters in nineteenth-century (and to a certain extent twentiethcentury) fiction usually fall in a number of clearly recognisable categories.
Though based on the cultural stereotypes which we have just seen, the various
narrative roles which could be attributed to convicts were heavily informed by the
conventions of popular literature and theatre, the crucible of the entire convict
tradition. The physical traits of literary convicts were primarily determined by
their narrative function rather than by realist concerns. To allow readers to swiftly
distinguish ‘good’ from ‘bad’ characters, authors endowed the former with
traditionally valued attributes like light skin, fair hair and small hands and feet,
while the latter are usually presented as swarthy, hairy and ugly. Several recurrent
convict characters must also be understood as variations on well-known literary
figures like the ‘traître’ or the ‘simple’ of early melodrama, or the important
‘justicier’ figure of early serial fiction (see Guise 1994: 14). Bearing these
influences in mind, it is possible to sort convicts into three broad actancial
categories: heroes, villains and henchmen.
Convict heroes
Early convict novels predominantly feature ‘sublime’ convict heroes, admirable
and usually innocent men like François in Les Deux forçats (1823) or Aulaire in
L’Ange du bagne (1860). 36 They are characterized by their distinctive sadness –
in the words of Oscar Wilde, they ‘[wear] gloom as a king wears purple,
[carrying] their prison about them’ (1986a: 159, 157) – by the fact that they
heroically accept their tragic destiny, like Jesus the cross, and by their staunch
refusal to socialize with their corrupt fellow inmates. By their very disdain,
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For a detailed discussion of sublime convicts, see chapter 3.
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however, they typically end up dominating their peers, like Zaccone’s Blondel,
‘remarquable entre les autres [forçats] par le sentiment de calme dédaigneux et de

Figure 9. Sublime convict heroes
Left: Jean Valjean on a poster advertising a new edition of Les Misérables (Jules Chéret, 1879)
Right: Aulaire de Redan, 1893 illustration by an unnamed artist (Navéry 1893-1898: 7)

résignation puissante qui se lisait dans ses grands yeux d’un bleu sombre […] [il
exerçait] un empire absolu sur tous ses compagnons’ (1883-1884: 56). Sublime
convicts are usually described in a tragic mode, even in the unusual cases where
they start out as comic characters, like the locksmith Christophe in Hubert and
Maréchalle’s Le Forçat libéré (1828). The political déportés who start appearing
alongside convicts in the 1880s generally share the characteristics of sublime
convict heroes, with the marked difference that they are portrayed as far more
active, eschewing their predecessors’ quietist strategy of heroic expiation.
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Figure 10. Cynical convict heroes
Left: Robert Macaire, print by Célestin Nanteuil (1839)
Right: Vautrin, illustration by Laisne, in Œuvres illustrées de Balzac (Paris: Marescq and Bry,
1851-1852), vol. Le Père Goriot, p. 33

Following the shift discussed in the previous section from sentimental, moralistic
convict narratives to less idealized portrayals of amoral but entertaining crooks
like Robert Macaire, writers increasingly portrayed cynical rather than sublime
convict heroes. Having shed the tragic remorse of their sublime brethren,
characters like Vautrin instead display a marked amoralism, an extreme
resourcefulness and a witty, theatrical form of cynicism. Though they share the
magnetic gaze of sublime convicts – Rocambole for instance has ‘ [un] regard
fascinateur [faisant] se courber le bagne entier comme un seul homme’ (1992b:
264) – cynical convict heroes are usually bulkier, hairier and endowed with
coarser features. Vautrin is introduced as ‘ [un homme aux] épaules larges, [au]
buste bien développé, [aux muscles apparents], [ayant] des mains épaisses, carrées
et fortement marquées aux phalanges par des bouquets de poils touffus et d’un
roux ardent’ (1995: 56). Intriguingly, red hair is a recurrent feature of non-sublime
convicts – possibly because of its fiery connotations, evoking hell, or because it
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was a traditional attribute of Judas.37 Sue’s Maître d’École, Méry’s Cardan le
Bigame, Dumas’ Gabriel Lambert and Ségur’s Rondeboeuf in Le Forçat ou À tout
péché miséricorde (1866) are all described as having red hair.
Though cynical convict heroes can be technically innocent, like Vautrin,
of the crime for which they were condemned, they nevertheless tend to fully
embrace their new social position, by becoming rulers of the criminal underworld.
This makes them ambiguous, Luciferian characters. Despite catching the readers’
interest and potentially also their sympathy, protagonists like the first Rocambole
or the brilliant and manipulative Gaston Rozen in Fleur de bagne (Gautier and
Goron 1902) are never allowed to succeed in their criminal schemes.
Far from being watertight, the distinction between sublime and cynical
convict heroes is best thought of in terms of opposite poles between which
characters gravitate. Certain protagonists like Rocambole can migrate from one
category to another, while Valjean for instance retains many dimensions of his
former convict persona even after his conversion: ‘Jean Valjean avait cela de
particulier qu’on pouvait dire qu’il portait deux besaces: dans l’une il avait les
pensées d’un saint, dans l’autre les redoutables talents d’un forçat. Il fouillait dans
l’une ou l’autre, selon l’occasion’ (Hugo 1951: 473). Conversely, hapless
innocent convicts like Zaccone’s Blondel (1883-1884) sometimes undergo a form
of criminal ‘coming of age’ whereby they adapt to their changed circumstances
and, like Dumas’s Dantès, actively begin to plan their escape and revenge, thereby
gravitating closer to the ‘cynical’ end of the spectrum.
Unlike Dantès however, Blondel migrates back to being a repentant,
sublime figure at the end of Une haine au bagne, once his criminal skills are no
longer needed, which shows that metaphysical realignments are just as often
dictated by the needs of the plot as by the desire to portray a genuine
psychological transformation. As in the melodrama, conversions are typically
depicted as abrupt and psychologically unmotivated; as Vareille points out, ‘ce
monde est celui du fait, pas celui des pourquoi’ (1994: 65). These transformations
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A simpler explanation is advanced by Ruth Melinkoff, who suggests that the universal, ‘ancient
and continuous aversion to red hair’ should simply be understood as yet another instance of the
suspicion aroused by ‘minority features’: ‘Antipathy to red hair is as simple, yet as complicated as
that’ (Melinkoff 1982).
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also underscore the paradoxical similarity between sublime and cynical convict,
who incarnate Lucifer in his opposite guises as archangel and demon. Despite
their different metaphysical affiliations, sublime and cynical convicts share the
same status as outsiders, above or below the rest of mankind: ‘[les dieux aussi]
sont tabou […] l’ostracisé est un double inverse du pharmakos, le groupe
cherchant à se délimiter et à se protéger par rapport à “un au-delà et un en deçà”’
(Vareille 1994: 68). As a result, even justicier figures like Valjean or Dantès are
seldom allowed to rejoin the social community at the end of their adventures,
instead opting for solitude or exile. In the words of Vareille again, ‘[ils] s’excluent
d’eux-mêmes d’une Collectivité dont ils sentent qu’ils ont outrepassé les normes’
(1994: 68).
Convict villains
Their shared status as outsiders creates an ambiguous link between convict heroes
and convict villains, especially as the latter often display some similar features to
cynical convict heroes.

Figure 11. Le Maître d’École, detail on a poster by Eugène Oge (1880)
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Sue’s description of le Maître d’École for instance (fig. 11) endows him with the
same build, hair colour, resourcefulness and burning ambition as Vautrin.
Furthermore, cynical convict heroes can veer dangerously close to occupying the
same actancial position as villains when they oppose themselves to the
meritorious actions of virtuous characters, or when they resort to particularly
heinous means to achieve their ends, for instance when Rozen murders his new
acquaintance, le baron de Saint-Magloire, in order to take his place (Gautier and
Goron 1902: 260). Beyond the different actancial positions ascribed to them at the
start of the narrative, what distinguishes cynical convicts from bone fide villains is
the latter’s greater physical deformity (exemplified by the leering, acid-burnt face
of le Maître d’École). Their hideousness is an outer sign of the moral depravity
which separates them from cynical convict-heroes. Whereas the latter are amoral,
villains typically delight in doing evil and in inflicting suffering on the innocent.
Another important touchstone is motivation; as Nathan points out, ‘bons et
méchants sont généralement forts et audacieux. Ils ne se distinguent que par leur
motivation’ (1985: 81). Comic characters like Robert Macaire excepted, it is rare
for cynical convict heroes to act purely out of greed, hatred, or jealousy. Even
when they act outside the law, there are boundaries they do not cross. It is no
coincidence if Rocambole’s downfall in Les Exploits de Rocambole closely
follows his decision to murder his mentor Sir William and his accomplice Zappa,
actions which lose him the reader’s sympathy and rob him of his ‘hero’ status.
Convict henchmen
It could seem counter-intuitive to group ‘good’ and ‘evil’ auxiliaries together, but
the fact is that regardless of their affiliation, convict henchmen have more in
common with each other than with the cerebral and middle-to-upper-class
convicts whom they serve. They usually share the build of cynical convict heroes
(at best), or of deformed convict villains (at worst), but without being endowed
with the latter’s agility, maliciousness and gift for disguise; instead, they are
typically presented as burly, clumsy and dull-witted.
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Figure 12. Convict henchmen.
Left: ‘The Chourineur’ , illustration by an unnamed artist in The Mysteries of Paris, 2 vols
(London: Chapman and Hall, 1845) vol. 1, p. 12
Right: ‘Le Sanglier’, illustration by an unnamed artist (Zaccone 1883-1884: 57)

The main function of these characters is to amuse or terrify. Just like the
traditional simple of popular melodrama, ‘good’ henchmen like le Chourineur in
Les Mystères de Paris (fig. 12) or Milon in La Résurrection de Rocambole
provide moments of comic relief, as when the hapless Chourineur, in a passage
with a rich theatrical intertext, tries in vain to move discreetly through Rodolphe’s
sick-room: ‘Le Chourineur […][marcha] sur le bout des orteils le plus légèrement
possible; mais cela avec des contorsions d’enjambement, des balancements de
bras, des renflements de dos et d’épaules, qui eussent paru forts plaisants dans
toute autre circonstance’ (1989: 146). Evil henchmen are introduced as threats to
the heroes, or to provide gruesome local colour, hence their recurrent portrayals as
monsters or dangerous animals: ‘Trapu, large des épaules […] avec deux regards
ombragés d’épais sourcils, la poitrine et les mains velues, [Lebuteux] avait plutôt
l’aspect d’une bête fauve que celui d’un homme’ (Zaccone 1883-1884: 128).
Though good henchmen share the same physical characteristics, they are usually
described in a more lenient light, being in a sense ‘domestic’ animals, at the
service of a social superior. Following Rodolphe’s lead in Les Mystères de Paris,
convict heroes often ‘tame’ criminals challenging their authority, by first
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thrashing them and then taking them at their service. Following such duel scenes
(which became a topos of convict narratives, e.g. Zaccone 1883-1884: 60-2,
Guéroult 1884 1: 13-4), the vanquished convicts, ‘d’ours devenus caniches’ (Mes
sept ans de bagne 56), are usually portrayed in a more positive light, as is the case
with the appropriately named ‘Sanglier’ in Une haine au bagne (fig. 12).
There is a patent class dimension to these tamings: by showing powerful
lower-class convicts submitting to the legitimate authority of a bourgeois or
aristocratic convict hero (usually innocent and always moral, and so no danger to
the social order), duel scenes defuse the threat these lower-class criminals
represent, leaving the way open for their portrayal as humorous sidekicks. Not for
them the tragic or epic modes reserved for convict heroes, who alone were
considered ‘intéressants’, an adjective which non-fictional writers also reserved
for elite criminals or for upper-class individuals fallen on hard times, like the
young chain-gang convict shown clutching a volume of Virgil in Vidocq dévoilé
(Raban and Saint-Hilaire 1832, ii: 23). Lauvergne similarly dismisses the large,
lower-class population of petty thieves which made up the bulk of the Toulon
population as ‘des petits forçats, [êtres] lâches, faibles et rampants’ (1841: 257),
unworthy of sustained attention, thereby betraying the same class bias as many
nineteenth-century feuilletonistes.
2.2.2 Structural and stylistic conventions informing convict texts
The conventions of convict writing not only determine the actancial position
convict characters could occupy, but also the structure of the plot and the stylistic
tropes used to describe them.
The overall plot lines of convict narratives are the same as those of other
popular novels, with revenge, escape, marriage, the finding of lost children and
the retrieval of stolen inheritances representing important driving motifs. As in
Les Mystères de Paris, the plots of convict novels generally branch off into a
multitude of secondary narratives, in accordance with the ‘construction par
branchements constamment recentrés et en nombre théoriquement indéfini’ which
Vareille sees as specially characteristic of the popular novel (1988: 33). Within
this loose framework, novelists had to work in a number of expected scenes, like
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murders, dramatic arrests, ferrements or escapes, and to describe the most
‘interesting’ aspects of bagne life, including floggings, break-outs, riots or
executions. That all of these had already been described many times was
irrelevant. Readers were not looking for original subject-matter so much as for
vivid re-tellings of the same anecdotes and striking visual scenes. Combining all
of these elements into a suspenseful whole formed part of the implicit but
nonetheless stringent ‘cahier des charges’ facing would-be convict novelists.
These generic imperatives transcended the field of fiction, also informing
the writing of journalists and other producers of non-fictional material about the
bagnes. That these genres were equally formulaic despite their recurrent claims of
originality is obvious from the structural similarities between non-fictional works
like Le Forçat ou Vingt ans de galères (G**** 1830), Le Monde criminel (1845)
and Les Bagnes (Alhoy 1845a), as well as between all of these texts and a novel
like Navéry’s L’Ange du bagne. In Splendeurs et misères des courtisanes, Balzac
had already highlighted the deeply conventional nature of journalistic accounts of
bagne executions: ‘le spectacle imposant, l’aumônier qui a toujours converti le
patient, le vieux criminel qui exhorte ses ex-collègues, l’artillerie braquée, les
forçats agenouillés; puis les réflexions banales qui ne changent rien au régime des
bagnes’ (1968: 224).
This programme changed little in the following decades. Some authors
even explicitly underscored the formulaic nature of their works, like Zaccone,
whose 1870 sub-title to l’Histoire des bagnes reads like a check-list of bagne
topoi: ‘Brest, Toulon, Rochefort, Cayenne – vie du bagne, forçats célèbres – la
chaîne, évasion – le bourreau du bagne – bastonnade’. What Zaccone thereby
sought to advertise was the conformity of his work to reader expectations. His
sub-title reads like a liminal guarantee of the ‘honnêteté artistique et commerciale’
(Vareille 1988: 88) which prompted popular novelists to honour the implicit
contract binding them to their readers by never deviating too far from tried-andtested formulas. Vareille’s assessment of Féval’s Le Fils du diable could equally
well apply to l’Histoire des bagnes: ‘voici le label respecté, la commande
honorée, le client satisfait, le contrat rempli; il existe une parfaite conformité du
produit à sa marque et à sa définition’ (1988: 89).
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As a result of their close conformity to generic conventions and reader
expectations, convict texts are characterized by a dense intertextuality. Not only
did many authors echo each other, sometimes citing, sometimes stealing from
other works, but they all relied on the same recurrent metaphors and images. To
cite merely one example, a number of authors implement the same, very specific
comparison between the convict they describe and the Farnese Hercules (fig. 13).
In 1840, Jules-Antoine David wrote of his character Jacob: ‘sans la grosseur un
peu disproportionnée du cou, comme dans le type de l’Hercule Farnèse, on eût
trouvé [sa tête] irréprochable’ (i: 202). The same image then resurfaces in Les
Forçats (Lauvergne 1841: 185), Les Mystères de Paris (70), Splendeurs et
misères des courtisanes (413), Les Misérables (737), as well as in Noir’s Le
Grenadier Sans-Quartier (1887-1888, ii: 1595) and Guéroult’s L’Affaire de la rue
du Temple (1884, i: 13).

Figure 13. Glycon of Athens, The Farnese Hercules, copy of a statue by Lysippos (ca. 300 AD)
(Naples National Archeological Museum, photograph by Marie-Lan Nguyen)
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There is a similar migration of thematic content between different texts. Novelists
frequently drew on non-fictional texts for information and anecdotes (like Navéry
on Alhoy for her description of the bagne bazar, see Navéry 1893-1898: 151 and
Alhoy 1830: 159). However the exchange goes both ways, with some (officially
first-hand) accounts drawing on fictional texts. In the description of the Bicêtre
ferrement included in Raban and Saint-Hilaire’s Vidocq dévoilé for example, one
of the characters mentioned is obviously borrowed from Le Dernier Jour d’un
condamné:
Un nommé Barreau fils est entièrement couvert [de paille tressée], […] il
débute, en traversant la cour, par faire ce qu’on appelle la roue. (Raban
and Saint-Hilaire 1832, i: 267)
De sa botte de paille [un jeune homme] s’était fait un vêtement qui
l’enveloppait de la tête aux pieds, et il entra dans la cour en faisant la roue
sur lui-même. (Hugo 1883b: 21)
The dense intertextuality linking the different works of the convict corpus
together sometimes challenges the authority of individual authorial voices,
overlaying them with so many cultural echoes that they drown in a polyphonic din
of competing discourses. As recurrent tropes travel freely across textual and
generic boundaries, they became dissociated from their original context,
coalescing into a single, impersonal cultural voice across a variety of sources.
Some texts, like Enault’s description of Toulon in La Méditerranée, ses îles et ses
bords (1863), resemble exercises in automatic writing, insofar as they are
structured around a cluster of stereotypes loosely bound together by indirect
mental associations and literary clichés rather than by clearly discernible logical
links or any identifiable authorial intention:
Nous venons d’écrire un mot sinistre: les FORÇATS! Pendant longtemps,
les forçats ont ajouté à toute cette poésie du port le pittoresque horrible du
bagne. On les rencontrait partout, couples sinistres, traînant chacun un
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compagnon, moins hideux peut-être que leur conscience, mais plus lourd
que leur boulet. (30)
The clichés and set expressions which riddle Enault’s text point to the long
genealogy of earlier sources which informed its writing, while its anachronisms
and factual inaccuracies indicate that it was based on diffuse cultural memories
and other texts rather than on first-hand observation. Placed back into the context
of nineteenth-century writing about convicts, it reads like a cultural palimpsest,
layered with earlier voices.

3 The cultural functions of convict characters
A large proportion of the nineteenth-century texts featuring convicts are
commercial productions, in the sense that they were written for immediate
financial gain, and aimed at a broad reading public. To be successful and therefore
lucrative, such works had to accurately anticipate the desires of the readers and, in
the case of feuilletons or serialized non-fictional publications like Zaccone’s
Histoire des bagnes, to provide them with sufficient aesthetic rewards to ensure
their continued custom. It is therefore likely that the reason a large number of
cultural producers like Enault chose to feature convicts in their texts was that they
were considered a crowd-pleasing feature. They probably did please readers,
given the commercial success of convict narratives like Les Misérables, La
Résurrection de Rocambole or Chéri-Bibi in the twentieth century.
The advent of ‘industrial literature’ (Sainte-Beuve 1999) following the
great publishing crisis of the 1830s and the launch of Girardin’s La Presse in
1836 had indirectly given the reading public greater influence in aesthetic matters,
insofar as they could ‘vote with their wallets’ to determine which works would be
allowed to continue. Unpopular works were curtailed, as Balzac bitterly
experienced in 1844 when the serialization of Les Paysans in La Presse was
discontinued in favour of Dumas’s La Reine Margot. Commercial texts can
therefore provide useful pointers about the tastes of the nineteenth-century reading
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public. These can otherwise be hard to determine since there are so few sources
informing us about the reading habits of the average cultural consumer, aside
from rare collections of letters like the ones addressed to Sue by his readers (see
Lyon-Caen 1995: 133), or diaries of the kind analysed by Martyn Lyons in his
study of working-class readers (2008: 111-29). Examining nineteenth-century
publishing successes can give a more global perspective on the preferences of
nineteenth-century readers.
Readers manifestly enjoyed reading about convicts, given the proliferation
of texts devoted to them from the 1830s onwards. What remains to be determined
is why this was the case. Authors typically tailored their works to the perceived
tastes of their audience without questioning the rationale behind their interest in
criminals, while critics almost unanimously condemned the reading public’s
preference for crime and gore as crude and immoral. The terms they used to
describe this attraction are themselves revealing. Even Théophile Gautier, who
took a rather amused and lenient view of the matter in his preface to
Mademoiselle de Maupin (1835), chose to evoke the interest in criminals and
violence in terms of a quasi-physical urge, of a desire akin to hunger or thirst. He
famously compared the baiting of readers to that of fishes:
Le lecteur ne se prenait qu’à un hameçon amorcé d’un petit cadavre déjà
bleuissant. – Chose très concevable; mettez une rose au bout de votre
ligne, […] vous ne prendrez pas le moindre petit fretin; accrochez-y un ver
ou un morceau de vieux fromage, carpes, barbillons, perches, anguilles
sauteront à trois pieds hors de l’eau pour le happer. (1876: 13-4)
Hugo similarly evoked the curiosity which drew crowds to executions or
ferrements in terms of a physical craving. In Le Dernier Jour d’un condamné, the
young girls encountered by the narrator outside the courthouse are described as
having ‘des yeux avides’ (1883b: 7); later, the narrator bitterly agrees with an old
woman remarking on the superior interest of condamnés à mort over ferrements
by observing: ‘Je conçois. […] Cela est moins éparpillé. C’est une liqueur
concentrée, bien plus savoureuse’ (1883b: 39). Balzac activated the same imagery
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in Le Père Goriot when he portrayed his readers as heartlessly enjoying the
sufferings of literary characters like ‘un fruit savoureux promptement dévoré’
(1995: 44).
Yet few are the nineteenth-century writers or, for that matter,
contemporary critics who attempt to probe the possible reasons behind this
‘hunger’ for criminal or penal violence. Gautier merely concludes ‘les hommes ne
sont pas aussi différents des poissons qu’on a l’air de le croire’ (1876: 14), while
Migozzi for instance explains the violent undercurrent of popular fiction by
gesturing towards a vague ‘part d’ombre de l’esprit humain’ (2005: 196). Whilst
this issue remains inevitably speculative, in the last section of this chapter, I will
attempt to outline some possible reasons for this instinctive and enduring
fascination with criminals and violence.
3.1 Spying on the unseen seer
In his Three Essays on the Theory of Sexuality (Drei Abhandlungen zur
Sexualtheorie), Freud coined the term ‘scopophilia’ to refer to a ‘pleasure in
seeing’ which, though powered by sexual desire, could also become an end in
itself, disconnected from any straight-forwardly genital drives (1962: 22-3). The
specific pleasure associated with visual supremacy is also presented as cognitive,
insofar as seeing resembles a form of discovery by touching, a forcible intrusion,
an unveiling of hidden mysteries, hence its connection to what Freud calls the
‘instinct for knowledge’ (epistemophilia) (60). The idea that visual supremacy can
be a source of pleasure, and the link established by Freud between scopophilia,
epistemophilia, and a sadistic desire for control and mastery, go some way to
explain the nineteenth-century fascination with convicts.
Hardly innocuous in this context is the fact that convicts were recurrently
portrayed as ‘unseen seers’ in Richard Burton’s phrase, Protean criminals
concealed in the midst of the city, spying on their victims but always escaping
detection themselves (1988: 50). They were, like God or the author in Flaubert’s
formulation, believed to be ‘présents partout mais visibles nulle part’ (2003b).
Chevalier famously claimed that the social fear which came to focus on criminals
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during the end of the Restoration and the beginning of the July Monarchy was
fuelled by concerns about the perceived illegibility of the metropolis, which had
been transformed by rural immigration and the beginning of the industrial
revolution (2007: iii). Faced with an urban reality they could no longer easily
decipher, Parisians experienced a sense of impermanence and flux which also
expressed itself in specific fears about the depredations of hidden bands of
criminals.
What narratives about convicts and criminals offered readers, I would
suggest, was a chance to turn the table on these unseen seers, by stealthily
observing them in turn. Novels like Les Mystères de Paris were structured in such
a way as to automatically allow its readers to share the omniscient perspective of
the narrator, whom they could follow on his tour of the criminal underworld, as
Dante’s Virgil in the Inferno. While enabling readers to enjoy imaginary visual
supremacy over the criminals they spied on unseen, narratives also transformed
the latter from a Protean, ungraspable threat into clearly circumscribed
individuals, who could be described and even defined by the knowledgeable
novelist as belonging to identifiable categories of criminals. The threat was
thereby named and ‘contained’ rather than remaining the object of free-floating,
objectless anxiety. In the novel as in Lauvergne’s Les Forçats, the criminal is
typically ‘l’homme qu’on sait le mieux’ (Lauvergne 1841: 3), his secret language
decoded, his mores analysed, his physiognomic features scrutinized and the tricks
of his trade exhaustively catalogued. The (illusory) feeling of cognitive
superiority which readers could derive from such narratives may have defused
something of the threat represented by the inhabitants of the criminal underworld,
while simultaneously providing them with the thrill of venturing – albeit only
fictionally – into a dangerous and ordinarily inaccessible world.
For it would be wrong to consider the specific satisfaction which readers
derived from descriptions of criminals as being reducible to reassurance alone.
Although fictional and non-fictional texts about convicts may well have
comforted readers in their conviction that criminals could be spotted, and that they
always ended up punished for their transgressions, they also provided them with a
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rather more amoral form of visual pleasure or – to use Grivel’s term – of
‘jouissance’ (Grivel 1994).
3.2 Reading as a form of transgressive jouissance
In the same way that nineteenth-century crowds delighted in penal spectacles like
expositions, ferrements and executions, transforming the would-be sombre
ceremonies of State justice into carnivalesque celebrations, they also enjoyed the
vicarious experience of reading descriptions of murders, whether in the form of a
gory feuilleton or of a fait divers. Bored with the political talk of his wedding
guests in L’Assommoir, Coupeau for instance exclaims: ‘Lâchez-nous donc le
coude, avec votre politique! […] Lisez les assassinats, c’est plus rigolo!’ (278).
While Kalifa for instance interprets this pleasure as a type of pure fun, ‘une
franche rigolade’ designed to neutralize the horror of violent crime by
transforming it into a theatrical entertainment (1995: 293), Grivel considers the
pleasure derived from narrative scenes of violence to be a more intense and
transgressive form of ‘jouissance’. He points out that although descriptions of
murders and other violent transgressions are always inserted into a narrative
framework depicting them as immoral and condemnable, they are often vivid
enough to exceed this moralistic recuperation: ‘je prétends qu’il est possible de
bloquer la représentation sur son signifiant et de lui faire ignorer le message
qu’elle est censée colporter’ (1994: 32). As a result, descriptions of criminal deeds
become dissociated from their would-be moralistic function as negative examples,
instead standing out as macabre celebrations of transgression, ‘ [figeant le crime]
en images pour le plaisir qu’elles sont’ (33). Complemented as they often were
with gruesomely explicit illustrations (see for instance fig. 14 and 15),
descriptions of riots, murders or rapes provided readers with a form of sadistic
scopophilic pleasure, by making the forbidden visible and portraying a primal
violence laying bodies and genitals bare.
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Figure 14. L. Thourt, cover illustration for Raoul de Navéry’s L’Ange du bagne (1893)
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Figure 15. A. Ferdinanous, 1883 cover illustration for Zaccone’s Une haine au bagne
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These descriptions and illustrations had evident sadistic dimensions,
insofar as they encouraged readers to derive pleasure from the spectacle of
suffering bodies. Fictional victims of crime or penal torture were ‘used’ – or
perhaps ‘consumed’ – in order to satisfy a yearning for the horrible, lending a new
relevance to Hugo’s observation: ‘La curiosité est une gourmandise. Voir, c’est
dévorer’ (1951b: 199).
Furthermore, the possibility that the readers’ fascination with crime and
penal spectacles had a certain sexual dimension to it is suggested by certain
unexpected features of fictional and non-fictional texts about convicts, like the
fact that they often feature branded or otherwise tortured women (see for instance
fig. 16, and fig. 17 – a rather curious choice of cover art for a book ostensibly
about male convicts, and one which possibly evoked the burning of witches).
Nineteenth-century texts about convicts are also invariably harsher in their
criticism of female observers at ferrements and executions than they are about
their male counterparts. Though this additional censure can partly be ascribed to
the greater social pressure women were under to maintain a show of
compassionate decorum, it also tends to suggest that authors were to a certain
extent aware of the possibility that the ‘curiosité’ drawing observers to ferrements
could have a sexual edge. This would also explain why the very same passages
condemning women’s immodest curiosity often foreground the convict’s
nakedness and freshly branded flesh:
Vous croyez sans doute que ces dames élégantes vont se retirer [lors du
déshabillage des forçats ?] Elles n’en sont séparées que par une si petite
distance qu’elles peuvent aisément lire les lettres gravées par un fer
brûlant sur ces épaules encore rouges… (Raban et Saint-Hilaire 1832, i:
263-4)
It is important, however, not to reduce the thrills experienced by viewers
at real ferrements (and by readers perusing textual descriptions of them) to the
purely sexual or erotic. Readers were also drawn to convicts because they
embodied transgression.
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Figure 16. Unnamed artist, woman being branded (Alhoy 1845a: 45)
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Their transgressions and their belonging to an infamous but exotic criminal
underworld meant that criminals were seen as standing outside society – but also
as enjoying a radical form of freedom, since they were unrestrained by either
moral norms or social prohibitions. This ambiguous freedom made them as
fascinating by virtue of their rebellious individualism as they were repelling
because of their criminal acts, and potentially turned them into the objects of
secret envy.
They thereby became an external figuration of the inner conflict dividing
bourgeois subjects, who found themselves torn between their own forbidden
impulses and their attachment to morality and social order. Convicts came to
stand for the first of these poles. It is significant that popular mythology should
have endowed the convict body with the same resistance to order, rationality and
closure which also characterizes behaviour driven by ‘the pleasure principle’
(Freud 2011). Vareille underscores this connection in his reading of Fantômas: ‘Il
est […] celui qui grouille, fourmille et est toujours ailleurs, ici et au-delà, présent
et absent, celui qui agit ou fait agir et que l’on est incapable de discerner […] en
tant que tel, il se rattache au principe de plaisir’ (1988: 141). This description also
brings to mind Kristeva’s definition of abjection (‘l’abject’) as ‘ce qui perturbe
une identité, un système, un ordre. Ce qui ne respecte pas les limites, les places,
les règles. L’entre-deux, l’ambigu, le mixte’ (1980: 12). Crucially, Kristeva
identifies abjection as a category which simultaneously attracts and repels
subjects, who cannot accept it, given that it represents all that they rejected in
order to establish themselves as distinct subjects, but who nonetheless cannot
escape its gravitational pull. Similarly, the fascination that law-abiding individuals
harboured for criminals arguably stemmed from the fact that the latter embodied a
freedom which was as alluring as it was unacceptable from a moral perspective.
By exporting this inner tension onto an external figure, individuals could at least
engage with it with minimal damage to the social order or to their own selfperception.
Reading about convicts may, therefore, have enabled readers vicariously
to indulge unacceptable transgressive impulses. Readers could allow themselves
to enjoy the subversive actions of real or fictional convicts because they knew that
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by the end of the narrative impostors would be unmasked, criminals punished and
convicts returned to their proper social station. A 1929 critic of Albert Londres’s
play about the bagne identified this type of projection as one of the main reasons
behind its success: ‘la poésie du crime et du bagne […] libère [les honnêtes gens]
de tous les instincts qu’ils ont réfrénés. Elle leur permet de goûter la volupté
d’être un criminel sans avoir commis de crime’ (cited in Donet-Vincent 2003:
292).
Convict texts allowed readers to flirt with the idea of criminal
transgression, but also to come to terms with a whole series of other subversive
impulses. So for instance the many evocations of ‘les mœurs infâmes du bagne’
offered readers an indirect way of engaging with the reality of homosexual desire
(and potentially let themselves be aroused by it) but at a safe distance, insofar as it
was clearly portrayed as the attributes of infamous penal Others. Stallybrass and
White refer to this process whereby marginal social figures come to be used as a
means of thinking about other (often bodily) ‘lows’ as ‘transcoding’, and see in it
one of the main reasons why ‘what is socially peripheral is so often symbolically
central’ (1986: 5). In the case of convicts, their status as ‘low-Others’ allowing
members of the elite to indirectly engage with – and even vicariously satisfy –
their own unavowable desires helps to explain the fascination with which they
were viewed by nineteenth-century readers.
3.3 ‘Figure[s] du peuple en révolte contre les lois’
There is, however, yet another way of thinking about the cultural importance of
convict characters, which foregrounds the collective and political rather than the
individual psychological needs of the readers. The popularity of literary convict
figures – and especially the scandalous success of Lemaître’s Robert Macaire –
was due, in large part, to the derisively cynical worldview which they openly
professed. Like the sexual transgressions of eighteenth-century libertins, the
amorality of nineteenth-century convicts always has political overtones. So
Vautrin for instance is not only a homosexual and a criminal, but also radically
questions the validity of social and moral norms, presenting himself to Rastignac
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somewhat implausibly as a disciple of Rousseau (1995: 234). Like Macaire he
preaches a gospel of revolt in both deeds and words.
Again, it is the convicts’ marginal status which paradoxically endows
them with an unprecedented verbal freedom. Like the condemned on the scaffold,
they no longer have anything to lose, having already been expelled from the social
community of those they address. Their position outside the social order enables
them to denounce its unfairness and moral hypocrisy, like the traditional jester of
Shakespearian theatre. Theirs is a radically levelling message; during the scene of
his arrest, for example, Vautrin exclaims: ‘nous avons moins d’infamie sur
l’épaule que vous n’en avez dans le cœur, membres flasques d’une société
gangrenée [!] ’ (1995: 232-3), while the narrator of Le Bonnet vert similarly
excoriates the hypocrisy of a society associating an individual’s morality with his
or her social station:
Ces bonnes gens s’imaginent être irréprochables devant la loi, parce qu’ils
ont la cheville libre. [Mais] parmi tant d’hommes libres, [que] de
testaments soustraits par fraude! que de maladies infusées dans les oncles
riches et vivaces, et qui […] déconcertent les médecins!’ (Méry 1830: 478).
The message of these novels is the same as the one conveyed by Macaire when he
mimicked doctors, lawyers or bankers: that the latter were no different from
ordinary people, or even from the convicts who could so easily impersonate them.
The scandalous connection which Lemaître established between the king and
Vautrin by choosing to appear in Balzac’s 1840 play with a Louis-Philippe
hairstyle was one reason why censors swiftly shut it down. By going to heaven
only to discover St Peter to be a drunk and the angels unruly and quarrelsome in
Une émeute au Paradis (1835) Macaire also denounced religion and morality as
yet another social sham, invented by the rich and mighty to cement their own
advantage. It was not his immoral actions which made Macaire polemical (this
was, after all, standard behaviour for a villain), but rather his rejection of the very
categories of good and evil. Bertrand and Macaire were not merely shown killing
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gendarmes on the stage, but also kicking their corpses while cheerfully singing:
‘Tuer les mouchards et les gendarmes,/ Ça

n’empêche pas les sentiments!’

(Benjamin, Saint-Amand and Polyanthe 1832: 57); Bertrand would then famously
call up to the Gods: ‘N’est-ce pas vous autres?’, inviting them to join him in the
singing (‘Paris in its cynical aspects’ 1861: 299).
And the audience usually did. Part of the reason why they flocked to see
Macaire in his various incarnations, or followed the adventures of Vautrin, I
would argue, was that these figures allowed them to partake in a collective
celebration of subversion. Convict plays or novels introduced their public to a
‘world upside-down’ (Bakhtin 1984: 370) in which criminals (temporarily) had
the upper hand over priests, policemen, aristocrats and other representatives of
social order. Readers could experience a degree of delighted Schadenfreude at
sights like the aristocratic Grandlieu family being taken in by Vautrin’s
deceptions, recalling the traditional dupes of the comic tradition fooled by
cunning valets. The temporary toppling of social and moral hierarchies freed
readers from the stifling constraints of ordinary life, while the collective glee of
the audience at the sight of Macaire’s antics indirectly allowed them to express
their dissatisfaction with the reigning social order and with political elites.
The political overtones of these works clearly worried critics, who sensed
that convicts could come to reflect a wider social discontent, and thereby become
figures of popular revolt. In Splendeurs et misères des courtisanes, Vautrin is
explicitly described as ‘[une] figure du peuple en révolte contre les lois’ (387),
while Janin considered Macaire as the Figaro of their own age (1883: 261). The
critics’ concern, consequently, was that Lemaître, ‘comédien du peuple, comédien
des faubourgs’ (Janin 1883: 260) would do for his popular audience what
Beaumarchais had done for his bourgeois viewers, and thereby stir up popular
discontent. Nodier famously claimed that the amoral productions of the new
theatre would lead to an upsurge in crime: ‘envoyez au Théâtre qu’on nous a fait
un homme [aux] principes mal affermis […]; il aiguisera le soir un poignard [et]
vous le verrez dans un mois sur le chemin du bagne, se draper fièrement des
haillons de Robert-Macaire’ (1971: vi-vii).
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Although it is extremely unlikely that many Boulevard spectators would
have imitated Macaire to the point of becoming highway robbers, what Nodier’s
anguished observation reflects is the extent to which popular audiences might
nevertheless have recognized themselves, or their own possible fate, in Macaire.
Kalifa suggests that one reason why popular readers were interested in faits divers
was that these succinct narratives represented a unique ‘geste des obscurs’ (Perrot
1983: 917), dealing with realities of the readers’ own lives, and outlining their
own possible future: ‘la curiosité du peuple à l’égard du crime pourrait bien n’être
que la curiosité à l’égard de son propre destin’ (1995: 272). It is possible that
spectators or readers would have felt an echo of their own longings for social
change in the subversive harangues of Macaire or Vautrin, which already develop
some of the elements which would later be taken up by the various popular
political movements of the 1840s.
It is always tempting to draw parallels between different forms of social
subjection, and so to see prisoners as symbols of other ‘subalterns’, be it minority
groups, or politically oppressed citizens. In the case of convicts, such connections
are all the easier to establish as the red caps of the convicts allegedly inspired, or
at least helped to popularize the revolutionary fashion for Phrygian caps (B.
Dumas 2005: 93). Yet the ‘political’ reading of convict characters represents but
one of the many cultural uses to which these figures were put in the nineteenth
century. For each Macaire or Vautrin which the convict corpus contains, there are
as many saintly, sublime convicts whose actions not only conformed to traditional
morality, but actively helped to reaffirm its relevance to the modern world, in
good melodramatic tradition. The reason why the exact nature of the nineteenthcentury fascination with convicts can be so difficult to pin down is that the latter
were cultural screens allowing for all manners of projections. As we shall see in
the following chapters, they allowed readers to engage with urban and social
change, with their own transgressive impulses, with political issues as well as
with metaphysical interrogations like the human mind’s ability to overcome
suffering. As a result, however, the proliferation of nineteenth-century material
about convicts, be it in the form of feuilletons, phrenological analyses or popular
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histories, tell us infinitely more about the people for whom and by whom they
were produced, than about the criminal men whom they purported to describe.
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CHAPTER 2
Vautrin’s other secret: convict identity as a ‘cynegetic’ device
in Balzac’s writing

In the first volume of the History of sexuality, Foucault argued that the eighteenth
century saw a shift in the meaning of ‘ignorance’ and ‘knowledge’, which
acquired distinctively sexual overtones. As a result there arose, he claims, a tacit
recognition in the nineteenth century that when one spoke of secrets, one really
meant sexual secrets, and that concealed knowledge typically concerned deviant
sexual practices (1976: 49). This idea was taken up by Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick in
Epistemology of the Closet, in which she also suggested that same-sex sexuality in
particular needed to be understood as the nodal point of this ‘insatiably
exacerbated epistemological/sexual anxiety of the turn-of-the-century subject’
(1990: 73). Hence its status as the secret par excellence in Western culture, the
one most consistently – and obsessively – discovered, concealed and rediscovered yet again.
Given this implicit cultural link between secrecy and sexuality, it is hardly
surprising that Balzac critics should have focused, from the 1970s onwards, on the
vexed question of Vautrin’s sexuality. Whereas earlier scholars tended to consider
his relationship with Lucien de Rubempré in Splendeurs et misères des
courtisanes (1844-1847) as a Platonic rather than an Attic attachment (Citron
1968: 37), modern scholars in the wake of Berthier’s landmark article on the issue
(1979) generally agree that Balzac portrays Vautrin as having a homosexual
relationship with the young aristocrat. Berthier’s, Berrong’s (2002) and Lucey’s
(2003) discussions of the way Balzac uses a network of innuendos and hints to
convey this has greatly enhanced our understanding of his writing, whilst
shedding light on broader nineteenth-century attitudes to homosexuality.
It would be wrong to ‘out’ Vautrin too quickly, however, if this meant
paying less rather than more attention to the subtle patterns of secrecy and
disclosure which characterize Balzac’s writing. Not only is dissembling a key
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element of Vautrin’s character, which means he should not be stripped too quickly
of his mask, but as his portrayal in Le Père Goriot (1835), Illusions perdues
(1837-1843) and Splendeurs et misères38 indicates, he is clearly meant to operate
within the space of indeterminacy and uncertainty which constitutes the ‘closet’
(Sedgwick 1990: 3).
Furthermore, restricting Vautrin’s ‘secret’ to his homosexuality risks
obscuring the links between the various facets of Vautrin’s revolt against the
social order. In this chapter, I argue that his sexuality cannot, in fact, be
considered in disjunction from the other ‘secret’ around which his portrayal is
structured, that of his convict past. To be a convict in nineteenth-century France
was not a temporary legal status so much as a form of social identity. The infamia
juris entailed by a condemnation to the bagne was seen as reflecting a pre-existing
moral turpitude or infamia factis, and it brought about a permanent exclusion from
society. The way convicts were viewed was much closer to the nineteenth-century
perception of homosexuality as an identity or essence than to earlier perceptions
of sodomy as a reprehensible practice (Foucault 1976: 59). Being a convict was
seen as an identity-position rather than the mere outcome of illegal actions. It is
therefore an important and defining feature of Balzac’s character. Furthermore,
Vautrin’s status as forçat is inextricably linked to the question of his sexuality,
since homosexual practices were notoriously widespread in the bagnes. In Le
Père Goriot, the discovery that Vautrin is a convict is therefore likely to have
removed any lingering doubt, in the minds of many nineteenth-century readers,
about the nature of his interest in Rastignac.
I would therefore like to open up the debate surrounding Vautrin’s
sexuality to include consideration of his convict identity. The aim of this chapter
is to reconstruct a partially vanished way of reading Balzac’s Vautrin cycle, by
suggesting with what ‘horizon of expectation’ readers approached his novels, and
by highlighting how Balzac himself made use of the recurrent stereotypes outlined
in chapter 1 in order to suggest Vautrin’s secret identity as a convict from the very
beginning. Not only can such contextualization help us to understand Balzac’s
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This trio of novels, which all feature Balzac’s convict character (explicitly recognised as the
‘colonne vertébrale’ holding them together (1968: 533) will be referred to here as Balzac’s
‘Vautrin cycle’.
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portrayal of the character, and the importance of penal institutions in shaping
nineteenth-century perceptions of homosexuality, but conversely, it also makes it
possible to think about the dynamics of convict identity in a more nuanced way.
Many analytical tools developed by queer theorists prove very useful to
understand the complex patterns of disclosure and concealment which
characterize convict identity in nineteenth-century fiction. I will therefore use the
notion of ‘coming out’, and draw on Sedgwick’s (1990) and Knight’s (2003) use
of the ‘closet’ as an analytical concept in order to discuss the way Vautrin’s
convict identity is constantly constituted as ‘secret’ and yet always already made
known to the readers through a network of hints and veiled allusions. The ‘open
secret’ of Vautrin’s identity (to use D.A. Miller’s term (1988: 195)) is an
important structural device, allowing Balzac to field a convict hero known as such
to his readers but not to all other characters, many of whom, like Mme Vauquer’s
indifferent lodgers, prove too self-absorbed or naïve to notice the clues which
should have alerted them to Vautrin’s real nature. The blindness resulting from
‘les rapports d’une vie mécanique’ thus allows Vautrin to eschew the immediate
expulsion which his public identification eventually brings about. The uncertainty
surrounding Collin/Vautrin/Herrera’s identity allows him – to borrow Descartes’s
expression – to ‘advance masked’ (larvatus prodeo) in the world of Splendeurs et
misères, thereby influencing the action to an extent impossible after his
identification.
Balzac also uses this uncertainty to draw his readers into an interpretative
‘cynegetic’ game, centred on the proper decipherment of minute clues and
apparently insignificant details. From the French ‘cygénétique’ meaning ‘the art
of hunting’, the term ‘cynegetic paradigm’ was coined by Terence Cave in
Recognitions (1988) to refer to Carlo Ginzburg’s landmark article on the
genealogy of clue-based modes of interpretation (1980). Ginzburg relates the
deductive logic of the detective, the psychoanalyst and the art historian to the
huntsman’s instinctive reliance on traces to track his quarry (1980: 13). Not only
does Balzac often introduce cynegetic imagery in his novels, but the hermeneutic
paradigm outlined by Ginzburg, with its focus on clues and apparently
insignificant details, structures Balzac’s entire approach to interpretation in the
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Vautrin trilogy. The parallel with hunting also highlights the epistemophilic
dimension which social ‘reading’ takes on in the Comédie, where interpretation is
never a neutral pursuit, but is generally powered by desire. The eagerness with
which characters spy on each other – and with which the narrator hints at the
presence of hidden secrets – evokes Freud’s analysis of epistemophilia or ‘the
instinct for knowledge’ (1962: 60) as a drive combining intellectual curiosity,
erotic desire, and a wish for control and cognitive supremacy. The unveiling of
secrets in Balzac’s novels is typically a violent, intrusive process with drastic
consequences.
However Balzac’s obsession with the proper decipherment of cryptic
‘texts’, be they individuals, crowds or places, also reflects wider contemporaneous
concerns. Like many other novels from the first half of the century, Le Père
Goriot and Splendeurs et misères des courtisanes portray urban life as
dangerously illegible, and therefore as allowing for all manners of illegitimate
social promotions by confidence men and impostors. Fielding a disguised convict
taking on Parisian society allowed Balzac to capitalize on these fears, but also to
defuse them by constantly suggesting the possibility – for the discerning observer
– to nevertheless identify social impostors and so escape their depredations.
Hence the central importance of Vautrin, whose narrative function it is to guide
Balzac’s readers in their interpretation of the novel, but also of the sprawling and
intricate text represented by the Parisian metropolis.

1 The queer dynamics of convict identity
Miller’s ‘open secret’ and Sedgwick’s use of the ‘closet’ as an analytical structure
(partly inspired by Miller) both emphasize the intricate nature of secrecy. In
reaction to the widely held notion that secrecy and disclosure are absolute and
mutually exclusive positions, Miller and Sedgwick point to the existence of
intermediary states, in which certain forms of knowledge can be outwardly
constituted as ignorance, while still remaining operative in interpersonal
relationships. Miller suggests that open secrets in Dickens’s fiction are always
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already known by the readers and certain fictional characters, and yet remain
‘secret’ insofar as they represented unmentionable knowledge. Hence his
conclusion that the function of secrecy is not to conceal knowledge, but rather ‘the
knowledge of the knowledge’ (1988: 206). Sedgwick in turn argues that comingout is not a rapid and absolute change whereby a previously secret identity
becomes publicly known, but rather a fraught process of gradual disclosures and
willed ignorance, in which homosexuality can often be known as a secret (1990:
8). She also suggests that these intricate ‘relations of the closet’ can shed light on
other speech acts as well, and be used to analyse a wide variety of social
relationships. At the end of her study of ‘homosocial secrets’ in the Comédie
humaine, Knight likewise suggests that Sedgwick’s concepts could have a wider
relevance for Balzac studies in general: ‘[I hope] that the closet will prove a fertile
concept for opening up the sexual, epistemological and narratological structures
of this vast network of overlapping texts’ (2003: 180).
Both Sedgwick’s relationships of the closet and Miller’s open secret prove
useful for exploring the manner in which Balzac plays with Vautrin’s convict
identity. As I have suggested, being a forçat was not a transient legal status in the
eyes of the nineteenth-century public, but rather an inalterable identity-position.
The transformation of a condemned at the hands of the bourreau during his
branding was considered irrevocable: once a convict, always a convict. This is
also true of Vautrin, in spite of his final decision to join the police at the end of
Splendeurs et misères des courtisanes. Prendergast is right in arguing that this
change of allegiance represents a destabilizing metamorphosis, since it shows
criminality entering into the apex of the forces designed to combat it (1978: 88,
1986: 110). For a nineteenth-century reader, however, this shift would have been
less surprising than for modern ones, partly because there had been famous
precedents (Vidocq being the most obvious example), partly because the French
police force had not yet lost its sinister reputation as ‘une police noire’ engaging
in spying and political repression (Kalifa 2005: 88). To a certain extent, it would
therefore have seemed a natural transition. ‘Les agents de la rue de Jérusalem’
were almost as despised as the criminals they chased, and they shared something
of their marginal status – as Miller points out, nineteenth-century policemen and
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criminals occupied the same ‘ghetto’, an enclosed world of crime and repression
separated by a cordon sanitaire from the ‘middle-class world of real life’ (1988:
6). Consequently, it is possible for Vautrin to join the police, without therefore
entering the civilized world of bourgeois society; in spite of his realignment, he
does not lose the infamy associated with his earlier identity as a convict, and
remains an outsider.
Becoming a convict necessarily entailed social marginalization; a
condemnation to the bagne abruptly severed all social ties except those binding
the condemned to his criminal peers. Not only did a convict generally lose his
(non-criminal) acquaintances and friends, but frequently his close family as well;
marital bonds for instance were automatically dissolved by the ‘mort civile’
entailed by a life sentence to the bagne (Pezzani 1838: 152). This was a side of
themselves which escaped or freed convicts therefore had to scrupulously hide in
most contexts, for fear of triggering the same horrified reactions as the dying
Macaire when he mentions his real name in Robert Macaire, mémoires et
souvenirs: ‘le maître de la maison fit un bond en arrière, comme s’il eût marché
sur un serpent’ (Raban 1838: 9). The sole exception arose when in the company of
fellow convicts or criminals, in which case their time in the bagne was something
they held up as a badge of honour; as Vidocq points out: ‘dans une réunion de
condamnés, il n’y a de honte qu’à ne pas être infâme’ (1998: 87). Consequently,
convicts had to be constantly vigilant in order to adapt their ostensible identity to
the social context in which they found themselves.
‘Coming out’ as a convict was, as a result, a potentially fraught process,
since disclosing one’s criminal status at the wrong time or to the wrong person
could have drastic and sometimes unpredictable social consequences. Thus
Vautrin’s decision to divulge his true identity to Lucien in Splendeurs et misères
des courtisanes eventually causes his downfall, since Lucien involuntarily betrays
his secret to Camusot during his interrogation. Crucially, however, the effects of
Vautrin’s disclosure are not immediate, but delayed in time: during most of the
novel’s hundreds of pages, he is ‘out’ with some characters and ‘closeted’ with
others, and much of the suspense of ‘La dernière incarnation de Vautrin’ rests on
this uncertainty surrounding his official identity. This shows coming out to be
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anything but a monolithic process, instead involving varying degrees of disclosure
and secrecy.
Determining exactly which characters are aware of Vautrin’s true identity
at any given time in Splendeurs et misères des courtisanes is far from
straightforward. In the case of Lucien, for example, his initiation into Vautrin’s
secrets occurs early in the novel from a chronological perspective, but we only
learn about it six chapters later, after a narrative hiatus of four uneventful years;
even then, Balzac only mentions this disclosure in passing, instead of narrating it:
‘Depuis le jour où la Torpille fut enlevée, Lucien savait sur quelle horrible base
reposait son bonheur’ (130). Similarly, Esther appears to discover Vautrin’s secret
quite early on, in the significantly entitled chapter ‘Où l’on apprend qu’il n’y avait
pas de prêtre dans l’abbé Herrera’. All she learns, however, is that Vautrin is no
priest – his real identity is not stated outright, but merely suggested:

– [...] Dieu ou moi (ce qui vaut mieux) aidant, [Lucien] ira s’asseoir
quelque jour sur les bancs de la pairie…
– Ou sur les bancs du… dit Lucien en interrompant cet homme.
– Tais-toi, s’écria Carlos en couvrant avec sa large main la bouche de
Lucien. Un pareil secret à une femme !... lui souffla-t-il dans l’oreille.
(108)

The significance of this dialogue lies entirely in its gaps and omissions. Vautrin’s
mention of ‘les bancs de la pairie’ triggers a half-jestful, half-ironic retort from
Lucien, who suggests another lexical coupling, ‘les bancs du bagne’. This was
commonplace enough as a metonymic designation for Esther and the readers to
automatically know how to end Lucien’s interrupted sentence. The rapidity with
which Vautrin tries to silence Lucien underscores the importance of the
disclosure, and his shocked reaction – ‘un pareil secret à une femme!’ – draws
attention to the close links between his secret identities as a convict and as
Lucien’s male lover, a parallel further emphasized in this context by the
physicality of Balzac’s expression ‘lui souffla-t-il dans l’oreille’.
The reliance on discursive gaps and veiled allusions instead of open
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references is typical of the way Balzac refers to both of Vautrin’s interrelated
secrets in Splendeurs et misères des courtisanes. When Vautrin threatens Esther
by evoking Lucien’s possible condemnation, he does so using the ominous
circumlocution ‘là d’où je viens’ (247) instead of mentioning the bagne by name.
Similarly, when Mme Camusot almost forgets herself by referring to Vautrin as
Lucien’s lover, the duchess swiftly corrects her by interjecting a more neutral
term:

– Ce monstre a mis en lieu sûr les lettres les plus compromettantes des
maîtresses de son…
– Son ami… dit vivement la duchesse. (564)

‘Quand et comment Vautrin aime-t-il les hommes? Il les aime dans les trous du
discours’, writes Berthier (1979: 153). The same discursive gaps or ‘holes’ are
also used to evoke his criminal past, cementing the status of both of these
subversive identities as open secrets, widely known and yet unmentionable in
polite discussion. They can no more be uttered than the duchess’ letters to Lucien
can be rendered public, regardless of the number of people aware of their content.
For mentioning an open secret always amounts to a breach of social – and
discursive – etiquette, as Esther’s hyperbolic reaction to Vautrin’s clarifications
regarding Lucien’s possible fate demonstrates:

– Aux galères, ajouta [Vautrin] à voix basse.
[…] Esther ferma les yeux [et] il fallut aller chercher ce que la Pharmacie
a de plus violent pour [la] rendre au sentiment de ses maux. (247-48)
Even mentioning the bagne had consequences. Brutally coming out as a
convict severed social relationships, undermining any further possibility of
discursive exchange. When Valjean confesses his true identity to Marius in Les
Misérables, Hugo emphasizes the status of this disclosure as a discursive
infraction of major proportions by comparing it to imperceptible sound data:
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La limite des sons aigus perceptibles peut être tout aussi bien dépassée
pour l’esprit que pour l’oreille. Ces mots […] sortant de la bouche de M.
Fauchelevent et entrant dans l’oreille de Marius, allaient au-delà du
possible. Marius n’entendit pas. (1951: 1415)

Utterances like these can almost be said to be performative, in the sense that they
radically alter reality, changing earlier social co-ordinates. When Valjean comes
out as a convict to Marius, and Vautrin to Camusot, they both renounce their
position as ordinary citizens and as sanctioned agents of discourse, forfeiting their
future right to act and speak freely since convict discourse was tightly controlled
when it was not suppressed outright (see chapter 4). Vautrin’s final relinquishing
of his social mask as Carlos Herrerra also brings the suspense surrounding his
interrogation to an end, forcing Balzac to introduce a new plot twist – Vautrin’s
plan to use the love letters in his possession to save Théodore – in order to power
the rest of his narrative.
Crucially however, such moments of absolute disclosure typically occur
quite late in convict narratives. For prolonged periods of time, convict characters
can exist in intermediary states of uncertainty, in which their identity is suspected
but not proven. Hence the curious ‘état de grâce’ in which Vautrin finds himself
for most of Splendeurs et misères des courtisanes, and which, I would argue,
displays similar dynamics on the macro-structural level of the plot as on the
micro-structural level of dialogue. The circumlocutions and ellipses which mark
the dialogues in which Vautrin’s convict identity is touched on but not mentioned
thus correspond to the many scenes in which characters suspect him to be a
convict, yet without being able to prove it.
The most obvious example is the novel’s opening sequence in the Opéra,
which can be read as an extended reflection on identity, imposture and the
impossibility of interpretation. It represents a recognition scene – insofar as
Rastignac discovers ‘le gros domino’ to be his former acquaintance
Vautrin/Jacques Collin – but one in which signs are construed as misleading, and
anagnorisis repeatedly shown to fail. So it is not Rastignac who recognizes
Vautrin, but rather the latter who suggests his identity to the unsuspecting young
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dandy – in such a round-about way, however, as to make it strangely provisional:
‘Agissez comme si c’était lui’ (1968: 53). Furthermore, no sooner does Rastignac
recognize Vautrin’s voice than it changes yet again, and the latter’s unmasking
adds to the confusion by revealing an unfamiliar face, in which only the eyes have
any connection to the former lodger. This recognition scene devoid of any
certainty allows Vautrin all the benefits of a coming-out (in this case, pressuring
Rastignac into helping Lucien) without any of the dangers associated with
absolute disclosure. It shifts the boundaries between ignorance and knowledge,
but without threatening his identity’s status as secret, a fact further underlined by
the conspicuous absence of naming: Vautrin is only ever mentioned as lui.
Even when Corentin, Contenson and Peyrade begin to suspect ‘qu’il y a de
[leur] gibier sous [la] soutane [de Carlos Herrera]’ (328) this does not threaten
Vautrin’s freedom to move about or at least to manipulate the universe of
Splendeurs et misères des courtisanes, since theirs is only a negative knowledge;
they know what he is not (a genuine priest), without being certain of what it is he
has to hide. Theirs is a ‘knowledge of a knowledge’ (Miller 1988: 206), an
awareness of a secret to which they are not privy. The same was already true of
Gondureau’s suspicions in Le Père Goriot. For want of physical evidence in the
form of a brand mark, Gondureau cannot orchestrate his arrest, only spy on
Vautrin’s comings and goings. Until Mlle Michonneau’s smack reveals the brand
mark etched into Vautrin’s shoulder, his convict identity remains provisional (and
therefore without social consequences), one of several divergent possibilities. In
the first part of the novel Vautrin can thus be said to exist, like Schrödinger’s
famous cat (Schrödinger 1935), in a superposition of states: he is both a criminal
and a non-criminal, an escaped convict and a cynical but wrongfully accused
bourgeois. Only when Mlle Michoneau submits his body to empirical verification
do these two narrative states collapse, and the ‘convict’ interpretation emerge as
the correct one. This is the moment when the divergent networks of ‘vérité’ and
‘leurre’ (to use Barthes’s terms (1970: 194)) collapse back into one, cementing
Vautrin’s real social inscription, and bringing the narrative thread which focused
on his tempting of Rastignac to an abrupt and definitive end. Vautrin’s dramatic
outing as the escaped convict Collin forces him to exit the stage of the Comédie
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until his comeback at the end of Illusions perdues, when Balzac’s Mephistopheles
returns bearing a new mask.

2 Balzac’s cynegetic invitation to his readers

In order to play his unique role in La Comédie humaine, Vautrin needs to evolve
within a structure of the ‘closet’, in which his secrets are open but not mentioned,
suspected yet never publicly disclosed. Convict characters are most useful from a
narrative perspective when they are ‘in between’, not quite in the closet, but not
unambiguously out of it either.39
There is an important difference, however, between how ‘open’ a convict
protagonist’s secrets are relative to the readers and to the novel’s other characters.
The latter (and this is especially true of antagonists) are clearly positioned at the
‘uncertainty’ end of the space of hesitation, since they are either unaware of the
convict’s true identity, or unable to prove it. Readers, on the other hand, are often
told about the deception early on, or at least heavily encouraged to suspect it.
Balzac’s readers, for instance, are clearly not expected to learn Vautrin’s secret
from Gondureau (or, as is so often the case for modern readers, from
unstrategically placed endnotes or footnotes).40 Rather, they are encouraged to
deduce it early on, by decrypting the subtle network of clues and insinuations
which Balzac inserts into his narrative.41
In accordance with the overall logic of the Comédie, in which essential
characteristics can always be deduced from physiological pointers, the characters
of Le Père Goriot are introduced, from the very outset, as enigmas for the readers
to decipher. This is true of Vautrin, but also of other lodgers like Goriot or Mlle
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This intermediary state, characterised by its enabling uncertainty, is also close to the concept of
the ‘revolving door’ as it is developed by de Paul de Man (1984: 67-81).
40
In the 1995 Garnier-Flammarion edition used here, such notes occur as early as page 62, where
Berthier refers to Vautrin’s nightly visitors as having received ‘de l’or emprunté au trésor du
bagne’. He obviously takes it for granted that the readers already know Vautrin’s secret.
41
I will be referring quite frequently to Balzac’s ‘readers’, by which I mean the implied readers at
which Balzac targets his textual effects rather than the real-life and quite diverse individuals who
first read his novels. The latter’s reactions can, for obvious reasons, neither be accurately
predicted, nor considered to be monolithically similar.	
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Michonneau – of whom we learn little save that little can be known about her. She
is presented as a barely legible social palimpsest, to the extent that Balzac’s
introductory description of her consists almost entirely of unanswered questions:

Quel acide avait dépouillé cette créature de ses formes féminines? Elle
devait avoir été jolie et bien faite: était-ce le vice, le chagrin, la cupidité?
avait-elle trop aimé, avait-elle été marchande à la toilette, ou seulement
courtisane? (52)

The only positive information we are given about Mlle Michonneau regards her
physical appearance, which is described in precise detail. This is in accordance
with the overall logic of the novel, in which the synchronic constantly prevails
over the diachronic; it is explicitly designed to encourage a ‘cynegetic’ response
in the reader, insofar as they are expected to use the experiential evidence
provided by Balzac’s descriptions in order to draw conclusions about the
characters’ nature and past.
Crucially, this deductive interpretation hinges on the correct interpretation
of minute details rather than on a global assessment of all the information
provided about the characters. Easily overlooked elements in the characters’
features, clothing and manners acquire an unprecedented importance as ‘clues’,
allowing the discerning reader to unlock the secrets they hide. They are similar, in
that sense, to the traces, prints and broken twigs relied on by the huntsman in
Ginzburg’s analysis (1980: 13). The image of the hunt also underscores the
implicit violence entailed by interpretation, since the search for Vautrin’s brand
mark for instance is not a neutral intellectual pursuit, but part of an attempt on the
part of Gondureau to localize, control (and ideally kill) the head of the Société des
Dix-Mille. Although Balzac does not explicitly portray Gondureau as
experiencing the same sadistic pleasure as Javert in his hunt for Valjean – whose
pleasure at seeing the convict cornered in ‘À chasse noire meute muette’ is
described in sensual, and even erotic terms: ‘Javert jouissait. […] [Il couvait
Valjean] du regard avec cette volupté de l’araignée qui laisse voler la mouche’
(1951: 493) – he nevertheless shows interpretation to be ‘cynegetic’ not only in its
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method, but also in its ends and in the motivations impelling it.
Balzac’s detective-hunters, like the Contenson-Peyrade-Corentin trio in
Splendeurs et misères des courtisanes, exemplify an approach which needs to be
that of all would-be social ‘initiés’. Like Cooper’s Indians and trackers, Balzac’s
policemen display an obsessive attention to detail: ‘les passants, les boutiques, les
fiacres, tout offrait aux Hommes-Numéros à qui la défense de la vie du vieux
Peyrade était confiée, l’intérêt énorme que présente, dans les romans de Cooper,
un tronc d’arbre, une habitation de castors, un rocher’ (313). Underlying this
cynegetic method is a belief in the ability of details to unlock a world of
concealed knowledge; as Contenson points out to Nucingen: ‘c’est un fer à cheval
ramassé dans la rue qui a mené le Préfet de police à la découverte de la machine
infernale’ (156).
In the same way, Balzac relies on a network of clues and indirect allusions
rather than on straightforward assertions or analeptic expositions in order to
provide his readers with information about characters. There is a pedagogical,
dynamic dimension to his writing, insofar as its structures are designed to
encourage cynegetic responses in the readers as well. 42 By strategically
foregrounding certain ‘clues’ instead of revealing secrets straight away, Balzac,
like many other July Monarchy writers, encouraged his envisioned readers to
activate their own interpretative instincts. This pedagogical function explains the
importance of open secrets in Balzac’s presentation of Vautrin. Instead of
immediately introducing Vautrin as an escaped convict, Balzac ‘outs’ his
character in subtle, progressive ways, drawing on the shared social knowledge
which he expected his readers to have about convicts in order to gradually allow
them to guess Vautrin’s secret ahead of his arrest.
That Balzac presupposed such knowledge in his readers is obvious from
certain parallels he makes in his text. So for instance he compares Mme Vauquer
to a convict overseer: ‘toute sa personne explique la pension, comme la pension
implique sa personne. Le bagne ne va pas sans l’argousin, vous n’imagineriez pas
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‘Pedagogical’ being the positive way to view an approach which can of course also be seen as
oppressive, overly ‘readerly’ (Barthes 1970: 10) and thereby as limiting the readers’ freedom to
formulate their own interpretations.
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l’un sans l’autre’ (49). Clearly, Balzac not only expected his readers to be familiar
with the term ‘argousin’, but he also considered that they already had a set mental
image of the bagne and its personnel. This was not an unreasonable assumption
either, given the prevalence of convict descriptions in July Monarchy culture (see
chapter 1). The very publication in which Le Père Goriot first appeared, the Revue
de Paris, regularly featured both fictional and non-fictional material about the
bagne. It had published Balzac’s Ferragus in 1833, and in between the various
installments of Le Père Goriot it ran a series of articles written by Joseph Méry
about the Toulon bagne (Méry 1835a, 1835b, 1835c), as well as a short story by
Prosper Dinaux, ‘La maison de la plaine’, the last scene of which was set in Brest
(Dinaux 1835). Such accounts contributed to familiarize the reading public with
the universe of the bagne.
In order to suggest Vautrin’s secret identity, Balzac could therefore use
certain widely shared cultural stereotypes as pointers. This, for instance, is the
case with Vautrin’s distinctive hair-colour. Whereas his ginger hair could seem
innocuous enough for contemporary readers, it would have contributed to putting
nineteenth-century readers on the scent of Vautrin’s secret identity. From the
outset, we learn that he wears a black wig, but that his natural hair colour is red,
since this is the hue of his bodily hair: ‘il avait [...] des mains épaisses, carrées et
fortement marquées aux phalanges par des bouquets de poils touffus et d’un roux
ardent’ (56). Given the class-based physical assumptions taken for granted by
most nineteenth-century novelists, this combination of coarse, square and hairy
hands with a hair-colour deemed less desirable than others would automatically
have conveyed that this was a character of low social origin, and quite possibly a
convict, given the unusually high prevalence of red hair among convict characters
in nineteenth-century plays and novels.43
Furthermore, his wig and tinted side-burns immediately place Vautrin
under the sign of concealment and deception. It was a well-established fact in
popular fiction that escaped convict needed wigs in order to conceal their
conspicuously shaved heads; this is mentioned in novels, as well as in Vidocq’s
Mémoires, where the procurement of a wig (and preferably of fake sideburns as
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well) represents a necessary first step in any plan of escape (1998: 156). 44
Obviously this does not concern Vautrin, who would have had ample time to
grow out his hair had he so wished, but it means that his wig did nevertheless
trigger distinctive convict associations.
The second early clue which Balzac gives his readers is to be found in the
dialogue between Sylvie and Christophe on the morning following Rastignac’s
first Parisian ball. From their casual conversation we learn that not only have
strangers been enquiring about a man with tinted sideburns, but that they have
also asked Sylvie whether she has seen him naked (98). This could be seen as a
rather irrelevant detail, (or as an allusion to a possible affair between Sylvie and
the lodger), but as Gondureau’s mission to Mlle Michonneau later on in the novel
confirms, it is in fact the first sign that the police are suspecting Vautrin of being a
convict, and so of sporting the characteristic ‘T. F.’ brand mark.
Guessing this would not have required precise knowledge of the penal
code, since branding had only been abandoned three years earlier. This decision
had been repeatedly called for by reformers and philantropists,45 and was duly
celebrated as a humanitarian victory (Bailliet 1832: 1244); hence its mention in
non-juridical texts as well, like the Encyclopédie des gens du monde (Goubaux
1834: 89). This would have called public attention to the practice. Casual
awareness of the fact that convicts were branded probably pre-dated this event,
since Hugo seems to presuppose it in Le Dernier Jour d’un condamné (1829),
where he mentions the examinations carried out by Bicêtre spectators – ‘[les
forçats] s’offraient nus […] aux regards curieux des étrangers qui tournaient
autour d’eux pour examiner leurs épaules’ (1883b: 22) – but without specifying
what they are looking for, as if this were obvious. Furthermore, Peter Brooks
suggests that Balzac was by no means alone in being ‘obsessed’ by the issue of
branding and criminal identity (2011: 17). If branding had become a symbolic
issue reflecting deeper concerns about criminality and social identity, then it is
probable that Balzac expected his readers to be able to pick up indirect hints about
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Eugène-François Vidocq was famous enough in the 1830s for readers to easily make the
connection between Balzac’s character and the famous convict-turned-policeman, all the more so
as one of Vidocq’s nicknames was precisely le Vautrin or ‘the boar’ in the local Arras dialect
(Bachellier 1972: 82).
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‘Des forçats libérés et des peines infamantes’ 1829: 267-9, Pruss 1830: 317, Grégory 1832: 84.
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it.
To make things even easier for his envisioned readership, Balzac also
introduced a multitude of other pointers, like the many off-hand remarks made by
the lodger which suggest a suspicious degree of familiarity with the criminal
world. These include his confident assertion that Goriot is too dull-witted to be a
police spy (66), his knowledgeable appraisal of the old man’s silver-twisting skills
(‘joliment tortillé pour un homme qui n’est pas de la manique’ (81)), or his
precise awareness of the difficulty involved in stealing Gobseck’s assets (81).
Balzac also draws attention to Vautrin’s rather suspicious set of skills: ‘si quelque
serrure allait mal, il l’avait bientôt démontée, rafistolée, huilée, limée, remontée
en disant: “Ça me connaît.”’ (56). The constant parallel between Vautrin and the
devil may also have been designed to alert readers, since this was one of the
privileged metaphors used to describe and discuss convicts in nineteenth-century
texts (see chapter 1). Recurrent in Le Père Goriot, this comparison is also
deployed by Balzac in his portrayal of the mysterious priest encountered by
Lucien at the end of Illusions perdues – which features a direct reference to
Milton’s Paradise Lost (1991: 690) – no doubt in order to signpost his true
identity.
There are even moments when Balzac explicitly demonstrates to his
readers how Vautrin should be ‘read’ along cynegetic lines, and how this
interpretative mode highlights his criminal tendencies: ‘à la manière dont il jetait
un jet de salive, il annonçait un sang-froid imperturbable qui ne devait pas le faire
reculer devant un crime pour sortir d’une position équivoque’ (1995: 56). Balzac
stops just short of outing Vautrin as a criminal straight away, but he does suggest,
rather heavily, the presence of hidden secrets in the retired merchant’s life. In fact
Vautrin is often defined precisely in terms of what he has to hide. Indications
about his past invariably draw attention to its chaotic nature: ‘Il connaissait tout
d’ailleurs, les vaisseaux, la mer, la France, l’étranger, les affaires, les hommes, les
évènements, les lois, les hôtels et les prisons’ (1995: 56). What this accumulation
highlights are the gaps in Vautrin’s curriculum vitae, as well as the absence of any
guiding principle capable of justifying the wide scope of his personal experiences.
This indirectly suggests that criminal activities and a stint in a coastal bagne
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might just provide the explanation for his polymathic knowledge. Balzac thereby
encouraged his readers to make up for this diachronic lack by focusing all the
more closely on Vautrin’s outer characteristics.
For although Vautrin is repeatedly described as inscrutable – ‘chez lui tout
était si bien clos qu’il semblait avoir la profondeur immobile d’un sphinx’ (56) –
he is at the same time presented as paradoxically legible, insofar as his true nature
is constantly shown to manifest itself through the cracks of his public persona.
Vautrin’s sleek and apparently opaque surface is in fact ‘[riven] with expressive
vents’ (Miller 1988: 206), all pointing to the presence of hidden depths, all the
more enticing for being hard to access. ‘Profond’ is a recurrent adjective in
descriptions of the character: ‘il imprimait de [la] crainte par un certain regard
profond et plein de résolution’ (1995: 56), ‘souvent il laissait percer
l’épouvantable profondeur de son caractère’ (1995: 57). These strategic mentions
of a hidden abyss of secrets amounts to an invitation to explore Vautrin’s
mysterious depths, which like the ‘ocean’ of Paris could conceal unexpected
things: ‘des fleurs, des perles, des monstres, quelque chose d’inouï’ (1995: 54).
There is in fact a structural parallel between Vautrin and Paris, in that both
hide mysterious ‘bas-fonds’ which Balzac’s readers are encouraged to probe, in
order to access an exotic and frightening world. A recurrent feature of the socalled ‘romans des bas-fonds’ or romans de ‘l’exotisme social’ (Kalifa 2005: 166)
which flourished in the nineteenth century in the wake of Balzac’s and Sue’s
writing, is precisely their articulation of a normal, horizontal plane of everyday
commercial and social activities, familiar to all honest citizens-readers, with a
vertiginous vertical plane stretching down into the frightening and usually
invisible abyss of crime and transgression. Like the Divine Comedy, these novels
open up magical points of intersection between hermetically separated worlds,
encouraging the readers to follow the narrator, like Dante Virgil, into an ordinarily
dangerous but now safely discoverable realm of shadows.46
A similar rhetoric of exploration and profundity is deployed by Balzac in
his descriptions of Vautrin, where the telltale signs of his convict identity beckon
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For more information about the dynamics and functions of the cultural ‘imaginaire des basfonds’, see Kalifa 2013.
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like the concealed passageways of the city, allowing readers to access his secrets.
To trigger these dynamics, Balzac relies on specific stereotypes (like red hair) or
practices (branding) as well as more diffuse cultural associations. So his wish to
open up Vautrin’s secrets and to suggest his convict identity could also explain
two other features of Balzac’s descriptions: the intense theatricality which
characterizes Vautrin’s speech and actions, and his sexual preferences.

3 Two important intertexts: Robert Macaire and the bagne as a penal Sodom

There are many references to the world of Parisian theatre in Le Père Goriot.
Critics have repeatedly drawn attention to this intertextuality, and to the way
Vautrin moves in and out of Mme Vauquer’s dining room like an actor on a stage,
intoning airs from famous vaudevilles of the day, or echoing lines from popular
melodramas. 47 This behaviour can be analysed in terms of Balzac’s overall
exploration, in the novel, of the related issues of social deception and false
identities. It also underscores his fraught relationship to the conventions of
popular theatre, and his simultaneous reliance on – and derisive undermining of –
the ‘melodramatic mode’ characteristic of early nineteenth-century popular theatre
and which also had a seminal influence on the novel (Brooks 1985). In this
instance, however, Balzac’s constant references to the world of the stage must
also be understood as a strategy designed to highlight Vautrin’s literary lineage,
thus also his convict identity.
The way he portrays Vautrin draws on the visual codes at work in popular
theatres. When an actor stepped onto the stage of one of Paris’s secondary
theatres, like the théâtre de la Gaîté or the théâtre de la Porte-Saint-Martin, the
audience would generally be able to tell almost instantly what type of character
they represented, on the basis of their appearance, their costume or their
mannerisms. The victim could be identified by her sweet demeanour and white
dress, the villain by his swarthy mien, foreign accent and sardonic laughter.
Crucially, disguised convict characters could generally be recognized early on
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precisely because like Vautrin, they so manifestly had something to hide. The
1822 melodrama Les Deux Forçats ou La Meunière du Puy-de-Dôme, for
example, opens with a scene in which two peasants remark on the mysterious
suitor François’s surprising and constant sadness: ‘c’est dommage qu’un bon
garcon comme lui soit si triste!’ (Boirie, Carmouche and Poujol 1823: 4).
François’s later appearance on the stage, his pallor, confusion and ambiguous
remarks further draw attention to the discrepancy between his situation and
disposition, paving the way for the revelation of his secret (confirmed by the
accidental discovery of his brand mark) in the second act.
Vautrin is similarly introduced as a dissembler, even if his gestures and
expressions fall in the opposite emotive range: he is described as energetic, jovial,
self-assured, sly and cynical. This made him fall into an opposite yet just as
recognizable category: that of the cynical criminal or Robert Macaire. Following
Frédéric Lemaître’s legendary interpretation of the melodramatic villain Robert
Macaire as a comic antihero in the 1823 L’Auberge des Adrets and in its 1832
revival (just three years before the publication of Le Père Goriot), the escaped
criminal and con man had become an iconic figure of July Monarchy culture:
‘Chapeau bas! C’est le Roi, le Type, le Dieu de l’époque!’ (Considérant 1838 :
32). The tremendous success of Lemaître’s portrayal led to a spate of derivative
plays all featuring Macaire and his sidekick Bertrand, but the pair also appeared in
novels, song collections, as well as in posters and prints, mostly by the prolific
Daumier. 48 Macaire also inspired a truly impressive amount of non-fictional
writing, including physiologies, almanachs, parodies and a large collection of
spurious autobiographies.49 As a result, the character acquired a life of his own,
with every new portrayal benefiting from the ‘comique de répétition’ resulting
from this intertextuality and intermediality (Thérenty 2010). Le Père Goriot
appeared in the midst of this publishing trend, which means that many of Balzac’s
readers would have been attuned to oblique references to the ubiquitous Macaire.
It is hardly innocuous, in this context, that Macaire was also a convict
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Robert Macaire, roman (1834), Royer 1840, Le Robert-Macaire, chansonnier grivois (1835).
Alhoy et al. 1839, Rousseau 1842, Neveux 1836, Robert Macaire et son ami Bertrand à
l’exposition des tableaux du Musée (1835), Raban 1838b, Explications et adieux de Robert
Macaire au public (1835), Raban 1835a, Robert-Macaire, ses dernières volontés (1854),
Mémoires de Robert Macaire (1882), Boisson [n.d.].
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character who had a determining influence on later portrayals of forçats.
Lemaître’s subversive recasting of the stock villain Macaire into a likeable crook
marked a watershed in the cultural portrayal of convicts, insofar as the success of
L’Auberge des Adrets showed it was possible – and in fact even wildly popular –
to portray convict protagonists who were neither repentant nor stereotypically
evil, but rather entertainingly and wittingly amoral. Macaire’s exterior attributes
as a convict had been suppressed in the initial version of Anthier, Saint-Amand
and Polyanthe’s melodrama, allegedly to make the play less shocking
(McCormick 1993: 106). Nevertheless, the Macaire and Bertrand duo represented
a variation on the classic trope of the escaped chain-mates, which featured in
several other plays from the same period, like the 1823 Les Deux Forçats, folie en
un acte (Laloue, Ferdinand and Ménissier). That the public perceived Macaire and
Bertrand as convict characters is obvious from many later portrayals of the pair in
derivative texts,50 in which frequent references are made to their time in the
bagne. It also comes across in theatre reviews and newspaper articles; so for
instance an 1835 reviewer refers in passing to ‘cette poésie du bagne qui colore la
figure de Macaire’, 51 while Janin’s excoriation of Macaire and Bertrand’s
immorality in his Histoire de la littérature dramatique includes wordplay
implicitly referring to their branding:

Macaire a su quelque peu de latin, Bertrand ne connaît que deux lettres,
sur les vingt-quatre lettres de l’alphabet: T F […] ils avaient été marqués
et remarqués le même jour; ils ont été les premiers brigands qui nous ont
faire rire […] du bagne et de l’échafaud. (1858: 161)

Given that Balzac published Le Père Goriot in the year when the craze for Robert
Macaire literature reached its peak in terms of market saturation, it is
understandable that he should have been influenced by its tropes – all the more so
as references to the convict crook were considered a crowd-pleasing feature:
‘Macaire est une connaissance que le public aime à voir souvent, jeune ou vieux,
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See for instance Raban 1833 and Mallian and Barthélémy 1835.
‘Théâtre des Folies-Dramatiques: Les chauffeurs’ 270.
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riche ou déguenillé. Qu’on lui montre Macaire, c’est tout ce qu’il veut’ (‘Théâtre
des Folies-Dramatiques: Les chauffeurs’ 271). More importantly, off-hand
references to this tradition were a way of entertaining the readers while indirectly
underscoring Vautrin’s convict nature.
Hence the many parallels between Vautrin and Macaire in his various
cultural incarnations. The characteristics with which Balzac endows Vautrin – a
combination of joviality, cynicism and craftiness – are those repeatedly displayed
by the famous confidence man. They also share the same amorality and attraction
to unlawful gain: Vautrin’s schemes to profit from Victorine’s inheritance in Le
Père Goriot and the complex financial manipulations he gets involved in to secure
Lucien’s fortune in Splendeurs et misères des courtisanes mirror the many scams
run by Robert Macaire in the successful 1834 play Robert Macaire (Antier et al.
1966). The two characters also share the same textual function: both are designed
to entertain, but also to articulate a biting criticism of French society, its hypocrisy
and its obsession with financial success – something Vautrin repeatedly does in
the long, theatrical tirades he is given in Le Père Goriot.
Vautrin’s buffoonish behavior in Mme Vauquer’s dining-room also
mirrors the typical stage antics with which Lemaître and his successors delighted
the theatre-going public. Not only are his (frequently unexpected) entrances and
exits from this stage-like space intensely theatrical, but the way in which he often
observes the actions of other characters without being seen conforms to the
traditional comic trope of the concealed eavesdropper. More than any other
character, he also regularly resorts to theatrical gestures as a means of
supplementing his words. Following the logic of popular theatre these gestures
become a form of visual speech (Dickinson 2000: 273-4); during his arrest he
reminds Rastignac of what he is ready to do for him by lunging forward in a mock
fencing assault, and earlier he responds to the sight of the drugged Rastignac
resting on Victorine’s shoulder with the typically melodramatic gesture of
imposing his hands on them in blessing.
Given that the sacrilegious dimension of this gesture is further emphasized
by Vautrin’s ironic words – ‘Croyez-moi, mademoiselle, c’est quelque chose que
les vœux d’un honnête homme’ (219) – it is very likely indeed that this scene
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would have reminded readers of Robert Macaire, since such moments of sham
sentimentality were a trademark of Lemaître’s portrayal of the character, as an
early biographer observes (Silvain 1926: 55). The connection between Vautrin
and Macaire carries over into his portrayal in Splendeurs et misères; it would have
been all the stronger in the minds of Balzac’s readers as Frédéric Lemaître was
chosen to portray Vautrin in the scandalous 1840 drama of the same name, which
ran briefly at the Théâtre de la Porte-Saint-Martin before being shut down by
censors. Lemaître’s constant changes of costumes, subversive asides and political
references (he famously appeared with the same hairstyle as Louis-Philippe
(Forbes 2010: 108-9)) was bound to have reminded viewers of his earlier
performances as Macaire. It is hardly surprising that the final confrontation
between the soon-to-be policeman Vautrin and his nemesis Corentin at the end of
Splendeurs et misères des courtisanes should make a direct reference to
L’Auberge des Adrets, by featuring Macaire’s famous punch-line: ‘Embrassonsnous, et que cela finisse!’(612).
The subtle ways in which Balzac suggests Vautrin’s sexual preferences
must be understood as serving a very similar purpose. To properly understand the
way Balzac portrays Vautrin, it is essential to relate the discussion surrounding his
sexuality to his wider identity as a convict, since these two secrets are very much
inter-connected, one entailing the other. The seductive, cajoling manner in which
Vautrin speaks to Rastignac, his avowed preference for ‘une amitié d’homme à
homme’ (1995: 196) over all other feelings and Gondureau’s pointed observation:
‘il n’aime pas les femmes’ (202) participate in the network of clues designed to
alert Balzac’s readers to Vautrin’s criminal background. For nineteenth-century
readers, the realization that Vautrin preferred men would merely have confirmed
their earlier suspicions regarding his criminal affiliations, just as the final
revelation of his true identity would have dispelled any doubts they could still
have entertained about the nature of his interest in Rastignac.
It is no coincidence if the sudden realization caused by Mlle Michonneau’s
snide comments – ‘ce regard, dont il comprit les perfidies, venait de jeter une
horrible lumière dans son âme’ – (236) should occur shortly after the moment
when Rastignac first becomes aware of Vautrin’s real social inscription. His
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transformation from retired merchant to escaped convict would automatically
have led Rastignac to re-assess the nature of Vautrin’s motives, given that it was
common knowledge, in the 1830s, that sexual activity between men was
particularly prevalent in penal institutions (Dobelbower 2002: 132).52
These practices were viewed as one of the main sources of the moral
‘corruption’ which cellular imprisonment was meant to eradicate, and had been
widely denounced – and thereby advertised – by writers like Villermé, Gleizes,
Appert and Alhoy. As the expected reading public of such texts expanded from a
narrow group of specialists to include a larger audience of curious lay persons,
relatively explicit mentions of homosexual intercourse like Villermé’s (1820a: 956) or Appert’s (1825: 224), and direct references to the ‘marriage’ ceremonies
which allegedly took place in the bagnes (Vidocq 1837, ii: 163-4) gave way to
more veiled allusions, as authors deployed various paraliptic strategies to talk
about homosexuality without speaking its name. Hubert Lauvergne for instance,
despite his perfect alibi as a medical doctor, remains extremely allusive in his
discussion of ‘les sexes douteux’, resorting to technical terms in order to shroud
his discussion of anal deformation in a decorous darkness: ‘le médecin s’éclaire
[…] du sourire malin d’un infirmier; il court à la preuve, et l’infudibulum ani lui
signale clairement le cas dont il s’agit’ (1841: 289). Similarly, in the article on
Toulon which was published in the same issue of La Revue de Paris as Le Père
Goriot, Méry indirectly denounced the depravation of French convicts by
contrasting it with the virtuous horror of two young Algerians discovering ‘les
mœurs […] des vieux habitués’ (1835a: 216). Again, nothing is spelled out, as
Méry relies on Biblical imagery in order to make himself understood: ‘Aly et
Soliman s’environnent comme d’un mur de respect qui les protège contre la
dépravation générale; ce sont les deux anges de la cité promise aux flammes’
(216). Nevertheless, what he was implying would have been clear to his readers.
From the point of view of decorum, this strategy of indirect allusions was
ambiguous, insofar as such veiled references were bound to trigger the readers’
curiosity, and so to draw more rather than less attention to ‘ces attentats à la
pudeur qu’on ne nomme pas’ (Vidocq 1998: 86). Because they provided readers
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with pointed clues rather than with explicit descriptions, such allusions would
have activated their cynegetic instincts, causing them to home in on these cryptic
passages in order to decode them. As a result, they were also a source of pleasure
since their successful decoding would have made readers feel intelligent and
socially aware, part of an exclusive ‘in’ crowd able to understand what was being
referred to; the scandalous content could also have provided readers with a
measure of sexual titillation.
For all of these reasons, it was not uncommon for Balzac to rely on such
strategies of indirect evocation in his own mentions of penal homosexuality. In Le
Curé de village (1839) for instance, the former convict Farrabesche refers to such
practices in the following paraliptical manner: ‘Je ne vous parlerai pas des
horribles mœurs du bagne; à la lettre, on ne s’y appartient pas’ (2008b: 180). His
initial reluctance to speak of these mores – which is all the more understandable
given that Farrabesche is addressing his benefactress, Mme Graslin – is in fact all
but cancelled out by the suggestive vagueness of the second half of the sentence,
which was bound to have triggered the readers’ curiosity and prompted them to
imagine what it could mean. A similar effect is achieved in Splendeurs et misères
des courtisanes, where the inserted anecdote relating Lord Durham’s prison visit
allowed Balzac to suggest who the prison ‘tantes’ were, but without spelling it out
(520).
Given the relative frequency of such allusive references in Balzac’s novels
and in July Monarchy writing in general, it seems likely that nineteenth-century
readers (unlike some later critics) would have known relatively quickly what to
make of Vautrin’s suggestions to Rastignac. A number of them would have
guessed that Vautrin was a convict from his attempt to seduce the young man, and
his being a convict would, in turn, have explained why he was trying to do it. His
sexual preferences would have been seen, along with his cynicism, his impiety
and his general disregard for law and order, as one sign among many of his fallen
convict nature, as natural a consequence of his unbridled desires – ‘Tout ou rien!
voilà ma devise’ (1995: 171) – as his wish to amass wealth through unlawful
means.
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4 The novel as ‘vade-mecum des honnêtes gens’

The apparent mystery shrouding Vautrin’s motives, and especially the deliberate
vagueness with which the convict himself refers to his reasons for helping
Rastignac – ‘pourquoi ce dévouement? Je vous le dirai tout doucement, quelque
jour, dans le tuyau de l’oreille’ (1995: 195) – are all part of the amusement which
Balzac’s readers are encouraged to have at Rastignac’s expense. His failure to
recognize Vautrin for what he is (and thus his benevolence for the sexual
solicitation it conceals) can be compared to his other social faux pas, like
mentioning Goriot’s name to M. de Restaud or arriving at Mme de Beauséant’s
residence in a tacky bridal carriage. All of these failures to master the codes of
Parisian social life represent as many steps on Rastignac’s gradual journey from
ignorance to knowledge, and underscore the importance of learning how to
properly ‘read’ Parisian society. Rastignac’s mishaps in Le Père Goriot are what
enable him to become the cynical and manipulative roué of later volumes, and
thereby to make his fortune on the battlefield of the Parisian salons. Having had
his own eyes opened through his encounter with Vautrin, he is then able to reply
to du Châtelet’s remark about Lucien’s changed fortunes in Splendeurs et misères
des courtisanes with – as Balzac puts it – ‘une raillerie attique’: ‘si j’étais aussi
joli garçon que lui, je serais encore plus riche que lui’ (55).
To the fun which Balzac’s cynegetic strategies allowed his readers to have
at the expense of characters like Rastignac or Mme Vauquer corresponded a
deeper form of satisfaction, which stemmed from the successful decoding of the
narrator’s allusions, and which one could call ‘the huntsman’s triumph’. With it
came the gratifying feeling of being on top of the narrative game, and of
mastering the codes needed to make sense of the confusing flux of urban life – a
pleasure not unlike that experienced by modern readers of crime fiction when they
see their interpretative hypotheses confirmed by subsequent plot developments.
Unlike the latter, however, Balzac’s first readers benefited from their partial
participation in the narrator’s omniscience, and were not forced, like the
characters themselves, to rely exclusively on their own powers of interpretation.
Because of the system of clues and narrative pointers articulated by the narrator,
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their position was closer to that of the audience at Marivaux’s plays, who always
already knew who was concealed under each mask. This gave them a privileged
position similar to that of the initiés gazing down on the masked Opéra throng in
the opening scene of Splendeurs et misères des courtisanes, and who are
presented by Balzac as able to decipher the apparently illegible flux of masked
figures who confuse those unfamiliar with the laws of Parisian society, ‘les gens
de province, [les] jeunes gens inexpérimentés, [les] étrangers’ (51).
Importantly, however, these fluent readers of the Parisian crowd are
immediately shown going wrong in their interpretation of the masked figure
following Lucien. Though they are correct in assuming that the ‘gros domino’
must be ‘en soupçon de son infidèle’, they incorrectly assume the said ‘infidèle’
to be female, and the domino himself to hide ‘un banquier, un notaire, un
bourgeois quelconque’ (52). From the very outset, the world of Parisian society is
shown by Balzac to exceed the interpretative models applied to it, and thereby as
capable of foiling even the most informed observers. To the ludic dimension of
the cynegetic reading process championed by Balzac (and echoed in the comic
tonality of much ‘physiological’ writing of this period) corresponds a serious
undertow; since Balzac repeatedly emphasizes the limits of interpretation, and the
attendant dangers of social misreading and social infiltration. This reflected the
widely shared perception, in the nineteenth century, that society, like the
landscape of the capital itself, had undergone a radical transformation which made
it obscure and difficult to navigate: ‘l’univers social qui s’édifie […] sur les
décombres de la société organique souffre d’un déficit manifeste de lisibilité
sociologique’ (Kalifa 1999: 151). Not being able to read urban life correctly
carried with it the danger of committing social faux pas like Rastignac’s but also,
far worse, of being abused by masquerading strangers. This could result in
financial loss (like Mme Vauquer’s at the hands of the scheming comtesse de
l’Ambermesnil), in loss of face (Mme Vauquer again, mortified at the thought of
having been seen publicly in Vautrin’s company at the theatre), or even in a loss
of physical integrity, as Lucien experiences.
It also represented a threat to the social order, and especially to the sacred
circle of the family, since convict impostors and confidence men could try to
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worm their way into upper-class families by masquerading as eligible suitors.
This specific fear had been fuelled by a number of high-profile cases involving
real impostors, like Pierre Coignard, ‘le forçat colonel’ (an escaped convict who
frequented Parisian high society under the Restoration after usurping the identity
of a dead nobleman, le comte de Sainte-Hélène) or Anthelme Collet, a former
soldier and seminarian turned confidence man, who toured France under various
guises collecting funds for spurious causes. As the latter explicitly recognized in
his autobiography, such schemes had been made easier by the administrative
confusion which characterized the post-revolutionary era (1836b: 289-90).
Coignard and Collet fascinated their contemporaries, and helped to
establish the figure of the infiltrated convict impostor, and especially of the
convict suitor, as a recurrent literary trope, from Méry’s ‘Cardan le Bigame’
(1843) and Dumas’s Benedetto in Le Comte de Monte-Cristo, to the apparently
impeccable dandy Rocambole in Ponson du Terrail’s Les Exploits de Rocambole
(1858-1859). By the second half of the century, it had become such a topos that
Zola humorously referred to it in Pot-Bouille in order to underscore bourgeois
anxieties about misalliances: ‘les parents, dans leur appétit de mariage, avaient
des cauchemars de forçats distingués, en habits noirs’ (1894: 67). The influence of
this trope can also be felt in the Comédie, since Rastignac, had he married
Victorine in Le Père Goriot, could have found himself in an inverse position, with
an escaped convict as a surrogate father figure, like M. Jules in Ferragus.
Similarly, in Splendeurs et misères des courtisanes, the intimate relationship
between Vautrin and his protégé – significantly referred to as ‘le mariage de ce
forçat avec Lucien de Rubempré’ (484) – is presented as a threat to the entire
Grandlieu family, since it indirectly puts them into contact with the criminal
world of the bagne: ‘Trompe-la-mort dînait chez les Grandlieu, se glissait dans le
boudoir des grandes dames, aimait Esther par procuration’ (493). The ‘morale
[…] au point de vue aristocratique’ which the duc de Grandlieu draws from this
narrowly avoided misalliance, ‘on doit, avant d’admettre quelqu’un, bien
connaître sa fortune, ses parents, tous ses antécédents’ (569), reflects the
perception that nineteenth-century society had become increasingly difficult to
read since outwards appearances, and the exterior signs of respectability, no
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longer corresponded to any trustworthy social ‘essence’, but could be dangerously
misleading.
In that sense, Balzac’s novels can be read as a continued reflection on the
‘semiotic crisis’ (Brooks 2011: 17) undergone by French society in the wake of
the French revolution. With the disappearance of the rigid social hierarchies
which had characterized Old Regime society, boundaries between different social
groups had become more fluid, making it increasingly difficult to separate true
members of the aristocracy or the bourgeoisie from social ‘forgeries’ like Lucien,
young men whose elegant dress and perfect manners hid their financial insolvency
and dubious social connections. 53 This rupture of the bonds between social
signifiers and their signifieds fuelled an underlying sense that personal identity
had become an unstable construct with no reliable and permanent basis, and
explains the nineteenth-century obsession with criminal identification, be it in the
guise of branding or of later systems like ‘bertillonage’ (anthropometry) or penal
photography. Novels, especially those featuring Protean criminal masterminds
and infiltrated impostors, participated in this anguished reflection, ‘en [posant] de
manière vertigineuse la question de l’identité’ (Roulin 2005: 18). The recurrent
narrative focus on the absence/presence of Vautrin’s brand mark in Le Père
Goriot and Splendeurs et misères des courtisanes must be understood in this light
as an exploration of the problematic basis of social identity, and of the
(im)possibility of ascribing fixed positions to deviant individuals. Branding
represented an attempt to forcibly restore the severed link between social
signifiers and signifieds, by providing a visible and (in theory) inalterable sign of
criminal infamy – an extreme, performative form of Althusser’s concept of state
‘interpellation’, forcing criminal subjects to recognize themselves as such through
the symbolical inscription of their debased status on their bodies (Althusser 1976).
The fact that it was no longer done using non-alphabetical symbols like the fleurde-lys but rather using letters designating the nature of the perpetrator’s offence
testifies to the increased importance of writing in a more literate society, as well
as to a deep-seated belief in the power of written words to name, define and order
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On this fear, and on the extended relevance of forgery as a social metaphor in Balzac’s writing,
see Prendergast 1986: 95-7.
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the visible world. As Dauge-Roth points out in her analysis of the practice,
‘branding was not only a performance of power, but a performance of the power
of print’ (2005: 130).
It is hardly innocuous, therefore, that so much attention should be given to
Vautrin’s brand mark in a medium defined by its belief in the power of written
language to not only reflect, but also make sense of the world. If branding can be
interpreted as ‘a performance of the power of print’, then this is superlatively true
of the novel. There is a structural parallel between the dramatized search for
Vautrin’s brand mark in Le Père Goriot and Splendeurs et misères des
courtisanes, and the semiotic enterprise carried out by Balzac himself in these
novels. Both texts can be read as attempts to re-found the severed link between
social appearances and social essence, by providing new patterns of ‘reading’
capable of once more turning society itself into a legible text. Hence the central
importance of cynegetic interpretation in Balzac’s novels, which were meant to
provide the much-needed ‘principes

d’intelligibilité du monde social’

(Rosanvallon 1998: 288) which were lacking in an era which had not yet seen the
development of social sciences as distinct fields of enquiry. Like Morelli, Freud
or Sherlock Holmes, Balzac focused on the hermeneutic importance of details,
arguing that counterfeit socialites (like paintings by Old Masters for Morelli)
could be told apart from genuine ones by paying attention not to their overall
appearance, but to minute flaws in their manners and dress. This belief informed
his approach as early as in the 1830 Physiologie de la toilette, in which Balzac
argued that in a world where all young men could sport cravats, the quality of a
man had to be deduced from the way he tied it rather than from the cravat itself
(1870: 461-2).
Of course, what this method presupposed was a solid prior knowledge of
social codes, including how to best tie a cravat. To provide the reader with such a
set of essential logical premises, enabling them to immediately classify
individuals into the relevant ‘Espèce Sociale’ with the same assurance as the
paleontologist determining the genus of a stack of old bones, was precisely the
remit claimed by the novelist-naturalist. In the face of a society characterized by a
deficit of intelligibility, Balzac conceived his writing project as a performative
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demonstration of the potency and possibility of cynegetic interpretation as a tool
to remedy this lack.
Of foundational importance for this approach was Balzac’s certitude that
aristocratic manners could not truly be acquired from scratch, but that a plebeian
origin (or a criminal nature) would necessarily make itself felt through jarring
details, through a lack of overall harmony and a general default of sprezzatura,
that essential quality defined by Castiglione as ‘an easy facility in accomplishing
difficult actions which hides the conscious effort that went into them’ (Rebhorn
1978: 33). This implicit conviction that social upstarts would necessarily betray
their origin if only by trying too hard – also the conclusions drawn by Bourdieu in
his study of effortless ease as a marker of social distinction (1979) – was widely
shared, informing not only Balzac’s writing, but also the descriptions of social
‘forgers’ which can be found in contemporaneous texts. So Alexandre Dumas for
instance, in his portrayal of the impostor and counterfeiter Gabriel Lambert in the
1844 novella of the same name, insists almost obsessively on the myriad small
ways in which Lambert – like the letter he sends to the narrator, ‘écrite de la plus
charmante écriture anglaise [mais contenant des] fautes d’orthographe
[dénonçant] l’absence de toute éducation’ (2001: 26) – keeps betraying his real
nature in spite of his stated gift for deception. Similar forms of tension can also be
found in real-life descriptions of convicts, like in the following passage from
L’Héritier’s portrayal of Coignard, which is characterized by a curious movement
of retroactive negation. The author constantly qualifies his own statements,
thereby emphasizing Coignard’s many contradictions and fundamentally jarring
nature as a social monstrum:

Il avait […] le regard audacieux et une figure assez distinguée; cependant
on remarquait dans ses yeux quelque chose de louche. […] Il était patelin,
hypocrite, dissimulé au plus haut degré […] Il pouvait jouer l’honnête
homme, mais il lui eût été impossible de le devenir. […] (1830, i: 124)
This brings to mind the stated tension between Vautrin’s own appearance and
manners in Le Père Goriot: ‘Sa figure, rayée par des rides prématurées, offrait des
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signes de dureté que démentaient ses manières souples et liantes’ (56). With this
opposition, Balzac underscores Vautrin’s contrived and jarring nature, but also,
consequently, the possibility for the informed observer of identifying this
duplicity early on.
An important part of Vautrin’s textual function is precisely to draw
Balzac’s readers into a dynamic and formative game encouraging them to take a
more cynegetic approach to the decipherment of social life. Le Père Goriot must
thus be considered as a dual Bildungsroman in the sense that it chronicles
Rastignac’s social education, but in order to also achieve that of the reader.54
Hence its similarity to Vidocq’s tell-a-thief manual Les Voleurs, advertised as
‘[un] ouvrage qui dévoile les ruses de tous les fripons, et destiné à devenir le
vade-mecum de tous les honnêtes gens’ (1837b). Like his successor Coco-Latour
(who wrote a similar handbook entitled Ruses, astuces, stratagèmes des voleurs,
filous, chevaliers d’industrie, etc… dévoilés au profit des honnêtes gens qui ne se
soucient pas d’être dupés (1840)), or the anonymous author of the 1830 Le
Paravoleur, Vidocq sought cleverly to exploit the anxieties of the nineteenthcentury public by suggesting that reading about criminals could provide them with
some degree of protection against their depredations. Although Balzac did not
stoop to such self-promotion as hawking the usefulness of his literary wares
(rather, he scathingly disparaged the mercantile logic of ‘[cette] époque lâche et
voleuse qui va chercher pour deux sous de littérature au coin d’une rue’ (1995:
32)), the same dynamics do nevertheless inform his writing insofar as he shared
the ambition of Vidocq and his epigones to provide a guide to Parisian life.
The notion that written descriptions could not only entertain but also
enlighten the readers, by ordering and classifying the confusing flux of urban life
and reducing its multiplicity to a reassuringly hierarchized whole is in fact
characteristic of the entire cultural production known as ‘panoramic’ or
physiological literature, which flourished during the July Monarchy.55 Balzac’s
description of the lodgers in Le Père Goriot or of the prisoners in Splendeurs et
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Real readers were of course unlikely to be novices in the art of clue-based reading, given the
large amount of earlier cultural material structured around the same cynegetic approach. The
‘pedagogical’ aspect of Balzac’s novels is mostly a stylistic device.
55
For more details on this tradition and its influence on writing about convicts, see chapter 1.
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misères des courtisanes anticipate on or echo the texts which he and other writers
like Moreau-Christophe produced for the sweeping physiological project Les
Français peints par eux-mêmes (1840-1842) – with the difference that his reliance
on cynegetic devices like open secrets or closeted identities transform his novels
into a dynamic exercise. Mallarmé famously claimed that the world existed ‘pour
aboutir à un beau livre’ (Huret 2003: 702). Balzac’s aim, by contrast, was to
produce a series of interlocking texts which, together, would remedy the
sociological illegibility which characterized nineteenth-century society. La
Comédie humaine was meant to do for the real world what the evocatively named
‘Grand-Livre’ already did for the Bourse (1968: 51), transforming an
unintelligible chaos into an ordered and readily understandable social reality.

In conclusion, the open secrets of Vautrin’s sexuality and convict identity must
not only be understood as essentially interlinked, one entailing the other, but also
as important elements in a broader textual dynamic designed to entertain, to infuse
the narrative with suspense, but also to encourage readers into adopting a
cynegetic mindset in their reading of Paris as text. In order to emphasize the
relevance of his clue-based semiotics, Balzac drew on widely circulated cultural
stereotypes about convicts, their appearance, their nature and their habits
(including sexual ones) in order to articulate a network of clues all pointing to
Vautrin’s criminal nature. That this narrative strategy has largely gone unnoticed
by literary critics is a direct consequence of the fact that the convict mythology
familiar to Balzac and his readers has now largely vanished from the cultural
consciousness. As a result, it is easy to miss how Balzac ‘outs’ his convict
mastermind as a convict from the very beginning, but in a gradual, indirect way,
so as to encourage a cynegetic response in his readers. Presenting his convict
character as ultimately legible for the initiated observer also allowed Balzac to
reassert his belief in the possibility of determining the social genus of individuals
despite the semiotic crisis undergone by French society. Hence his tendency of
riving his characters – and Vautrin superlatively so – with ‘expressive vents’
(Miller 1988: 206) drawing attention to the presence of hidden secrets.
What this cynegetic game with is reliance on open secrets and closeted
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identities hides, through its very transparency, is that for most of the three novels
in which he appears, Vautrin remains unmasked, rubbing shoulders with the rich
and mighty, and furthering his criminal schemes in full impunity. His dramatic
arrest in Le Père Goriot was meant to reassure readers about the impossibility of
sustaining social forgeries, but what the drama around this recognition scene
wilfully obscures is the possibility that it could not have happened. As Terence
Cave points out, it is precisely because anagnorisis is always haunted by the
possibility of its own failure that it needs to be so constantly and obsessively
repeated, so as to ‘exorcize the fear of all the times it hasn’t worked and we
haven’t noticed: the hanging of the innocent man, the survival of the impostor, the
adultery or incest that continues concealed and unchecked, the bastard brought up
as the rightful heir’ (1988: 254). In the same way, the cynegetetic drive at work in
Balzac’s writing in fact hides a deep concern about the limits or even the
impossibility of interpretation: the unnoticed clues, the disappearing traces which,
like Vautrin’s brand mark, become impossible to decipher conclusively. We
should not forget that the entire resolution of Splendeurs et misères des
courtisanes in fact hinges on one very minor detail: Lucien’s fateful smile at
Nucingen’s party, which alone sets the entire police plot in motion. Had Bianchon
not noticed it and commented on it to Nucingen, thereby setting the chase after
Esther in motion, then Vautrin’s schemes might have succeeded, Lucien would
have married Clotilde, and the escaped convict reigned supreme in the world of
the Comédie. This smile perfectly illustrates the general law enunciated by
Corentin: ‘tout ce que j’ai vu de désastres causés par un sourire!’ (1968: 138).
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CHAPTER 3
‘Misérable signifie vénérable’: the metaphysical function
of sublime convict characters

In an 1891 letter to his aunt Marguerite Poradowska, Joseph Conrad mocked what
he perceived as her misguided admiration for sublime convicts:
Ah! Madame ma Tante! “Les hommes sont incroyables” – à propos des
forçats – et moi je Vous dirais que les Femmes sont… bien femmes. […]
Vous me supposez [donc] capable d’accepter ou même d’admettre la
doctrine (ou la theorie) [sic] de l’expiation par la souffrance? (1983a: 93)
What this exchange – and especially the rather impatient tone of Conrad’s reply –
make manifest is how ingrained the literary topos of the ‘sublime convict’ had
become by the end of the nineteenth century. Representations of noble convicts
accepting their punishment as a form of personal or even universal expiation had
become commonplace in French literature, even as the rival figure of the convict
criminal mastermind, modelled on Vautrin or Robert Macaire was becoming
equally entrenched.
From the beginning of the convict tradition, these opposite facets of the
forçat had been developed alongside each other, despite the apparent
contradiction between their respective visions of convicts as saints, or as amoral
swindlers. Each embodied a different dimension of the convict as Lucifer –
angelic on the one hand, demonic on the other – and corresponded to different
narrative functions. Though the nineteenth-century public appreciated both
Vautrin and Valjean, these characters served very different functions.
This chapter will focus on the paradoxical figure of the sublime convict,
from its emergence in Restoration literature to its consecration in Hugo’s 1862
Les Misérables, which drew on earlier representations but took the genre to a
whole new level. In particular, it will explore the reasons behind the popularity of
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this literary type, and consider its ideological implications.
Given that real convicts were shunned, what compelled literary producers
to consistently portray fictional forçats as admirable moral paragons – and why
was this so popular with readers? I will argue that what made convicts, like other
marginal figures, suitable for such literary transfigurations was a pre-existing
cultural connection, established by Christian tradition, between persecution and
election, humiliation and glorification, abjection and sanctity. This paradox,
symbolized by Christ’s cross and crown of thorns, enabled a vision of convicts as
potential saints-in-the-making, or at least as heroic figures resisting degradation
with their dignity intact. At the same time, sublime convict figures acquired
ideological overtones as triumphant examples of individualist self-fashioning,
thereby bolstering a view of individual responsibility opposed to socialphilanthropic visions of the importance of environment in triggering criminal
behaviour.
The reason sublime convicts became so popular was probably not due to
widespread interest in the moral reform of criminals. Rather, readers and writers
saw in the bagne a useful, easily legible microcosm reflecting the macrocosm of
human society. Observing convicts, and especially the way in which certain
individuals resisted the corruption of the bagne and attained unprecedented moral
heights, was believed to yield broader insights about the human condition. The
popularity of works like Le Collier de fer (1827), Lélia (1833) or L’Ange du
bagne (1860) stemmed from the motivational message they conveyed about the
ability of the human mind to overcome oppression, by transforming it into a
pathway for spiritual growth. This Romantic vision of imprisonment as enabling
(outlined by Brombert in his 1975 study of the prison as a literary trope) had a
determining influence on nineteenth-century writing on the bagnes. I will also
suggest that it survived into the twentieth century, informing later convict
narratives like Charrière’s Papillon (1969) and making its influence felt in postWorld War II Holocaust writing like Frankl’s Man’s Search for Meaning
(…trotzdem Ja Zum Leben sagen, 1946), Levi’s The Drowned and the Saved (I
sommersi e i salvati, 1986) or Améry’s At the Mind’s Limits (Jenseits von Schuld
und Sühne, 1964).
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What the comparison with these last works makes clear, however, is the
extent to which the nineteenth-century sublime convict tradition, with its
exclusive focus on idealized characters seemingly impervious to the moral
torment that can be occasioned by physical pain, occludes the darker vision of
imprisonment as a destructive rather than a refining experience. The insight
painfully formulated by Améry – ‘we did not become wiser in Auschwitz […] we
emerged from the camp stripped, robbed [and] emptied out’ (1980: 20) – is
patently absent from nineteenth-century writing about convicts, at least on a
surface level. The repressed realization that (to invert Nietzsche’s famous phrase)
‘what doesn’t kill you leaves you stunted for life’ does make its presence felt
indirectly, however, through the very urgency with which writers portray their
heroes as unbroken by the hardships of bagne life and especially, as ontologically
different from the inmates surrounding them. The extremely negative tone with
which the latter’s degradation is evoked arguably testifies to a certain awareness
of the destructive nature of imprisonment.
Such insights about the negative psychological effects of bagne life
express themselves in a unique way in Les Misérables, setting Hugo’s novel apart
from the other works of the sublime convict tradition. Although he broadly
conformed to the conventions of this literary genre, Hugo did not do so
uncritically. Rather, he adopted a reflexive position whereby he implemented its
tropes, whilst simultaneously questioning the underlying aesthetic, metaphysical
and ideological assumptions of the sublime convict tradition. Hugo also proved
particularly sensitive to the problematic ethical questions raised by drawing on the
suffering of the oppressed for entertainment – especially when this risked
distorting the lived experience of imprisonment. This tendency is criticized by
Primo Levi in The Drowned and the Saved, which singles out both Papillon and
The Count of Monte Cristo for special mention (1988: 136). This acute awareness
may help explain the moments in the novel when the reputedly scopophilic Hugo
shies away from describing certain events or certain emotions in detail, deploying
what one could call a narratorial logic of the averted gaze. Complementing this
apophatic strategy are passages where Hugo criticizes the sort of penal voyeurism
which implicitly powered much writing about prisons, prostitutes and convicts. A
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consideration of Hugo’s ambivalent relationship to the sublime convict tradition
can therefore open our eyes to dimensions of his writing which do not quite
conform to the common, stereotypical perception of him as obsessed by vision.
Rather, I will argue, Les Misérables testifies to a subtle and surprisingly sensitive
aesthetics of reserve.

1 Sublime convicts: by 1862, a well-established tradition
The fact that the late Second Empire reading public would readily have identified
Les Misérables as falling into a well-established literary genre is easy to forget for
twenty-first century readers unfamiliar with its conventions. We are all the more
likely to overlook Hugo’s debt to this literary tradition as his novel represents the
only cultural encounter that many people have had with the world of the
metropolitan bagnes, making it the nineteenth-century equivalent of Papillon in
terms of popular awareness. Because Les Misérables is now so canonical and thus
often implicitly informs contemporary discussions of literary portrayals of
convicts, it can be difficult to see wherein its true originality lies, especially since
there has been no close study of the novel in relation to other portrayals of
convicts (Rosa 1995b: 8).
From a thematic perspective, there was nothing fundamentally innovative
about Hugo’s narrative. Novelists had chronicled the afflictions of freed convicts
for decades. As early as 1820, Charles Pougens had published a novel dealing
with this issue, Abel ou Les Trois Frères, in which he sought to move readers
through a sentimental depiction of his protagonist’s trials, interspersed with
specific denunciations of flaws in the legal and penal systems. This budding
interest in convicts corresponded to the general fashion for philanthropy and penal
reform which arose during the Restoration, and which made issues like the
reinsertion of former inmates or cellular imprisonment into popular topics of
discussion in the capital’s salons as well as in newspapers and literature (Wright
1983: 48). Hence the many cultural productions from this period all featuring
convict protagonists – from novels like Henry Simon’s Les Deux Forçats (1821)
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or Auguste Ricard’s Le Forçat libéré (1828) to popular melodramas like Les Deux
Forçats ou La Meunière du Puy-de-Dôme (Boirie, Carmouche and Poujol 1823)
and Le Forçat libéré ou La Noce, le baptême et l’enterrement (Hubert and
Maréchalle 1828). Plays were often based on successful novels, with Ricard’s
work for instance inspiring two rival Forçats libérés, the aforementioned Le
Forçat libéré ou La Noce, le baptême et l’enterrement performed at the Théâtre
du Cirque Olympique, and another version played at the Théâtre de l’Ambigu
(Evans 1974: 296).
The proliferation of works about convicts soon led to a form of cultural
saturation, whereby previously successful plays failed to enthuse the theatre-going
public, and new novels on the topic came to be perceived as iterative. Thus a late
theatre review of Les Deux Forçats, for instance, suggests that the audience had
become emotionally inured to the story:
Les Deux Forçats ne trouvent plus une larme, un sanglot ou un soupir. On
nous a tellement familiarisés avec les malheurs de François et de Thérèse
qu’on rit presque de leurs pleurs et de leurs angoisses. (‘Les Deux Forçats
ou La Meunière du Puy-de-Dôme’ (1823))
Five years later, a review of Ricard’s Le Forçat libéré criticized the author for
failing to revive the hackneyed theme of the persecuted ex-convict: ‘l’auteur n’a
point assez osé pour qu’il soit possible de faire ressortir une idée nouvelle de ce
sujet, sur lequel tant d’écrivains se sont exercés’ (‘Le forçat libéré’ 1828: 616).
Yet the same review underscores the enduring seductiveness of the convict as a
cultural figure, since immediately after denouncing the novel’s subject-matter as
unoriginal, the reviewer substitutes his own freed-convict narrative in lieu of
providing the customary summary of Ricard’s novel. This lapse into narrative
suggests that even as the figure of the persecuted convict became commonplace, it
nevertheless retained its ability to fascinate; the story of his misfortunes was
simultaneously felt as having been done to death, and yet as ever in need of being
done again, in a better way.
Given Hugo’s prominent position in the cultural sphere and his ties to the
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world of Parisian theatre, he could scarcely have failed to notice these works,
particularly since he personally took an active interest in the debate surrounding
penal reform. One of the plays, Les Deux Forçats ou La Meunière du Puy-deDôme (1822) is directly mentioned in Les Misérables (1951: 409), and there are
structural parallels between Hugo’s novel and texts like Le Collier de fer and Le
Forçat libéré ou La Noce, le baptême et l’enterrement. If the ties to the latter play
are broadly thematic (in that it is structured, like the beginning of Les Misérables,
around the rejection of the convict hero by the local community), the similarities
between Hugo’s novel and Le Collier de fer are patent. Aubert, Cantiran de Boirie
and Poujol’s play centres on the figure of an escaped convict, Blondel, who
establishes a manufacture in a village close to Brest, and becomes its local
benefactor, thereby anticipating on the paternalistic figure of Valjean/Madeleine.
Not only does he share the latter’s mysterious sadness, but he is also the widowed
father of an only daughter, whose happiness represents his sole concern. He is
also forced into a dramatic moral quandary (a ‘tempête sous un crâne’) when he is
forced to choose between compromising his daughter’s happiness or giving
himself up to the authorities.
These parallels either suggest a direct influence on Hugo’s novel or a more
diffuse reliance on the same store of cultural tropes. The fact that Les Misérables,
upon its release, was immediately (and successfully) adapted to the stage by his
son Charles Hugo (1863) highlights its theatrical subtext and its debt to the
melodramatic tradition – a tradition which had repeatedly drawn on the figure of
the persecuted convict for emotional effect, and would keep doing so for decades
(D’Ennery and Cormon, for instance, revived it in the successful 1877 Une cause
célèbre).
Les Misérables is also indebted to a specifically novelistic tradition of
convict portrayal, which significantly expanded during the July Monarchy, when
the novel as a whole gained increasing cultural prominence. In 1830 Joseph Méry
published Le Bonnet vert, a fictitious convict diary framed as an imitation of Le
Dernier Jour d’un condamné (1829). Méry’s protagonist Gustave, condemned for
a crime of passion, combines the characteristics of the world-weary Romantic
héros maudit with those of the sublime convict resisting the contamination of
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bagne life (from which he eventually escapes through suicide). Three years later,
Sand offered an equally Romantic take on the trope in Lélia, in the guise of the
sombre hero Trenmor. Her novel appeared in the same year as Balzac’s Ferragus,
whose eponymous hero’s philosophical detachment and intense love for – again –
an only daughter bring to mind Hugo’s Valjean, even if Ferragus’s criminal
kingship and amorality also align him with the more devilish Vautrin. All of these
authors drew on the earlier tradition of sublime convict portrayal but to different
ends, simultaneously perpetuating the genre and updating it to the new literary
context of the 1830s, with its increasing focus on literary realism.
Sublime convicts found their supremacy challenged during the July
Monarchy by the competing figure of the Macairian convict-trickster, but
nevertheless remained a fixed feature of the novelistic landscape, albeit in a more
minor capacity as secondary figures. They obviously retained their ability to move
readers and inspire authors, however, since even the non-fictional accounts
belonging to the physiological tradition of the 1840s included anecdotes centred
on innocent convicts taking on themselves crimes committed by others, rash but
remorseful young men condemned for crimes of passion, or criminals handing
themselves in to bestow the price for their capture on a destitute family.
By the late 1830s, sublime convicts had thus become established as a set
theme. The worker-poet Charles Poncy, for instance, based one of his longer
poems, ‘La mort d’un galérien’ on the figure of a convict who had expiated the
murder of his mistress through twenty years of remorse. His beloved mother, ‘un
ange de tendresse’ (1842: 290), appears at his hospital bedside as he draws his last
breath and dies with him, thereby providing Poncy with a suitable sublime ending.
A similarly lachrymose tone characterizes Victor Offroy’s 1874 ‘Le forçat
honnête homme’, which implements the classic trope of the convict handing
himself in to help the family which sheltered him:
Par le gouvernement cinq cent francs sont offerts
A qui dénonce et livre un échappé des fers; […]
Mes fers seront légers, mes jours moins douloureux,
Quand je saurai qu’en vous ils ont fait des heureux. (1874: 131)
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As Offroy’s anachronistic mention of ball-and-chain fetters – and his spurious
claim that the bagne authorities could possibly reward the escapee’s ‘bonne
action’ by granting him his pardon – make clear, this type of texts were not
informed by detailed knowledge of the bagnes. Rather, they need to be
understood as conventional exercices de style. Producing a literary work centred
on an admirable convict appears to have been viewed as a safe yet interesting
choice for writers aspiring to please the reading public.
This might be why the young Jules Verne experimented with this theme as
early as 1851, i.e. before his writing career really took off, in an unpublished short
story entitled ‘Pierre-Jean’. 56 It opens with a conventional description of the
Toulon bagne, manifestly inspired by earlier texts. Verne then narrates the escape
of the main character whom – we later learn – had been condemned for recidivism
after offering up his pécule (prison savings) to rescue a widow menaced by
eviction, before misguidedly stealing the money back from the returning bailiff. In
his presentation of the story, Saudane suggests that ‘Pierre-Jean’ might have
remained unpublished because it was deemed too shocking (2000: 182), but given
how conventional the story would have seemed to an 1851 publisher, it seems
more likely that a lack rather than an excess of originality prompted Verne to give
up on it.
‘Pierre-Jean’ reflects many of the topical issues which would later feature
in Les Misérables. So for instance Verne mentions the characteristic limp of exconvicts (2000: 204) and criticizes obstacles to social reinsertion such as the
stigmatizing yellow passport: ‘il rougissait bien quand les gendarmes l’obligeaient
à dérouler ce passeport jaune qu’une loi trop cruelle affiche sur le forçat libéré’
(206).
Whereas the parallels between Verne and Hugo highlight the presence of a
common store of stereotypes, idéologèmes and literary commonplaces on which
authors could draw, the similarities between Les Misérables and an 1860 novel by
Raoul de Navéry are striking enough to raise questions about the possibility of a
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Volker Dehs claims the short story must have been composed around 1851 (2000: 10).
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direct influence on Hugo’s writing. 57 Given Navéry’s marginal position as a
writer (and the absence of references to her work in Hugo’s notes and letters), it is
impossible to know if he was familiar with her work. There are, however, many
parallels between the plot structure and characters of Navéry’s novel and those of
Les Misérables. Aulaire de Redan, the protagonist of L’Ange du bagne, is
presented as a white-haired, saintly convict whose renunciation of worldly
pleasures in order to attain personal sanctification bring to mind Valjean’s own
painful expiation; both characters are explicitly compared to the suffering Christ.
More importantly, L’Ange du bagne also features a priest, l’abbé Pascal, whose
pastoral zeal for the redemption of souls and willingness to visit death-sentenced
criminals anticipate Hugo’s Monseigneur Bienvenu. Not only do we learn that
l’abbé Pascal is from a rich family, but in the same chapter where he is shown
kissing the dying Aulaire’s hand – ‘le prêtre prit avec vénération la main du
forçat, et la baisa’ (1893-1898: 163) – he also invites a freed convict to dine at his
table, providing Navéry with a cue to discuss the problem of the yellow passport.
L’abbé Pascal’s words on this occasion could just as well be those of Hugo’s
bishop:
– Martine, dit [l’abbé Pascal], ajoutez un couvert.
Claude Amel avait les yeux remplis de larmes.
– Moi, monsieur, m’asseoir à votre table!
– Ne suis-je pas votre meilleur ami?
– Oui, monsieur, mais que suis-je?
– Un malheureux! Et à la table de qui mangeait de préférence le Sauveur
des hommes, Claude? (166-7)
There are similar parallels between Claude’s words and those of Valjean, down to
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Raoul de Navéry (Eugénie-Caroline Chervet) produced over fifty works (mostly novels) during
the second half of the nineteenth century, but nowadays she is virtually unknown. It is intriguing
that the women writers considered in this thesis (Gasparin, Guénard, Nardouet, Navéry, Sand and
Ségur), should all have produced narratives falling in the sublime convict tradition. Although a
sample of five authors hardly allows for definite conclusions, this conjunction raises interesting
questions about the specific writing pressures and expectations faced by female cultural producers
(was such a genre considered more appropriate for women?), and about the expected readership of
sublime convict narratives.
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exact details:
‘L’idée de coucher dans un lit, d’avoir des draps blancs et frais, après
avoir pendant quinze ans dormi tout habillé sur un banc […] me réjouissait
le cœur!’ (L’Ange du bagne, pp. 165-6)
‘Un lit avec des matelas et des draps! comme tout le monde! Il y a dixneuf ans que je n’ai couché dans un lit!’ (Les Misérables, p. 80)
The fact that Navéry’s novel also contains other parallels – like a woman selling
her hair to feed her starving children and who happens to be called ‘Tina’, which
sounds very similar to Hugo’s ‘Fantine’ – creates a network of cultural echoes
which, if it does not point to a direct contact between these two novels, does at the
very least highlight how attuned Hugo was to a cultural tradition of convict
portrayal which predated the publication of his novel.
The release of Hugo’s own work, which represented a massively marketed
cultural event (with huge posters representing the main characters plastered on the
walls of Paris) helped to inject new life in the trope of the sublime convict,
triggering a wave of derivative works; as Malandrain argues, ‘aucune autre œuvre
n’a jamais aussi rapidement suscité une telle émulation d’écriture’ (1995: 31-2).
So Ponson du Terrail for instance strategically transformed his mastermind
criminal Rocambole into a repentant convict in 1865, before launching him on a
new cycle of adventures. In the following decades, the growing importance of the
roman de la victime as a major mode of popular writing created a new setting in
which to showcase the familiar figure of the sublime, forbearing convict, as Mary
did with great success in Roger-la-honte (1886), and Féval in Les Habits noirs
(1863-1875). Sublime convicts also benefited from Louis-Napoléon Bonaparte’s
introduction of deportation as a punishment for political crimes, insofar as this
created a cultural association between transported forçats and the more glamorous
déportés, which endowed convict characters with an extra dimension of pathos
and martyrdom. The publication of memoirs by famous déportés probably also
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contributed to the popularity of the noble convict.58
Michel Verne’s decision to rewrite ‘Pierre-Jean’ – published in 1910 as La
Destinée de Jean Morénas – testifies to the enduring appeal of sublime convict
characters for early twentieth-century readers as well. It also underscores the
permanence of the writing conventions governing their portrayal, since Michel
Verne changed the conventional plot of the novel only to replace it by one every
bit as hackneyed. The new ‘Jean Morénas’ is thus sent to the bagne in order to
spare his brother, making him one in a long line of ‘honnête criminel’ characters
stretching all the way back to Fenouillot de Falbaire’s 1768 melodrama of the
same name. The sublime convict’s status as an entrenched cultural archetype may
explain why Supervielle chose to entitle his 1930 collection of avant-garde poems
Le Forçat innocent. This was perfectly in keeping with the Surrealists’ fascination
for intellectually discredited artforms and their iconoclastic love of provocation.
Throughout this period, the characteristics of sublime convict protagonists
and the style in which they were described stayed remarkably permanent, as if
these were necessary attributes. The single most important quality distinguishing
sublime convicts was their sanctity, understood along etymological lines as their
‘separatedness’ from the counter-society of the bagne. Like saints in the world,
sublime convicts were repeatedly portrayed as being in the bagne but not of the
bagne, a distance which expressed itself both in moral terms and physical terms,
through a distinctive combination of seriousness and physical imperviousness.
The ‘gravité mélancolique’ (1951: 170) which characterizes Valjean after
his transformation into Madeleine is typical of all sublime convicts, from François
in Les Deux Forçats ou La Meunière du Puy-de-Dôme to Rocambole in La
Résurrection de Rocambole. It stands as a visible sign of their remorse, but more
importantly, it shows them to have internalized the negative judgment of
respectable society. Their sadness must therefore be understood as expressing a
sense of decorum, of an attitude befitting their social position. In his description
of Pierre-Jean, Verne thus took care to highlight that his protagonist’s resignation
reflected an excess rather than a dearth of thoughtful consideration: ‘On
rencontrait une résignation profonde sur le front de cet homme; mais ce n’était pas
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For more details, see chapter 5.
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de l’abrutissement que cette résignation, car de vifs éclairs brillaient parfois à
travers l’abattement de ses yeux’ (2000: 193). This self-awareness is invariably
contrasted with the cynical cheerfulness and moral myopia of their fellow
inmates.
Their solitude also reflects sublime convicts’ awareness of their
complicated social position, above other convicts yet below the rest of humanity.
Hence their efforts to limit their contact with fellow inmates, either through
solitary meditation (Trenmor), through prayer or uplifting readings (Louis in
Souvestre’s La Goutte d’eau (1842, ii: 93)), or through a policy of disdainful
silence (Rocambole). Poncy specifies of his convict: ‘Ses compagnons de fers
l’appelaient le sauvage;/ Lui seul à leurs complots jamais ne se mêlait’ (1842:
285). For the same reasons, they decorously avoid contact with their social
superiors as well. Poncy again writes ‘ses yeux, […] toujours attachés sur le sol,/
N’avaient jamais osé fixer un homme en face’ (289), while Hugo shows
Madeleine avoiding social interaction as much as possible: ‘Il parlait à peu de
monde. Il se dérobait aux politesses, saluait de côté, s’esquivait vite, souriait pour
se dispenser de causer, donnait pour se dispenser de sourire’ (1951: 171).
The reason invoked by Valjean to justify his disclosure to Marius – ‘Est-ce
que j’ai le droit d’être heureux? Je suis hors de la vie, monsieur’ (1420) – also
highlights the spectral dimension which so often characterizes sublime convicts.
Trenmor for instance is described by Sténio as a living ghost: ‘sa bouche ne sait
plus sourire, son teint ne s’anime jamais, […] le principe de la vie s’est depuis
longtemps éteint dans sa poitrine ’ (Sand 1841, i: 39-40). This takes the notion of
‘mort civile’ to its logical end, but it also highlights the inhuman remove from
weakness and desire which characterizes sublime convicts, who renounce all
forms of pleasure in order to live out their notion of ascetic virtue. So Aulaire is
described by Navéry as having become ‘un règlement vivant’ (1893-1898: 2).
The sublime convicts’ attempt to fully correspond – in a dignified way – to
their social status as convicts acted as a safeguard to the moral order, since it
made the world morally legible. Characters like Robert Macaire, by contrast, were
felt to be a moral threat not because they embraced evil like stereotypical
melodramatic villains, but rather because they undermined the good/evil polarity
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on which traditional morality was based. Similarly, what appalled spectators at the
ferrements was the cheerfulness of the convicts, whose riotous behaviour
undermined the solemnity of the penal ritual. By conforming to the part they had
to play, sublime convicts allowed penal spectacles to achieve their expected moral
effect.
Like Aulaire (nicknamed ‘Bleu-du-Ciel’ by his fellow inmates because of
his constantly serene behaviour), sublime convicts were designed to have a
morally inspiring effect on readers. This, however, presupposed that the public
knew what to make of such figures. Such a fit between readers and text was not
guaranteed, all the more so as it could seem counter-intuitive for authors to have
chosen convicts (i.e. figures who were the very incarnation of infamy) to convey
lofty moral messages. Yet this paradoxical combination of infamy and sanctity
was manifestly a success. Readers did weep with emotion at the misfortunes
befalling oxymoric ‘virtuous convicts’, possibly because of the cultural
associations which the Christian tradition had helped to establish between
abjection and glorification.

2 ‘Le bonnet vert sur la tête et l’auréole au front’: the influence of Christian
thought on the cultural perceptions of convicts
Even setting aside catechesis and religious practice, the entire reading public was
to some degree familiar with the oxymoric logic of the Christian tradition, since it
had exerted a determining influence on the intellectual and artistic development of
the West. The paradoxical connection it established between high and low, infamy
and glory, degradation and sanctification, was emblematized by two of its most
circulated symbols, the cross of Christ and the crown of thorns. Both of these
symbolized Christ’s failure and degradation, while simultaneously signifying his
triumph over death and sin, and the mysterious kingship this bestowed on him.
The Gospel narratives had accustomed nineteenth-century individuals to
the type of paradoxical thinking which entailed viewing each thing as its opposite.
One of the reasons why the Christian message had shocked the ancient world was
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because it overturned social and moral hierarchy. The good news of the crucified
Messiah was ‘a scandal to the Jews [and] folly to the pagans’ (1 Cor 1:23),
because it challenged every pre-existent notion of wisdom and seemliness,
subverting traditional value systems. By the nineteenth century, this paradoxical
way of thinking had to some extent become a second nature. Being abject thereby
meant being liable to undergo a transformative process bringing one to the top of
the scale, since the first were always already about to become the last, and viceversa, according to the spiralling logic of the Gospels. By proclaiming that
sanctity could only be obtained through degradation, happiness through suffering
– ‘Blessed be they who mourn’ (Mt 5:4) – and life gained by losing it,
Christianity initiated a destabilizing movement, a conceptual carousel which
ended up endowing every metaphysical position with a surprising dimension of
provisionality.
The New Testament and the hagiographical tradition which dominated
early Western culture had paved the way for a vision of suffering as ennobling.
The martyrs’ torments and their gruesome depictions in writing and iconography
paradoxically endowed these degrading treatments with an opposite effect,
transforming them into means of sanctification. This produced unexpected effects
when these treatments were inflicted on common criminals, who could
paradoxically gain a form of moral prominence by virtue of their degradation, like
the Good Thief crucified alongside Jesus on Calvary.
What this tradition had unexpectedly paved the way for was a reading of
convict life in total opposition to what punitive rituals had been designed to
convey. The nineteenth-century penal system still retained something of the
symbolic logic which had characterized the earlier ‘ère des supplices’ (Foucault
1975). Executions, ferrements and even the internal organization of the bagnes
were meant to reflect the State’s punitive power, even as they also served
administrative and functional purposes. So the convict’s chains, for instance,
represented both a security measure and a symbolical punishment indicating their
degradation:
Une chaîne sera forgée par toi et pour toi; tu la porteras dans tes travaux
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[…] comme [une] peine morale, comme un de ces signaux visibles à tous,
placés sur les demeures atteintes de contagion; tu la porteras comme un
symbole. (Alhoy 1845a: 143)
The difficulty with such symbolical torments was that they relied on
paraphernalia which could potentially trigger a different set of associations. Thus
it was not uncommon for the coarse uniforms and hard bunks of the convicts to
involuntarily remind observers of religious orders, creating an uneasy mental
connection between the inhabitants of the bagnes and monks.59 Victor Hugo for
instance noted, during his 1839 visit to Toulon: ‘le lit du trappiste est une faveur
pour le forçat’ (1906-1910, ii: 239). The unexpected effect of such comparisons
was to endow convicts with the saintly aura of the Cistercians to whom they were
being compared. Their fate could be viewed as a trial rather than a punishment,
which in turn entailed that they could come out of it improved, glorified even,
according to the logic outlined in the first letter of Peter: ‘[These trials] have come
so that your faith – of greater worth than gold, which perishes even though refined
by fire – may be proved genuine’ (1 Peter 1:7).
The main narrative function of Navéry’s Aulaire is to highlight this
paradoxical possibility of attaining sanctity in the bagne, by heroically embracing
suffering, an attitude she calls all convicts to emulate:
Ah ! S’ils possédaient le sentiment de la foi, [les forçats] porteraient [leurs
fers] en les unissant aux chaînes dont furent honorés ces martyrs du
Christianisme qui tendaient vers des chaînes réputées infamantes des
mains pieusement avides. (1893-1898: 55)
Aulaire explains to l’abbé Pascal that rightly accepted, the indignities of bagne
life acquire a higher value since they participate in Christ’s redemptive expiation
for the sins of all humankind (159). Hence Aulaire’s paradoxical love for the very
symbols of his degradation – ‘j’aime la manille qui blesse ma jambe et me fait
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A comparison which lay at the heart of nineteenth-century penal thought and practice: many
experimental prisons were explicitly modelled on monasteries, testifying to the engrained belief in
the redemptive powers of solitude and reflection (Brombert 1975: 12).
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traîner péniblement mes pas... J’aime la marque du bourreau qui a brûlé les chairs
de mon épaule! (119) – which he reinvents as signs of his divine election:
‘chacune de ces douleurs me consacre au Crucifié!’ (119). Though ideologically
conservative in the sense that it encouraged submissiveness, this view of convict
life also had an unexpectedly subversive dimension since it severed the link
between infamy of state and infamy of essence. It presented the bagne as an
ambiguous realm capable of containing radically different meanings, depending
on the motives behind a given convict’s actions.
Convicts could no longer be viewed in the same straightforwardly
negative way when there existed a possibility, however improbable, that their
willed acceptance of infamy could metamorphose them into saints. It was
potentially such an insight that ‘the low and filthy [could] become the high and
pure’ (Grossman 1994: 117) which prompted Hugo to write, in a preparatory draft
of Les Misérables:
Misérable signifie vénérable. [...] Souffrir, c’est mériter. Tertullien appelle
les prisonniers et les esclaves, les préférés, praelati. Là où il y a un
misérable, la survenue auguste d’un dieu est toujours possible. (1985: 549)
To illustrate his point, Hugo mentioned the legend of Saint Elisabeth of Hungary
offering up her bed to a leper who turned out to be Christ in disguise. This
traditional hagiographic trope – which literalized Jesus’s own assertion in Mt
25:40, ‘what you have done to the least of these my brothers, you have done to
me’ – had problematic implications insofar as it entailed that any leper (and by
extension, any marginalized and socially infamous figure) could in fact turn out to
be a representative of the divine. This in turn meant that anything done to them,
was being done to God.
It is easy to see, then, why analogies between convicts and martyrs would
have made some people uneasy. Representations of saintly captives typically shed
a less positive light on their captors. Seeing a connection between the suffering of
the bagne’s inmates and that of the Man of Sorrows gave rise to an unwelcome
analogy between the penal staff and the men torturing Christ. The subversive
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power of this analogy must have been intuitively sensed by some convicts, since
Coignard for instance, having been flogged for refusing to denounce a fellow
inmate, defiantly compared himself to the scourged Jesus: ‘il vint à l’hôpital [...]
et ne dit autre chose, sinon qu’il n’était pas coupable, et qu’il avait été flagellé
comme le Christ’ (Lauvergne 1841: 67).
The cultural prominence of such a famous instance of undeserved
punishment as Christ’s passion meant that legal violence could no longer be
inflicted unambiguously. When a misérable was tied to the flogging bench, there
was always the risk of another image suddenly superimposing itself on the sight
of the punished man, turning him into a symbol. René Girard claims that what
made the crucifixion of Jesus so momentous from a cultural perspective was that
it shattered the misrecognition surrounding ritual sacrifice, by emphasizing the
innocence of the propitiary victim and the guilt of the community putting it to
death, thereby hindering the ‘procédé victimaire’ from functioning as smoothly as
before (1978: 196). As a result, the exercise of legal violence in the Christian
world always retained an ambiguous dimension. In her 1866 travel narrative,
Valérie de Gasparin for instance expresses a deep unease about the institution’s
rigid distinction between criminals as irremediably fallen and guilty, and the rest
of society as respectable and upright (307).
The Protestant Gasparin may have been all the more prone to approach the
bagne as an ambiguous text because she was keenly aware of the institution’s role
in repressing religious dissent. As many as 1550 ‘forçats pour la foi’ were sent to
the galleys in the seventeenth century (Zysberg 1996: 330), creating a lasting
cultural association between convicts and martyrs which disturbed the orderly
moral classification on which the bagne was supposedly based. So Michelet for
example wrote that he entered Toulon ‘plein de tremblement et de respect’, as if
stepping onto hallowed ground, and described the bagne in emphatical terms as
‘[un] lieu saint et sacré, le calvaire de la liberté religieuse’ (1847: 221).
This cultural association was doubtless strengthened by the popularity of
prison narratives in nineteenth-century France. In the wake of the French
revolution, with its many executions and its extensive imprisonment of prominent
cultural and political figures, there was widespread interest among French readers
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in narratives of such penal experiences (Duprat 1980: 72). As Lyons points out in
his study of nineteenth-century ‘bestsellers’ (2008: 22), one of the most popular
books in the first decades of the nineteenth-century was the Italian writer and
Carbonaro Silvio Pellico’s account of his imprisonment in the dreaded Spielberg
fortress. Le mie prigione (translated into French in 1833 as Mes prisons)
established Pellico as a political martyr of international fame, as well-known by
the French reading public as the Iron Mask, Casanova, l’abbé Bucquoy, Masers de
Latude or the Baron of Trenck, whose biographies had also been widely
circulated. Some writers, like Navéry, strategically activated the prison mystique
which these works had helped to establish by introducing explicit parallels to
high-profile prisoners. Aulaire compares himself to ‘ces innocents [qui] ont porté
des fers pour la cause du pays, de la religion ou de la science, [...] le Masque de
fer, Trenck, Latude, Andriane, Silvio Pellico, Maroncelli!’ (119). Whilst convicts
were generally portrayed as infamous or ignominious in French culture of the
period, certain categories of prisoners began to be recast in the popular
imagination as martyrs. Readers may consequently have become more open to
approaching narratives of imprisonment in a sympathetic and identificatory way,
thereby paving the way for a new approach to convicts as sublime.

3 The sublime convict or the triumph of mind over matter
Sublime convict narratives, like the melodrama, were often prescriptive rather
than descriptive in nature. They were designed to communicate an inspirational
moral message, and to this end, character traits and emotions were often
exaggerated, so as to make the metaphysical oppositions between Good and Evil,
Light and Darkness, Malevolence and Mercy perceptible to all. In his analysis of
the ‘melodramatic mode’, Brooks highlights the importance of the melodrama as
an attempt to make basic moral oppositions (what he calls ‘the moral occult’)
plainly visible (1985: 13-5). The sublime convict tradition shared this aesthetics,
being impelled by a similar moral agenda. The point of portraying convicts as
saints was, I would argue, to highlight the human mind’s ability to overcome
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suffering, the bagne being seen as a useful testing-place in which this quality
could manifest itself.
Authors like Sand or Navéry cast their characters as martyrs in the original
sense of ‘witnesses’ – testifying, in this case, to the cherished notion that by
relying either on divine grace or on their inner resources, prisoners could turn
their punishment into a refining trial. This paradoxical perception of
imprisonment as a path to spiritual growth – which was influenced by the mystical
tradition and figures like Saint John of the Cross – was at the heart of Romantic
approaches to prison, from the poetry of Byron (The Lament of Tasso) to
Stendhal’s La Chartreuse de Parme. Authors experienced an ambiguous
attraction for penal settings, which were simultaneously seen as graves and
shelters, oppressive and yet transformative spaces in which the secluded self
could enter an atemporal state of quiescence and metaphysical awareness
(Brombert 1975: 15). Pellico, for instance, famously recounted how he underwent
a series of purgative conversions while in gaol, and the world-weary hero of
Saintine’s novel Picciola (1836) is similarly shown to rediscover the meaning of
life by observing a little flower growing in the shade of the prison walls. Jack
London merely took this classic prison trope to its logical end in The Star-Rover
when he portrayed a prisoner tied down in a straitjacket yet able to mentally roam
beyond the limits of the known universe, and even to re-experience his past lives,
thereby transcending all physical limitations:
Through these five years of death-in-life I managed to attain freedom such
as few men have ever known. Closest confined of prisoners, not only did I
range the world, but I ranged time. They who immured me for petty years
gave to me, all unwittingly, the largess of the centuries. (2008: 4)
This motivational vision of imprisonment as a form of liberation may help
to explain the enduring popularity of prison narratives in nineteenth-century
France. Texts like these allowed readers to engage, indirectly, with the question of
their own mental and moral resilience, and so potentially to reassure themselves
about their ability to remain faithful to the moral principles underpinning their
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personal identity. The attraction of Pellico’s Mes prisons did not lie in its political
message; this dimension was in fact conspicuously absent from his work, to the
extent that Antoine de Latour, his translator, felt the need to justify this omission
in his preface (1843: XIX). Rather, as Vimont has shown in his study of the text’s
various editions, Mes prisons appealed to nineteenth-century readers because it
was felt to be an uplifting work, hence the use to which it was put as moral
reading material for schools (Vimont 1997). What fascinated readers, it seems,
was the way that Pellico sought to make the most of his reduced circumstances;
his biography represented a ‘catechesis-in-action’ designed to uplift and inspire.
In a different register, the autobiography of Friedrich von der Trenck also
appealed to readers because of his perseverance in the face of adversity. His
memoirs represented a perfect illustration of the view that imprisonment could be
a positive stimulus, allowing individuals to develop abilities which they would
otherwise never have gained. While in prison, Trenck began to engrave tin cups
with such extraordinary skill that his artworks spread across European courts,
eventually leading to his release (1788, ii: 83) – an achievement which fascinated
his readers, including Sand who mentioned it in La Comtesse de Rudolstadt
(1844: 203), and Emile Duval who devoted an entire book to it, entitled Les
Gobelets du baron de Trenck (1885).
The problematic absence in the bagne of the individual cell, that
traditional venue for carceral epiphany, was compensated for by the silence and
Stoic imperviousness of the sublime convict hero, when a stint of solitary
imprisonment could not be introduced outright – as it is at the end of La Superbe,
a twentieth-century novel about Protestant galériens which predictably reaches it
apex with a the protagonist’s prayerful sojourn in the dark cells of the Fort SaintJean (Chamson 1967). Similarly, in L’Ange du bagne, the conversion of the
former assassin Polichinelle at the hands of l’abbé Pascal is shown to take place in
the dark underground cells of the condamnés à mort. In this setting, the former
bravo whose name and picaresque adventures associated him with the world of
adventure tales is metamorphosed into a sublime figure, as the grandiloquent last
sentence of the chapter heavy-handedly underscores: ‘Et dans le cachot sans clarté
[...] se passait une scène tellement grande et tellement au-dessus des choses de ce
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monde que les anges, témoins indicibles de cette régénération, pourraient seuls la
décrire’ (60).
The change in Polichinelle’s metaphysical and narrative status brings
about a corresponding shift in style and narrative tone, designed to trigger a
different series of reactions in the readers. The latter are of paramount importance,
as the sublime depends, by definition, on the impressions of the beholder rather
than on the intrinsic properties of the object or phenomenon triggering these
emotions. In Kant’s Critique of judgment, the sublime is presented as the outcome
of an encounter between the finite mind of the observer and a boundless or
overwhelming reality like the magnitude of the universe or a raging sea. After
first provoking a dizzying realization of the frailty and limitations of human
nature, this encounter with boundlessness then gives rise to a new awareness of
the greatness of the human mind itself, since it discovers itself able to take in this
perception of infinity (2007: 70-2).
The same two-step process is at work in narratives featuring admirable
convict characters. Typically, descriptions of the protagonists’ fall and their
suffering while in the bagne initially trigger feelings of pity, awe and even fear,
by highlighting the transience of happiness and social grandeur. This initial
recognition generally gives way, however, to an evocation of the protagonist’s
successful moral resistance. The specific pleasure which descriptions of sublime
convicts were designed to elicited was ‘sublime’ insofar as, like the examples
evoked by Kant, they ‘[raised] the energies of the soul above their accustomed
height’, allowing readers to discover ‘in [themselves] a faculty of resistance […]
which [gave them] the courage to measure [themselves] against the apparent
almightiness of nature’ (75).
Kant posits the preservation of an appropriate distance between the
beholder and the phenomenon observed as an essential pre-condition for the
sublime experience: storms, volcanoes and hurricanes, for instance, only become
sublime if viewed from a position of relative safety (75). If descriptions of
convicts lent themselves so easily to treatments in the sublime vein, it might have
been because the social chasm separating the bagnards from the average reader,
as well as the fundamental otherness of the bagne, with its relentless violence and
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strange penal rituals, provided sufficient distance for the sublime to take effect.
By contrast, what genuinely autobiographical accounts like Simon-Mayer’s
(1880) or Allemane’s (1906) suggest is that actually finding oneself thrown into
the foreign world of the bagne was altogether too traumatizing for most
individuals to inspire elevated thoughts. As a literary setting, however, the bagne
provided just the right perspective for a metaphysical exploration of human
nature. The bagne was perceived as a microcosm reflecting the antagonisms of the
social world, but in such a hyperbolic and stark way as to make them – and the
‘moral occult’ – plainly visible.
This perception of the bagne as a microcosm emphasizing the best and
worst aspects of human nature could explain the recurrent tendency, among
nineteenth-century writers, to use the bagne as a metaphor. This is particularly
noticeable in Hugo’s poetry, in which bagne imagery is routinely drawn on in
order to highlight the inherent misery of the human condition:
Dans ce bagne terrestre où ne s’ouvre aucune aile,
Sans me plaindre, saignant, et tombant sur les mains,
Morne, épuisé, raillé par les forçats humains,
J’ai porté mon chaînon de la chaîne éternelle.
(‘Veni, vidi, vixi’ 1995: 209)
Depuis quatre mille ans que, courbé sous la haine,
Perçant sa tombe avec les débris de sa chaîne,
Fouillant le bas, creusant le haut,
Il cherche à s’évader à travers la nature,
L’esprit forçat n’a pas encore fait d’ouverture
A la voûte du ciel cachot.
(‘Horror’ 1995: 329)
For Hugo, the suffering of the forçats was emblematic of human suffering in the
absolute. It acquired such a metaphysical significance that he again drew on
bagne imagery in order to describe Lucifer’s desperate struggle to reach the last
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dying star in La Fin de Satan: ‘Hideux, il prit son vol de montagne en montagne,/
Et ce forçat se mit à courir dans ce bagne’ (1984: 40-1). Though Hugo was the
poet who made the most extensive use of bagne metaphors for metaphysical ends,
he was neither the first nor the last to do so. Vigny for instance structured a stanza
of ‘La maison du Berger’ around a similar conceit:
Si ton âme enchaînée, ainsi que l’est mon âme,
Lasse de son boulet et de son pain amer,
Sur sa galère en deuil laisse tomber la rame,
Penche sa tête pâle et pleure sur la mer,
Et cherchant dans les flots une route inconnue,
Y voit, en frissonnant, sur son épaule nue,
La lettre sociale écrite avec le fer;
(1864: 18)

Vigny freely combined elements belonging to entirely different periods of the
bagnes’s history (the galleys on the one hand, and the ball and chain on the other),
which clearly shows that his interest was not in the institution itself, but in the
potential of its imagery to express his pessimistic view of society. Coppée used
the same image to evoke hopeless love in ‘Blessure rouverte’ (while also referring
to the well-known narrative topos of the limping ex-convict): ‘O mon cœur, es-tu
donc si débile et si lâche,/ Et serais-tu pareil au forçat qu’on relâche/ Et qui boite
toujours de son boulet traîné ?’ (1891: 91). Leconte de Lisle also reactivated
Vigny’s conceit in ‘Vent froid de la nuit’ to portray death as a blissful release
from a life understood, once more, as a form of metaphysical imprisonment:
Ô morts! [...] dans vos lits profonds, quand je pourrai descendre,
Comme un forçat vieilli qui voit tomber ses fers,
Que j’aimerais sentir, libre des maux soufferts,
Ce qui fut moi rentrer dans la commune cendre !
(1878: 245)
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Using bagne imagery as a metaphorical device became a conventional literary
trope, to the extent that Conrad drew on it in a letter to the very same aunt whom
he had earlier censored for uncritically accepting the sublime view of convicts as
martyrs. In a letter from July 1894, he complained about the marginalization of
the intellectual by comparing them to convicts: ‘Il faut trainer [sic] le boulet de
son individualité jusqu'a [sic] la fin. C’est le [prix] que l’on paye pour le privilege
[sic] infernal et divin de la Pensée; – de sorte que dans cette vie, il n’y a que les
Elus qui sont des forçats’ (1983b: 162).
This tendency to use convict imagery to comment on the human condition
might explain why even those writers who actually visited the bagne often
adopted a strangely derealized, aestheticising viewpoint which prompted them to
perceive their surroundings in an allegorical light. Gasparin for instance described
one of the convicts she encountered as ‘une page de Dante [s’étant] fait vivante
tout à coup’ (1866: 511), reactivating the same metaphor which she had already
used in her description of the ex-convict Victor in the short story ‘Le forçat’: ‘il se
tenait dans une espèce de posture dantesque qui me saisit’ (1862: 205).
This allegorical approach heavily influenced the perception which
nineteenth-century writers had of the bagne, since even on their visits there they
had a tendency of viewing its penal landscape in the same surreal way as the
Rimbaldian voyant of ‘Mauvais sang’, whose admiration for ‘le forçat intraitable
sur qui se referme toujours le bagne’ alters his vision of the urban spaces
connected with this figure: ‘je voyais avec son idée le ciel bleu et le travail fleuri
de la campagne’ (1873: 9). Certainly Michelet’s perception of Toulon seems just
as coloured by personal aesthetic concerns as that of the narrator of ‘Mauvais
sang’. His objective was to find traces of the ‘destinées méprisées’ of the
Protestant inmates having died there, a concern which also guided his reading of
the prison records (1959: 563). Even Flaubert, with his wariness of received ideas
and literary conventions, nevertheless conformed to the allegorical trend in bagne
descriptions by giving particular prominence, in Par les champs et les grèves, to
those aspects of the Brest settlement which could be viewed in a symbolical light,
from the fact that the hospital beds were scrupulously clean but the sick left
without care (which he saw as emblematic of the bourgeois love for ‘la symétrie
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factice et la propreté imbécile’ (1886: 174)) to the settlement’s zoo, whose caged
animals tended by convicts created a pleasing effect of mise en abîme (179). Nor
does he appear to have been inured to the emotional appeal of convict stories,
since he acknowledged in an 1847 letter to Louise Colet: ‘ton histoire de forçat
m’a ému jusqu’à la moelle des os et hier, toute la journée, j’y ai rêvé’ (2003a).
It is significant that Flaubert should have justified his interest in the
convict Louise Colet told him about by highlighting, of all things, the subjective
gain which could be derived from such musings:
La contemplation d’une existence rendue misérable par une passion
violente […] est toujours quelque chose d’instructif et d’hautement moral.
[…] Les gens qui méditent, c’est-à-dire les champignons intellectuels qui
se pourrissent à leur place, comme moi,

font bien de temps à autre

d’approcher du feu. Ça leur fait jeter leur jus. (2003a)
What Flaubert’s remark points to is the extent to which the obsession with
sublime convicts must be understood as an aesthetic phenomenon geared towards
the concerns of readers and writers. It represented yet another form of projection,
insofar as bourgeois individuals could use sublime convict figures in order to
engage with questions of moral resilience and personal identity, and specifically
with the issue of how they, if put in a similar position, would react to the world of
the bagne: whether they would stay true to their moral ideals, or allow themselves
to be broken by suffering. Hence the constant reflexive movement which sees
descriptions of convicts alternate with episodes of self-interrogation:
Pour avoir pitié de ces créatures misérables, je n’ai qu’à me considérer
moi-même […] Et si les sévérités d’un père n’avaient tranché dans le vif
mon premier mensonge, et si la ferme tendresse d’une mère n’avait arrêté
mes premières fureurs! (Gasparin 1866: 305-6)
Without going to the same lengths as Benjamin Appert, who famously petitioned
the head of the bagne for the right to try on the convicts’ chains (1836, iii: 136),
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readers could use convict narratives to indirectly assess their own resolve. This
may help to explain why it was important for these narratives to always portray
protagonists who successfully resisted the degradations of bagne life.

4 The rolling-mill exposed: Hugo’s subtle take on the sublime convict figure
The ethical problems entailed by the covert moral agenda of the sublime convict
genre are not overly difficult to spot. Because narratives like Lélia, L’Ange du
bagne (as well as pseudo-biographies like Papillon in the twentieth century) were
meant to convey a heroic message about the human ability to overcome adversity
and to survive imprisonment with one’s dignity intact, they consistently remained
blind to the fact that for most individuals concerned, a passage through the bagne
proved to be a demeaning rather than a refining experience, from which they
emerged broken and degraded rather than sanctified. Because of its ideological
presuppositions, there was no place in the sublime convict genre for a
consideration of the role of environment in shaping criminals, which would have
dented its motivational message about the possibility of individual selffashioning. Nor was there any recognition of the destructive influence of
imprisonment, along the lines of Wilde’s portrayal of prison as an inexorable
grinding mill in The Ballad of Reading Gaol:
The vilest deeds like poison weeds,
Bloom well in prison-air;
It is only what is good in Man
That wastes and withers there […]
And all, but Lust, is turned to dust
In Humanity’s machine.
(1986b: 249-50)
Such pessimistic views of imprisonment clashed with the implicit motivational
function which the sublime convict tradition had inherited from the melodrama,
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and so they could not be expressed. The desires of the readers, and the authors’
wishes to create sublime, uplifting narratives trumped any concerns for realism or
for an objective assessment of the psychological effects of bagne life.
This constant prioritization of readers’ desire for thrilling stories over
unwelcome truths was something which Primo Levi strongly objected to in the
twentieth century, precisely because it helped to spread false visions of carceral
life, and consequently made it even more difficult for Holocaust survivors to
testify about their experiences. In The Drowned and the Saved Levi recounts a
particularly searing episode where a young boy staunchly refuses to accept that it
was impossible to escape from Auschwitz, eventually getting up from his seat and
sketching a stereotypical adventure-novel escape scenario on the classroom
blackboard to prove his point (1988: 127-8). Levi considered Romantic and
popular literature to blame for such misrecognitions, as prison narratives and
adventure novels had accustomed the reading public to envisage resistance and
escape not only as eminently achievable options, but even as absolute moral
imperatives (123). The description he gives of the stereotypical prisoner-hero
certainly corresponds to many of the clichés of the sublime convict tradition,
especially in its late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century incarnations, when
the exclusive focus on escape had gradually phased out the earlier concern with
Stoical repentance: ‘[the typical hero is] a man of integrity, in full possession of
his physical and moral vigour who, with the strength that is born of despair and
ingenuity flings himself against all barriers and overcomes or shatters them’
(124).
For all Levi’s concerns, Holocaust writing, unlike nineteenth-century
prison narratives, did allow for a variety of voices to express themselves, and
proved flexible enough as a genre to accommodate such different testimonies as
Frankl’s in Man’s Search for Meaning and Jean Améry’s in At the Mind’s Limits.
If Frankl’s motivational account of the existential epiphany he experienced while
in Auschwitz conforms very closely to the nineteenth-century tradition of prison
writing, Améry’s bitter reflections on torture and imprisonment stand as the
inverted mirror image of this tradition, emphasizing the utter reducibility of mind
to matter, and the irreparable subjective damage caused by maltreatment:
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The tortured person never ceases to be amazed that all those things one
may, according to inclination, call his soul, or his mind, or his
consciousness are [so easily] destroyed. […] A slight pressure of the toolwielding hand is enough to turn the other – along with his head, in which
are perhaps stored Kant and Hegel, and all nine symphonies, and the
World as Will and Representation – into a shrilly squealing piglet at
slaughter’ (1980: 40, 33)
As Levi’s binary choice of title in The Drowned and the Saved indicates, his own
work incorporates both of these views. Although he recognized that his passage
through Auschwitz had partly changed him for the better – ‘for me […], the Lager
was a university; it taught [me] to look around and to measure men’ (1988: 114) –
he nevertheless remained painfully aware, throughout his writing career, that the
only people whom he considered truly worthy to testify about the nature of the
concentrationary experience were ‘the Drowned’, those who had been destroyed
by it and whom it had thus forever silenced. This insight fuelled his indignant
criticism of all those who distorted the history of the camps either for political or
mercantile ends.
Comparing nineteenth-century sublime convict narratives to Holocaust
writing is instructive, since it highlights all that the earlier tradition leaves
unsaid.60 There was no room, in metaphysical bagne writing, for a vision of
convict life as irremissibly destructive, and for a reflection on the impossibility,
for most individuals, of safeguarding their integrity in the face of moral and
physical hardship. Nor do narratives like Navéry’s or Verne’s address the problem
of the institution’s own responsibility in turning convicts into human animals.
And yet, I would argue, the repressed realization that this may indeed have been
the case remains present under the surface, so to speak, of the very same texts
which most vocally advocated a heroic vision of human nature as potentially
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The complex cultural genealogy linking Holocaust narratives to sublime convict texts like Les
Misérables is indirectly evidenced by Steven Carr in ‘The Holocaust in the Text’ (2012) in which
he takes the opposite approach, identifying Holocaust imagery as an important aesthetic influence
on twentieth-century film adaptations of Les Misérables.
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indomitable.
The sublimity of convict heroes is directly dependent on the presence of a
large, impersonal mass of degraded and fallen convicts against whom they stand
out as light against darkness, and whose moral abjection underscores their own
heroic resistance to the degradation of convict life. What makes Aulaire and
Trenmor admirable is clearly their difference from the ‘average convict’, whose
moral short-sightedness contrasts with their own stoicism and acceptance of their
convict state. This separation is underscored by the recurrent tendency, among
sublime convicts, to avoid social contact with other inmates in favour of a life of
solitude and silence. Their choice of secluding themselves emphasizes their heroic
individualism and ability to freely choose their fate, while also conveying a rather
conservative message about the criminals’ responsibility for their own acts, and
indirectly, for the degradation they undergo.
To make this opposition between a sublime, self-aware protagonist and a
large mass of degraded, morally blind convicts perfectly legible, some writers
explicitly contrast their noble convicts against a dark double whose bestial nature
acts as a metaphysical repoussoir. So Pierre-Jean for instance is first introduced to
the readers standing up, engrossed in a thoughtful meditation, whereas his
compagnon de chaîne, ‘plus endurci et plus bestial’ (200: 193), is shown idly
lounging on the ground like a sleeping animal. Similarly, in Une haine au bagne,
the noble convict Blondel is pitted against a burly, bestial criminal named ‘le
Sanglier’, presented as the very incarnation of stupidity and viciousness. When
the slender Blondel symbolically ‘tames’ le Sanglier by defeating him in single
combat, he also manifests the superiority of good breeding, thought and virtue
over vice and brute force. His victory is meant to convey the usual motivational
message about the possibility, for the stranded bourgeois individual, of resisting
the levelling influence of the bagne. This deliberately obscured the fact that in real
life, it was usually the Sangliers who reigned supreme, stripping inexperienced
newcomers of their possessions and often subjecting them to sexual violence as
well.61
Even in sublime convict narratives, certain passages stand out as a form of
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Vidocq vividly describes such scenes in his Mémoires (1998: 86-7).
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return of the repressed, when the violence and brutality of bagne life suddenly
erupt, disturbing the orderly flow of the narrative and diverting attention away
from the protagonist and towards the average convict. This is the case of mutiny
scenes, for instance, in which crowds of degraded convict-animals suddenly
occupy the centre-stage, thereby shifting the readers’ attention away from the
serene composure of the protagonist and confronting them with a disturbing
vision of the habitual brutality and despair characterizing convict existence.
Navéry’s lurid description is particularly striking in this regard:
Ce fut un spectacle horrible que celui que présentaient alors ces hommes
dont les ignobles figures devenaient plus repoussantes par l’expression
d’une férocité sauvage. […]
Le désespoir les enivre, plusieurs se jettent au-devant des armes,
des cris de rage et de douleur se confondent. Le sang coule à flots. Pareils
à des tigres […] on voit ces misérables bondir sur les gardiens, les déchirer
avec leurs dents, […] les étrangler comme des Taugs de l’Inde […] C’était
une scène horrible, atroce, épouvantable; l’enfer seul doit en montrer de
pareilles !... (1893-1898: 41)
What the portrayal of the rioting convicts as animals and natives reflects is not
only the usual bourgeois fear of crowds as a form of primal violence,62 but also
the uneasy realization that the bagne did nothing to better its inmates, but rather
precipitated their descent to the level of human beasts. This suggested that
contrary to the conservative view of criminals as responsible for their acts, the
institution itself could have a responsibility in shaping criminals – indirectly
justifying investment in penal reform. This insight, however, is swiftly cancelled
out by Aulaire’s heroic self-sacrifice as he throws himself in between the fighters
to save a prison-guard’s life, as well as by the timely repentance of Polichinelle,
who had instigated the riot and whose conversion yet again seals the victory of
order and morality over crime. In Navéry’s work, convicts are called to trust in
God and accept their suffering as a form of expiation, instead of looking for a
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See Le Bon 2008: 20.
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betterment of their lot on earth.
Beyond this type of elliptic resurgence, the dark view of convict life as
essentially demeaning is never allowed to express itself in sublime convict
narratives, where the focus is always on the moral resilience and heroic
abnegation of the main character, whose expiation or escape are held up as the
triumphant confirmation of a would-be universal ability to turn imprisonment into
a refining trial – in spite of their clear status as moral exceptions. Their
uniqueness merely contributed to their sublime aura. In the same way as Christ
was believed to ‘[bear] the sins of many’ (Isaiah 53: 12), redeeming the entirety of
mankind though his voluntary suffering, so too the sublime convicts’ triumphant
resilience somehow cancelled out the failure of all other convicts to live up to the
same lofty standards.
The difficulty of this ‘suffering servant’ logic was that on the one hand, it
exploited the torments of the servant/scapegoat figure for doctrinal, motivational
or commercial ends, while on the other, it also entailed a misrecognition of the
destructive nature of bagne life for the vast majority of the inmates. By focusing
exclusively on the heroic behaviour of one (un)representative individual, sublime
convict narratives obscured the institution’s own responsibility in shaping its
inmates, thereby indirectly suggesting that the latter’s innate vice and deficient
willpower really were to blame for their degradation. This was a risk to which
Victor Hugo, perhaps because of his progressive political convictions, proved
exceptionally attuned. Concerns about the ethical and ideological implications of
writing about convicts inflected his entire approach to the traditional themes of
the sublime convict genre. His fine perception of the dynamics of suffering
shaped a whole series of writing strategies designed to highlight the destructive
nature of imprisonment, to call for a reform of social inequalities on earth rather
than in some hypothetical afterlife, and to avoid the voyeuristic tendencies of
earlier fiction, by articulating an original aesthetics of the averted gaze.
Hugo’s differing approach can be hard to notice at first, because contrary
to what one could expect, it expresses itself sotto voce through his adoption of ‘un
langage du seuil’ (Jossua 1995: 183) and his frequent inclusions of gaps and
omissions in the narrative discourse. At first glance, Les Misérables seems to
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conform to all the conventions of the sublime convict genre. Not only does Hugo,
like earlier novelists, repeatedly use his convict character as a means of engaging
with metaphysical issues like sin and redemption (O’Neil 1999), but he also
intended Les Misérables to appeal to as broad a reading public as Les Mystères de
Paris, whose success had partly inspired the project (Gaudon 1969: li). Hugo
wanted it to be a popular work in every sense of the word, and to this end he drew
on the topoi and structures of mainstream literature. Sue’s Fleur-de-Marie,
Rodolphe and le Maître d’École constantly profile themselves behind the figures
of Fantine, Jean Valjean and Thénardier (see Roche 2003: 23). The novel’s
melodramatic plot twists and dramatic confrontation scenes also highlight Hugo’s
debt to the tradition of popular theatre; as Grossman points out, ‘the apparatus of
melodrama – hidden virtue, sleazy villains, trials, recognition scenes, startling
developments – dominates the story line’ (1996: 96). Valjean himself brings to
mind earlier figures like François in Les Deux Forçats ou la Meunière du Puy-deDôme or Blondel in Le Collier de fer. His financial largesse, the way he rescues
Cosette and easily wrestles down Montparnasse before offering him his purse
align Valjean with traditional justicier figures like Rodolphe, Salvator or the
count of Monte-Cristo. Furthermore, his asceticism and continuous acts of selfsacrifice clearly endow him with the traditional moral grandeur of the sublime
convict (prompting Vargas Llosa, for instance, to describe him as ‘a superman
who stands out through his strength and […] his capacity to embody suffering’
(2007: 69)). The relentlessness with which he eschews happiness and embraces
suffering through a form of self-inflicted torture (Albouy 1963: 301) brings to
mind the way earlier characters like Trenmor or Aulaire also internalized the
negative judgments justifying their exclusion from the social sphere.
There are a number of ways, however, in which Hugo departed from the
diktats of the genre. For a start, he chose to make his convict protagonist not
merely guilty -–- that was acceptable – but guilty of repeated theft, a far less
glamorous and forgivable offence to nineteenth-century readers than the usual
crimes of passion committed by characters like Méry’s Gustave or Blondel in Le
Collier de fer. This formed part of an overall strategy designed to undermine the
traditionally watertight distinction between good (innocent) and bad (degraded)
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convicts, ‘ce point de repère d’une vérité selon la loi’ (J. Archer 1985: 159). What
is more, Valjean shares many of the traditional attributes of convict-villains, or at
least of amoral convict heroes, including their physical strength, their genius for
escape and their mastery of the codes and tricks of convict life (from how to
engrave coconuts to the manufacture of minute escape implements). Prior to his
conversion, he is clearly presented as a demonic rather than an angelic figure.
Hugo endows Valjean with the Satanic laughter usually reserved for his theatrical
villains (Gaudon 1985: 86): ‘il fallait quelque émotion extrême pour lui arracher,
une ou deux fois l’an, ce lugubre rire du forçat qui est comme un écho du rire du
démon’ (1951: 98). As Prévost points out, it is significant that he should have
acquired this ‘rire monstrueux’ (2002: 216) while in the bagne, and not before,
since unlike the more hardened criminals of Le Dernier Jour d’un condamné,
Valjean is shown weeping during his ferrement (218). It is therefore the bagne
itself which must be seen as endowing Valjean with his Satanic attributes.
The fact that Hugo does not initially introduce his protagonist as
essentially different from his fellow inmates is important, insofar as it undermines
the rigid moral schematizations of the genre, with its reliance on a priori essences
and absolute oppositions. Valjean’s transformation blurs the stereotypical
distinctions of the virtuous convict genre, thereby opening up the moral system
underlying it by introducing a measure of uncertainty and change. His conversion
profiles the possibility of Aulaire having been a Polichinelle, and of Polichinelle
revealing himself to be another Aulaire. The fact that Valjean becomes a convictby-proxy by paradoxically taking on himself his own crime also subverts
established norms, since it introduces a curious distance between the individual
and his own past, again suggesting the possibility of a criminal undergoing a real
change in essence. Champmathieu and Valjean represent an intriguing take on the
motif of the double, as the connection between their names (one being a distortion
of the other, as Javert aptly points out) highlights the connection between their
destinies, Champmathieu indicating what Valjean could have become, and
Valjean what Champmathieu might have been, thereby breaking up the linear
flow of time into a spectrum of co-existing possibilities.
Hugo also presents a rather different vision of the psychological effects of
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imprisonment. Again, he seems at first to adopt the belief that restraint could be
enabling, and that life as a convict could be a path to moral perfection; Valjean
like Bleu-du-Ciel ends up endowed, on his deathbed, with an otherworldly halo of
holiness. The crucial difference, however, is that Hugo concedes the difficulty of
this transformation, and radically questions the possibility of undergoing such a
conversion while in prison. Unlike other sublime convict figures, Valjean is not
made better by his time in Toulon; he is an anti-Trenmor figure in the sense that
he does not learn self-control and compassion in the ‘institutionalized hell’ of the
bagne, but rather blind hatred (Grossman 1994: 5). In fact he is transformed to
such an extent that his very appearance becomes a living argument against the
belief in man’s ability to undergo imprisonment unscathed:
Le cœur peut-il devenir difforme et contracter des laideurs et des
infirmités incurables sous la pression d’un malheur disproportionné,
comme la colonne vertébrale sous une voûte trop basse? N’y a-t-il pas
dans toute âme humaine, n’y avait-il pas dans l’âme de Jean Valjean en
particulier, une première étincelle, un élément divin […] que le mal ne
peut jamais tout à fait éteindre? […] Tout physiologiste eût probablement
répondu non, et sans hésiter, s’il eût vu à Toulon […] ce galérien morne,
sérieux, silencieux et pensif. (96)
It is typical that Hugo should centre his own theodicy on the very individual
whose appearance is presented as belying the hope in human redemption. In
showing Valjean’s rise to sublimity, Hugo thereby articulates an optimistic
message about the fate of humankind as a whole, in addition to highlighting the
superiority of the supernatural vision of the dreamer over the reductive, scientific
gaze of the physiologist – or of the realist writer. As Rosa points out, ‘il y a dans
Les Misérables une véritable critique de la représentation réaliste de la misère,
[…] le “physiologiste observateur” […] ne verrait dans le bagnard que le criminel,
détournerait les yeux et n’écrirait pas Les Misérables ’ (1995a: 172).
Hugo never yields to the temptation of crediting the bagne for Valjean’s
moral purification. On the contrary, as Savey-Casard points out in his analysis of
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Les Misérables and Le Dernier Jour d’un condamné, Hugo implicitly blames the
institution – as well as society’s failing safety nets – for causing the convicts’
degradation (1956: 26). Unlike Aulaire, Valjean does not find God in Toulon, and
it is only through his encounter with Monseigneur Bienvenu that the damage
wrought by the bagne is undone – and not without difficulty, since Hugo shows
Valjean stealing again just after being pardoned by the bishop, impelled by a a
form of penal automatism (Ricatte 1962: xviii).
Furthermore, Hugo’s significant decision to have Valjean return to the
bagne a second time in the course of the narrative runs counter to every
imperative usually associated with this type of novel – hence its constant elision
in film and stage adaptations of the novel. This innovation further highlights
Hugo’s condemnation of the bagne from a moral perspective. For despite
presenting Valjean’s choice of returning to the bagne to save an innocent man as
the nec plus ultra of virtuous devotion, and most importantly, as the final and
most difficult test of his convict’s conversion, Hugo does not describe Valjean’s
actual return to Toulon.
What this elision makes clear, I would argue, is Hugo’s refusal to glorify
imprisonment, and to portray a saintly Valjean exhorting his brethren like another
Aulaire. From Hugo’s perspective, it is Valjean’s choice of handing himself over
which refines him, and not his time in Toulon; of the latter we only learn that it
almost broke him:
Au point où en était Valjean quand il se mit à aimer Cosette, il ne nous est
pas prouvé qu’il n’ait pas eu besoin de ce ravitaillement pour persévérer
dans le bien. […] Il était retourné au bagne, cette fois-ci pour avoir bien
fait; de nouvelles amertumes l’avaient abreuvé; le dégoût et la lassitude le
reprenaient. (456)
This bears out Hugo’s analysis of Valjean’s first passage through the bagne. In
‘Le dedans du désespoir’, he had already pointed out that although his suffering
did awaken Valjean to a new life of thought, this did not make him better, but
only more cunning in his treachery. He also highlights the bagne’s own
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responsibility in effecting this transformation, identified as the unavoidable
outcome of the institution’s ruthless logic: ‘Le propre des peines de cette nature,
[…] c’est de transformer peu à peu, par une sorte de transfiguration stupide, un
homme en une bête fauve’ (97). To identify the bagne as causing the degradation
of its inmates was polemical, insofar as it broke with the conventions of the
sublime convict genre, and amounted to an indirect accusation, levelled at society
as a whole, of effectively producing its own criminals. Uncontroversial enough to
modern commentators like Melka (who explicitly introduces Valjean as ‘le pur
produit d’un système pénal trop inhumain qui, loin d’éduquer le condamné, le
[…] transforme en scélérat’ (2008: 109)), this conclusion shocked many 1862
commentators, who saw it as an attack on social stability and on traditional
notions of individual responsibility (see Grossman 1996: 15). Lamartine for
instance famously denounced Hugo’s title as a misnomer: ‘ses personnages ne
sont pas les misérables, mais les coupables et les paresseux’ (1862: 357).
Contrary to what one could expect, then, the only type of penal
transfiguration recognized by Hugo is a negative one, entailing a process of
destruction which, in its inexorability, anticipates on the conceit developed by
Valjean in his speech to Montparnasse in ‘L’Idylle rue Plumet’: ‘As-tu vu une
machine redoutable? cela s’appelle le laminoir; si elle vous attrape le pan de votre
habit vous y passez tout entier’ (1951: 939). The bagne is presented as the
unavoidable end-point of social marginality, and Valjean insists precisely on its
terrible power of destruction, foreshadowed by the image of the rolling-mill: ‘Tu
entreras jeune, rose, frais, avec tes yeux brillants et toutes tes dents blanches, et tu
en sortiras cassé, courbé, ridé, édenté, horrible, en cheveux blancs!’ (939).
This image of the bagne as a pitiless machine designed to break and maim
encapsulates Hugo’s attitude to it in Les Misérables. It also sheds light on a
development which the drive and power of Hugo’s narrative sometimes obscures,
namely Jean Valjean’s ‘self-effacing disappearance’ (Grossman 2012: 4), the way
the protagonist wanes even as the other characters wax. Following his second
experience of the bagne, Valjean withdraws from social interaction, limiting his
charity to private alms; Cosette’s involvement with Marius corresponds to a
gradual weakening of his mental and physical powers, leading to the state of
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exhaustion described in the chapters tellingly entitled: ‘Dernières palpitations de
la lampe sans huile’ and ‘Une plume pèse à qui soulevait la charrette de
Fauchelevent’. This movement of disappearance and decline reaches its logical
end-point with Hugo’s description of Valjean’s tomb, on which even the hastily
scribbled lines of the epitaph are shown to have vanished. Although Cosette’s
marriage is explicitly identified as the trigger of this demise - ‘Il mourut quand il
n’eut plus son ange’ (1486) - the real reason remains Valjean’s condemnation,
since it is his convict past which inexorably drives him to cut off the ties which
alone could have sustained him. As he explains to Marius: ‘quand on a une telle
horreur sur soi, on n’a pas le droit de la faire partager aux autres’ (1421). The
‘horror’ here is the mark of the bagne, which not only destroys, but remains
etched into Valjean’s consciousness as the brand-mark would have in his flesh
had he received it.
Hugo later presented the public denunciation of ‘l’anankè des lois’ as the
main aim of his novel (1891-1892 1:5). It is in order to delineate the sombre
mechanics of this social fatality that the book’s narrator is shown collecting
evidence about Valjean’s life, and that the narrative gives access to his anguished
inner deliberation in ‘Une tempête sous un crâne’. Nevertheless, it is notable that
this scopophilic drive to penetrate Valjean’s motives and describe his anguish is
constantly counter-balanced, in Hugo’s narrative, by what could be termed a
scopophobic reluctance to turn the suffering of his misérables into a source of
consumerist pleasure. There is a recurrent condemnation, in the novel, of ‘bad’
viewing, of the type of gaze which stems from hatred and Schadenfreude rather
than from compassion. Hugo denounces this attitude when he criticizes ‘le
bonheur noir [des envieux]’ (190) and ‘la curiosité cruelle [de la foule]’ (1951:
278). By introducing an explicit parallel between cruel viewing and manducation
(understood as a negative, violent act characterized by its latent sadism (Richard
1995: 145)), Hugo particularly emphasizes the destructive nature of such gazing,
which degrades the other, reducing him (or her, in the case of Fantine) into an
object to be consumed: ‘La curiosité est une gourmandise. Voir, c’est dévorer’
(199).
It is because of this intuition of the problematic aspects of reading and
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writing about suffering that Hugo turns his own narrative into a pedagogical
exploration of ethical viewing. This may help to explain why he adopts the
conventions of the sublime convict novel, but without satisfying his readers’
scopophilic desires, neglecting to provide them with all the gruesome details and
horror stories which had become a hallmark of the genre. Instead, Hugo adapts his
style so as to emphasize his protagonist’s suffering without objectifying it. Thus
Hugo declines to describe Valjean’s capture and return to the bagne at the end of
the first volume. Instead, the following volume opens with a lengthy description
of the battle of Waterloo, and only afterwards does the narrator cursorily mention
Valjean’s arrest: ‘Jean Valjean avait été repris’ (374), but without dwelling on the
exact circumstances of his capture. The reasons invoked for this omission – ‘on
nous saura gré de passer rapidement sur des détails douloureux’ (374) – could
seem rather tongue-in-cheek (as the readers would manifestly crave details about
Valjean’s fate), were it not for the fact that their function is clearly prescriptive
rather than descriptive, in that they delineate the desired rather than the probable
attitude of the readers.
What I have described as Hugo’s attempt to write about suffering in a
respectful way may illuminate other stylistic choices which could otherwise seem
curious, like his treatment of the short episode where Valjean is shown stopping
in front of a poster advertising the 1822 melodrama Les Deux Forçats. The
juxtaposition of Hugo’s character with a real-life advertisement for one of the
foundational works of the virtuous convict genre represents an amusing mise en
abîme, but it also poses serious questions about the use to which French society
put literary convicts. By implication, it also points to the ethical problem of
profaning suffering for selfish enjoyment and mercantile gain. All this remains
implicit, however. In accordance with the ‘poétique de l’indicible’ which had
already guided his writing in La Fin de Satan (Dufief-Sanchez 2002: 422), Hugo
confronts his readers with an absence, a gap, since we are told about Valjean’s
station in front of the poster, but not about his reaction: ‘Cette affiche, éclairée par
les réverbères du théâtre, le frappa, car, quoiqu’il marcha vite, il s’arrêta pour la
lire. Un instant après, il était dans le cul-de-sac de la Planchette’ (409). This
curious refusal on the part of an apparently omniscient narrator to detail his
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character’s state of mind corresponds to what Roche calls his ‘selectively limited
omniscience’ (2003: 26), and Brombert his ‘[belief] in the inviolability of his own
characters’ (1984: 125). In this case, however, it also represents a striking
example of Hugo’s apodictic aesthetics of reserve, since he manages to endow his
writing with a significance which he simultaneously demonstrates to be beyond
the pale of novelistic writing, touching as it does upon a suffering impossible to
describe without risk of profanation – or simplification. In other terms, he uses
writing in order to highlight the limits of writing, and twists the sublime convict
genre into a mirror reflecting its own impossibility.
In conclusion, I have suggested that Hugo successfully exploited the raw emotive
thrust of the traditional sublime convict narrative, while simultaneously
introducing a subtle counterpoint exploring the nature of human suffering and the
delicate issue of its presentation in writing. As we have seen, Hugo’s choice of
portraying a Christ-like convict was not as innovative as it could seem to modern
readers unfamiliar with the sublime convict tradition. The work’s true originality,
as far as its use of convicts is concerned, lies in its subtle undermining of the very
conventions it appears to implement. Hugo’s implicit criticism of the conservative
ideology underlying earlier portrayals of noble convicts, and his experimentation
with apodictic writing strategies preventing penal voyeurism contribute to what
Leulliot calls ‘cet éclairage si particulier qui baigne l’intrigue et les personnages
des Misérables, [et qui rend l’œuvre] incomparable aux romans qui développèrent
le même thème, comme Le Bonnet vert de Joseph Méry, le Julien ou le forçat
libéré d’Auguste Ricard’ (1995: 128). This unique quality may partly explain why
Hugo’s novel eventually eclipsed the literary tradition which had given rise to it.
Hugo’s successors, by contrast, for the most part failed to take this
reflexive dimension into account, merely implementing the conventions of the
sublime convict genre with the broadest of strokes. The tradition itself shifted in
the second half of the nineteenth century, losing its religious if not its
metaphysical dimension. It progressively merged with the neighbouring genres of
the adventure novel and the convict biography, which had inherited many of the
tropes developed by sublime convict texts, as well as what I have suggested was
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their motivational function. Although texts like Vers la liberté! (Istivie 1905) or
Papillon do not shy away from providing grisly details about convict life, they
share the nineteenth-century propensity to portray their protagonists as heroic
individuals able to resist the degradation of bagne life through sheer willpower
and perseverance, transforming their stay behind bars into a refining trial ending
with their successful escape. Nor has this sublime interpretation of prisonerfigures lost ground in recent years, as evidenced by the portrayal of imprisonment
along death-and-rebirth lines in films like The Shawshank Redemption (1994) or
The Dark Knight Rises (2012). Such depictions, which would have further
irritated Primo Levi and other prisoner-writers like Jack Abbott, intent on
providing truthful depictions of prison life, are (just like nineteenth-century
sublime convict narratives) shaped primarily by the desires of their audiences
rather than by concern for the lived experience of real convicts. As we shall see in
the following chapter, the latter were on the contrary routinely barred from
making their voice heard, and from articulating a distinctively convict perspective
on the French bagnes.
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CHAPTER 4
Can the convict speak? Convict discourse on the bagne
from Vidocq to Genet
	
  

Figure 18. Unnamed artist, convict writing (c. 1845) (Alhoy 1845: 308)

Given the intense curiosity that convicts and their infamous lives triggered in the
nineteenth-century public, and the sheer amount of written material devoted to
them, especially from the July Monarchy onwards, it would seem likely that
French readers would be equally keen to access material written by the forçats
themselves, so as to get a first-hand account of their experiences. The success of
Eugène-François Vidocq’s famous Mémoires, published in several volumes from
1828 onwards, seems to bear out this view, and there certainly were avid
collectors of convict testimonies among the many visitors who thronged to the
metropolitan bagnes before their closure. Benjamin Appert for instance claimed
that no fewer than 4,000 out of the 4,300 convicts held in Toulon had told him
their stories (1836, iii: 50), and in 1839 Repos, a publisher in Digne, hastened to
the local prison with his paper and pen as soon as he heard that the famous
convict Gabriel Lardeyet had been arrested, in order to note down his story. Repos
companionably put his feet under the covers of Lardeyret bed to keep out the cold,
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and spent the next ten days transcribing the convict’s tale on a makeshift desk
balanced on his lap (Lardeyret and Repos 2010: 19).
Yet what this widespread interest in the tales of particularly famous
convicts like Vidocq, Lardeyret or Anthelme Collet hides is the fact that for all the
curiosity surrounding them, convicts rarely had the chance of making their own
voices heard. In spite of his claim of acting only as a scribe, Repos was the one
who held the pen, and who guided Lardeyret through the narration of his story. As
for Vidocq’s own autobiography, it had been the work of several ghost-writers.
The dearth of genuine first-person convict writing can partly be ascribed to
sociological factors like widespread illiteracy, an absence of good writing
conditions or simply a hampering lack of familiarity with literary language. Most
convicts did not have the confidence and cultural capital that enabled Lacenaire to
fascinate the Parisian public in 1836 by writing poetry in his cell while awaiting
his execution (Lacenaire 1836). However these limitations are only part of the
reason why the corpus of texts produced by convicts is so small. In addition to
these cultural obstacles, the penal institution itself actively sought to restrict the
access of convicts to writing. Just as they attempted to control, regulate and
preferably suppress oral communication between inmates and visitors, so too
bagne officials sought to monitor the conditions under which convicts could
express themselves in writing. As a result, few were the convicts who managed to
write about the bagne, let alone have their manuscripts published.
Hence the paucity of sources available to contemporary scholars in an age
in which cultural history, a Foucauldian interest in the social regulation of
discourse and in the suppressed voices of ‘les infâmes’ (Foucault 1977), and the
overall popularity of ‘subaltern studies’ have all contributed to making the
retrieval of dominated voices into a sanctioned and even highly encouraged
academic pursuit. When Philippe Artières set out to write a dissertation in the
1990s focusing on the early twentieth-century criminal autobiographies preserved
in the Lacassagne collection, for example, he received the full support of his
institutional superiors not merely for the initial project, but also for his subsequent
decision to transcribe, edit and publish the extant source material under the
heading Le livre des vies coupables (Artières 2000).
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Although the interest in what a ‘convict perspective’ on the bagne might
yield is not lacking, the sources necessary for conducting such an inquiry are. The
corpus of convict writing from the nineteenth century is meager, especially
compared with the more numerous twentieth-century convict testimonies about
life in the overseas bagnes.63 Apart from descriptive sources such as Jean-Joseph
Clémens’ unpublished Journal (c. 1840) and Nicolas Laurent’s 1847 Vie des
condamnés aux travaux forcés, the corpus mainly consists of autobiographies:
Vidocq’s Mémoires (1828), the various autobiographical texts published by
Anthelme Collet (1836a and b), the 1839 Vie de Lardeyret cited earlier, and JeanClaude Romand’s 1846 Confession d’un malheureux. To these can be added a
number of letters and autobiographical snippets included as evidence by nonconvict authors like Benjamin Appert (1836) or Hubert Lauvergne (1841).
However, a whole range of commercial would-be autobiographies like Vidocq
dévoilé (1828-1829) or some parts of the 1845 Le Monde criminel are best
excluded as inauthentic.64 The twentieth century saw a sharp increase in the
number and circulation of texts written by convicts, due to increased literacy rates
but mostly to the positive example of France’s political déportés, who had
published many accounts of their time overseas, thereby providing common-law
convicts with a useful literary precedent. 65 The public interest triggered by
Londres’s famous series of articles on French Guiana in 1923 also helped insofar
as it created a wider market for convict narratives.
The present chapter will draw on a number of these nineteenth- and
twentieth-century sources in its analysis of convict writing, but its overall aim is
less to provide a comprehensive overview of the existing corpus than to explore
the practice of convict writing itself. What were the specific institutional and
discursive challenges faced by would-be authors, and what were, de facto, the
discursive conditions of possibility limiting convict self-expression? Following an
introductory outline of the various practical, administrative and discursive hurdles
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For a discussion of this material, see chapter 5.
The question of knowing which texts really are the work of convicts is of course fraught, given
the almost complete lack of information about the conditions of their writing, the widespread use
of ghost-writers in nineteenth-century France, and the tendency of derivative or inauthentic works
to mushroom whenever a convict shot to fame.
65
See chapter 5. Because of the very different conditions in which these texts were written, this
chapter will focus mainly on nineteenth-century material when it comes to non-fiction.
64
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facing convict authors, this chapter will analyse the strategies deployed by the
convict community as well as by individual writers to counter this discursive
exclusion, and more generally to contest the dominant portrayal of them as abject.
Though they were obliged to adopt the moral code and literary
conventions of mainstream society in order to be published, convict authors
typically interspersed their token expressions of remorse with feisty descriptions
of their criminal schemes. They succeeded in turning the dominant discourse on
crime and punishment against itself by using it to indirectly criticize the penal
administration, or by implementing strategies of mimicry. They also exploited
literary conventions and especially the instinctive tendency of readers to identify
with narrators and main characters in order to insidiously overturn established
moral norms, instead presenting readers with a distinctively criminal take on
crime and punishment.
Owing to the fact that fiction allowed convict writers a far greater range of
discursive strategies with which to manipulate their readers’ perceptions, I will
argue that convict counter-discourse paradoxically reached its most potent
expression in texts like Henri Charrière’s Papillon (1969) or the novels of Jean
Genet. What the cultural divide separating Charrière’s best-selling adventure
novel from Genet’s avant-garde texts hides is their common reliance on a preexistent tradition of criminal counter-discourse. Though they adopt different sets
of literary conventions, they both use these in order to expose their readers to a
vision of the moral and social world which they would normally reject. In their
own ways, they are therefore both linguistic ‘thieves’ according to the definition
provided by Sartre in Saint Genet (1952: 314); namely, individuals structurally
excluded from literary discourse and condemned to silence – ‘un coupable ne
parle pas’ (312) – but who then hijack literary language in order to turn ‘la langue
des justes’ (324) against itself, making it the vehicle of their own distinctively
‘criminal’ vision of the world.
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1 Keeping the subaltern silent: the practical and institutional obstacles to
convict writing
If the debate surrounding cellular imprisonment took on such cultural importance
in July Monarchy France, it was because the obsession with isolation and moral
rehabilitation reflected deeper concerns about criminal contamination. As
evidenced by the famous nineteenth-century leitmotif of prisons and bagnes as
‘écoles du crime’ from which primary offenders emerged more corrupt and more
skilled in the techniques of crime, 66 it was clear that nineteenth-century
penologists believed that the principal obstacle to the moral reformation of
prisoners was the deleterious influence they had on one another – and the main
vehicle of this contamination was speech. Hence the constant attempts to prevent
not only physical contact between inmates through individual imprisonment in
separate cells, but also any form of verbal interaction. The Auburn model of
cellular imprisonment (or ‘système mixte’ as it came to be known in France) for
instance allowed for collective workshops, but only as long as prisoners worked in
absolute silence (Barkan and Bryjak 2011: 431). This strict regulation of
interpersonal communication was meant to prevent corruption and to encourage
remorse, by ensuring that speech could only follow sanctioned, hierarchical and
therefore strictly vertical channels, a policy perfectly illustrated by the interior
design of the chapel in Fresnes, one of the rare edifices to have been built
according to panoptical principles (fig. 19). Its cellular design prevented prisoners
from communicating while enabling the celebrant or occasional lecturer to have
direct eye contact with every inmate. France’s bagnes, unlike its prisons, were
never re-organized along cellular principles. The administration did experiment
with various forms of moral classification, and from 1828 onwards it divided
convicts up between the various settlements depending on the length of their
sentence, but given the bagne’s dual function as penal institutions and operating
shipyards, economical imperatives always prevailed when it came to the
settlement’s inner organization, as Charles Lucas disapprovingly pointed out:
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By the 1830s, this had become something of an idée reçue (see Rienzi 1837 and Farcy 2006:
217).
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Figure 19. Unnamed artist, Conférence contre l’alcoolisme. Chapelle cellulaire de Fresnes
(Le Petit Parisien, 22 March 1903)

‘Le bagne est pour ainsi dire une vaste manufacture, dont le gouvernement s’est
fait entrepreneur, et dont le but est d’exploiter le mieux possible les services
productifs des condamnés’ (1828: 1284). Until their closure, the metropolitan
bagnes kept their distinctive system of communal dormitories and continued to
shackle inmates in pairs.
Nevertheless, the internal regulations governing life in the bagne do testify
to a concern, on the part of the administration, not to let convicts communicate
too freely. Correspondence between convicts, and between convicts and the
outside world, was strictly monitored. Inmates were, in principle, forbidden to
address visitors unless they were first spoken to, as the argousin’s hostile reaction
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to a convict’s attempt to start a conversation with Adolphe Laferrière during the
actor’s visit to Toulon demonstrates: ‘le garde-chiourme [s’avança] vers lui le
bâton levé’ (Laferrière 1884: 37). However as this incident makes clear, the aim
of this rule was not so much to prevent communication – since convicts could
interact quite freely with visitors as long as it happened on the latter’s behest – but
rather to regulate it by imposing strict rules governing interactional control. By
preventing convicts from initiating dialogues with social superiors – and as Hugo
points out, this meant anyone at all, ‘depuis l’argousin jusqu’à l’amiral, depuis le
mendiant jusqu’au pair de France’ (1906-1910, ii: 240) – the institution impressed
on its inmates that they occupied the very lowest rung of the social ladder, and
also that they had forfeited their right to speak, which along with their other
former freedoms were now left at the discretionary control of the penal
administration. This rule and the many others like it helped to mould the
condemned into convicts, by constantly making them conscious of their debased
status.
The penal administration appears to have had a remarkably accurate grasp,
at least on an instinctive level, of the transformative power of language and of its
potential to not only reflect, but actively shape social relationships as well as
personal identity. A series of interior regulations and customs served no other
purpose than to constantly reactivate institutional hierarchies by making the
inferior status of the convicts manifest. So for instance convicts had to doff their
caps whenever they were searched and their irons inspected (Laurent 1847: 3),
and whereas they had to address anyone but their fellow inmates as ‘vous’, they
were routinely tutoyés as a sign of contempt (hence Jean Valjean’s astounded
reaction in Les Misérables at Monseigneur Bienvenu’s civil reception: ‘Vous
m’appelez monsieur! vous ne me tutoyez pas ! Va-t’en, chien! qu’on me dit
toujours’ (1951: 80)). As the brutality of Javert’s shift to the second pronoun
singular during the scene of Valjean’s arrest makes quite clear, such linguistic
choices were far from innocent. Even the smallest discursive inflections can have
weighty symbolical implications (Van Dijk 1998: 209), and in this case Javert’s
adoption of ‘[un] tutoiement abject’ (306) is clearly meant to signal Valjean’s
new, degraded status.
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Far

from

merely

reflecting

existing

hierarchies,

such

choices

performatively produced them, forcing the addressee to recognize himself as the
debased social subject targeted by the interpellation (Althusser 1976). The myriad
small ways in which convicts were constantly reminded of their infamous status –
including, for example, the fact that penal staff routinely addressed them as
‘voleur’ irrespective of the nature of their offence (Vidocq 1998: 36) – helped to
transform them into what outsiders considered them to already have become,
though a process of ‘institutionalization’ similar to the one outlined by Goffman
in his study of asylums (1961: 151-4). The dynamics of this subjective
transformation were quite perceptively outlined by Valérie de Gasparin in her
account of her visit to Toulon: ‘L’abjection dégrade. […] Vous me jugez perdu
sans ressource, d’abord je m’indigne, bientôt je pense comme vous, et dès que je
pense comme vous, je descends au-dessous de vos pires suppositions’ (1866: 3045). Queer theorists like Judith Butler would later spell out the implications of this
insight, by arguing that social identities (and in particular gender identities) are
not innate but rather ‘assumed’ through a long process of identification with an
image imposed from without (1993: 13).
In the same way, convict identity can also be considered as the outcome of
a ‘discursive-performative’ process (Butler 1994). The living conditions imposed
on convicts, the contempt in which they were held, the fact that they were not
allowed a change of clothes or even to wash, gradually changed their selfperception, their language, their reflexes and even their bearing. The characteristic
limp of the ex-convict was not the only mark which the institution left on its
inmates. A convict background expressed itself in innumerable small ways – from
the fact that ‘le vrai forçat’ no longer bothered to scratch his lice bites (SimonMayer 1880: 60) to the characteristic way in which convicts blew out candles
using their nostrils (as Valjean does in Les Misérables (1951: 88)) – all of which
could immediately be identified by those in the know. So Gabriel Lardeyret for
instance was recognized as an escaped convict by the Toulon prison guards when
he returned there under a false name because he instantly displayed the ‘habitus’
(Bourdieu 1980: 88-9) of the experienced convict without the customary period of
adaptation needed to acquire it: ‘je travaillais comme un homme qui n’est pas
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novice, je connaissais tous les termes du vocabulaire du bagne, j’étais même initié
dans tous les us des galériens’ (Lardeyret 2010: 108).
Speech was of cardinal importance in this process of acculturation, since it
allowed the penal staff performatively to shape the convicts’ self-perception
through orders and insults, the latter being a vehicle par excellence of imposed
identification:
L’injure est un énoncé performatif: elle a pour fonction de produire des
effets et notamment d’instituer, ou perpétuer, la coupure entre les
“normaux” et ceux que Goffman appelle les “stigmatisés”, et de faire
entrer cette coupure dans la tête des individus. (Éribon 1999: 32)
As Éribon also points out, the effects of such forceful assignations can only be
undone through a corresponding process of ‘resubjectivation’ (18), whereby
individuals reinvent and reformulate their difference in positive terms as a freely
chosen personal identity. This was made all the more difficult in the case of
France’s convicts as the grip of dominant discourse on their social universe was
unusually strong, and their own speech closely monitored. Institutional obstacles
made the formulation of a convict ‘counter-speech’ (Butler 1997: 15), especially
in writing, particularly arduous. Instead, the institution imposed its own narratives
(in the guise of prison records, internal reports or preaching by the bagnes’
chaplains) defining who the convicts were. If one accepts the broad claim -–common to philosophers like McIntyre, Ricoeur and Dennet, psychologists like
Mervin Donald or Katherine Nelson, as well as to practitioners of personal
construct therapy, albeit with important variations in the specifics of their theories
and approaches67 – that narratives are essential to identity-construction, then the
institution’s reluctance to let convicts formulate positive versions of their lifestories makes perfect sense.
Though the administration did not censor story-telling in the dormitories,
and tolerated famous convicts telling their stories to curious visitors (satisfied
tourists meant bigger tips for the prison guards guiding them around), it
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See McIntyre 1984, Ricoeur 1990, Dennett 1992, Donald 1991, Nelson 2003, Viney 1996. For
an overview of the different theories of the ‘narrative self’, see Schechtman 2011.
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nevertheless sought to control any such form of self-expression in writing.
Arguably, this became more of a concern later on, as twentieth-century bagne
officials sought to fight back against what they termed ‘le londrisme’, the
tendency to paint convict life in excessively dark colours for the sensationalist
press (Maroger 1937: 56). In the nineteenth century, a number of sociological and
practical factors combined to effectively exclude most convicts from the world of
the written word. Illiteracy rates were higher than average in the bagnes, reading
materials were scarce, and the cost of writing implements and paper prohibitively
high for convicts whose scant resources were barely enough to purchase
additional food, as one convict noted in a letter to his mother (R. Nazaire, letter
dated 4 August 1872, 1-O-316). The absence of proper lighting and the scarcity of
tables and chairs in the dormitories would further have discouraged convicts from
writing (Lyons stresses the underestimated importance of such practical factors in
accounting for the slow spread of reading habits in France (2008: 115)). In
practice, the bagnes’ official public writers, the paillols (see fig. 20), were almost
the only ones to routinely make use of paper and pen.

Figure 20. Jean-Joseph Clémens, Paillol at work
Detail from Évasion de trois condamnés dans la salle Saint-Gilles (c. 1840)
(Clémens 1992: 34)
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This changed in the following century, but as a result the administration
also stepped up its control of prisoners’ writing. Correspondence was carefully
censored, the notebooks typically sold to prisoners had numbered pages so as to
prevent any sheets from being covertly pulled out (Artières 2000: 15), and any
extended writing project had to first be submitted to the relevant authorities for
approval. In 1897, a Guiana convict named Toussaint Cyprien Bourde petitioned
the administration to be allowed to do just that. He wished to write a book about
the life of convicts in the colony, and justified the rationale for his project in the
following terms:
Il est impossible qu’en France le public connaisse [les traitements que la
justice est obligée de faire subir aux transportés], sans quoi on ne les
encourait pas si facilement. J’ai donc conçu le dessein de [faire] connaître,
dans un petit livre, tout ce qui se passe ici; mais cela tout simplement, sans
aucune espèce de parti pris pour ou contre, sans la moindre exagération
d’un côté ni de l’autre, et uniquement dans le but de retenir la jeunesse
française et d’aider le Gouvernement […] je soumettrai mes manuscrits à
votre appréciation et vous en abandonnerai la propriété, sans vous imposer
la moindre obligation, car je ne vise qu’à faire un peu de bien. (2007: 413)
It is difficult to imagine a writing project ostensibly more in line with the
government’s own agenda, or a petition expressed in more respectful and
subservient terms than the ones used by Bourde. And yet, his petition was
definitively turned down. The Ministère des Colonies tersely replied: ‘Prière de
faire informer le transporté désigné en marge que la demande en autorisation
d’écrire un livre sur la vie du forçat en Guyane française n’est susceptible
d’aucune suite’ (Dion and Taillemite 2007: 45). This unconditional rejection
highlights the entrenched suspicion met by any attempt, on the part of a convict,
to express his own views about the institution in writing – especially in a format
destined for wider circulation. Clearly, the administration was not ready to let
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convicts articulate any kind of ‘perspective from below’ on the reality of crime
and punishment in France.

2 Caught between self-flagellation and mimicry: the cultural and discursive
obstacles to convict writing
What made the would-be author Toussaint Bourde an unusual convict was not
only his readiness to work on a book about the bagne while leaving its fate
entirely in the hands of the administration (which, even if it had authorized its
writing, would in all probability have buried the finished product in a drawer), but
also the confidence with which he exposed his project and insisted on his own
ability to successfully carry it out:
De fortes études jointes à une assez grande facilité […] me rendent
capable d’écrire fortement, et je ne doute pas que […] le vulgaire […] se
disputerait mon opuscule et y puiserait une crainte qui [le] rendrait plus
[…] [respectueux] des lois. Les juges eux-mêmes et, si j’ose le dire, le
gouvernement, y puiseraient des connaissances qui leur manquent. (43)
The biographical note on Bourde provided by the editors indicates that he was a
former priest convicted for rape and forgery (Dion and Taillemite 2007: 43). The
long studies, moral authority and familiarity with public speaking which this
entailed account for Bourde’s fluency in writing, but also, crucially, for his selfconfidence in presenting himself as a competent agent of discourse. This set him
apart from other convicts, who were for the most part literate by the turn of the
century,68 but who lacked the appropriate intellectual training and the necessary
cultural capital to attempt anything beyond basic letter-writing. Entering the world
of public writing clearly required more than a ready supply of paper and ink. Even
the twentieth-century convicts who eventually published works about Guiana
often did so at the behest of an established intellectual figure like Albert Londres,
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This was true of convicts sent to Guiana from metropolitan France, but not of the important
contingents from colonial locations like Algeria or Indochina.
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who took an interest in the fates of Eugène Dieudonné and Paul Roussenq, and
also encouraged them to testify about their experiences (Jack Abbott similarly
benefited from the patronage of Norman Mailer in the 1970s).
In order to understand the paucity of written sources produced by convicts,
it is therefore important to take into account the less visible discursive and cultural
barriers discouraging them from writing. The latter were even more significant in
the case of would-be convict authors than for free individuals from the same
social class, since convicts had to engage with a dominant discourse on deviancy
which invariably portrayed them in a negative light as guilty, inferior and evil –
and, crucially, as objects rather than agents of discourse. This view was so
ideologically entrenched that is was accepted as common truth by the majority of
the French population, and quite possibly by the convicts themselves, at least on
some level. Writing about nineteenth-century Siberian convicts, Dostoyevsky
(1862) remarked that many of them appeared to have internalized the moralistic
precepts which outsiders routinely evoked to justify their punishment:
There was, too, a kind of outward resignation, as it were an official one
[…]: ‘We’re lost men,’ they would say. ‘We didn’t know how to live our
lives in freedom, so now we must […] stand in line to be counted.’ – ‘We
wouldn’t listen to our fathers and mothers, so now we must listen to the
skin of the drum instead’. (1985: 33)
It is quite likely that French convicts too would have displayed something of this
attitude. Resisting the imposition of hegemonic ideology typically requires a
certain degree of critical awareness, a familiarity with writing and rhetorical
manipulation, or the availability of alternative ideological frameworks on which
to draw. The average nineteenth-century convict had few if any of these, and so
would-be writers had to engage with the dominant discourse on crime and
punishment with few tools at their disposal to subvert it. Doing away with it
altogether was not possible, since it represented the only language available to
speak about their condition. As Terdiman points out, citing Vincent Descombes,
‘Dominant discourse is a necessary language […], present for any other
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discourse, even in denial or absence, [a language] “which the opposition itself is
obliged to employ to make its objections known”’ (1985: 62). Any counterdiscourse therefore had to build on the uneasy foundation of hegemonic ideology,
twisting its language so as to create a new idiom.
The invention of such a language was all the more difficult as convicts
disposed of a very limited cultural repertoire. Many were unfamiliar with any
other genres than the popular melodrama or the moral exempla common to
popular preaching, canards and the devotional or anecdotic booklets peddled by
rural colporteurs. These cultural limitations may explain why Clémens
automatically adopted the naïve and idealized painting style of Epinal engravings
to illustrate his Journal (see fig. 19), and why convict authors tended to draw on
moralistic tropes in order to frame their biographical narratives.

Figure 21. Jean-Joseph Clémens, Agneret, dit le Grand Dragon (c. 1840)
(Clémens 1992: 26)
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As Bertholet points out in his analysis of popular autobiographies, ‘les auteurs
[populaires] écrivent comme ils lisent’ (1997: 26). It could be argued, in contrast,
that the excessively contrite passages which can be found in works like Collet’s
memoirs – ‘J’ai souillé le sanctuaire, déshonoré l’épée […] Oui, c’est à juste titre
que j’expie mes nombreuses escroqueries, mes monstrueuses intrusions dans
l’église’ (1836b: viii-ix) – also function as captatio benevolentiae, a strategic
attempt to defuse the potential indignation of the reading public. This is all the
more likely an explanation as Collet had received a solid rhetorical training during
his seminary years. In the case of Lardeyret however, the genre of the moral
exemplum probably represented the only narrative structure readily available to
him.
In the same way, Laurent adopted the codified form of the canard
narrative for his work on the bagne, to the extent of re-writing his prose narrative
as a complainte appended to the end of the tale. Unsurprisingly the complainte
loses much of the critical subtext present in Laurent’s prose, reframing it as a
purely moral tale: ‘Soyons tous honnêtes hommes et nous serons exempts/ Des
maux que l’on endure dans l’enfer des vivants’ (1847: 7).
Only with the advent of alternative popular discourses of non-normative
identity in relation to the social order, triggered by the rise of socialism,
communism and anarchy, did popular (and convict) writing succeed in freeing
itself from the constraining influence of the traditional moral confession
(Bertholet 1997: 26). These political traditions also provided working-class
writers with a discursive authority which they had previously lacked, unlike
middle-to-upper class individuals who easily crossed the boundary between
cultural consumption and production by virtue of their intellectual training and
institutional ‘dubbing’ (Bourdieu 1989: 141). Convicts especially had difficulties
establishing themselves as authorized writers. Even when they careful conformed
to the reigning doxa, their writings invariably triggered reactions of contempt,
indignation or distrust from sanctioned specialists of the ‘convict question’.
Contrite confessional narratives were typically met with disbelief and accusations
of hypocrisy:
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L’hypocrisie de T… est d’autant plus nuisible qu’il la cache sous un
verbiage de sensibilité, […] de sentiments doucereux. (Appert 1836, iii:
328)
L’auteur [s’abrite] derrière un masque de vertu […] en affirmant son
repentir. […] L’accent de sincérité manque. Ce forçat est évidemment
frotté de jésuite et de mouchard.’ (Zaccone 1870: 209)
Attempts to write informative descriptions using philanthropic or penological
language fared no better: ‘le style de ces mauvais hommes […] est toujours
décousu et pitoyable’ (Lauvergne 1841: 232), ‘c’est assez mal écrit [et] fort
prétentieux’ (Zaccone on Clémens, 1870: 209). Whatever the register, convict
writing was instinctively rejected as an instance of cultural transgression or even
as a form of linguistic theft, hence Lauvergne’s revealing choice of terms in
dismissing the convict writing to him as ‘le voleur de la pensée d’un homme de
bien’ (235).
Another charge frequently levelled against convict narratives was that
their style was artificial, plodding and dissonant. It did not conform to the upperclass aesthetics of originality or ‘effortless ease’ (described by Bourdieu in La
Distinction (1979)), which required cultural producers to endow their texts or
artworks with an artificial appearance of spontaneity and simplicity, no matter
how conventional and labour-intensive they really were. The same bias is
perceptible, for instance, in Valérie de Gasparin’s unforgiving description of the
artworks sold in the Toulon bazar: ‘les étagères nous offrent des prodiges de
dextérité, on y chercherait en vain une forme noble et simple […] des mains
patientes ont fouillé le bois, des burins habiles ont ciselé l’ivoire, mais ces âmes
ne créent point’ (1866: 310).
The opposition to convict writing was equally strong on the level of
content, as convicts were not believed to have anything to say about their
condition which would meaningfully add to what accredited specialists already
knew, or to what they could learn though collecting oral testimonies. Like the
subalterns described by Spivak, the convicts’ opinion was inadmissible because
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theirs was a ‘subjugated knowledge’, ‘disqualified as inadequate to [its] task, […]
located low down on the hierarchy, beneath the required level of cognition or
scientificity’ (1988: 76) 69 . Bourde explicitly mentions this prejudice in his
petition: ‘Je sais qu’il y en a qui prétendent qu’on ne peut rien apprendre d’un
forçat et telle était ma propre croyance avant d’être passé par là’ (2007: 43). There
was a resistance among specialists to recognize the scientific value of what
Bourdieu would later call the ‘logic of practice’ (1980). Instead the tendency
among doctors and criminologists was to approach texts written by criminals as
passive repositories of medical ‘symptoms’.70 They scanned them for evidence of
insanity, without necessarily paying much attention to the content they sought to
convey, a tendency which the later advent of graphology only reinforced.71
Writing in such conditions was not easy, all the more so as dominant
discourse forced convict writers, as criminal subjects, to adopt an untenable
discursive position. For their texts to be accepted, they had to introduce a certain
distance between their criminal selves and their identity as authors, typically by
denouncing their past actions as wrong, and their former selves as abject. This
was problematic insofar as it forced them to apply to their own selves the
categories traditionally reserved for the outsider or ‘Other’ (Taylor 2009: 7-8,
Frankfurter 2006: 6-12), an almost intenable position, even allowing for the
possibility of self-hatred. Although this is a topic which we can only formulate
hypotheses about, it seems improbable that most convicts thought about
themselves in these terms. Indeed, the perception of being treated with excessive
contempt could trigger opposite reactions of defiant pride, as Wilde pointed out in
De Profundis: ‘prison life with its endless privations and restrictions makes one
rebellious […] for them living in freedom and idleness and comfort it is more
easy to learn the lessons of humility than it is for me, who begin the day by going
down on my knees to wash the floor of my cell’ (163). That this may not only
have been the case of educated, upper-class prisoners like Wilde is suggested by
Dostoyevsky’s description of Siberian convicts. For no sooner does the narrator of
The House of the Dead mention the inmates’ apparent internalization of dominant
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Spivak is citing Foucault (1980: 82).
On the clinical use of writing by nineteenth-century psychiatrists, see Rigoli 2001.
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See Artières 1998: 270 and 2000: 416.
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morality than he immediately nuances his claim: ‘all this was […] never [said]
seriously. It was all just words. Hardly one of these men inwardly admitted his
own lawlessness’ (33).
Another writing strategy open to convicts was to introduce a different kind
of distance between their selves as writers and as convicts, by eschewing the firstperson approach in favour of an impersonal, proto-penological tone. The problem
of ‘never saying I’ (Lucey 2006), however, was that as a result, their texts ran the
risk of de facto contributing to the objectification of convicts, all the more so as
they often ended up describing inmates with the same hostile metaphors as
bourgeois writers:
Le physique comme le moral de ces véritables vampires feraient mourir de
frayeur un honnête homme en les voyant […] Dieu en les formant a voulu
nous montrer par anticipation les démons de l’enfer. (Clémens 1992 : 634)
Pareils à des animaux immondes que réjouit la vue du bourbier où ils vont
pouvoir se vautrer à leur aise, le rapprochement du bagne communiquait à
l’esprit [des forçats] un surcroît de gaieté. (Romand 1846: 181)
This conformity, and the authors’ tendency to recycle philanthropic or penological
topoi like the redeeming power of work (Romand 163) or the importance of
cellular isolation (Clémens 82) undermined the critical thrust of their writing. The
challenge, for convict authors, was to find a way of developing a counter-speech
which would both stay true to the convicts’ own perception of their fate and yet
prove acceptable to mainstream readers and – crucially – to potential publishers,
who guarded the gates of the world of print.
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3 Speaking through the gaps of dominant discourse: the covert formulation
of a convict counter-speech
As Butler points out in Bodies that Matter, the oppressive effects of dominant
discourse can be countered using language, insofar as it is possible to reinvent
infamous identities by endowing them with a positive meaning, as the gay
community famously did with the denigrating term ‘queer’ (1993: 224). Such acts
of ‘resignification’ (1997: 163) amount to a form of ‘resistance from within’,
since they use the conventions of dominant discourse the better to subvert it: ‘on
ne crée rien de rien, et surtout pas des subjectivités’ (Éribon 1999: 19). In the
same way, in order to reinvent their infamous social position as a positive identity,
convict authors needed to devise a way of manipulating dominant discourse and
of overturning its values.
They were helped, in this respect, by the fact that such a subversive moral
code already existed in France’s bagnes, as part of the ‘culture carcérale’ (Perrot
1980: 62) which had developed there. Although the institution sought to control
the interaction between convicts and the outer world, it mostly turned a blind eye
to what happened in the dormitories. Convicts were allowed to converse, to trade
songs and stories, and criminal argot was not merely tolerated but represented
something of an institutional lingua franca, with lower-ranking prison guards
frequently using it to address inmates. (Vidocq 1837b, ii: 129).
Acquiring this language formed part of the acclimatization process for
new convicts (Vidocq 1998: 99), who also quickly learnt how to bolster their
criminal credentials by narrating their crimes in accordance with the convicts’
own moral code. The swiftness of this transformation appalled Jean-Claude
Romand, who also denounced the penal administration’s laxity in repressing such
instances of verbal subversion: ‘c’est dans un local où la surveillance de l’autorité
devrait être incessante, que retentirent les propos les plus grossiers, les impiétés
les plus révoltantes, les chansons les plus immondes, que furent racontés avec
vanterie les actes les plus criminels ’ (1846: 111). Re-articulating criminal acts as
feats of daring, their perpetrators as fearless and cunning, and their victims as
hopelessly gullible was a recurrent feature of convict narratives. This valorization
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of cunning and deceit over traditional morality was an essential component of the
criminal worldview; not only is its influence perceptible in songs and stories, but
it also structured the lexis of the argot used by convicts. The traditional
opposition between ‘good’ honest people and ‘bad’ criminals was replaced by
another binary opposition, this time between the professional criminal (le pègre to
Vidocq, le dur to Dieudonné or Charrière) and the unskilled convict with no
criminal connections who stubbornly held on to traditional moral values (le pantre
or le sinve in the nineteenth century, le cave in the twentieth). That this opposition
between convict insiders and outsiders had a moral dimension as well is obvious
from the definitions offered by ‘le Bob’, an online dictionary of French argot72:
dur: forte tête, […] qui ne cède ni à la force ni à la douleur; […] criminel
important, respecté, expérimenté […].
cave : […] individu honnête, qui travaille légalement […]; par extension:
dupe, victime, idiot, imbécile […].
Casting law-abiding citizens as dunces and themselves as clever
adventurers through a form of ‘revalution of values’ allowed convicts to fashion a
positive identity for themselves. It also formed the basis of a wider strategy of
symbolic resistance, which expressed itself particularly clearly during the
ferrements, which as a penal ritual was intended to symbolize the victory of Order
over subversion. By intoning riotous songs and by refusing to show any signs of
emotion, least of all remorse, the convicts undermined the solemnity of the ritual,
blurring its moral message: ‘La société avait beau être là représentée par les
geôliers […], le crime la narguait en face, et de ce châtiment horrible faisait une
fête de famille’ (Hugo 1883b: 21). The dancing and the collective intonation of
famous convict anthems like La Marseillaise du bagne (‘Chantons, forçats, en
chœur le chant que nous aimons’ Faucher 1836: 41) represented a way of
transforming the imposed promiscuity of the chain-gang into an affinitive
criminal community, united by the defiant worldview expressed by the lyrics; as
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Le Bob, dictionnaire arg.pop.fam is searchable online <http://www.languefrancaise.net/bob/>
and indexes several centuries of French argot.
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Rappaport observes, ‘au cœur de toutes les complaintes, c’est le “nous” qui prend
la place du “je”’ (2006: 165). Songs like La Marseillaise du bagne or the equally
famous Complainte du galérien (described by La Gazette des Tribunaux as having
been intoned ‘depuis les temps les plus reculés’ (‘Voyage de la chaîne des forçats’
1828: 1285)) are typical instances of counter-speech, structured as they are around
inversions negating the punitive aspect of the ritual, even as they present the
convicts themselves in a positive light:
La chaîne,
C’est la grêle;
Mais c’est égal,
Ç’a n’fait pas de mal. […]
Nous aurions tort de nous plaindre,
Nous sommes des enfants gâtés,
Et c’est crainte de nous perdre
Que l’on nous tient enchaînés.
Nous f’rons de belles ouvrages
En paille ainsi qu’en cocos,
Dont nous ferons étalage
Sans qu’nos boutiques pay’ d’impôts. […]
(Vidocq 1828: 94)
The last four lines, with their teasing reminder that even in captivity convicts got
the better of law-abiding citizens by not paying taxes, again articulates the typical
convict opposition between clever criminals and a foolish society unable to
protect itself against their depredations. The very same strategies of counterspeech are also discernible in the convicts’ choice of tattoos, another major
medium of convict self-expression throughout the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries (Barbançon 2003: 124-5, Pierre 2007: 16). Professional criminals could
be covered by these indelible physical adornments, as the prison records in
Toulon suggest.
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Figure 22. Charles Rambert, tattooed convicts (c.1845) (Alhoy 1845: 391)

Figure 23. Photograph of a tattooed criminal (c.1930)
(Fonds Edmond Locard, coll. ENSP, reproduced in Domino 2002 :16)
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The murderer Hors Mariana for instance was described in 1847 as ‘tatoué sur le
bras droit d’un tombeau, d’un buste de femme, des lettres K.F. et d’un Christ, sur
le gauche des mots marsela, d’envol, d’un coq, d’un buste de Napoléon, sur
l’estomac de trois fleurs, du mot marieta, d’une syrène, des mots Fl et du mot
Moller’ (entry n° 33750 (24 March 1847) 1-O-164). Twentieth-century
photographs like Edmond Locard’s (see fig. 23) give us some idea of the visual
impact of ‘cette littérature à l’usage de la canaille’ (Normand 1924, i: 4). Like
convict songs, the motifs of tattoos were often provocative, by turns outright
defiant – ‘Mort aux vaches!’ (Liard-Courtois 1903: 345), ‘Dompté, jamais
vaincu!’ (Normand 1924, i: 4) – or humorously subversive, like the tattooed hair
with its impeccable parting, mentioned by Londres (2002: 38) or the classic neck
tattoo showing a dotted line and the inscription ‘Prière à Deibler de trancher en
suivant selon les pointillés’ (Roubaud 1928). Others were designed to proclaim
the convicts’ own version of their fate and identity: ‘Enfant du malheur’ (Pierre
2000: 120), ‘Martyr militaire’ (Domino 2002: 14), ‘Né sous une mauvaise étoile’
(Kalifa 2008: 56). Tattoos, which escaped institutional censorship given their
indelible nature, can be understood as a defiant, equally permanent and physical
‘answer’ to the infamous identity imposed by the official brand mark inflicted on
convicts until 1832, ‘[les tatouages expriment] une volonté […] de reprendre à
son compte la mise à l’écart de la société globale, comme si elle était l’effet de la
volonté propre de l’individu’ (Le Breton 2002: 45).
Tattoos and songs indicate that there existed a thriving oral tradition of
convict counter-speech, which could potentially provide authors with inspiration.
The switch to writing, however, entailed new difficulties, since convicts could
hardly adopt the same head-on confrontational rhetoric as the one deployed in
songs or bodily inscriptions; there was a strict limit to how much defiance and
irreverence even the most benevolent editor would accept. So Repos for instance,
despite his obvious wish to let Lardeyret himself direct the flow of his narrative,
nevertheless put his foot down when it came to the latter’s frequent ‘écarts contre
les mœurs’ (2010: 106). Since Repos hoped to market Lardeyret’s biography as
educational material – ‘Notre livre peut devenir un livre d’école où les élèves […]
puiseront dans l’exemple d’un homme égaré, des leçons de vertu’(8) – he refused
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to include any ‘endroits lubriques’ (9), even after Lardeyret jokingly remarked
that he thereby edited out half of the story (106-7). Repos also encouraged
Lardeyret to frame his narrative in moralistic terms, and probably not in the
subtlest of ways, as suggested by the preface: ‘La vie de Lardeyret […] sera lue
avec utilité à cause de la morale sainte dont elle est imprégnée, morale qui est
sortie naturellement du cœur d’homme de Lardeyret, ou que nous lui avons
arrachée par nos questions multipliées’ (8) (my emphasis).
Such editorial pressures were commonplace when it came to convict
writing. Clémens wrote under the guidance of M. de Friocourt, head of the
Rochefort bagne, Romand’s work was edited and prefaced by his patron, the
prosecutor Servan de Sugny, and even Laurent manifestly had a limited degree of
control over his text, since the editor of the broadsheet in which his Vie des
condamnés aux travaux forcés appeared appended an engraving to it, showing
convicts wearing ball-and-chain fetters which did not in the least correspond to
the descriptions given in the text (see fig. 24).

Figure 24. Unnamed artist, frontispiece to Laurent’s La Vie des condamnés (1847)
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In short, the convict narratives which have reached us are anything but
unmediated. Writers needed a considerable ingenuity to produce texts which
simultaneously conformed to their editors’ strict moral and stylistic criteria, and
nevertheless let their own voice be heard.
As any nineteenth-century description of the bagne makes clear however,
ingenuity was not the quality most lacking in France’s convicts. Convicts were
not only adept at hiding tools and money, they also frequently used official
language in order to encode criminal correspondence, typically using terms like
‘outils’ instead of ‘armes’ and ‘ouvriers’ instead of ‘criminels’, as Vidocq
explained in Les Voleurs (i: xxxix). They thus already had a smuggler’s attitude to
language. The lengths to which they were ready to go to make their voices heard
are further underscored by the real-life examples of convicts who secreted
autobiographical material in the most unlikely places in the hope that they would
one day be found, just like the asylum patients discussed by Hornstein in Agnes’s
Jacket (2009). Convict artists hid letters, signatures or messages inside the objects
they crafted for the bagne bazar, only for these to be discovered by twenty-firstcentury renovators like Lison de Caunes, who found the following poem inscribed
on the back of a mirror inserted into a straw marquetry case:
Le ciel seul est témoint de toutes mes souffrances
Malgret mon hinocance il faut subir mon sort
En attendant le jour de ma déliverance
Je travaille la paille pour adoucir mon sort
C’est mon premier essai et sans apprentissage
J’espère dans le temps en faire davantage
Je m’appelle Saltel, né à Mende, Lozère,
Je vous salue. (Caunes 2010: 88)
Examples like this one show how keen convicts could be to communicate with the
outside world, how ready they were to experiment with literary language (even
when they manifestly did not have much cultural capital), as well as how cunning
they could be when it came to circumventing official censorship. In the same way
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as the convict Saltel put the freedom left to convicts to sell their artworks in the
bazar to an unexpected use, so authors frequently conformed to editorial and
readerly expectations on a surface level, but simultaneously harnessed the
powerful effects associated with different literary genres in order to insert a
subversive counterpoint into their works, which makes itself heard through the
gaps of their narratives.
By adopting the genre of the confessional tale, convicts had, as we have
seen, no choice but to present their lives in a negative light as a series of
misguided, sinful and therefore condemnable actions. Romand’s narrative for
instance is introduced as ‘une grande leçon pour […] ceux-là surtout qui caressent
amoureusement les bouleversements et les révolutions’ (1846: vii). This
moralistic function explains the recurrent self-denunciation which can be found
for instance in Collet’s memoirs: ‘O lecteur! quelle vie de souffrances est la
mienne : remords cuisants, tourments de l’âme […] si quelqu’un était tenté de
poursuivre la fortune par des moyens que réprouve la délicatesse, qu’il s’arrête en
pensant à Collet, à ses fers !’ (1836b: ix-xii).
Collet’s demonstrative mea culpas also serve other functions, however.
They are typically introduced in a liminal position in order to compensate for the
irreverence and immorality of the following episodes. The majority of Collet’s
narrative is on the contrary marked by a striking absence of moral concerns, and
by a carnivalesque delight in social subversion. The narrator’s pleasure at
narrating his confidence schemes is manifest, and Collet skillfully seeks to trigger
a similar reaction in his readers by interspersing his would-be moralistic tale with
episodes of pure farce, like when he escapes from gaol disguised as a cook
(1836b: 195), or takes up lodgings just opposite the prefect placed in house arrest
for failing to find him (199). By drawing on a cultural mode traditionally
associated with the ‘world upside-down’ logic of popular carnival (Bakhtin 1984:
370), Collet’s narrative is structured in such a way as to pre-emptively neutralize
the moral indignation of its readers, who would have been accustomed to
considering the trickster of farce or popular comedy with a degree of leniency and
even appreciation. The strategic exploitation of a cultural tradition allowing for
the depiction of otherwise unacceptable acts explains many surprising dimensions
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of convict narratives, including their insertion of straight-forwardly scatophilic
episodes. So Lardeyret for instance describes with great gusto how he defecated in
the dishes of his hosts, after first eating their food and stealing their belongings
(83), and Collet extensively describes the anal search he had to undergo after
being suspected of stealing ‘les joyaux de la couronne’ (1836b: 274-80). The
frenetic pace of their narratives, which see Collet and Lardeyret travelling all
across France leaving a trail of dispossessed victims in their wake, also endow
their stories with picaresque overtones. These may also have defused something
of their readers’ moral indignation, since picaresque heroes once again benefited
from a certain cultural leniency. The picaresque aspect of convict biographies was
routinely foregrounded by editors in order to market their wares: ‘la vie de
Lardeyret sera lue avec intérêt, à cause des mille et une aventures non moins
extraordinaires que curieuses, dans lesquelles on suit le héros’ (2010: 8).
Convict authors did not shy away, however, from also drawing on tragic
or melodramatic modes in order to portray themselves positively. Certain
passages in Collet’s memoirs, which could be read as strategic attempts to
forestall his readers’ indignation by foreshadowing his own arrest and the
eventual return of order, can also be interpreted in a different light as casting the
narrator in the traditional role of the doomed tragic hero in thrall to fate: ‘Je me
voyais au dernier degré de l’échelle des honneurs et des richesses; mais là
m’attendait un mauvais génie destiné à me précipiter dans la fange d’où je m’étais
élevé’ (1836b: 182). Drawing on tragic or melodramatic tropes allowed to
reinvent their criminal careers as a tragic destiny impelled by forces beyond their
own control, thereby also shifting the blame for their actions away from
themselves, onto their parents – ‘avec de l’éducation, j’eusse été meilleur’ (Collet
1836b: viii), their character, or an unnamed metaphysical force impelling them
towards disaster. Hence Chéri-Bibi’s trademark exclamation ‘Fatalitas!’, which
also represented a popular tattoo motif among France’s criminals and convicts,
provoking the ire of outside observers like the journalist Jean Normand in 1924:
Ce fatalitas! Il est partout. […] Pour eux, ce mot-là explique tout. […]
C’est la Fatalité qui a fait manquer l’affaire fructueuse, c’est elle qui fait
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que le “pante” ne s’est pas laissé faire ou qu’il a “gueulé” si fort que la
“rousse” est arrivée bien mal à propos. Conclusion : c’est la Fatalité qui
les a amenés au bagne !’ (i: 4)
The adoption of an impersonal penological or philanthropic discourse in
their writings on the bagne similarly allowed convicts authors to endow their texts
with unexpectedly polemical undertones. For although it exposed them to the risk
of objectifying their fellow inmates, the dissociation entailed by the impersonal
tone of the ‘specialist’ also enabled convict writers to formulate the type of
criticism which under any other circumstances would have been rejected as
insubordination. By interpolating his claims between topical remarks about the
importance of introducing a system of moral classification (1992: 62) or the
dangers of gambling (72), Clémens for instance included harsh remarks about the
prison guards: ‘il y en a beaucoup d’ivrognes et de mauvaise conduite’ (57).
Furthermore, by bringing up such conventional issues as the importance of
separating repentant prisoners from the corruption of professional criminals,
convicts could also indirectly highlight the institution’s own responsibility in
shaping its inmates (in contrast to the ‘sublime convict’ rhetoric of individual
responsibility and variability in response to one and the same environment
depending on character, which I explored in chapter 3). So Clémens for instance
blames the dormitories (and thereby, indirectly, the penal administration) for the
Rochefort convicts’ degradation:
Dans [chaque] salle sont entassés pêle-mêle 400 ou 500 condamnés forçats
jeunes ou vieux, coupables ou égarés, corrompus ou facilement étourdis
[…]. Dans une si épouvantable école, quelles mœurs peut avoir un
homme? (1992: 60-2)
Adopting the tone and terms of penal specialists also allowed convicts, indirectly,
to destabilize the very discourse whose conventions they apparently conformed to.
Their ‘mimicry’ of earlier texts (to use Homi Bhaba’s term 1994: 85-92)
undermined the authority of the doctors, lawyers or philanthropists who had
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written them, negating the distance separating the observer from the observed, and
challenging the very notion that the essence or social position of individuals could
be deduced from their writing. There is also a sense in which this impersonal
approach could paradoxically prove liberating, insofar as it freed convicts from
the constraints of the traditional biographical narrative, allowing them to
foreground their criticism of the bagne as an institution instead of dwelling at
length on their own crimes. This may account for the eschewal of the first-person
perspective by convicts like Laurent in the nineteenth century or Dieudonné and
Roussenq in the twentieth.
Yet at the same time, the implicit process of identification set into motion
by first-person narratives represented one of the simplest, but at the same time
most effective weapons at the disposal of the convict-writer. By encouraging his
readers to briefly adopt his perspective or, as Harper Lee famously put it, to ‘stand
in his shoes and walk around in them’ (31), a convict-author could set into motion
an identification process which could potentially cut across social hierarchies,
creating bonds of sympathy and pity between individuals from widely different
backgrounds. This was all the more powerful a technique as fiction had, since the
eighteenth century, contributed to a rise in moral sympathy and identification,
prompting mainstream readers to recognize marginalized individuals as endowed
with the same emotive range and the same capacity for psychological and physical
pain as themselves (Hunt 2007: 39). As Lynn Hunt points out, this new ability to
empathize across social boundaries could potentially have potent social and
political effects, influencing public opinion and thereby legislation.
Harnessing

these

narrative

dynamics

of

identification

therefore

represented a way, for convicts, of indirectly influencing penal policy, even as it
also allowed them to make their voice heard. By describing the lived reality of the
bagne instead of formulating abstract arguments, they could articulate a
particularly effective criticism, as strategy also deployed by Wilde in The Ballad
of Reading Gaol: ‘I know not whether Laws be right,/ Or whether Laws be
wrong;/ All that we know who lie in gaol/ Is that the wall is strong’ (1986b: 248).
So the violently explicit descriptions of the homosexual rapes he observed at first
hand in Emile Jusseau’s twentieth-century autobiography (1974: 91-2), for
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instance, represent a far more indicting condemnation of the Guiana bagne as a
punishment exceeding the letter of the law than all the abstract remarks made to
this effect in earlier texts like Maroger’s (1937: 40-41). The violence of Jusseau’s
eyewitness testimony, combined with the subtle use of literary language and the
complex psychological descriptions which characterize the rest of his narrative,
endow his work with greater evocative force than any abstract text documenting
the same type of abuse, shaking readers out of their intellectual or emotive
complacency, and ‘[leaving them] dangling’, as Levi puts it in The Drowned and
the Saved (1988: 50).

4 Stealing literary language: Charrière, Genet and the triumph of convict
counter-speech
Unlike most other convict authors mentioned here, Jusseau wrote his narrative
after the closure of the bagne. He therefore benefited from the examples of all
those convicts who had written before him and gradually helped to develop a
written tradition of convict counter-speech. Publishers as well had, by this time,
become increasingly willing to publish unsponsored convict narratives.
The strategies used by Jusseau to draw his readers in are already
discernible, however, in the dynamics of nineteenth-century texts, albeit in a more
tentative form. Collet, Clémens and Romand all use literary tropes in order to
trigger reactions of identification and sympathy in their readers, and similar
attempts to communicate to non-convict readers what the lived reality of the
bagne was like are discernible even in ‘crude’, stylistically uneven works like
Laurent’s broadsheet publication. His Vie des condamnés starts in medias res by
describing the exposition undergone by convicts prior to their transfer to the
bagne, and this is done using neither the first-person singular nor the third-person
singular, but the second person plural: ‘Dès que l’on est condamné, l’on vous
expose au premier marché sur un poteau élevé; pendant une heure, aux regards
improbateurs du public. L’heure coulée, on vous reconduit au cachot, où vous
restez jusqu’à l’arrivée de la voiture cellulaire’ (1847: 1). This choice is
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significant insofar as it allows Laurent, from the very outset, to implicitly
associate his reader with the convict undergoing punishment, rather than with the
disapproving crowd.
As convicts grew more literate, and as a tradition of carceral writing began
to establish itself, convicts became increasingly adept at ‘writing back’ (Ashcroft
et al 2002: 96), circumventing dominant ideology in order to expose readers to
their own, counter-cultural values. Making use of literary techniques did not only
allow them, as we have seen, to trigger powerful processes of identification, but it
also increased the likelihood that their works would be widely read. I will
therefore argue that convict counter-speech in France must paradoxically be
understood as reaching its most complete expression in literary works like
Charrière’s Papillon or Jean Genet’s novels, rather than in non-fictional texts like
Belbenoît’s The Dry Guillotine (1938), Dieudonné’s La Vie des forçats or
Roussenq’s L’Enfer du bagne.
Although Papillon was marketed and read as a personal testimony (and is
still approached as such to this day by the majority of casual readers), Henri
Charrière’s work falls, if anything, into the category of the autofiction
(Doubrovsky 1988) rather than into that of the traditional autobiography as
defined by Lejeune (1975). As a number of hostile critics quickly pointed out
following the work’s extraordinary success, 73 Charrière’s narrative, though
loosely biographical, altered important aspects of his own career as a criminalturned-convict, and incorporated numerous anecdotes and episodes which formed
part of traditional bagne lore, or had really happened to other convicts like
Belbenoît (see Schmitz 2002). It is not coincidental that Charrière’s narrative was
so easily turned into a Hollywood blockbuster just four years after its release
(Schaffner 1973). Papillon implements many tropes of the traditional adventure
novel, including its typical structure, centred around a quest, cast as a series of
moral trials heroically overcome.
The twentieth century had seen the emergence, moreover, of a distinctly
penal sub-genre of adventure narratives (exemplified, in the case of the bagne, by
Istivie’s Vers la liberté! (1905) or Graffigny’s Les Évadés de la Guyane (1933)),
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Villiers 1970, Ménager 1970.
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which followed the same pattern of purification through suffering and of
redemption through escape which characterizes Papillon. The reason Charrière’s
work proved so much more successful than earlier convict writings about Guiana
may be that it adopted the same intense rhythm as these adventure novels.
Papillon evokes the world of the bagne through a series of dynamic tableaux
bound together by a taut plotline, characterized by mounting suspense. The focus
is always on the unusual and dramatic, rather than on the monotonously iterative,
in spite of the fact that its boring uniformity really was a defining characteristic of
convict life, as other accounts frequently underscore: ‘Je ne [raconterai pas] tout
ce que j’ai eu à souffrir à Toulon pendant le temps que j’y suis resté. Rien n’est
monotone comme la vie d’un galérien’ (Lardeyret 2010: 70-71). In that sense
Roussenq’s L’Enfer du bagne, with its constant reliance on atemporal descriptions
rather than narration, on the imparfait and present tense rather than on the passé
simple, probably represents a more truthful reflection of the convict condition and
of the penal experience of time as standing still (Abbott 1981: 49) or revolving
circularly (Wilde 1986a: 140-1) than Papillon with its breathless pace.
In fact contrasting Roussenq’s text with Charrière’s is one of the best ways
of highlighting the literariness of Papillon, and the way in which Charrière
constantly manipulates language in order to trigger his readers’ curiosity and
portray himself in a positive light. Such self-promoting strategies are, by contrast,
conspicuously absent from Roussenq’s writing, possibly because the notoriously
rebellious Roussenq, who had been propelled to fame after being described by
Londres in Au bagne (2002: 106-15) and selected in 1929 as the victor of the
magazine Détective’s ‘grand réferendum-concours’ (a competition designed to
single out the Guiana convict most deserving of an official pardon!), no longer
felt a need to heroize himself or to foreground his own adventures.74 The tone of
L’Enfer du bagne is constantly restrained and matter-of-fact, even in its
description of Saint-Joseph and Charvein, with Roussenq neither toning down nor
embellishing the suffering he endured. Charrière, by contrast, constantly narrates
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Having been condemned to twenty years of hard labour for attempting to burn down the military
cell in which he was held, Roussenq became a symbol of excessive punishment, of ‘[ces] hommes
[…] qui ont trop expié’ (Roubaud 1928) who were entered alongside possible innocent men in the
magazine’s curious competition.
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events in the most sensationalist way possible so as to render them more dramatic.
Of the deaths taking place on board during the convicts’ transfer to Guiana,
Roussenq merely writes: ‘De temps à autre, il y avait un décès. On immergeait le
cadavre au cours d’une brève cérémonie’ (2009: 40), whereas Charrière describes
the first death on the boat – which conveniently happens to be a murder - and the
subsequent search for weapons with a wealth of detail (1969: 53-5).
Nevertheless, in spite of Charrière’s sensationalist (and probably
commercial) agenda, which caused him to be ironically dubbed ‘Papillon de
Tarascon’ by critical historians (‘Papillon de Tarascon’, 1972), it is his fictional
narrative and not the sober testimony of the famous ‘Roussenq l’Inco’ which
proves most culturally subversive. Comparing the incipits of the two works is
enough to illustrate this point. L’Enfer du bagne begins, in traditional biographical
(and administrative) manner, with the indication of Roussenq’s place of birth: ‘Je
suis natif de Saint-Gilles, dans le Gard, pays vignoble par excellence ’(33).
Papillon, by contrast, begins in medias res with an evocative metaphor followed
by a pithy description of the narrator’s trial:
La gifle a été si forte que je ne m’en suis relevé qu’au bout de
treize ans. En effet, ce n’était pas une baffe ordinaire, et pour me la
balancer, ils s’étaient mis à beaucoup.
Nous sommes le 26 octobre 1932. Depuis huit heures du matin on
m’a sorti de la cellule que j’occupe à la Conciergerie depuis un an. Je suis
rasé de frais, bien vêtu, un costume d’un grand faiseur me donne une
allure élégante. Chemise blanche, nœud papillon bleu pâle, qui apporte la
dernière touche à cette tenue.
J’ai vingt-cinq ans et en parais vingt. […] Dans quelques instants
je serai accusé de meurtre. (13)
This is a highly strategic beginning, insofar as it allows Charrière to capture the
attention of the uncommitted, browsing reader, while passing extremely quickly
over his supposed innocence and the exact circumstances of his crime. It also
immediately sets into motion the process of self-valorization – with the
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corresponding appeal to the reader’s sympathy – which characterizes the entire
narrative. In order to encourage his readers to side with him in the agonistic
context of the trial, the narrator casts himself in the role of the dashing and
unfortunate young hero, and plays up his position as the heroic underdog, hence
his strategic description of the trial in terms of an unfair fistfight. This continues
throughout the novel, with the narrator constantly endowing himself with the
traditional attributes of the popular hero (fearlessness, integrity, physical courage,
a propensity to punish the cruel and protect the weak), to the extent of explicitly
comparing himself to Dumas’ Dantès (22). Papillon’s objective infractions against
traditional morality, like his ties to the criminal world, his casual abandonment of
his two pregnant Indian wives (166), or his readiness to use violence and even
murder (311) to pursue his ends are, by contrast, constantly played down,
explained away or justified by invoking his determination to escape at all costs.
Therein lies the transgressive dimension of Charrière’s apparently
conventional narrative: in the way he successfully heroizes Papillon, and draws on
all the traditional tropes of the adventure novel in order to convince his readers to
identify with the narrator, and to root for him in his fight against the penal
administration (a development which had been facilitated by the liberalization
process under way in the twentieth century, which loosened nineteenth-century
codes of propriety and made it easier to sympathize with criminals). Charrière
gradually sought to win his readers over to his own criminal worldview by
convincing them to condone (or at least to disregard) his objective infractions
against traditional morality. The author of Papillon can therefore be said to use
the uncontroversial conventions of the popular adventure narrative for a
transgressive end, since he deploys them not merely in order to cast himself in the
valorized role of the fearless hero, but also, as Sartre wrote of Genet, ‘[pour
infecter] toutes les consciences de criminalité’ (1952: 538).
It is this similarity in their internal dynamics that bring together the
apparently diverse works of Henri Charrière and Jean Genet. Charrière’s bestselling and resolutely ‘popular’ narrative – presented by Revel in 1969 as the best
kind of ‘littérature orale’, ‘[un] récit à l’état pur’ (514) – is rarely considered in
conjunction with Jean Genet’s avant-garde writing, despite their common subject-
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matter. For both authors evoke the criminal underworld of the first half of the
twentieth century, and both specifically portray a number of convict characters.
Although Genet, unlike Charrière, could not claim first-hand knowledge of the
bagne in Guiana, it had formed part of his mental universe ever since his
adolescent years in the ‘bagne d’enfants’ (Gaillac 1991: 85) at Mettray. The
imaginary lure of Guiana and of the old metropolitan settlements in Toulon and
Brest can be felt throughout his work, from Le Condamné à mort (1942) with its
evocation of ‘la douceur du bagne impossible et lointain’ (13) to Querelle de
Brest (1947) and the portrayal of Armand in Journal du voleur (1949). Genet had
even planned to devote an entire work to his own fantasized version of the bagne,
but in both of its successive incarnations – as an unfinished play and as an
abandoned film script – Le Bagne failed to materialize, although it was eventually
published by L’Arbalète in 1994.
Rather than relating to their diverging experiences of the criminal world,
the reason that the (similarly autofictional) writing projects of Charrière and
Genet are treated so differently, I would argue, is because they were written for
vastly different publics and, crucially, draw on opposite literary registers. It is
hard to imagine Papillon appearing in a Pléiade edition any time soon. Yet what
this cultural divide hides is the fact that although Charrière and Genet ‘steal’
different literary languages, what they do with these hijacked traditions is
strikingly similar, insofar as both twist the conventions of their respective genres
in order to alter the moral compass of their readers, and to expose them to their
own ‘criminal’ worldview.
What Charrière achieves by harnessing the tropes of the adventure novel,
cleverly exploiting the identificatory reflexes these triggered in many readers,
Genet does by drawing on the style and imagery of both classical poetry and
avant-garde literature. There are only episodic traces, in Genet’s writing, of the
familiar vocabulary and criminal slang used by Charrière or Jusseau. His subjectmatter, however, is equally violent and far more transgressive, since he evokes
homosexual intercourse, masturbation and all manner of bodily ‘lows’ in a far
more explicit fashion than Charrière. Genet provocatively describes the various
homosexual relationships his transgender heroine Divine enters into in Notre-
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Dame-des-Fleurs, the smells and sounds of the prisoners defecating in Miracle de
la Rose (2002: 54), and his loving relationship to his own fleas in Journal du
voleur (2007: 28).
When evoking homosexual intercourse, he typically does so, however, in
an extremely ornate and elegant style, designed to act as a counter-balance to his
subject-matter, by triggering an appropriately ‘literary’ response in the reader. By
including stylistic features which made his writing fall in the category of avantgarde experimentation, Genet could hope for a greater degree of moral tolerance
in his readers, many of whom would have been accustomed to such transgressions
by earlier encounters with Dadaism or Surrealism. So for instance Genet adroitly
counter-balances the crudeness of his reference to fellatio at the beginning of
Notre-Dame-des-Fleurs by ending his sentence with a patent ‘effet de littérature’,
drawing on the kind of uncanny imagery already to be found in the experimental
writings of Rimbaud or Lautréamont: ‘seule brandie et dégaînée ta verge
traversait ma bouche avec l’âpreté soudain mauvaise d’un clocher crevant un
nuage d’encre, une épingle à chapeau un sein’ (2003: 13). Genet’s approach never
falls into the straight-forwardly pornographic, but instead relies on cleverly veiled
references of the kind also to be found in Proust’s writing. His indirect evocation
of masturbation in Notre-Dame-des-Fleurs – ‘si [j’évoque Mignon], je ne peux
arrêter de le chanter qu’au moment où ma main s’englue de mon plaisir libéré’
(23) – brings to mind Proust’s similarly apophatic description of the same act in
Du côté de chez Swann: ‘je me frayais en moi-même une route inconnue et que je
croyais mortelle, jusqu’au moment où une trace naturelle comme celle d’un
colimaçon s’ajoutait aux feuilles du cassis’ (1987: 156).
By including such indirect references, Genet highlights his own cultural
credentials, and his mastery of the cryptic games favoured by other writers. These
references also serve another purpose, however, since along with the religious
vocabulary and Classical imagery so often deployed by Genet (‘Divine crut que
Gabriel de tout son corps de centaure la pénétrait; elle s’évanouit d’amour comme
une nymphe dans l’arbre ’(2003: 150)), they also participate in what one could
call the ‘subversive education’ of the reader, who is explicitly identified by Genet
as not belonging to the criminal world he describes: ‘chaque objet de votre monde
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a pour moi un autre sens que pour vous’ (2002: 103). By compensating for his
shocking subject-matter, Genet’s elegant style draws the readers in and sets into
motion a process of acclimatization whereby they gradually become accustomed
to the characters and milieu he described, to the point of appreciating his writing
in spite of its violation of mainstream moral norms: ‘et nous voilà en train
d’accepter pour sa beauté formelle un univers qui nous répugne par sa laideur
morale’ (Sartre 1952: 552).
Sartre concludes: ‘N’est-ce pas le meilleur tour qu’on puisse jouer aux
honnêtes gens ?’ (Ibid.). Certainly Genet’s writing represents a particularly
accomplished instance of counter-discourse, insofar as he not only uses literary
language to reinvent his criminality and homosexuality as positive attributes, but
also succeeds, thereby, in turning the ideological effects of dominant discourse
against itself. His texts – ‘aussi traître[s] que les systèmes de miroirs qui renvoient
de vous l’image que vous n’aviez pas composée’ (2002: 182) – are designed to
gradually alter the reader’s perception of the world in the same indirect way in
which hegemonic ideology imposed on convicts a consciousness of their own
abjection. In so doing, he endows convict writing with an unprecedented cultural
status, freeing it of its specialized, ‘documentary’ status and bringing it into the
mainstream of canonical literature. Genet’s work is available both in Gallimard’s
Pléiade and in their Folio collections, whereas Dieudonné’s or Roussenq’s are,
tellingly, only published by Libertalia, a small anarchist press issuing them for
ideological purposes.
Furthermore, in asserting not only the legitimacy of convicts and
homosexuals as a literary subject-matter, but also his right to describe them using
the most elevated literary language available (in defiance of Racinian lexical
restrictions), Genet counters one of the most insidious dimensions of the
symbolical oppression of convicts, namely the way the lifestyle and uniform
imposed on them transformed them into objects of scorn and ridicule. By making
them look hideous, the bagne regimen not only degraded convicts in their own
eyes – the Communard Simon-Mayer for instance was powerfully affected by this
exterior transformation: ‘Quand on m’arracha à mes enfants, je ne pleurai pas.
Quand on me condamna à mort, je n’eus pas une seconde d’attendrissement […]
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Quand je me vis accoutré de cet ignoble habit, les larmes me vinrent aux yeux’
(1880: 23) – but it also justified their oppression to outsiders, according to the
twisted logic outlined by Primo Levi in If This Is a Man (Se questo è un uomo,
1947) : ‘[Civilians] know us as thieves and untrustworthy, muddy, ragged and
starving, and mistaking the effect for the cause, they judge us worthy of our
abasement’ (2012: 101). Furthermore, it prevented convicts from endowing their
suffering with meaning, since their appearance transformed them into figures of
comedy or farce incompatible with dignified tragic portrayal, as Wilde bitterly
remarked in De Profundis:
Our very dress makes us grotesque. We are the zanies of sorrow. […] I
used to say that I thought I could bear a real tragedy if it came to me with
purple pall and a mask of noble sorrow, [but] the dreadful thing about
modernity [is] that it [puts] tragedy into the raiment of comedy. (1986a:
183)
Wilde’s The Ballad of Reading Gaol, with its fantastic portrayal of the gaol as full
of sneering, dancing sprites, and of the drab hangman officiating there as ‘the
Lord of Death with icy breath’ (1986b: 242) must be understood, just like Genet’s
novels, as an attack on the symbolic degradation routinely inflicted on prisoners.
Wilde’s poetic epitaph to the executed murderer in Reading and Genet’s lyrical
panegyric glorifying Harcamone in Miracle de la Rose both represent specifically
carceral attempts at ‘writing back’, at formulating a subversive form of penal
counter-speech drawing on the language of high culture in order to endow the
suffering of this specific category of vilified, marginal figures with unprecedented
metaphysical meaning.
In so doing, however, they carefully avoid presenting their prisoners as
heroic figures engaging in a sublime form of deliberately chosen expiation, in the
tradition of ‘sublime convict’ portrayal outlined in the previous chapter. Rather,
they present their prisoners as victims of a flawed institution and of cruel laws;
the guilt is always on the side of the judge and the gaoler, not the prisoner. So
Harcamone’s murder, for instance, is presented as having been triggered by his
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despair at finding himself condemned to a life-long imprisonment depriving him
of any hope of reprieve. His grandeur stems not from any internalization of guilt
or acceptance of punishment, but from the punishment inflicted on him. In the
same way, the murderer in Wilde’s Ballad becomes a Christ-like figure because
of the suffering he experiences. The question, raised by the narrator at the
beginning of the poem, of knowing whether ‘the man’ had ‘done a great or little
thing’ (231), is immediately cancelled out, and even rendered irrelevant by the
magnitude of his punishment. He becomes not ‘the man who had killed’, but ‘the
man who had to swing’ (235), and through a reversal of roles, it is the gaol itself
which is presented as cruel, loathsome – and ultimately more criminal than its
inmates.
By allowing convicts to appeal to the sympathy of their readers, and to formulate
indirect but powerful criticisms of the penal institutions in which they were held,
literature proved to be an unexpectedly powerful tool in the development of a
carceral counter-discourse on crime and punishment. Whereas early nineteenthcentury convict writers were still hampered by practical, institutional, but mostly
cultural obstacles which made it difficult for them to find a voice and to escape
the strictures of dominant ideology, later writers gradually found ways of
circumventing these restrictions. By practising a form of ‘resignification’ or
resistance from within (Butler 1997: 163), convicts found ways of turning the
effects of dominant discourse against itself. While seemingly conforming, in their
texts, to mainstream morality and literary conventions, convicts found ways of
letting their own voices be heard through the gaps and fissures of their narratives,
in the same way as convict craftsmen adroitly hid messages and poems in the
goods they sold in the bagne bazaar. Already noticeable in works like Collet’s or
Laurent’s, these counter-discursive strategies found their most potent expression
in twentieth-century literary texts, most notably in Charrière’s Papillon and in the
novels of Jean Genet.
Such works remained the exception, however, rather then the norm. Even
if they were more literate, and could benefit from the examples of previous
convict writers (be they political prisoners or common-law forçats), twentieth-
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century convicts were still routinely barred from accessing the world of print,
since the penal administration exerted a vigilant control on their reading and
writing practices. As shown by the case of Toussaint Cyprien Bourde, the
administration expressively sought to prevent convicts from writing accounts
targeted at the general public. Belbenoît, Dieudonné, Roussenq, Charrière and
Jusseau all produced their texts following their escape or their release from
Guiana. While in the bagne, such writing projects were not only difficult to carry
out but also perilous for their authors, since they could be construed as instances
of insubordination. Gasparin’s observation about the bagne in Toulon – ‘dans le
bagne, les paroles sont enchaînées comme les galériens’ (1866: 308) – thus still
held true for the penal settlements in French Guiana.
Only with the eventual closure of the bagne, and with the gradual
disappearance of the traditional convict novel and of the reportage (which had
briefly taken its place), did a space open itself up in French culture for serious
consideration of convict discourses on the bagne. By that time, however, the
bagne and its inmates were already, as we shall see in the next chapter, beginning
to disappear from the cultural consciousness. Writing as they did in the dying
days of the institution and of the mythology it had fostered, Genet, Charrière and
Jusseau’s works represent not only the summit, but also, at the same time, the
epitaph of the entire tradition of convict writing explored in this chapter.
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CHAPTER 5
Cayenne, ‘la Nouvelle’ and the colonial bagne: the transformation
and demise of the convict tradition

In 1852, just as the campaign to end penal transportation was gaining momentum
in Australia, the government of Louis-Napoléon Bonaparte decided to close
France’s metropolitan bagnes, and transfer all convicts to the colonies. The policy
received its legal sanction in 1854, when the Corps Législatif officially designated
French Guiana as the selected destination. Until its final closure in 1946,75 the
bagne in Cayenne became inextricably associated, in the cultural consciousness,
with a set of contradictory myths portraying it either as a tropical paradise, or as a
penal inferno of back-breaking labour, disease, and despair in the midst of a
hostile environment, a view which increasingly won ground in the twentieth
century following the publication of Albert Londres’s famous reportage on
Guiana, Au bagne (1923).
The field of cultural production was remarkably slow, however, in
adapting to this change of penal policy. During the Second Empire, most convict
novels remained set in Toulon, Brest and Rochefort; only in the 1880s did authors
begin to describe the colonial bagnes, influenced by the many memoirs published
by former political prisoners, which recounted their experiences in Guiana or New
Caledonia. This chapter will explore the various reasons accounting for this slow
response. After briefly outlining the political and cultural factors which led to the
implementation of transportation, it will sketch the gradual emergence of a
specifically colonial convict mythology in French culture, and show how its rise
and fall in the twentieth century was related to a series of new cultural
developments, from the gradual decline of the serial novel and the emergence of
crime writing as a dominant genre, to the rise of the cinema and the popularity of
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Although France had stopped sending convicts to Guiana in 1938, the bagne only closed in
1946. Metropolitan convicts were transported to New Caledonia between 1864 and 1887, at which
time Guiana was reserved for criminals from the colonies.
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the reportage during the interwar period. Despite the attention devoted to the
bagne by popular newspapers, the cultural importance of convicts declined
together with the traditional genres in which they had featured, until they began to
disappear from the popular consciousness in the second half of the twentieth
century, with only certain key figures like Jean Valjean or Papillon standing out
as the last emblems of a dying tradition.

1 The introduction of transportation (1848-1854)
Although France was long in implementing penal transportation, the policy had
been on the political agenda for decades. The idea of exiling undesirable political
opponents (déportation) and that of using common-law criminals as forced
labourers in the colonies (transportation) went hand in hand.76 A few hundred
prisoners, including leading political figures like Billaud-Varenne or Collot
d’Herbois, as well as a large contingent of priests who had refused to recognize
the 1790 Civil Constitution of the clergy, were sent to French Guiana in 1795,
where most soon died. 77 Transportation was similarly popular as a measure
among lawmakers and penologists, surfacing time and again in political debates
and scholarly works throughout the first decades of the nineteenth century.78 For
want of an appropriate destination there were no attempts to set up a French
‘Botany Bay’, however, although New Zealand, Senegal, Madagascar or the
Marquesas Islands were all considered as possible options. Only in 1851 did
Louis-Napoléon Bonaparte briefly rely on Algeria as a site for deporting political
prisoners, before finally settling on French Guiana once again as the common
destination for political prisoners sentenced to deportation as well as for commonlaw criminals condemned to hard labour.
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Although they were sent to the same locations, there is an important distinction between the
déportés, who were political offenders and in theory not forced to work, and the transportés, who
were common-law criminals. Some political insurgents, however, ended up condemned to
transportation as common-law criminals because of alleged crimes committed during the 1851
resistance to Louis-Napoléon’s coup, or the Commune (this was the case of Charles Simon-Mayer
and Jean Allemane, for instance).
77
Barbançon 2007, Barbotin 1998.
78
Donet-Vincent 2003: 82-98, Ginouvier 1826, Benoiston de Châteauneuf 1827, Vidocq 1998.
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That political insurgents and convicts were dispatched to the same location
betrays a deep-seated mental connection between politically threatening
individuals and habitual criminals, already demonstrated by the 1851 décret-loi
putting ‘les individus reconnus coupables d’avoir fait partie d’une société secrète’
on a par with ‘les individus placés sous la surveillance de la haute police’ (décret
du 8 décembre 1851). As Barbançon points out in L’Archipel des forçats, this
belief in a porous border separating straight-forwardly criminal behaviour and
political insurrection testifies to a more general atmosphere of suspicion towards
the working classes: ‘il faut voir [dans cet] amalgame entre “dangereux” et repris
de justice la progression du concept de classes laborieuses/classes dangereuses et
l’illustration de cette “peur sociale” éprouvée par les classes dirigeantes’ (55). It
was no coincidence if, after decades of fruitless debate, deportation and
transportation both became hurriedly implemented penal realities in the wake of
1848. Nor is it surprising that political déportés, despite their different status
according to the letter of the law, were frequently treated like convicts and forced
to work although this was not officially part of their punishment, a grievance
repeatedly brought up by opposition Republicans during the Second Empire
(Blanc 1856, Davies 2002).
At the same time as the spectre of popular uprisings led by working-class
political activists fuelled bourgeois fears, the criminal population of the bagnes
increasingly came to be viewed as an intolerable burden on the nation’s resources,
and as a public eyesore endangering the morals of local populations. Workingclass craftsmen and labourers were frequently employed alongside convicts in the
shipyards, something bourgeois observers were swift to denounce as a dangerous
vector of criminal contamination (e.g. Fleury and Viaud 1845: 117). As
philanthropic optimism began to wane, these concerns about the nefarious
influence of the bagnes – frequently described as hothouses of crime or as
festering sources of corruption79 – dovetailed with the increasingly negative view
of criminals as irredeemable and naturally perverse, until their exclusion from the
social sphere came to be seen as a political imperative (other categories of
undesirables, like the insane, were similarly reframed as incorrigible around this
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E.g. Lauvergne 1841: 34, Laroque 1846: 122, Lepelletier 1853: 109.
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time). The debate was further stoked by the widely held perception that France’s
bagnes were not only overly lenient but also economically unviable, hence the
recurrent denunciation of the institution as ‘une œuvre de charité fondée en faveur
des voleurs et des assassins’ (Lauvergne 1841: viii, Alhoy 1845: 10).
Given that the economic importance of the bagnes had indeed been
declining in the 1840s following the increased mechanization of the nation’s
shipyards (Zysberg 1991b: 228), diverting their vast reservoir of unskilled labour
to Guiana seemed all the more strategic as it satisfied public opinion while
offering the French government a chance to revive the colony’s stagnating
economy. Hence Louis-Napoléon’s strategic invocation of what Redfield calls the
‘double logic’ of transportation, ‘a combination of empire and punishment’ (2005:
54), in order to justify his new policy: ‘il me semble possible de rendre la peine
des travaux forcés plus efficace, plus moralisatrice, moins dispendieuse et plus
humaine en l’utilisant aux progrès de la colonisation’ (Bonaparte 1850). The need
for labourers in Guiana had become all the more pressing as the 1848 abolition of
slavery had dealt a severe blow to local landowners, depriving them of a readily
available and cost-effective workforce. Since the slaves’ new status as free
citizens also made it (slightly) less problematic, in the eyes of French
policymakers, for the black population to witness white men working in chains,
the end of one form of bondage paved the way for another.
Twentieth-century visitors like Mireille Maroger were still occasionally
shocked by the sight of black or Arab men overseeing white inmates (1937: 102).
This grievance was routinely evoked by convicts as well, as in the famous convict
song ‘La chanson de l’Orapu’: ‘Mais la voix d’un Arabe a crié “Roumi, ro”,/ Ce
supplice sans nom chaque jour se répète./ Enfants des fiers gaulois, qu’êtes-vous
devenus ?’ (cited in V. Petit 1996: 176). Despite this, the inverted racial order of
the bagne and its relocation to the colonies may actually have been facilitated by
cultural factors, and in particular by an existing association between convicts in
the one instance and natives or ‘savages’ in the other. Not only did fictional
convicts like Sue’s Chourineur occasionally end up exiled to colonial locations
like Algeria (there to redeem themselves as settlers, by contributing to the
France’s empire-building), but forçats were often explicitly compared to savages,
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even in ‘scientific’ texts like Hubert Lauvergne’s. Commenting on what he saw as
the less refined structure of their brains, Lauvergne remarked that the innate
dispositions of some convicts would have allowed them to prosper had they been
born to a primitive tribe in Brazil: ‘Nos grands coupables du bagne […] eussent
été grands hommes dans une civilisation qui commence’ (1841: 71). This cultural
association between convicts and savages would have been bolstered by the
horror stories which circulated about cannibalistic convicts such as Appert’s
Albin Legrand, who would suck his own wounds to slake the irresistible thirst for
human blood which he could otherwise only satisfy through murder (1836, iv:
312), or ‘le monomane Léger’ who attacked a young girl in a forest to eat her
heart, leading Zaccone to conclude: ‘le crâne de ce monstre […] offre le type de
ces organisations affreuses qui du sein des sociétés civilisées retournent
fatalement à la sauvagerie’ (1870: 82).
In addition to such sensationalist stories foregrounding the cruelty and
violence of specific criminals, the conviction that convicts really belonged to the
wild, undeveloped spaces of France’s colonial margins and not to the ordered
world of the metropolis may have been confirmed by an increasing tendency to
view criminality as an innate disposition rather than as the result of poverty,
passion or faulty judgment. In contrast to the Christian ethos which still informed
early nineteenth-century writings on crime and punishment (widespread interest in
phrenology notwithstanding), the discourse on criminality which emerged during
the July Monarchy often stressed the impossibility of altering criminal behaviour,
and presented criminal networks as a counter-society characterized by its innate
savagery, lack of moral fibre and inherent laziness. As early as 1842, Eugène Sue
had drawn on Cooperian imagery in order to convey just such a vision of the
Parisian underworld:
Nous allons essayer de mettre sous les yeux du lecteur quelques épisodes
de la vie d’autres barbares aussi en dehors de la civilisation que les
sauvages peuplades si bien peintes par Cooper. Seulement les barbares
dont nous parlons sont au milieu de nous. (1989: 31)
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Sue’s subsequent reference to the inhabitants of the tapis-francs as ‘cette race
infernale qui peuple les prisons, les bagnes et dont le sang rougit les échafauds’
(31) (my emphasis) denotes the same essentialist logic which would later inform
the theories of the Italian school of positivist criminology,80 and especially Cesare
Lombroso’s own work on the atavistic ‘born criminal’ (1876). Neither Sue nor
Balzac displayed the systematic thinking of later criminologists; instead, they
interpolated their sombre descriptions of the criminal world as a savage countersociety with far more optimistic portrayals of individual criminals as prone to
remorse, or as untainted by their passage through the penal system. 81
Nevertheless, their and other authors’ reliance on novelistic tropes equating
criminals with savages helped to pave the way for later representations of
criminality as a biological predisposition. In so doing, they might indirectly have
prepared the reading public to accept the notion that transportation represented the
best, if not the only solution to France’s criminal problem.
What is certain is that the project of transportation was, from the outset,
informed by cultural factors as much as by economic and political imperatives.
One can speak of two dreams, or ‘narratives’ of transportation making their
presence felt in speeches, articles and government reports throughout the second
half of the nineteenth century. On the one hand, transportation was presented as a
radical measure designed to rid France of its undesirables, while sending a stern
message to would-be criminals about the perils of breaking the law. This
repressive dimension clearly emerges in the text of the 1854 law on
transportation, which explicitly directed that ‘les condamnés seront employés aux
travaux les plus pénibles de la colonisation’ (art. 2), while also instituting the
controversial measure known as ‘doublage’ (art. 6), which forced freed convicts
to remain in the colony for as many years as they had initially been sentenced to –
or, if their condemnation exceeded eight years, for life. Like the notorious 1885
law on relégation (which de facto extended penal transportation to petty
recidivists as well, though they were held separately (Nye 1984: 49-85)),
doublage was meant to preserve metropolitan society from the dangers of
recidivism.
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See Pick 1989 and Mucchielli 1994.
See for example Sue 1989: 50 and Balzac 2008b: 180-2.
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At the same time, however, it was also supposed to encourage freed
convicts to settle in Guiana and start their lives afresh, instead of returning to the
corruption of Paris and other large cities. The ‘positive’, utopian approach to
transportation saw in it the means of saving criminals from further contamination,
by sending them to a virgin land where they could redeem themselves through
manual labour, first as convicts and then as settlers, and thereby help to build up
the French empire. This intention is evident in the speech with which the first
head of the Guiana bagne, Joseph Sarda-Garriga greeted the first convoy of
convicts, in 1852: ‘J’ai mission de vous faire vivre une vie nouvelle. […] le
Gouvernement de la France vous enverra vos familles. Je marierai les célibataires,
et vos enfants, que je m’appliquerai à faire élever dans la pratique de la vertu,
feront oublier, par leur bonne conduite, les fautes de leur pères’ (cited in Pierre
2000: 23). The same rehabilitative ambition expresses itself in the more liberal
dispositions of the 1854 law, which gave convicts the right to petition the
administration for agricultural concessions which they could exploit for their own
benefit (art. 12). These policies were predicated on a deeply ingrained, cultural
belief in the redemptive power of manual labour, and especially of agricultural
work in a rural setting (Toth 2006: 29-34). The discourse of ‘le retour à la terre’ as
a panacea against social decay, which also inspired the creation of penal
settlements for wayward children (Mettray being the most famous example), drew
on the language and tropes popularized by colonial utopias like Bernardin de
Saint-Pierre’s Paul et Virginie (1787), as well as on the moral tradition initiated
by Robinson Crusoe (1719). Their encounter with the jungle from which they had
to carve out their homestead was meant to train convicts in the virtues deployed
by Crusoe, including self-reliance, industry and resourcefulness. The legacy of
this colonial dream of penal redemption can be felt in a number of convict
narratives, especially in those which fell in the category of educational adventure
novels, like Jacolliot’s Perdus sur l’océan (1893) or the evocatively named Les
Robinsons de la Guyane (Boussenard 1882).
As Pierre and Donet-Vincent both point out, however, the repressive,
punitive dimension of transportation eventually won out over its rehabilitative
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ambitions.82 Various causes may be cited: the penal administration lacked the
financial and technical means to set up successful settlements (and, in many cases,
even the will to do so); the ill-treated convicts had neither the moral stamina nor
the ingenuity of modern-day Robinsons; and the jungle proved far more
dangerous and hostile an environment than the idyllic nature of Bernardin’s Île de
France. Nor did the metropolitan public prove particularly supportive of a penal
policy which allowed criminals to acquire land plots free of charge (Kalifa 1995:
259). The myth of the bagne as ‘un éden pour forçats’ eventually led to the
suppression of the land concessions policy. It also prompted the French
government to once more send metropolitan convicts to Guiana instead of New
Caledonia in 1887, for the very same reasons which had justified the transfer there
in 1864, namely that the living conditions in Guiana were harsher, and the
mortality rate far superior to that in New Caledonia (Barbançon 2003: 210). By
the time Albert Londres made his famous visit to French Guiana in 1923, the
bagne had long since shed its utopian ambitions. Instead it had become the
‘guillotine sèche’ it had so often been denounced as, having evolved into a purely
repressive institution characterized by a high mortality rate, violence, chaos and
corruption. The would-be colonial utopia of the 1850s had turned, in the words of
Londres, into ‘une usine à malheur [travaillant] sans plan ni matrice’ (2002: 36).

2 The slow adaptation of the cultural field to the reality of transportation
Even prior to Londres’s watershed reportage, it was this vision of the bagne as a
tropical inferno which found most followers among French writers, if only
because the uneventful pastoral life of contented convict concessionaires – like
happy marriages – did not represent an easy theme to exploit for ambitious
feuilletonistes. When authors did draw on the trope of the virtuous concessionaire,
it was usually in order to highlight the perversity and laziness of other convict
characters, as Elie Berthet did in Les Drames de Cayenne (1868: 145). In contrast,
narrating the suffering and heroic escapes of oppressed convicts or déportés was a
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strategy with far more potential when it came to suspense and sensationalism, as
authors wishing to write about Guiana soon realized.
It took a long time, however, for French writers to turn their attention to
the overseas bagnes, let alone to portray them at any length in their narratives. In
the decade which followed the introduction of transportation, none of the leading
cultural producers responded to events in Guiana, although they frequently relied
on convict characters as protagonists. Like Alexis Ponson du Terrail in La
Résurrection de Rocambole, writers simply continued to rely on the mythology
and literary tropes inherited from their July Monarchy predecessors, and to set
their narratives in the metropolitan bagnes. Neither Hugo in Les Misérables
(1862), Boulabert in La Femme bandit (1867) or Auguste Belot in L’Article 47
(1871) show any indication that the penal reality they describe belonged to the
past, having been abolished by Bonaparte’s 1854 legislation. Although less
problematic in avowedly historical novels like Hugo’s or Boulabert’s, this lack of
engagement nevertheless deprived authors of some of the traditional benefits of
the convict genre, most notably the sense of social relevance and the critical thrust
which had characterized earlier works like Le Dernier Jour d’un condamné, Le
Bonnet vert or Les Mystères de Paris. The importance of social engagement to the
genre as a whole might explain why some post-1854 narratives like Navéry’s
L’Ange du bagne (1860) nevertheless retained the critical, reformist tone of earlier
writers, to the point of interpolating long passages denouncing the evils of
corporal punishment (1893-1898: 75) or the surveillance imposed on freed
convicts (139), even though the policies denounced had long been abolished – an
approach endowing their narratives with distinctly anachronistic overtones.
When authors eventually began to engage with the existence of the
overseas bagnes, they did so gradually. Instead of setting their entire narratives in
French Guiana, they typically described the settlements there in a prologue or
epilogue, with most of the action still taking place in Paris or in the metropolitan
bagnes. A. Dominique for instance only sets the first thirty pages of his enticingly
named Les Évadés de Cayenne (1876-1877) in Guiana, quickly repatriating his
protagonist Boisset back to France where he engages in the usual criminal
schemes of the convict mastermind. Pierre Zaccone had similarly chosen to
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exploit the evocative potential of Guiana and its jungles in Une haine au bagne
(1864), but only in the form of an epilogue, inserted after 470 pages of continuous
narrative, and clearly designed to revive a stagnating story. Another author to
engage indirectly with the overseas penal settlements was Zola, who opted for the
structure of the inserted narrative in order to evoke Guiana in Le Ventre de Paris
(1873). Although he had, as usual, carefully researched the environment he
proposed to describe (drawing on Louis Blanc’s letters, Jusselain’s Un déporté à
Cayenne (1865) and Taxile Delord’s Histoire du Second Empire (1869-1876)),
Zola did not describe the treatment of the Republicans in Guiana with his
customary realism and attention to detail. Instead, he chose to have Florian narrate
his experiences in the guise of a bedtime story told to a child, endowing the
inserted narrative with a nightmarish, almost surreal quality, and allowing him to
focus on the lurid and evocative dimensions of Florian’s trial rather than on the
specifics details of the settlement’s organization. ‘L’histoire du monsieur qui a été
mangé par les bêtes’ (1960: 684) foregrounds the rotten food given to the
déportés, the flesh-eating crabs devouring one of Florian’s companions, and the
terrifying dangers lurking in the Guiana jungle (685). In his own way, Zola
exploited the mythology of Guiana as a tropical inferno with as much relish as
Zaccone. Unlike Zaccone, however, he also took advantage of the discrepancy
between the surreal horror of the Guiana jungle and the orderly bourgeois setting
in which the story is told in order to articulate a biting criticism of the greed and
complacency of Second Empire Paris, since Florian’s tale is met with nothing but
hilarity and disapproval.
The 1880s finally saw the publication of a number of novels which
engaged at greater length with the reality of life in French Guiana, and attempted
to describe the penal settlements in more accurate detail. They were often the
work of militantly Republican writers like Jules Lermina, who set his novel Vive
la République! (1883) in Guiana so as to denounce the Second Empire’s shameful
treatment of the Republican déportés, while also using the colonial setting as a
thrilling backdrop against which to narrate his protagonists’ adventurous escape.
Though his evocation of life on L’Île du Diable cannot precisely be called
realistic, Lermina does describe the various forms of torture practiced by the
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administration in precise detail (1883: 8-10, 15-8). A similar concern for
exactitude and local colour is manifest in novels like Aurélien Scholl’s Les Nuits
sanglantes (1883), in which he describes the living conditions of the
concessionaires, and in Théodore Henry’s La Belle Miette, which narrates the
voyage of the first transportés in 1852 in great detail. Although some novelists
still had a tendency to superimpose the customs and regulations of the old
metropolitan bagnes on the new overseas settlements (as Decourcelle for example
repeatedly does in Mam’zelle Misère (1892-1893)), the narrative focus had, by the
fin-de-siècle, clearly shifted from Toulon, Brest and Rochefort to Guiana and New
Caledonia, with the old settlements being demoted to a liminal status as mere
places of transfer for convicts waiting to embark for Cayenne or Nouméa, as is the
case of the protagonist in Loti’s ‘Le chagrin d’un vieux forçat’ (1889).
That this shift should have taken almost fifty years can partly be explained
by the fact that the average Second Empire writer knew very little about the
geography of French Guiana and the internal disposition of the new bagnes.
Information about the overseas settlements was not as readily available to cultural
producers as descriptions of Toulon, Brest and Rochefort, which could easily be
borrowed from earlier novels or lifted from works like Alhoy’s Les Bagnes
(1845). Apart from a few notable exceptions like Berthet’s Les Drames de
Cayenne, which displays a reasonably accurate grasp of the geographical and
social reality of Guiana thanks to Berthet’s reliance on the earlier writings of
Frédéric Bouyer (1866, 1867), most early narratives about the overseas bagnes
betray a distinctive lack of familiarity with the flora, fauna and social make-up of
the colony, not to mention the internal organization of the penal settlements. Une
haine au bagne, for instance, describes the Amazonian Indians as if they were
characters in a Cooperian novel: ‘Yambo vit accourir une vingtaine d’Indiens
armés de tomahawks, de casse-têtes, de scalpels [et] les cheveux ornés de plumes
éclatantes’ (1883-1884: 56). Zaccone was similarly mistaken in showing his
common-law transportés living on l’Île du Diable, in the same conditions as if
they had been political déportés, a rather damning mistake for a writer who would
later pen the definitive nineteenth-century history of the bagnes (1870), which
was relied on as an authoritative source by many later novelists (see for instance
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Mes sept ans de bagne (1880)). The same type of anthropological, botanical and
zoological inaccuracy also characterizes many nineteenth-century illustrations of
convict novels. The 1884 illustrations of Zaccone’s Une haine au bagne, (fig. 25.)
like those of Jean Bruno’s 1873 Brisefer l’insurgé (fig. 26) are clearly, like
Zaccone’s text, inspired by cultural representations of American Indians, while
the shark on the cover of Dominique’s Les Évadés de Cayenne (fig. 27) resembles
the famously mispainted one in Singleton’s Copley’s Watson and the shark (fig.
28). Zaccone’s Histoire des bagnes similarly contains illustrations where the
fantastic prevails over the zoologically accurate, as in the drawing showing a
convict being devoured by tarantulas the size of poodles (fig. 29).
Yet it would be inaccurate to claim that there existed no reliable sources of
information about Guiana and its settlements before the end of the Second
Empire. Zaccone himself drew on earlier accounts, and several newspapers
including L’Illustration and La Revue coloniale had published in-depth articles
about the colony.83 There also existed a number of studies and travel accounts all
devoted to Guiana,84 to which must be added the testimonies written by déportés
from the revolutionary period.85 Specific information about the penal settlements
could be found in the writings of Jusselain, Feningre (1864) or Delord. In short,
there were reliable sources available about French Guiana and the overseas
bagnes for writers wishing to set their narratives there, especially for those who
lived in Paris and had access to the capital’s library collections. The reasons for
their slow engagement with the reality of transportation, I would suggest, must
therefore be sought not in an exterior lack of information, but rather in the internal
dynamics of the literary field, and in the nature of nineteenth-century novelistic
writing.
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Figure 25. Unnamed artist, Fleur-des-Savanes (1884)
Illustration depicting a female chieftain (Zaccone 1864: 521)
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Figure 26. Unnamed artist, À l’affût du forçat (1873) (Bruno 1873: 288)
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Figure 27. Charles Vernier, cover illustration for Les Évadés de Cayenne (1876)
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Figure 28. John Singleton Copley, Watson and the Shark (1778)
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Figure 29. L. Tobb, Forçat dévoré par les araignées-crabes (187?) (Zaccone 1870: 209)
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3 The influence of déporté testimonies on colonial convict mythology
Jean-Claude Vareille argues that one reason nineteenth-century serial novels were
so formulaic was that their aesthetics of repetition and familiarity appealed to
readers (1988: 89-91). They appreciated innovative characters or clever plot
twists, but only within a strict generic framework which allowed them to instantly
find their bearings. Serial novels provided readers with a relaxing pleasure, ‘une
joie facile’ (Vareille 1988: 90), closer to Barthes’s definition of ‘plaisir’ than to
the (in Barthes’s eyes at least) superior ‘jouissance’ provided by experimental,
‘writerly’ texts (Barthes 1973). The writers who produced mainstream,
commercial novels were therefore under a certain pressure not to deviate too
much from generic norms, which could certainly explain why they took so long
before setting their novels in the new overseas settlements (all the more so as the
additional research required was a deterrent for feuilletonistes writing under tight
deadlines).
The problem with setting a serial in Guiana was also that it made it more
difficult for convicts to return to Paris, the only setting in which they could
successfully dodge police surveillance and carry out their high-flying criminal
schemes and impersonations, as Hugo points out in Les Misérables: ‘Paris est un
maelström où tout se perd […] aucune forêt ne cache un homme comme cette
foule. Les fugitifs de toute espèce le savent’ (1951: 486). Paris, ‘nombril du
monde’ (Ibid.) was the perfect stage for the duel between convicts and policemen
to unfold, and it also provided novelists with a wealth of conventional secondary
characters, while allowing for striking social contrasts. This accounts for its
gravitational pull on convict characters, even in early twentieth-century novels
like Fleur de bagne (Gautier and Goron 1902) or Le Forçat honoraire (La
Jeunesse, 1907) where the action is, as ever, soon relocated to Paris following the
convict protagonist’s escape. Expanding the section of their novels actually set in
Guiana or New Caledonia only became a conceivable alternative for commercial
writers once the reading public had become more acquainted with the overseas
bagnes, and consequently more curious to hear about the adventures of the
transportés and déportés living there. As myths about Guiana, its bagnes and its
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dangerous jungle began to spread, attracting public attention, the implicit but strict
‘cahier des charges’ (Migozzi 2005: 71) faced by mainstream novelists also
changed, giving them more leeway to experiment with truly colonial convict
narratives.
Of primary importance for this cultural shift were the testimonies which
amnestied déportés began to publish on their return from Guiana or New
Caledonia. Their political training and cultural capital made deported Republicans
and Communards far more likely than common-law convicts to put their
experiences on paper, all the more so as they also had wider contacts in the world
of publishing and of the press. Beginning in the 1860s with the testimonies of
Republicans like François Attibert (1859), Henri Chabanne (1862) and Charles
Delescluze (1869), the number of memoirs written by déportés vastly increased in
the decades following the Commune and the fall of the Second Empire, that is,
exactly at the time when novelists finally began to adapt to the closure of the
metropolitan bagnes. Achille Ballière, Alfred Julia (Julius Praetor) and Henri
Rochefort published their accounts of their experiences in the 1870s, and the
1880s saw a fresh wave of memoirs by the likes of Simon-Mayer, Barret, Brissac,
Rivière, Lullier, Ulbach and Louise Michel. The pugnacious, polemical tone
which characterized these texts – and the notoriety of their authors – sparked a
lively debate in the French press about living conditions in New Caledonia, and
especially about the penal administration’s alleged use of torture.86 The ensuing
controversy aroused the reading public’s interest in the fate of the déportés and in
the overseas settlements in general, thereby encouraging further writings on the
subject by déportés and novelists alike.
That the bagnes had become a topical, even fashionable subject in the
1880s is obvious from the appearance of derivative works like Mes sept ans de
bagne, a hybrid text presented as an autobiography but deeply informed by
literary tropes drawn from the world of the feuilleton, and borrowing as freely
from other sources as the 1828-1839 Vidocq dévoilé volumes published in the
wake of the latter’s Mémoires. Yet the best example of the intense public interest
generated by the déportés’s testimonies might be the transient but spectacular
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fame of the Taverne du bagne, a controversial drinking establishment ran by the
theatre director and former déporté Maxime Lisbonne. The Taverne offered
curious Parisians the possibility of sampling its ‘soupe Canaque’ and its
‘gourganes de Toulon’ in a carceral setting, waited on by staff dressed in the
traditional red garb of Toulon convicts (see fig. 30).

Figure 30. Untitled caricature representing the new Taverne du bagne et des Ratapoils
which Lisbonne (pictured centre) opened in 1886 in Belleville.

On the opening night, on 6 October 1885, Parisians queued all the way down the
Boulevard de Clichy (fig. 31) awaiting their turn to step through the narrow door,
to be insulted by the officiating garde-chiourme and to drink their refreshments
while mock ferrements and floggings were carried out on volunteers from the
audience.87
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Figure 31. Félix Buhot, La Place des Martyrs et la Taverne du bagne (1885)

Lisbonne’s establishment was iconoclastic enough for the authorities to
eventually shut it down, though a second incarnation of it opened briefly in
Belleville under the name ‘Taverne du Bagne et des Ratapoils’. The scandalous
publicity caused by his various provocative schemes only benefited Lisbonne, but
for would-be novelists wishing to live by their pen by catering to a large audience,
taking a stance on the treatment of déportés in Nouméa and thereby on the French
Commune was a risky undertaking, especially as the popular novel was growing
ever more conservative after 1870. They could, however, indirectly exploit the
public interest generated by the writings of famous déportés by setting their own
novels in French Guiana, at a time prior to the bagne’s transfer to New Caledonia.
Narrating the trials of virtuous Republicans deported for their resistance against
the 1851 coup allowed novelists to implement many of the tropes popularized by
Communard autobiographies, but in a less contentious way, since the advent of
the Third Republic had turned the former insurgents into official martyrs. Both
Boussenard and Lermina thus chose to centre their narratives on the figure of a
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heroic Republican déporté, but the latter’s insistence on the various mistreatments
and tortures undergone by his protagonist Titi in Guiana was bound to remind
readers of contemporaneous events in New Caledonia.
The tradition initiated by the autobiographical writings of the déportés did
not only turn the overseas bagnes into fashionable narrative settings, but also
contributed to the emergence of a specifically colonial genre of convict writing by
providing novelists with an alternative to the traditional, Paris-based plot centred
on the adventures of a criminal mastermind or a convict justicier. Most
autobiographies implemented the same narrative structure, by describing the
author’s trial, his exhausting voyage on a cramped ship, his sufferings as a
déporté or transporté at the hands of a cruel administration, and finally his escape
or amnesty. Because they focused on the moral testing of the narrator and on his
heroic opposition to a set of cruel gaolers, these autobiographies revived the
distinctive tropes of earlier prison autobiographies. However, they typically
replaced the earlier emphasis of ‘sublime convict’ narratives on moral ataraxia
and metaphysical epiphanies with a new focus on action. Escapes from the bagne
had always been a popular topic, especially for non-fiction writers like Alhoy or
Zaccone, who offered detailed accounts of the most daring break-out attempts by
convicts like Vidocq, Salvador or Petit,88 but the specific challenges associated
with an escape across stormy seas or vast expanses of hostile jungle, well outlined
in autobiographies like Chabanne’s or Rochefort’s, helped novelists to realize the
full potential of the overseas bagnes as narrative settings. The fact that readers had
become used to sympathising with oppressed déporté or transporté figures also
made it easier to focus a fictional narrative on the escape of a positively portrayed
convict protagonist.
The influence of déporté testimonies thus goes a long way to explain the
specific nature of the colonial mythology which gradually emerged in the last
decades of the nineteenth-century, fuelled by fictional and non-fictional
descriptions alike. Whereas earlier narratives had focused on the traditional tropes
of the metropolitan convicts’ ferrement, their transfer as part of a chaîne, their
arrival in the bagne, their floggings, executions and infamous mores, colonial
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narratives, though also structured around a series of recurrent topoi, gave an
unprecedented importance to the protagonists’ escape through the jungle or on the
seas. To be sure, authors still liked to include details about the convict’s crude
living conditions (Boussenard 1892-1893: 5), their work (Dominique 1876-1877:
3-4) and the punishments inflicted on them (Istivie 1905: 7), but the main focus of
the narrative definitively shifted away from the settlements themselves, and
towards the convicts’ encounter with the colonial wilderness, be it the sea or the
jungle (itself frequently compared to an impassable ocean: ‘la forêt vierge, avec
son dôme d’impénétrables frondaisons […] ne lui offrait pas plus de point de
repère que les vagues mouvantes de la mer ’ (Boussenard 1892-1893: 22)). An
escape from Guiana or New Caledonia was portrayed as a far greater challenge
than a conventional break-out from a metropolitan bagne, as the villain Précigny
argues in Une haine au bagne: ‘ [à Toulon] on pouvait rompre les fers les mieux
attachés, tromper les gardiens les plus vigilants […]; mais la mer, mon vieux, la
mer, voilà un gardien qu’on ne peut tromper […], une chaîne qu’on ne peut pas
rompre’ (1883-1884: 476). The encounter between convict and wilderness was
also depicted as a form of moral trial, which a convict could either fail or
overcome, depending on his behaviour in the hour of danger.
Escape narratives invariably confirm the superiority of the heroes over
their lesser and more criminal convict comrades. The former are endowed with
exactly the same characteristics as the sublime convicts of the metropolitan
tradition, sharing their physical strength, impassivity, magnetic gaze, distinctive
sadness, and resistance to suffering. Boussenard’s Robin, for instance, is
described as ‘un homme [dont] la figure austère, qui jamais n’avait reflété le
moindre sourire, en imposait [non moins à ses co-détenus] que la colossale
vigueur de celui qui en était le porteur’ (1892-1893: 26), and Frédéric Lapret in
Richebourg’s La Grand’mère (1887) is characterized in similar terms:
‘L’expression du visage était triste, mais franche et sympathique; tout en lui
respirait l’honnêteté’ (ii: 209). Their lesser companions or antagonists, by
contrast, share the coarse, bestial or shifty qualities of earlier convict henchmen.
Gabbett in Marcus Clarke’s Australian novel His Natural Life (1870-1872)
(which shares many of the defining traits of the French colonial convict narrative)
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is a typical example: ‘His unshaven jaws, his hare-lip, his torn and bleeding feet
[made Gabbett], as he crouched with one foot curled round the other, and one
hairy arm pendant between his knees, […] a spectacle to shudder at’ (1997: 1067). Crucially however, Clarke specifies that the horror exuded by Gabbett stems
less from his natural hideousness than from the fact that ‘in his slavering mouth,
his slowly grinding jaws […] and in his bloodshot, wandering eyes, there lurked
[…] a terror more awful than the terror of starvation’ (Ibid.), a reference to
Gabbett’s cannibalistic behaviour while on the run. The natural hideousness of
lesser convicts merely hints at a moral degradation which their behaviour while in
the jungle invariably confirms. They thereby function as narrative foils, intended
to highlight the moral superiority of the convict protagonists, who staunchly
refuse to taste human flesh.
It is hardly coincidental, of course, that Gabbett should be Irish, while the
convicts most consistently depicted as resorting to cannibalism in French
narratives are Africans and Arabs. In Les Évadés de Cayenne, Dominique
describes in the most lurid tones how ‘cinq nègres et trois arabes’ devour each
other, and Berthet borrows from Frédéric Bouyer the sinister figure of ‘le
Rongou’, ‘noir [aux] dents blanches et pointues’ (Berthet 1868: 93), who stands
as the incarnation of the primal savagery to which cannibalistic convicts are seen
to resort. There is a direct connection between such convicts-turned-savages and
the jungle environment, not merely because of the direct threat flesh-eating
convicts represent to the protagonists, forming part of the long series of
challenges the latter have to overcome, but more generally because their perceived
degradation reflects the nefarious influence of the jungle, which their ‘natural’
inferiority makes them unable to resist.
They thereby serve to highlight the malevolent essence of the tropical
forest, which is presented as essentially Other, constantly exceeding every
category used to make sense of it, and as fundamentally hostile to (civilized) life.
Zola for instance writes of his protagonist Florian: ‘Tout autour de lui, il sentait la
mort qui l’attendait. Souvent, l’estomac tenaillé par la faim, il n’osait mordre aux
fruits éclatants qui pendaient des arbres […] Pendant des journées entières, il
marchait sous des voûtes de branches épaisses, sans apercevoir un coin de ciel, au
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milieu d’une ombre verdâtre, toute pleine d’une horreur vivante’ (1960: 691). An
implicit connection is established between the jungle, its concealed predators and
poisonous fruit and the natives lurking in it. In all these different incarnations, the
jungle is presented as that which insidiously threatens the white, male, civilized
self, not only by undermining the moral code and classificatory systems
underpinning his identity, but also by threatening to destroy his physical integrity
by swallowing him up and assimilating him into its own alien substance. This
helps to explain the genre’s recurrent obsession with covert threats like quicksand,
concealed snakes or poisonous fruit, and with flesh-eating predators ranging from
sharks, crocodiles, oncillas and tarantulas to vampire bats and other convicts. The
jungle thereby comes to stand as a general symbol of cultural alienation, of the
danger represented by the Other without – and by the Other within, corresponding
to the latent violence and desires constantly threatening the unity of the civilized
self. The recurrent pathetic fallacy, whereby the jungle itself is portrayed as
violent and cruel, mirrors nineteenth-century authors’ own ambiguous attitude to
Guiana. Novels like Les Drames de Cayenne or Les Robinsons de la Guyane are
thus not only colonial narratives, but narratives of colonialism.
It becomes the role of the escaped convict-hero to prove the self’s ability
to resist this encounter with otherness without loss of moral integrity, by
triumphantly overcoming all the obstacles thrown in his way, emerging stronger
and more determined from his voyage through the jungle, like Robin in Les
Robinsons de la Guyane. Colonial convict heroes can be read as modern versions
of the earlier figure of the ‘sublime convict’, in the sense that they too are
‘witnesses’, designed to make the human ability to overcome trials fully manifest.
Unlike Navéry’s Aulaire, however, the moral message these characters are
designed to convey is secular and individualist, a gospel according to Crusoe,
highlighting the importance of resourcefulness and industry instead of remorse
and expiation. Because they succeed where lesser convicts fail, and invariably
outwit the natives they encounter (when they do not put them at their service),
colonial convict heroes were also used to demonstrate the ‘natural’ superiority of
white, educated Frenchmen over their Guianese or Kanak counterparts.
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4 Internal factors explaining the gradual disappearance of traditional convict
narratives
It might be imagined that the politically topical and motivational message which
colonial convict narratives conveyed about white man’s ability to pass the test of
the jungle would help them to sell well in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
century. What is more, they also routinely included gruesome accounts of less
important convicts being sucked into quicksand or devoured by ants, features well
known to appeal to the young and predominantly male readership at which
adventure novels were targeted (Thiesse 1985: 201). Henry de Graffigny for
instance outdoes Zola in his 1933 Les Évadés de la Guyane, by staging his own,
detailed description of flesh-eating crabs, ‘cette multitude d’êtres répugnants à la
carapace verdâtre et gluante, armés de pinces dentelées, attirée par l’appât de la
chair vivante’ (24) stretch over more than a page. Yet Graffigny’s obscurity as an
author, and the fact that his novel appeared in Rouff’s special collection of
‘romans pour la jeunesse’, a series printed on poor-quality paper, aimed at a niche
market and devoid of any intellectual prestige, hint at the cultural marginalization
undergone by convict novels in the twentieth century. The French public was as
keen as ever to read about the bagne and its celebrity criminals in the popular
press – all the more so as Dreyfus’s controversial imprisonment on l’Île du Diable
had revived public attention in the overseas bagnes, and given a new impetus to
the circulation of sinister myths about the colony – but they were no longer as
interested in the purely fictional adventures of literary convicts. As we shall see,
this important shift in patterns of cultural consumption was due as much to the
internal evolution of the literary field as to external factors like the popularity of
the reportage and the rise of the cinema as the main art form for the masses.
The fortunes of literary convicts were closely tied to those of the feuilleton
as a cultural medium. Chapter 1 highlighted the crucial importance of the
newspaper serial in accounting for the meteoric rise of the convict as a recurrent
character under the July Monarchy. The feuilleton altered the nature of
mainstream literature by encouraging the production of novels with long, intricate
and suspenseful intrigues, but with a homogenous, conventional writing style.
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Because readers had to be constantly baited afresh, writers increasingly resorted to
lurid subject-matter and to ‘low’ characters like prostitutes and convicts to hold
their attention. The fact that convicts were perceived as a crowd-pleasing feature
is obvious from the marketing strategies deployed by Hugo’s and Ponson du
Terrail’s publishers at the respective launches of Les Misérables and La
Résurrection de Rocambole. In 1862 Adèle Hugo told her husband: ‘des images
des personnages sont à toutes les vitrines des marchands d’estampes; des affiches
monstres annonçant Les Misérables sont placardées à tous les coins de rue’ (A.
Hugo 1862). In 1865 the newspaper editor Millaud explicitly drew on bagne
imagery in order to advertise Ponson du Terrail’s upcoming serial, as the latter
recounts in Le Dernier Mot de Rocambole: ‘cet excellent M. Millaud, qui entend
la publicité à merveille, avait couvert les murs de Paris d’affiches pyramidales
annonçant le Bagne, l’Échafaud, etc… Les voitures du Petit Journal avaient
promené ces affiches pendant quinze jours’ (1868: 581-2).
Such publicity operations became all the more important in the second half
of the century as the rise of ‘la petite presse’ meant that newspapers like Le Petit
Journal were sold by the issue and no longer only through subscription. As a
result, feuilletonistes had to ensure that their readers would pay for fresh
instalments every day, instead of merely convincing them to renew their
subscriptions. Achieving this was no mean feat, all the more so as their reading
public simultaneously grew larger and more diverse. Perhaps as a consequence,
newspaper serials grew ever more formulaic and politically conservative in the
second half of the nineteenth century, losing much of the gusto and social
relevance which had characterized July Monarchy serials (Y.-O. Martin 1980: 167). Instead the Third Republic saw the rise of ‘le roman de la victime’, sentimental
narratives produced by the likes of Jules Mary, Pierre Decourcelle or Xavier de
Montépin, whose novels were centred on the travails of an oppressed, usually
working-class figure rehabilitated at the end of a long and lacrymose narrative
(Dubois 1979: 15). These texts were not only socially conservative, but they also
addressed themselves to a predominantly female, middle-to-lower class readership
(Thiesse 1985: 202), even as the emerging convict adventure novel was aimed at a
different public of younger, male readers. The loss of the quasi-universal reading
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public which had famously been that of Sue’s Mystères de Paris, combined with
the increasing importance of specialized collections aimed at niche markets,
imposed an ever stricter aesthetic agenda on cultural producers, who were asked
to produce texts in line with each collection’s or newspaper’s publishing agenda,
thereby further limiting the scope for originality and stylistic innovation.
At the same time, the second half of the nineteenth century saw an
increasing rift between low and high-end cultural producers, or to use Bourdieu’s
terms, between ‘le champ de grande production’ and ‘le champ de production
restreinte’ (1991: 7). During the July Monarchy canonical authors like Sand or
Balzac regularly published serials, and aspired to reach the same large readership
as Sue. By contrast, writers like Flaubert or Mallarmé only had scathing words for
what they considered to be the mediocre production of popular feuilletonistes, and
avant-garde writers generally declined to publish their works outside a number of
prestigious revues. As a result, they also studiously avoided the literary tropes and
characters traditionally associated with the serial novel, hence Zola’s renunciation
of his initial project of including a ‘roman judiciaire’ centred on a convict
protagonist in his Rougon-Macquart cycle.

89

This break between more

experimental writers and the commercially successful but intellectually
marginalized feuilletonistes did little to improve the reputation of the serial novel,
or to make it more innovative.
A large proportion of the convict novels produced before 1860 fall into the
category of the ‘roman des bas-fonds’ (Lavergne 2009: 30), a generically hybrid
genre encompassing a large proportion of the French serial output following the
rise of the feuilleton. As the ‘roman des bas-fonds’ gave way to narrower, more
stringently defined sub-genres however, convict protagonists also began, very
gradually, to lose their privileged position. Even as the ‘roman de la victime’ was
doing away with the previously popular figure of the magnetic convict justicier,
the rise of the ‘roman de police’ or ‘roman judiciaire’ (forerunner of the modern
detective novel) further undermined the narrative importance of convict
characters.90 Although it kept many of the characteristics of the ‘roman des bas	
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For more details on Zola’s ambiguous attitude to the convict tradition, see Falgas-Ravry 2012.
Determining exactly when the French detective novel begins (and what the classification criteria
should be) is a fraught issue, which is why Dominique Kalifa for instance uses the broader
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fonds’, including its emphasis on violence and crime and its predominantly urban
setting, the ‘roman de police’ adopted a very different narrative approach.
Whereas earlier novels often allowed the reader to share the omniscient
perspective of the narrator, and so to follow the parallel actions of criminals and
policemen in real time, ‘romans de police’, especially in the wake of Gaboriau’s
genre-defining L’Affaire Lerouge (1866), increasingly focused the narrative on
the investigation following the crime, rather than on its preparation and
perpetration. The aim was to retrospectively shed light on a criminal event by
portraying an investigator, whether a policeman like Gaboriau’s Monsieur Lecoq
or a reporter like Leroux’s Rouletabille, who attempted to piece together the
particulars of a crime in order to identify the culprit; the ‘roman de police’ became
the narration not so much of a crime as of an epistemological quest (Kalifa 1995:
30). As a result, authors naturally foregrounded the actions and thoughts of the
investigator, and not those of the criminal, who became a strangely absent, almost
ghostly figure: ‘[Dans le roman-feuilleton], le criminel tient le haut de l’affiche.
Le lecteur connaît son identité et ses moindres agissement alors que le nouveau
genre, qui marche à contre-courant, tend à en faire un mystère. Le roman de
l’enquête se propose plutôt de brosser le portrait du criminel en creux’ (Lavergne
2009: 25). Not only did the ‘roman de police’ gradually undermine the traditional
narrative importance of the villain, but as it shed its connections to the serial novel
out of which it grew, it also shied away from casting convicts in the part of the
culprit. Precisely because of their obvious connection to the world of crime, they
were the ‘usual suspects’ and so unsuitable for narratives aiming to maintain a
maximal degree of suspense regarding the identity of the perpetrator. In the
twentieth century, only cleverly disguised convicts impostors, like Frédéric
Larsan/Ballmeyer in Leroux’s Le Mystère de la chambre jaune (1907) could still
convincingly play the part of the villain in serialized (proto)- detective novels.
These generic evolutions doomed the literary convict to extinction in the
long term. As Kalifa points out in L’Encre et le sang, hybrid forms of the ‘roman
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
category ‘roman criminel’ or ‘récit de crime’ to discuss the transformation of the ‘roman policier
archaïque’ and the ‘roman judiciaire’ into the modern detective novel (1995: 29-43). For a detailed
discussion of this taxonomical problem, and a general presentation of the French detective novel,
see Lavergne 2009: 56-66 and Vareille 1985.
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de police’, part detective novel, part ‘roman des bas-fonds’ or sentimental
feuilleton maintained themselves for a remarkably long time in French literature
(1995: 30-1). Furthermore, the presence of apparent counter-examples like Gaston
Leroux’s immensely successful serial Chéri-Bibi, serialized between 1913 and
1925, seems at first to counter this neat narrative of cultural disappearance.
Centred on an innocent convict, the eponymous Chéri, Leroux’s serial was
launched in Le Matin with the same degree of frenzied promotion as La
Résurrection de Rocambole fifty years earlier. The teaser poster used on this
occasion – a garish illustration of a skinned corpse bearing the enigmatic tag line
‘Oh non! Pas les mains!’ – acquired a legendary status, and Chéri himself became
an iconic figure of interwar French culture.
In spite of its spectacular success, Leroux’s serial did not so much revive
the traditional convict novel as sound its death knell, since Leroux could not help
ridiculing the very conventions he was supposedly conforming to. He constantly
introduced bathetic contrasts, humorously exaggerating the dramatic tone of the
narrative, and mischievously introducing overtly artificial plot developments.
Thus Chéri-Bibi does not only kill and (quite literally) steal the skin of his
nemesis Maxime du Touchais in order to live with the latter’s wife, his beloved
Cécily, but he subsequently discovers that Maxime murdered Cécily’s father,
making him an innocent convict caught in the skin of a murderer. Vareille
perceptively compares Chéri-Bibi to ‘un château de cartes qui connaît sa vanité’
(1988: 97), an apt description insofar as it highlights both the dynamic, wellcrafted nature of Leroux’s writing, and, at the same time, its inherent artificiality.
Because Leroux (like Allain and Souvestre in Fantômas) constantly foregrounds
the conventional and hackneyed nature of the literary tradition he ostensibly
adopts, his novel lacks the seriousness and moral urgency of many nineteenthcentury convict novels, instead displaying the lively humour but also the relative
vacuity characteristic of parodies. In the words of Vareille again, ‘cette
éthique/esthétique du toujours-déjà-là réduit le récit à un pur jeu d’apparences et
de surfaces’ (1988: 99). To a certain extent, Leroux would probably have agreed
with Allain’s famous observation ‘Nous ne sommes finalement que des amuseurs’
(Allain 1970: 83). Rather than representing a new ‘golden age’ of the convict
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serial, Chéri-Bibi like the Fantômas saga comes across as a fundamentally
derivative work, drawing on all the tropes of the serial novel tradition, but in such
a self-conscious and ironic way that it did not so much perpetuate the genre as
underscore the inevitability of its demise.

5 The competition of the cinema and of the reportage
To these internal evolutions explaining the gradual disappearance of convict
characters from French fiction must be added a series of external pressures, which
contributed no less than the rise of the detective novel to the marginalization of
convict narratives and to the demise of the feuilleton tradition with which they
were associated. The cinema in particular played a key role in changing the
internal dynamics of the field of cultural production in the early twentieth century,
since it not only threatened the business of popular theatres, but also succeeded in
edging out the newspaper serial as the main provider of popular entertainment.
That the cinema, ‘force montante de la nouvelle sémiosphère culturelle’
(Migozzi 2005: 78), had close ties to the world of popular literature and satisfied a
similar type of demand is obvious from the many literary works which found
themselves transposed to the screen in the first decades of the twentieth century.
Les Misérables for instance was quickly adapted by Albert Capellani, whose 1913
version still represents one of the most faithful renderings of Valjean’s time in
Toulon, possibly because the metropolitan convict tradition had not yet entirely
disappeared from the cultural consciousness. The first part of Leroux’s Chéri-Bibi
cycle, Les Premières Aventures de Chéri-Bibi, was almost instantly turned into a
film by Charles Krauss in 1914, and four years later Leroux himself wrote the
scenario for Violet’s adaptation of La Nouvelle Aurore (1918), as Allain had done
for Louis Feuillade’s Fantômas adaptations. Such instances of collaboration
highlight the many ties which united cultural producers working in different
media in the early twentieth century, while underscoring the fundamental
heterogenericity of early French cinema.
For novels did not only provide directors with suitably exciting subject-
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matter, but also had an important influence on their structure and style. Directors
often drew on the conventions of neighbouring artforms; Ferdinand Zecca’s 1902
L’Histoire d’un crime, for instance, was inspired by a waxworks exhibition at the
Musée Grévin, from which it borrowed its sequential structure illustrating a
typical apache’s progression from his murder of a bourgeois to his execution.
Four years later, Zecca drew directly on the traditional tropes of nineteenthcentury convict novels for his film Au bagne, each scene of which is centred on a
topos of the genre.

Figure 32. Unnamed artist, film poster advertising Au bagne (1905)

The protagonist is shown arriving in the bagne (scene 1), then being fettered and
shaved (scene 2), at work in the shipyard (scene 3), being flogged (scene 4),
partaking in a rebellion (scene 5, see fig. 32), escaping from his cell and killing a
guard (scene 6), being captured (scene 7); and finally, he is executed (scene 8) and
his body immersed in the sea (scene 9). As the last episode makes clear, the film
combines diffuse memories of the metropolitan convict tradition (not always
correctly: convicts are for instance shown wearing ball-and-chain fetters) with
tropes borrowed from colonial narratives, since Toulon convicts had traditionally
been buried, while corpses were indeed immersed in Guiana’s Îles du Salut.
By borrowing the traditional tropes of convict novels, however, the
cinema also challenged the supremacy of the genre, since it provided the public
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with the same heady mixture of crime and violence to which the serial novel had
accustomed them. It had the further advantage of making the penal reality of the
bagne immediately visible, thereby maximising the impact of violent or lurid
scenes, and giving viewers the impression of accessing an unmediated reality.
The same reasons arguably also account for the extraordinary success of
reportages in the early twentieth century.

Whereas criminal faits divers and

descriptions of executions and penal institutions represented a rather minor
proportion of the content of French newspapers in the first half of the nineteenth
century, often finding themselves relegated to the last pages of the dailies or to
specialized publications like the popular canards or La Gazette des tribunaux, the
‘petite presse’ launched in the 1860s began fully to exploit popular interest in
crime. It was by covering the 1869 ‘affaire Troppmann’ in all its sinister details
that Le Petit Journal succeeded in pushing up its daily circulation to the
previously unheard-of level of 500 000 copies (compared to its usual 200 000)
(M. Martin 1997: 34). Other newspapers quickly followed suit. As Kalifa shows
in L’Encre et le sang, violent crimes and gruesome accidents were increasingly
foregrounded as front-page material by late nineteenth- and early-twentieth
century newspapers, as editors realized just how lucrative such coverage could be
(1995: 22). In order to attract readers, newspapers included as much visual
material as possible into their accounts, from garish illustrations depicting the
crime to photographs of the area it took place, of the victims or of particularly
important evidence. Like detective novels, they also frequently featured detailed
maps of the crime scene. Furthermore, in order to sustain their reader’s interest
and to make their coverage appear immediate and authentic, editors frequently
dispatched reporters on the crime scene to describe the area, conduct interviews,
and to ‘help’ the police’s investigation by collecting fresh evidence. The enduring
popularity of this type of crime coverage stemmed from the fact that it not only
made violent events visible, but also gave its readers the exciting impression of
following investigations in real time, while generating strong emotions.
Inevitably, the shocking ‘vrai’ touted by journalists made the mere
‘vraisemblable’ of the newspaper feuilleton seem stale and unsatisfying, all the
more so as the writing-style used in the press was often equally vivid.
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This shift in public attention away from the serial and towards the popular
press was precipitated by the rise of the grand reportage as a new narrative
medium. Starting with the Russo-Turkish conflict of 1877, newspapers began to
rely on prestigious ‘envoyés spéciaux’ to provide them with reliable, first-hand
information about political events (see Durand 1994). As the prestige of these onthe-ground reporters grew in the early twentieth century, so too did the amount of
space devoted to reportages, which covered a wide variety of topics and could
stretch over several weeks, but always with an emphasis on the sensational and on
the personally witnessed. These ‘romans arrivés’, as they were often sold to
readers (Boucharenc 2004: 22), not only borrowed stylistic tropes from popular
literature, but also relied on similar types of subject-matter, since descriptions of
wars or disasters alternated with reportages devoted to urban slums (the ever
popular ‘bas-fonds’) or penal institutions – including the overseas bagnes.
To visit Guiana in order to offer readers an eyewitness description of the
bagne was a strategic move for an ambitious reporter, since it combined the
exoticism associated with far-flung, tropical location with the specific lure of
prison descriptions. As a topic, it was also perfectly suited to the punchy, vivid
style characteristic of the reportage and to its trademark denunciatory rhetoric,
since journalists liked to present themselves as intransigent righters-of-wrongs (as
Londres famously put it, ‘notre métier n’est pas de faire plaisir, [mais] de porter la
plume dans la plaie’ (1988: 11)).
Furthermore, the narratives published by French déportés throughout the
last decades of the nineteenth century had not only triggered public interest in the
bagnes and paved the way for a vision of the institution as a ‘dry guillotine’
peopled if not by innocents, then at least by oppressed inmates; they had also
accustomed readers to the specific thrills provided by horrible subject-matter and
gruesome details. Unlike contemporaneous novelists, many Communards did not
shy away from explicit descriptions of torture scenes, or from mentioning
unpalatable details in order to denounce their treatment at the hands of the
administration. So Simon-Mayer for instance explicitly described the fecal stench
of the cell in which he was held following his arrest (1880: 14), as well as the
intimate relationship which Toulon convicts eventually established with their lice,
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wrily introducing his description as ‘du vrai naturalisme’ (59). Henri Rochefort
similarly included a bravura piece about vermin in his own autobiography: ‘Les
puces ne se promenaient pas solitaires dans nos linges pour y flâner. […] C’est
par escadrons qu’elles nous envahissaient, ne laissant pas intact “un pouce de
notre territoire”. Nos draps se transformaient tous les soirs en fourmillières’
(1896, iii: 166). Rochefort’s characteristic combination of vivid literary metaphors
with a dry humour was taken up by twentieth-century reporters in their own
descriptions of Guiana, most notably by Albert Londres in Au bagne.
Londres’s reportage is not only, to this day, the most famous journalistic
account of living conditions in Guiana, it also re-defined the entire genre,
radically altering the way readers viewed the bagne, and triggering a wave of
imitations. Before 1923, journalists often pandered to popular prejudices about ‘le
bagne doré’, denouncing the comfortable living conditions of common-law
criminals, who unlike déportés did not attract the same amount of sympathy
(Kalifa 1995: 258, Barbançon 2003: 210). Though they included quite graphic
descriptions of the convict’s squalid living conditions, they did not empathize
with the inmates, and generally considered their treatment harsh but justifiable.
Jean Normand for instance intersperses his description of the bagne with remarks
designed to pre-emptively neutralize any indignation on the part of his readers:
‘S’il est, dans cette tourbe, des malheureux dignes d’un peu de pitié, il ne faut
point l’égarer, et penser un peu aussi à ceux que le couteau de l’assassin a frappé!’
(1924, ii: 2).91 Londres, by contrast, moved away from this moralistic approach,
denouncing the inhumane way in which convicts were treated, without therefore
condoning their actions or minimising their moral turpitude. Instead, he turned the
spotlight on the institution itself, revealing all its flaws, and underscoring its
fundamental unfairness, which made it an inadequate institution even from a
purely punitive perspective: ‘le bagne n’est pas une machine à châtiment bien
définie, réglée, invariable. […] Selon l’humeur, un vilain tour ne coûtera rien à
son auteur; le lendemain, l’homme ramassera une mangue […] : ce sera le
blockhaus’ (2002: 36).
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Although Normand’s reportage technically post-dates Londres, since it was published in 1924, it
was based on notes from an earlier trip and reflects an approach which would soon go out of
fashion.
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To express his message, Londres borrowed something of the style and
tone of déporté testimonies. This represented an aesthetic innovation, given that
he was not writing about political prisoners, but common-law criminals, who did
not normally benefit from the relative leniency with which the reading public
viewed the déportés. In order to articulate his criticism more effectively, Londres
only occasionally relied on pathos; most of the time, he wrote in a terse but
humorous style which let the facts speak for themselves, as in his description of
the road which the penal administration was trying to build through the jungle:
‘Quelle magnifique route ! Elle doit traverser toutes les Guyanes. On n’a pas
ménagé les cadavres. On y travaille depuis cinquante ans… Elle a vingt-quatre
kilomètres!’ (77). His usual restraint made the rare passages where Londres
expressed genuine indignation all the more effective. Londres’ scathing reportage,
including its famous last sentence – ‘Dorénavant, si on me demande d’être juré, je
répondrai: Non !’ (229) – triggered a public debate of major proportions, to the
extent that Londres later referred to himself with no small pride as the man who
had ‘killed’ the bagne (Fougère 2002b: 246).
The bagne survived Londres’ denunciation, however, although his articles
did trigger a number of internal reforms improving the convicts’ living conditions.
Ironically, Londres’ major legacy turned out to be cultural rather than practical, in
the sense that he drew the attention of the public and of news producers to the
overseas settlements, establishing the bagne reportage as a lucrative new subgenre of journalistic writing (a development fully in accordance with the
‘tendance sérielle’ which Boucharenc sees as characteristic of reportage writing
(2001: 229)). Following in Londres’s footsteps, many other reporters, including
Louis Roubaud, Georges Le Fèvre, J.-F.-Louis Merlet, Paul Darlix, Alexis Danan
and Pierre Martineau visited the bagne and produced similarly sensationalist and
fiery articles about it, as did a number of other writers including doctors like
Louis Rousseau, lawyers like Mireille Maroger and travel writers like the Danish
Aage Krarup Nielsen.92 There was such a strong degree of overlap between their
various accounts that a new and highly codified genre of bagne writing soon
emerged. It borrowed many tropes, conventions and topoi from colonial convict
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Roubaud 1926, Le Fèvre 1925, Merlet 1928, Darlix 1932, Danan 1934, Martineau 1939, L.
Rousseau 1930, Maroger 1937, Nielsen 1933.
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novels. Ironically, an author’s claim to be writing a highly original account
destined to deal the final blow to Guiana’s bagne became a generic marker in and
of itself. In 1939, the editor of Détective still tried to pass off Pierre Martineau’s
reportage on Guiana as groundbreaking: ‘ce qu’il a fait, personne avant lui n’avait
pu le faire. Ni Jacques Dhur, ni Albert Londres, ni Louis Roubaud’ (Martineau
1939). Furthermore, like colonial convict novels, reportages were always
articulated around the same unavoidable topics. No account could do without the
customary descriptions of les Îles du Salut, of the famous ‘route coloniale numéro
zéro’ excoriated by Londres, nor could authors forego the unavoidable interviews
with notorious figures like Ullmo ‘le traître’ or the executioner Hespel. The
pressure of conforming to a certain editorial agenda explains why writers like
Marius Larique or Mireille Maroger felt compelled to provide descriptions of
places or events even if they had never actually seen them. Thus Maroger, for
instance, strategically begins her chapter on the Îles du Salut with a sentence
highlighting her eyewitness status – ‘C’est dans le rayonnement d’un coucher de
soleil que les Îles du Salut nous sont apparues’ (1937: 127) – before reluctantly
conceding that she was never allowed to leave her ship, the penal administration
being unwilling to let would-be writers visit the islands. This administrative
vexation did not, however, prevent Maroger from writing ‘her’ account of life on
Royale.
As Toth points out in Beyond Papillon, the avalanche of French and
English-language texts depicting the Guiana bagne in the darkest of colours had a
determining influence on public opinion on both sides of the Atlantic, generating
such negative publicity for France that it largely accounts for the 1946 decision
finally to close the institution (2006: 122-45). Given that journalists, unlike
novelists, could not set their accounts in the past, the end of the bagne also
brought the production of reportages about it to a halt, all the more so as the
entire genre declined in popularity after 1945 (Boucharenc 2004: 50-1). As a
result, publishers wishing to capitalize on the institution’s dark reputation had no
other choice than to turn to autobiographical writings by convicts or prison
guards. That publishers consciously sought to exploit the remaining public interest
in the bagne is obvious from autobiographies which, like Malo’s Je sors du bagne
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(1948) or Bouloux’s J’étais un bagnard (1965), were given titles suggesting that
their authors had been sent to Guiana, when they had really served their sentences
in metropolitan prisons. The appeal of these autobiographies did not compare,
however, to that of earlier reportages, all the more so as first-hand experience did
not necessarily mean that convicts or prison guards knew how to craft striking or
suspenseful narratives. This is evident from the contrast between Marius
Larique’s description of a Guiana execution in Les Hommes punis (1933), and a
later account by the retired prison guard Roger Flotat:
Au moment où tombe le couteau, les épaules du condamné se
contractèrent, et les bras s’agitèrent dans un mouvement tel qu’on eut
l’impression qu’il voulait rattraper la tête […] L’aide poussa dans le panier
le corps qu’il avait maintenu jusque-là sur le plateau et l’on entendit contre
les parois du panier comme un bruit d’eau projetée par une lance: c’était le
sang qui giclait...
(Larique 1933: 124)
Le condamné marcha droit, regardant la machine qui approchait, sans
broncher il se laissa attacher sur la bascule, j’aidais l’aide bourreau à le
basculer, deux déclics, un pour la partie supérieure de la lunette qui se
rabat sur la nuque, l’autre pour déclencher le couteau, et la tête tombe dans
le panier.
(Flotat 1957: 109-10)
Flotat had actually witnessed the scene he describes. Larique had not – and yet it
is easy to see which version has more literary appeal. As the memory of the bagne
grew ever more distant, with parents no longer threatening their children ‘de les
envoyer casser des cailloux noirs sur les routes de la Guyane’ if they were
naughty (Jusseau 1974: 5), convict novels and autobiographies grew increasingly
rare, signalling the final end of a long popular tradition.
It is fitting that the last, unexpected resurgence of the colonial convict mythology
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analysed here should have been Charrière’s Papillon (1969), which more than any
other text combines the dual tradition of the convict autobiography and of the
popular novel. Although the adventures he recounts had, for the most part, not
happened to him (when they had happened at all), Charrière unlike most other
convicts knew how to implement all the tropes of the adventure novel,
transforming his narrative into ‘l’impossible cocktail de Chéri-Bibi, de l’affaire
Dreyfus, du Comte de Monte-Cristo, de Robinson Crusoé et des Enfants du
capitaine Grant’ (Pierre 2000: 249). More than sixty years after the closure of the
bagne, as the buildings on Guiana’s Îles du Salut slowly decay, and as the convict
novels of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries gather dust in the réserve of
the Bibliothèque Nationale, it is Papillon, in his Hollywood incarnation as Steve
McQueen, who alone embodies the mythology which for so long ensured that the
colonial bagne occupied a special place in the French cultural imagination.
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CONCLUSION
Convicts today

I will end this study of the cultural importance of convicts by considering what
influence the mythology which developed around the bagnes and their inmates
has had on the twentieth- and twenty-first-century French imagination, and,
thereby, on contemporary perceptions of prison life.
In 1881, the novelist Philibert Audebrand complained about the
permanence of convict characters in French fiction, a continued survival which he
found all the more surprising as he considered convicts to have lost the social
relevance they once had:
Nous voyons s’éterniser le type du forçat dans le roman. […] En 1830
[…] c’était un être qu’on voyait, qu’on écoutait, et qui […] vivait sur le
même pavé et dans le même air ambiant que nous. [Mais] l’Empire ayant
recommencé […] on était […] fondé à croire que la littérature conteuse ne
se préoccuperait plus de ce type étrange. (1881: 200-1).
Yet as we saw in chapter 5, novelists kept portraying metropolitan convicts for
decades after the introduction of transportation. The conclusion which Audebrand
draws from this remarkable permanence – ‘Tout commence, tout recommence
sans cesse et rien ne finit’ (199) – nevertheless proved quite wrong, since convicts
did eventually disappear from French fiction just as swiftly as they had once
entered it. The number of convict narratives heavily declined in the twentieth
century, and after the Second World War the reportage as well lost its cultural
importance, and ceased to depict a bagne which had finally been abolished.
Although the 1946 closure of the bagne did have an impact on journalistic
writing insofar as it made it impossible to produce new reportages about the
overseas penal settlements, the disappearance of convicts from the cultural sphere,
like their first appearance, had more to do with cultural factors than with the
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history of the bagne as an institution. Despite having been in operation for
centuries, the reason the bagnes only began to draw the attention of cultural
producers in the early nineteenth century was that as a subject-matter, it coincided
with the new needs of writers faced with increasing commercial pressure. I have
argued in this thesis that convicts provided the right combination of exoticism,
fear and titillation to draw readers in and secure their loyalty. While giving a face
to widespread social fears about urban change and criminal proliferation, convicts
also allowed readers to satisfy deep-seated scopophilic drives, and vicariously to
indulge their own trangressive desires. At the same time, sublime convict
characters were portrayed as inspirational figures illustrating the human ability to
overcome suffering and resist oppression in an age of religious transition.
The disappearance of real-life convicts from the social sphere
consequently had little impact on their fictional portrayal. When their literary
fortune finally began to wane, this was largely due to the demise of the traditional
‘roman des bas-fonds’, which found itself challenged by the growing popularity
of the (proto-)detective novel and of the daily press, with its increasingly
ambitious and sensationalist crime coverage. These generic evolutions were
reinforced by a mediatic transition, with the cinema and radio replacing the
newspaper serial and the theatre as the main providers of popular entertainment.
By the second half of the twentieth century, forçats had all but disappeared from
the cultural sphere, with Charrière’s autofictional Papillon standing as the last and
exceptional resurgence of a dying tradition.
Since then, the cultural myths associated with the world of the bagne have
all but disappeared from the popular consciousness, maintaining only a residual
presence in the form of set expressions like ‘un travail de forçat’ or ‘les forçats de
la route’, a popular way to refer to the cyclists of the Tour de France following
Londres’ reportage on the subject in Le Petit Parisien (1924). Ironically, the
expression in most common usage today – ‘c’est la galère’, ‘galérer’ – harks back
to the very oldest period of the institution’s history, and not to the Guiana bagne
or even to the metropolitan settlements. References to the latter can occasionally
be found in newspapers, or even in social media like Facebook, as in the
following 2010 comment by a user in his twenties:
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Je ne supporte pas ses manières de premier de la classe de me faire passer
pour une andouille sous pretexte [sic] que je ne sais pas distinguer la 5eme
symphonie de truc avec la marche nocturne de ma mère. Quand je serai
dictateur éclairé, il ira au bagne avec une jambe attachée à celle de Lori!
Such references, however, are often informed by competing cultural mythologies,
in particular by that of the American chain gangs, popularized by a multitude of
Hollywood productions from Mervyn LeRoy’s I Am a Fugitive from a Chain
Gang (1932) to Woody Allen’s Take the Money and Run (1969) or Ethan and Joel
Coen’s O Brother, Where Art Thou? (2000). Films like these (and popular comics
like Lucky Luke) have caused the distinctive black-striped uniforms of American
convicts to supersede cultural memories of the scarlet worn by metropolitan
convicts, or even of the white-and-pink striped uniforms of Guiana inmates, to
such an extent that even the artist commissioned by Libertalia to illustrate their
2007 edition of Dieudonné’s La Vie des forçats shows the convicts’ stripes going
the wrong way, horizontally rather than vertically. The loss of the cultural markers
which allowed Balzac’s readers to pick up the hints indicating Vautrin’s secret
identity, and which made workers in Seine-Saint-Denis refer to their factories as
‘des Cayennes’ (Bédarida 2008) also explain why so few twentieth- and twentyfirst century film adaptations of Les Misérables show the Toulon inmates
shackled in pairs or wearing scarlet uniforms. Robert Hossein’s 1982 version
portrays them wearing brownish rags, while the convicts in Bille August’s 1998
adaptation are shackled using British or Australian-style individual leg irons.
Convicts are also almost invariably shown with long beards, contravening the
bagne’s policy of integral shaving, which represented an important security
measure (since it made escaped convicts easier to spot) as well as an additional
symbolic stigma – a dimension lost on contemporary audiences for whom cleanshaven faces have become the norm.
Recent years have, however, seen a resurgence of interest in the French
bagnes in local communities and among niche publics. Both in Toulon and in
Brest, municipalities are now actively pursuing a policy of cultural preservation,
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by encouraging local historians or cultural associations to publish descriptions of
the same institutions which both towns sought to wipe off their maps only sixty
years ago, when they destroyed the last architectural vestiges of the old bagnes.
The Académie du Var’s 2010 launch of their monograph on the bagne (Bérutti
and Meyruis 2010) was held in Toulon’s prestigious Opéra building and attended
by a large number of public officials, while the Patrimoines Brestois publication
devoted an entire issue to the bagne in 2008 (Fourdeux 2008). Publishers have
also aimed a number of non-fictional works about convicts at the general public
(like André Roger-Voisin’s 2010 study Le Bagne de Rochefort) while portions of
Clémens’ Journal have been republished in the popular ‘Découvertes Gallimard’
collection of richly illustrated albums, under the more attractive name La Légende
noire du bagne (Clémens 1992) – a clear sign that publishers consider the interest
in convicts to exceed narrow circles of specialists.
The bagnes have also sparked the interest of some cultural producers, with
the commercial novelist Jacky Pédron for instance choosing the Toulon settlement
as the unlikely setting of her sentimental novel Pour un tragique amour (2004).
More originally, the graphic novelist Yslaire modeled the imaginary penal
settlement to which his protagonist Julie Saintange is sent in the fifth volume of
his Sambre series on the Brest bagne. But for its portrayal of female convicts held
in the same conditions as men, Maudit soit le fruit de ses entrailles… (2003)
displays a remarkable degree of historic accuracy in its evocation of the bagne. It
also engages in dialogue with the whole tradition presented in this thesis, since
some panels of Yslaire’s graphic novel are explicitly modeled on nineteenthcentury illustrations (see for instance the parallel between fig. 33 and Jules Noël’s
Le Bagne la nuit (fig. 34)).
Several factors help to explain this marginal resurgence of interest in the
bagnes. First, the greater distance in time separating contemporary readers and
writers from the historical reality of the bagnes as active penal institutions has
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Figure 33. Yslaire, panel from Maudit soit le fruit de ses entrailles… (2003: 6)
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Figure 34. Jules Noël, Le Bagne la nuit (c.1845) (Alhoy 1845: 100)
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removed something of their infamous aura, establishing them as acceptable topics
of study, and even as a source of pride for local communities eager to play up
their historical heritage (not least for tourism purposes).93 Public interest in the
lives of convicts corresponds to a certain nostalgia about France’s past, and to a
curiosity for social contexts or institutions now considered exotic.
Secondly, it also ties in with the increasing attention devoted by cultural
producers (and by the public at large) to previously marginalized groups, be they
women, gays, servants, ethnic minorities, etc. since the 1960s. Finally, it also
needs to be related to a more general fashion for ‘dark tourism’ in the West
(Lennon and Foley 2000). Whether curated as memorial sites, as buildings
preserved for their notable architecture, or as sensationalist tourist attractions,
prisons attract tourists wishing to explore famous penal sites ‘from the inside’,
and to imagine what life in them was like (consequently, some sites like the old
Katajanokka prison in Helsinki strategically double up as hotels).
This identificatory drive is in fact very similar to the one displayed by
nineteenth-century visitors to the bagnes. Appert famously asked to be allowed to
try on the convicts’ chains, and many writers, like Armand Jusselain, presuppose
a similar curiosity on the part of their readers: ‘Tenez-vous à savoir maintenant
comment vous y passerez votre temps, si, ce qu’à Dieu ne plaise, (mais quelle
supposition!), vous veniez à être envoyé un jour [à la Guyane]? Le matin vous
vous réveillerez à cinq heures’ (etc.) (1865: 224). What this parallel suggests is
that although convicts no longer occupy a central cultural position, the uses to
which they were put do live on, hence the enduring popularity of prison narratives
and prison films among the general public. The serial novel may have
disappeared, but not before bequeathing a number of characters and of cultural
‘formulas’ (Cawelti 2004: 8) to its successors, the cinema and the television
series. Many early French films are structured around typical ‘convict narrative’
plot structures, like the 1909 L’Évadé (Pathé), which is based on the familiar trope
of the noble escaped convict handing himself in so as to bestow the reward for his
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This evolution corresponds to the trend noted by Jacqueline Wilson in her analysis of prison
tourism, whereby a greater distance in time makes it more likely that visitors will empathize with
former inmates and embrace their narratives (Wilson n.d.).
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capture on a destitute family, or the 1913 Le Roi du bagne (Leprince, Pathé), in
which a wealthy banker suitor is revealed to be an escaped convict.
Even late twentieth- and twenty-first century material testifies to the
enduring influence of some of the conventions which informed nineteenth-century
descriptions of the bagne. Prisons for instance remain an important ‘structure de
l’imaginaire’ (Brombert 1975) for contemporary audiences. Like nineteenthcentury novels or non-fictional texts about the bagne, films and books about
prisons are designed to satisfy the public’s curiosity about institutions normally
hidden from view. They combine an exploratory, exotic dimension (by
purportedly offering ‘realistic’ depictions of life behind bars, in all its gruesome
details) with the same titillating function which characterized lurid commercial
depictions of the metropolitan settlements or of the Guiana dormitories. Hence the
extreme importance given to homosexual rape in films and books about American
prisons. In A Man in Full (1998), Wolfe keeps evoking it as an overarching
menace, encompassing all the diffuse threats and dehumanizing dimensions of
prison life: ‘the same fear burned day and night in the brain of every white firsttime inmate at Santa Rita: homosexual rape’ (2001: 319). Conventional stylistic
tropes from the nineteenth century also live on, like the recurrent comparison
between prisons and hell. Jeffrey Archer for instance predictably entitled his
three-volume account of his imprisonment for perjury after the three parts of
Dante’s Divine Comedy: Hell, Purgatory and Heaven (2002, 2003, 2004).
Paradoxically, it is the earliest function of convict characters – and the one
easiest to deride for contemporaneous readers encountering works like Navéry’s
L’Ange du bagne – which has also proved most enduring. The emotional appeal
of ‘sublime’ convicts or prisoners remains unabated for contemporary audiences,
albeit with a few changes of focus. The important shift away from a passive ideal
of heroic expiation (exemplified by characters like Trenmor, Aulaire or even
Valjean) and towards a new vision of penal redemption centred on moral
resistance and escape, on self-assertion and action rather than self-denial and
ataraxia, remains as important as ever, hence the predominance of plot lines
structured around the patient preparation of an ultimately successful escape. Andy
Dufresne, as he is portrayed in The Shawshank Redemption (1994) and in the
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novella on which the film was based (King 1982) is clearly descended in a
straight line from the Count of Monte-Cristo and from all the other tunnel-digging
inmates of the convict tradition.
Monte-Cristo’s most important legacy is spiritual rather than technical,
since prisoners are usually shown to succeed in their break-out attempts only after
undergoing a moral transformation, ‘une transfiguration dans les ténèbres’ as Jean
Tortel calls it (1970: 65). Such a transfiguration typically entails overcoming
various forms of physical and psychological torture with the prisoner’s mental
acuity and especially his moral resolve intact, thereby proving the human mind’s
ability to retain its identity and dignity in the face of carceral oppression. Just as
important as Andy’s tunnel is his resolve not to let himself be broken by his long
stays in the prison’s dark cells. In the same way, the fortuitous earthquake freeing
Conrad from Santa Rita in A Man in Full only occurs after his life-changing
encounter with Stoic philosophy, which helps him to renounce fear and to achieve
a form of ‘freedom in constraint’, which nevertheless finds itself conveniently
translated into physical freedom following Conrad’s escape through – once more
– an underground passage.
Tunnels symbolize both the effort required to achieve freedom, and the
close parallel between such carceral transformations and natural cycles of death
and rebirth. Prisons are portrayed as graves but also as wombs, since their
destructive nature is paradoxically counterbalanced by their nurturing,
transformative effects. A popular hero’s passage through gaol typically occurs at
the low point of his narrative evolution – like after Batman’s defeat at the hands
of Bane in the The Dark Knight Rises (2012) – but thereby it invariably heralds
his triumphant return to the sphere of action as a stronger but also ‘purified’ hero,
having undergone a moral epiphany making him both physically and mentally
more resilient. Despite having broken his back, Nolan’s Batman swiftly escapes
his underground dungeon after a few token push-ups but most importantly, after
realizing that only the fear of falling prevents him from successfully scaling the
wall of his prison – a conclusion which allows the filmmakers to articulate a
typically motivational message about the power of the human will.
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This type of metaphysical subtext remains an essential component of
prison narratives and films, and it is this dimension which largely helps to explain
why contemporary audiences can still connect emotionally with a character like
Jean Valjean, in spite of the latter’s constant renunciation of personal happiness in
the name of moral expiation. This is a stance which might have seemed
appropriate to nineteenth-century audiences, but which contemporary readers or
viewers frequently experience as overly masochistic (Vargas Llosa goes as far as
to suggest that Valjean’s would-be expiation really hides a ‘Freudian death wish’
(2007: 67) and a secret ‘desire for pain’ (68) caused by his ‘deprived childhood’
and traumatic imprisonment (67)). Contemporary audiences can still perceive the
grandeur of Valjean’s expiation, however, insofar as his suffering becomes a
symbol of the general social constraints bearing down on the novel’s characters
and, by extension, on all human beings. Valjean’s sublimity largely stems from
his symbolical function; his decision to embrace virtue in spite of social rejection
and of Javert’s relentless pursuit again comes to symbolize the human ability to
resist social determination and to choose ethical perfection over mere happiness or
physical comfort.
Tom Hooper’s 2012 film adaptation of the 1985 musical based on Hugo’s
novel (Schönberg 1985) perfectly reflects this symbolic dimension of Hugo’s
narrative through its repeated use of striking visual oppositions obviously
intended as symbols. In the opening sequence, the toiling, chained Valjean is
shown looking up at Javert strategically positioned on the high edge of the
shipyard, where he stands as an incarnation of the unyielding ‘anankè’ represented
by human laws (Hugo 1891-1892, i: 5), a visual opposition reactivated at the very
end of the film, when the muddy Valjean emerges from the sewers to find Javert
towering over him yet again. The policeman’s subsequent fall from the high
parapet of a bridge into the foaming waters of the Seine then comes to symbolize
the final triumph of ‘divine’ laws – with their emphasis on mercy and the
possibility of moral change – over the rigid inflexibility of human legislation.
The natural consequence of such metaphysical responses to incarceration
is, however, to reduce prisons and bagnes to mere conceits, symbolical backdrops
allowing for the articulation of sublime moral messages. The bagne depicted in
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Tom Hooper’s Les Misérables, like the one in Le Collier de fer (1827) or
Navéry’s L’Ange du bagne, has very little in common with the real institutions
which operated in nineteenth-century France; it is no more realistic than the
prison-pit into which Batman is thrown in Nolan’s film. Contemporary prison
films and prison narratives, just like the nineteenth-century texts analysed in the
various chapters of this thesis, draw on penal institutions for suspense and as a
means of articulating motivational messages, but in so doing they commonly
obscure the reality of the penal experience. Not only do such cultural
representations minimize the destructive nature of imprisonment, thereby making
it more difficult for outsiders to understand its negative impact on inmates (a point
stressed by Primo Levi in The Drowned and the Saved, see chapter 3), but they
also perpetuate a number of social misperceptions about prisons and criminals.
Contemporary audiences typically share the nineteenth-century public’s distorted
vision of prisons even when they consider themselves reliably informed, as
Anthony Thompson has shown in his study of public perceptions of prison
violence in America. Thompson’s survey revealed the average American’s view
on prison life to be predominantly shaped by cultural depictions like The
Shawshank Redemption or popular television series like Oz (1997-2003) or Prison
Break (2005-2009), and not by first-person accounts, statistical analyses or
informed descriptions (2008: 29).
In some respects, then, little has changed. When it comes to the persistent
gap between public perceptions of prisons and the real living conditions faced by
inmates, Audebrand would be right in his claim that ‘tout commence, tout
recommence sans cesse et rien ne finit’ (199). Convicts have come and gone, but
the French public still protests against measures like the provisional release of
offenders on parole or plans to put more funding into prisons with the same
vehemence which characterized early twentieth-century diatribes against ‘le bagne
doré’ – in spite of the evidence showing such measures to be more efficient than
punitive practices in preventing recidivism. The disjunction between public
perceptions of prison and the experience of inmates is not helped by the fact that,
now as in the nineteenth century, the latter are not considered able to convey
valuable insights about their experience, and so are rarely allowed a voice in
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public debates. As the documentary director Didier Cros points out in a recent
interview, ‘la parole [des détenus] n’est pas audible car jugée non valable’
(Montvalon 2013).
The net result of this continued marginalization of imprisoned voices is to
turn prison inmates and convicts into the grands absents of the entire tradition
examined here, and it is with this ongoing silence that I would like to conclude.
Paradoxically, the proliferation of cultural representations devoted to bagnes and
convicts in the nineteenth century only served to obscure the real functioning of
these institutions, and the sociological dynamics underpinning crime and
punishment. I have argued that plays like Les Deux Forçats ou La Meunière du
Puy-de-Dôme, non-fictional works like Alhoy’s Les Bagnes and novels like Les
Misérables or Papillon tell us more about the concerns of cultural consumers than
they do about the convicts which they ostensibly portray.
Just as the scapegoat, in Girard’s famous analysis of ritual sacrifice, is
rarely responsible for any real transgression, but simply becomes the focus of a
community’s internal tensions and need for violent release (1982: 59), so too
nineteenth-century convicts, as infamous ‘low-Others’, were used as screens onto
which readers and writers could project their own fears and fantasies. Like the
herd of swine encountered by Jesus in Mark 5, and into which he sends the
unclean spirits plaguing the Gerasene demoniac, so France’s convicts became the
receptacle for many of the anxieties of their era; and what they or the pigs thought
about it, we will never know.
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